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Foreword
My definition of engineering is the application of physics and other branches of
science to the creation of products and services that (hopefully) make the world a
better place. In order to do this, an engineer must master the use of certain tools.
Some of these tools are physical in nature, like the computer, but for the most part
an engineer's toolkit consists of mental skills developed through study of math and
science. Mathematics is at the core of engineering, and skill at math is one of the
main determining factors in how far an engineer advances in his or her career.
However, although they might not like to admit it, many practicing engineers
have forgotten~or are uncomfortable with~much of the mathematics they learned
in school. That's where Just-in-Time Math for Engineers comes in. The "just-intime" concept of inventory management is familiar to most engineers, and I think it's
a good title. The book provides a quick math review or refresher just when you need
it most. If you're changing jobs, tackling a new problem, or taking a course that
requires dusting off your math skills, this book can help. The authors, all engineers
from various fields, have done a good job of distilling the fundamentals and explaining the concepts clearly and succinctly, from an engineering point of view.
A word of advice: during my engineering career, I've watched the computer
become an indispensable and ubiquitous desktop engineering tool. It's changed the
very shape and nature of engineering in many cases. However, in my opinion, it's far
too easy nowadays for engineers to "let the computer handle the math." When
modeling or simulating an engineering problem, no matter what the field, you should
always be sure you understand the fundamental, underlying mathematics, so you can
do a reality check on the results. Every engineer needs a "just-in-time" math skills
update every now and then, so keep this book handy on your shelf.
Jack W. Lewis, EE.
Author of Modeling Engineering Systems: PC-Based Techniques and Design Tools
Newnes Press
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Preface
M a t h e m a t i c s is the gate and the key to the sciences. ~

Roger Bacon, 1276

This is the stuff we use. The subject matter in this book is what the authors use in
their professional lives - controlling stream bank erosion across America, designing
equipment for the bottom of oil wells, and probing the phenomena of microgravity to
understand crystal growth. Surprisingly, the civil engineer working on flood control,
the researcher probing the Earth for its bounty, and the scientist conducting experiments on the Space Shuttle use the same equations. Whether on the ground, under
the ground, or in space, mathematics is universal.
Math books tend to be written with the intent to either impress colleagues or to
offer step-by-step instructions like a cookbook. As a result, many math books get lost
in a sea of equations, and the reader misses the big picture of the way concepts relate
to each other and are applied to reality. We provide the basic understanding for the
application of mathematical concepts. This is the book we wish we had when we
started our engineering studies. We also intend this book to be easy reading for
people outside the technical sciences. We hope you use this book as a stepping-stone
for understanding our physical world.
Our primary audience is the working engineer who wants to review the tools of
the profession. This book will also be valuable to the engineering technician trying to
advance in the work arena, the MBA with a non-technical background working with
technical colleagues, and the college student seeking a broader view of the mathematical world. We believe our approach--concepts without mathematical
jargon~will also find an audience among non-technical people who want to understand their scientific and engineering friends.
Mathematics is not just an intellectually stimulating, esoteric subject. It is
incredibly useful, as well as fun. We hope this book addresses the usefulness of math
and, in doing so, provides intellectual stimulation.
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CHAPTER

1

M a t h - The Basics
No knowledge can be certain if it is not based upon mathematics or upon some other
knowledge which is itself based upon the mathematical sciences. - - Leonardo da Vinci

If you want to skip this chapter, do so. But it may be a while since you've thought
about this stuff, and we hope that you'll at least skim through it. Consider the easy
math as a final check on your hiking boots before you start climbing the more exotic
trails. Tight bootlaces will keep you from falling on the slippery slopes, and a good
mathematical foundation will do the same for your mathematical education. So, read
on, my friend: this might even be interesting.
What is math? Perhaps, more to your interest, what is engineering math? Math is
a thought process; it isn't something you find. You do not synthesize it in the laboratory or discover it emanating from space or hidden in a coal mine ~. You will discover
math in your mind. Is math more than a consistent set of operations that help us
describe what is real, or is it an immutable truth? We'll let you decide.
Math is a tool created by us human creatures. We have made the rules and the
rules work. The precise rules evolve with time. Numbers were used for thousands of
years before zero became a mathematical entity. Math is also a language. It's the
language that scientists and engineers use to describe nature and tell each other how
to build bridges and land on Mars. (How the Romans ever made the 50,000-seat
Roman Coliseum using just Roman numerals for math, we'll never know.) Of
course, the field of mathematics is an expanding field. Study on, and you may add
to this expanding field of knowledge.
It is key to remember that math isn't something you have to understand, because
there is nothing to understand. Math is something you simply have to know how to
use and to become comfortable using. Math is not poetry, where there is meaning
hidden between the lines. Math is not art, which has purpose even if it is not applied.
From an engineering point of view, math is just a tool. (Although some purists might
disagree.) This book hopes to help you use this tool of math better.
Now, let's have a quick review of the basics.

1 As you may know, the element helium was first discovered in the sun and later found
trapped in pockets in coal mines and oil deposits.
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Numbers
When we think of numbers we tend to think of integers such as 1, 4, or 5,280, all of
which represent something tangible whether it's money, grades, or distance. The next
thought would be negative numbers: -2, -44, o r - 3 8 2 . Negative numbers represent
the lack of something, such as my bank account near payday. And, of course, halfway between 3 a n d - 3 is zero. Zero is special. Used as a place holder in a number
such as 304, it signifies that there are no tens in this number 2, but as you'll see (and
probably already know) zero has special properties when we start to use it in mathematical operations.
So far we've only mentioned integers (we call zero an integer). Before we can
logically talk about other types of numbers, we need to define some basic mathematical operations.

Equality: The equals, =, sign means that the expression on its righthand side has the
exact same value as the expression on its lefthand side.
Examples:

3= 3
5=5

Addition: It's what you do when you put two or more sets of numbers together. The
combined number is called the sum. But please note, you can only add like t h i n g s ~
that is, they must have the same unit of measurement. You cannot add your apples to
the money in your account unless you sell them and convert apples to money before
the addition. However, you can add apples to oranges, but the unit of the sum becomes fruit.
Example:

2+ 3= 5

Subtraction: Some folks say that subtraction doesn't exist. They say it's just negative
addition. It does exist in the minds of engineers and scientists, however, so we'll talk
about it. Subtraction is what happens when I write checks on my bank account: the
sum of money in the account decreases. If it's close to payday, and I keep writing
checks when I have zero or fewer dollars in the account, the math still works. The
bank balance just becomes more negative. If I should get very careless and write a
check for a negative amount of money, the bank may not know how to handle it, but
the mathematician just says that I ' m trying to subtract a negative number, which is
the same as adding that number. That is
- ( - 2 ) = 2.

2

Assuming that we're using base 10 arithmetic--you'll see more on this later in the chapter.
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This is silly when applied to a bank account, but math is just a set of tools. The
mathematical convention works.
Example"

5-2-3

Multiplication is just adding a bunch of times. When we get our final
answer we call it the product. If six people put $5 each into my bank account, how
much more money would I have? We could add 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 to the account,
or we could multiply 6 x 5. It's the same thing 3.

Multiplication:

Units are still important in multiplication, but you have more flexibility. With
that flexibility comes power, and with power comes danger. In addition, you must
keep the same units on each item in the list that you are adding. You add apples to
apples. If you add apples to oranges, you change the units to fruit. In multiplication,
you multiply the units as well as the numbers. In our simple example, we multiplied
six people times $5 per person. People times dollars/person just winds up as dollars.
We'll talk a lot more about units as we go along.
Division: Division is the inverse of multiplication. Say we have 60 apples and ask

how many apples we can give to four different people. We can count the apples out
one by one to make four piles of fifteen apples each, or we can divide four into sixty
In this example, 60 is the dividend, four is the divisor, and the result, fifteen, is the
quotient.
And don't forget units. The units divide just as the numbers divided. We had 60
apples divided by four sets, so we get 15 apples per set. Perhaps a clearer example
would be to determine the average speed of a car if a trip of 1200 kilometers required
15 hours driving time. The dividend is 1200 kilometers, the divisor is 15 hours, and
the quotient is 80 kilometers per hour.
We can write this division problem as
80
15)1200

or 1200km + 1 5 h r s - 80km/hr

or we can write it as
1200km

- 80km/hr.

15hrs
In this form, the number in the 1200 position is called the numerator, the number
in the 15 position is the denominator, and the result is still the quotient.

3

We're sure that you know this, but here goes anyway. The symbols for multiplication are
x, 9 *, or nothing. That is, the quantity a multiplied by the quantity b can be written as
axb, a ' b , a 9 b, or ab. If we're multiplying a couple of numbers by another number, we
might put the pair in parenthesis, like this: ab + ac = a ( b + c). We'll save trees and use
nothing unless a symbol is needed for clarity.
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If we should state a division problem where the numerator was a lower magnitude
than the denominator, we call that expression a fraction. Of course, 3//22,3/2, and
1200/(15 are fractions, but we tend to think of 3/2 as 1 plus the fraction 1/2. We could
also call any division problem a fraction. A fraction is the ratio between two numbers. It's just a convenient term to apply to a division problem.
The expression 6/8 is a fraction. You will doubtless recognize that 6/8 is the same
as 3/4. We generally prefer to write this fraction as 3/4, which is expressed in its
lowest terms.
And while on the subject of fractions, let's talk about the decimal. We can leave
the fraction, 3/4, as is, or recognize that it is equal to 75/100. This allows us to write
it easily as 0.75, the decimal equivalent to the fraction. All you are doing when you
convert from a fraction to a decimal is continue to divide even when the quotient is
less than one. For example,
0.75
3=4)3.00
4

Some Laws
When it comes to math, laws are the rule, and we must carefully follow them.
Hopefully, by the time you finish this book, your understanding of engineering
mathematics will be such that you innately do the fight thing, and you will not feel
encumbered by a rote set of rules.
Most of these laws will seem like common sense to you. We'll use symbols
instead of numbers in discussing these laws. These symbols 4, a, b, c ..... can represent
any number unless otherwise stated. It is not important to remember the names of
these laws, but it is important to know the concepts.

Associative Law of Addition
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c)

Eq. 1-1

We use the parentheses to dictate the order in which the operations are performed. The operations within the parentheses are performed first. The Associative
Law of Addition simply states that it doesn't matter which numbers you add first; the
answer will be the same.
Example:
(3 + 2) + 4 = 3 + (2 + 4) because
(5) + 4 = 3 + (6).

4

When using symbols in lieu of numbers, we're doing algebra.
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Note that the use of the parenthesis is redundant in the second step. We used it
only to show the original grouping.

Associative Law of Multiplication
(ab)c + a(bc)

Eq. 1-2

The Associative Law of Multiplication, like the law for addition, simply states
that it doesn't matter which numbers you multiply first because the answer will be
the same.
Example:
(2 x 4) • 5 = 2 x (4 • 5) because
(8) • 5 = 2 • (20)

Again, the parentheses are redundant in the second step. We won't keep disclaiming this obvious fact as we step through the rules.

Commutative Law o f Addition
a+b=b+a

Eq. 1-3

Example:
(3 + 4) = (4 + 3) because (this is too easy)
7=7
The Commutative Law of Addition states that order doesn't matter. You will get
the same answer if you add the numbers forwards or if you add them backwards.

Commutative Law of Multiplication
ab = ba

Eq. 1-4

Example:
3 x 4 = 4 x 3 because
12=12
The Commutative Law of Multiplication, like the law for addition, states that
order doesn't matter in multiplication either. Switching the order of the numbers will
get you to the same answer in the end.

Distributive Law
a(b + c) = ab + ac
Example:
2(3 + 5) -- 2 x 3 + 2 x 5 because

Eq. 1-5
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2x(8)=6+10
The Distributive Law just distributes the a between the b and the c. The parentheses mean that both the b and the c are multiplied by the a.

Rules Using Zero
1)

a +0=a
Example:
7+0=7

2)

ax0=0
Example:
5x0=0

3) aJ0 is undefined 5
Example:
There is no example for this one.

More About Numbers
Rational Numbers
A rational number is any number that can be written in the form a/b as long as b is
not zero. All integers are rational numbers, but so are 2/3,-3/22, and 51/2.

Irrational Numbers
Don't be confused by the dictionary when it says that "rational" is based on reason
and "irrational" is not. An irrational number is simply a number that can't be expressed as a fraction. Both rational and irrational numbers are real n u m b e r s ~ t h a t is,
they both correspond to a real point on a scale. Here's an example of an irrational
number: try to find a number that when multiplied by itself equals two. It doesn't
exist. Start with 1.414, multiply it by itself, and see that it's close 6 to two. Keep
adding small amounts to your starting number, 1.414, and you'll get very close to
two. You may get larger than two, but you'll never equal two.

5 Some might say a/0 equals infinity (if a ~ 0). That logic follows from the fact that
a~x becomes larger and larger in magnitude as x becomes smaller in magnitude (we say
"magnitude" to not confuse the relative values of small positive numbers with large
negative numbers). But if -/a,/0 equals infinity, then does 2a/~-- equal two infinities? And
should it be positive infinity or negative infinity? Too messy. Just stay away from a/(you
know what).
6 Be wary of calculators that round off too quickly.
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Imaginary Numbers
If you like irrational numbers, you'll love imaginary numbers. The big difference is
that you can go through the rest of your engineering life 7 without worrying about the
definition of irrational numbers (you'll just use them), but the definition of imaginary
numbers will follow you forever.
An imaginary number doesn't exist, but engineers (and others) use it extensively
to describe real things. This concept is better left to numerous examples sprinkled
about in the more advanced sections of this book. For now, we'll just give an example and go on to an even more obtuse topic.
An example of an imaginary number is that number which, when multiplied by
itself, is equal to -1. And, of course, such a number doesn't exist. You just learned
that a negative number times any other negative number is a positive number--that's
why it's an imaginary number.
The number we're talking about is called i. That is,

ixi - - 1 .

Remember this one/ Eq. 1-6

Likewise
2i x 2i - - 4 .
To add even more intrigue to the world of imaginary numbers, electrical engineers use the letter "j" instead of 'T' since they have reserved 'T' for electrical
current. So

~f-1 = i - j
Complex Numbers
A complex number is a combination of real and imaginary numbers. Example: The
number 2 is a real number. The number 3i, or i3, is an imaginary number. The
number 2 + i3 is a complex number.
While on this subject, let's look at one more item, the complex conjugate. If 2 + i3
is our complex number, then 2 - i3 is its complex conjugate. "Who cares?" We do.
The complex conjugate can turn complex numbers into real numbers. Note what
happens when we multiply a complex number by its complex conjugate,
(2 + i3) x (2 - i3) -- 2 x 2 - 2 x i3 + i3 x 2 - i3 x i3.
The terms with imaginary numbers cancel out, the i3 multiplied by itself becomes -9, and we are left with
(2 + i3) x (2 - i3) - 2 x 2 - ( - 9 )
=4+9-13
Hence, in symbols,

(a + ib)(a- ib) - 7

a 2 --}-- b 2

Computer science may be an exception.

Remember this one! Eq. 1-7
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More Rules
These rules are rather self evident, but we'll throw in a few examples. (In no case
below do we, or should you, divide by zero.)
a / ( l - a , that is, 3/(1 - 3
o/

a • b -

c///d if, and only if, ad - bc. Example: 2~7- ~/28' because 7.8 - 2.28

a ~c + b ~c _ b_______~).
(a +
Example: 16~4+ 20//44C

(1 6 + 20), because 4 + 5 = (36)
4

4

a/~b.C//d= ac Example: 20~4"30/~6 - 2 0 - 3 0

600
4------~' because, 5 - 5 - ~ 2 4

b---d"

160
~
, because, 20 + 2 (a/~b) + ( C//d) _ ad Example 9 40~2" 8/~4-40"4
16
bc
If a = b + c, then a + d = b + c + d . Example: If 5 = 3 + 2 , then
5+7=3+2+7
If a = bc, then ad = bcd ; example: If 12-- 3.4, then 1 2 . 2 - - ( 3 . 4 ) . 2
The Cancellation Rule,

ac_
cd

12 4
12
.Example:-~--'-~- - -~-

a//d

Are you bored yet? If not, here are some definitions.

Definitions"
/ a/ i s called the reciprocal of

a.

Example: Y2 is the reciprocal of 2; likewise, 2 is

the reciprocal of 1/~
9 . We sometimes refer to the reciprocal of a value as its inverse 8
value.
Equality, If a = c, and b = c , then a = b .
Example: If 3 + 4 = 7, and 6 + 1 = 7, then 3 + 4 = 6 + 1

Inequality signs (<, >, <, >)
If a and b are both real numbers and if a - b is a positive number, then a is larger
than b (even if both numbers are negative). The relationship between a and b can be
written as

a>b, or b<a
8 In fact we'll use the term "inverse" in a variety of ways as we go along. It'll always be
analogous to the use of the word here in that we'll take something and turn it upside
down.
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which is spoken as "a is greater than b" or "b is less than a." Example: 5 > 3, or
3<5.
If it is only known that a is not smaller than b (that is, a may equal b or be larger
than b) then we write that relationship as
a>b
and say, "a is equal to or greater than b" or "b is less than or equal to a." Example:
if 5 > a , then a is either equal to 5 or it is less than 5.

Some Inequality Relationships
The notation
a>b>c
means that b is less than a but greater than c. Example: 7 > 5 > 3.
For any two numbers, only one of the following is true:
a<b,ora=b,ora>b.

Example: a < 5 , o r a = 5 , o r a > 5 .

Ifa<b
andb<c thena<c. Examplel: Since5<7 and7<9then5<9.
Example 2: Since - 7 < - 5 and - 9 < - 7 then - 9 < - 5 . (This gets silly.)
If a < b , then a + c < b + c for any value of c. Example 1: Since 1 < 2, then
1 + 235 < 2 + 235. Example 2: Since - 2 < - 1, then - 2 + 235 < -1 + 235.
If c > 0 and a > b , then ac < b c , regardless of the signs of a and b. Example 1:
Since 2 > 0, and 4 > 3, then 2.4 > 2.3. Example 2: Since 2 > 0, and - 3 > - 4 , then
2 x (-3) > 2 x (-4).
If c < 0 and a < b, then ac > bc. This is just the converse to the last one.
With a little bit of scratching about, you can show the same relationships as
above for the "equal to or greater than" signs.

Absolute Value
The absolute value of a number is its distance from zero, the origin of our counting
scale. Sometimes the sign of the number is all important. If we're talking about my
bank account, the difference between happiness and misery is whether or not I have
plus one dollar or minus one dollar in the bank the day before payday. In other
circumstances, the magnitude, or absolute value, is all important. Electrical engineers
are most concerned with the magnitude of the voltage that they're handling and not
just the sign in a relative sense. A 6-volt battery may have a "larger" value than a 20,000-volt cathode in a television set, but we know which one we'd least rather
touch, and the emergency room physician will not be concerned about the voltage's
sign when treating your bums.
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The absolute value of a, or ]a[, is defined as

lal- a

if a > O . Example:

[5[- 5

and
[a[--a

if a < O. Example: l- 5 1 - - ( - 5 ) -

5

Glance at the following facts about absolute values and convince yourself that
they' re correct.
1 - a l - [a[. Example:

1- 51- - ( - 5 ) -

5 and 151- 5.

[a[ > 0. Look at the last few examples.

Iq-~
iabl-lal•

9
Example: I-3•

I- 12, and 1-31•215

I- 3•

eat

Example:

I@1-1-4t-4,and 1-81=
i8--[=8=4
121 121 2

and
lal,

lal-

lax

a I-

a*a.

(We think this truth is too self-evident to warrant an

example.)
Those facts about the absolute value were easy enough. Now scratch your head
over the next two sets of inequalities and convince yourself that they are correct.
Ixl<c and-c<x<c.
Example: If x - - 5 , and c - 7, then L- 51 = 5 < 7 and - 7 < -5 < 7 are the exact
same mathematical statements, as are

Lx - a t < c and (a - c ) < x < (a + c).
Example: If x - 7, a - 5, and c - 3, then 17 - 51 - 2 < 3, and
(5 - 3) < 7 < (5 + 3).
Work them out symbolically, if you can, and then verify your findings with
numbers. Use both positive and negative numbers to show the universality of the
relationships.
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Exponents

You, of course, know how to multiply a times b, which we write as ab. When multiplying b times b, you can write it as bb or b 2. We call the form b 2 "b to the second
power" and we use the exponent form to write it.
The word "exponent" may sound a bit esoteric, but it's just a shorthand way to
multiply and divide. We roughly described a simple exponent above. A more formal
definition is
b. b.b. b .... n times,

b n --

R e m e m b e r this o n e /

Eq. 1-8

where b is any number and n, the exponent, is a positive integer.
But this is not the complete definition because the exponent can be a negative
number or even a fraction. However, staying for the moment with exponents as
positive integers, you should be able to verify the following rules:
bnb m-

b (n+m) .

Example:

( n)m-- m xample:

22. 23 - 4 . 8 - 3 2 - 25
(22

-- 43 -- 6 4 - - 22"3-- 26

(bc) ~ - bnc ~ . Example: (3.4) 2 . 1 2 2 . 144 and 32.42 - 9 . 1 6 - 1 4 4 .

- ~ . c~ Example:

-

4 3 -

64, and 23 - ~ 8

= 64.

and
nb __ b n _ m
b m -.

b___~__"
bm

Example:

32_
32 --

1
2 3
b~n "Example: - ~ -

243

9

-- 27,

and

3 (5-2) -

33 -

27.

8
1
1
3-2- 1/~4,and 2(5_3)---~-- 1~4 9

or
tl

b
~=lifn--m.
bm

Let's drop the positive integer requirement for exponents and look at our first
exponent rule
bnbm--

b (n+m)

Remember this one/

and ask what we would have if n = 0.
The expression would be
b~176

m

11

Eq. ]-9
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Hence b ~ - 1.
Let's now look again at the rule
b,,b m - b (n+m)

and let m - - n
which leads to
bnb-n__b

(n-n)

=

b 0 ,

=1
Hence

1
b--n

,

b n

Or to write this relationship in a more general fashion,
b"

.-- b n - m .

bm

Of course, none of the denominators are zero.
We'll now delve into fractions for exponents. Once we finish with this, we can
get to the topics for which you bought the book.
Let's play with the rule
(bn)m--b

nm

1

and replace the integer, n, with the fraction - - , which gives us
m
1

m

m

--

m

b

-b

-bl-b.
1

What we have is an expression,

bm,

1

for the m throot of b. That is, if we take

b m to

1

t h e m th

power we get b. Or to write it more clearly, let c -

Cm ~

bm ,

then

b .

Hence c is the

m th

root of b.

(If this root stuff doesn't make a lot of sense for now, don't worry. We'll dig out
more roots than you want in the chapter on algebra. For now, just look at some easy
examples such as 2 2 = 4, and 2 3 = 8, and know the 2 is the second, or square, root of
4 and the third, or cube, root of 8.)
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1

We also use the radical sign for b m as
1

b m _ m~.

Eq. 1-10

Logarithms
Closely coupled with exponents is the mathematical operation called logarithm. Back
in the bad old days, in the BC era 9, logarithms were useful as a computational tool ~~
Now, logarithms find limited application in some functions, in graphs where large
ranges of data are plotted, and in g r a p h s ~ s u c h as the price of a company's s t o c k ~
where percent changes are more important to track than actual values. "So why
bother?" you may ask. Because it's there. And because there are still enough logs ~
around to build a trap for someone who doesn't understand them.
What is a log and how are logs related to exponents?
The exponent, n, that satisfies the equation
bn--N
is the logarithm of N to the base b (b is a positive number not equal to 0 or 1). And
note that there is no solution for N < 0 as long as b > 0.
That's simple enough. Since 2 3 = 8, then 3 is the log of 8 to the base 2.
The most common base used for logarithms is 10. It is so common that base ten
logarithms are called "common logs." Another value 12 occurs in natural phenomena
so often that the logs to this base are called "natural logs." We'll only use common,
base 10, logs in this section, so when we write log N = x, the base b = 10 is understood.
Another example of a logarithm is
log 100 = 2, since 102 = 100,
but what is log 200? That is, what exponent do we ascribe to 10 to get 200? The
answer is 2.30103. How did we know that? Thankfully, someone else has worked
them out and we looked it up. In the BC era we would have used published tables of
logs (exciting reading, let me tell you) to find the answer. Now when you want a
logarithmic value, you just go to your computer or your calculator.

BC stands for that distant past time, "Before Computers."
10 Some of you have no doubt heard of a slide rule. The slide rule is a mechanical logarithm
calculator.
11 Log is the abbreviation for logarithm.
12 This value is approximately 2.71828, and is called e. We'll spend a lot of time with e in
most of the subsequent chapters.
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Look at the rules for handling logarithms and see the analogy of logs to exponents. (These rules apply to any base).
Rule 1"

log(m 9 n) - log (m) + log (n).

Eq. 1-11

Example: log(100 9 1000) - log(100,000) - 5, and log(100)
+ log(1000) - 2 + 3 - 5.
Rule 2:

log(N q) - q log(N).
Example" log(1002)

Rule 3"

logiC-J-

-

-

log(10,000) - 4, and 2 . log(100) - 2 . 2 - 4.

log(M)-log(N).

Eq. 1-12

Example:
log

1 0 0 , 0 0 0 / = log(i,000) - 3 and
100

"x
100,000 j _ log o 0 0 , 0 0 0 ) - log o 0 0 ) - 5 - 2 - 3
log
100
J

Rule 4:

log(l) - 0.
Combining the last two rules, we have

.ogf / ,og, t;
Example: log(1-~0 ) = - 2 , since

10-2=1
100

and -log(100) - -2.

Now place yourself into the mindset of the BC folks, and you'll recognize the value
of logarithms in doing messy arithmetic. Addition and subtraction are easier than
multiplication and division, and multiplication is simpler than taking your number to
some exponent, especially if the exponent was negative or not a whole number. If you
lived in those old days and had to multiply and divide a string of numbers, you'd just
look up the logarithm ~3of your numbers, do the simpler arithmetic, and then convert
your final log to determine your result. Thank goodness for computers!
13The log tables only list values for numbers starting at 1 and ending <10. If you're looking
for log 2, it's in the table and is equal to 0.3010. If you want log 2000, you'll just use the
rule that log 2000 = log (2* 1000) = log 2 + log 1000. You know that log 1000 = 3, so log
2000 = (log 2)+3 = 3.3010. Likewise, if you want log 0.002 it will be (log 2)-3 = 0.3010-3
=-2.69897. The terms in these sums have names. In the example of log 2000 = (log 2)+3,
the three is called the characteristic and the log 2 (which is found in the table) is called
the mantissa. You'll probably never use a log table, so this explanation is for history
majors only. The log table gives the value of log 2 to only four decimal places. Your
computer will do much better.
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Example: If you had to work out 347"1871/212 by hand (i.e., no computer or
calculator~can you imagine such misery?), you could do it. The process is not only
labor intensive, but it is also fraught with the chance of careless mistakes, ff you
worked hard and were lucky, your calculated value is 1472.19274376417, and we bet
that none of our industrious readers check our accuracy, at least without using a
computer. (Yes, you're right--we used a computer.)
But we are pretending, for only this brief moment, that we have no computers.
We have to go to the log tables 14to calculate our value
log

347. 1871)
212
/ - log(347) + log(1871)- 2. log(21),

which, after looking up the logs, becomes
log

347.1871 )
212
J - 2.5403 + 3 . 2 7 2 1 - 2 . 6 4 4 4 - 3.1680.

The 3.1680 is the log of the number we want. We w a n t 10 3168~ in numbers that
we understand, so let's break it up and work it out.
Since 10 3"1680- 10 3. 10 0"1680 and we know that 1 0 3 - - 1000 all we need is 1 0 ~176
for which we return to the log tables and see that (to the four places given) 10 ~176 =
1.472. Hence, via logs, the solution is 1472. This errs by approximately 0.02% from
the hand-cranked solution. Is that close enough? Depends on what you're doing.

Number Bases
Most of us have ten fingers. If humans had only eight fingers we'd probably have a
different numbering system. For example, computer memory chips, in their innermost parts, can only count zero or one, so computers use base two, called binary,
arithmetic.
What's all this numbering system stuff about, anyway? Let's take a look.
Recall from grade school that in our base ten system, we start to the immediate
left of the decimal point and place a figure representing the number of ones in our
total value. The second position represents the number of tens, the third position
shows the number of l OOs, and so on. For example the number 342 tells us that we
have three hundreds, four tens, and two ones. If we had had 342.5, we would have
five-tenths in addition to the hundreds, tens, and units just listed.
To be a bit more elegant, in the base ten numbering system, each place represents
ten to an integer power. We start with zero as our exponent at the immediate left of

14

CRC Standard Mathematical Tables, 27 th Edition, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, 1981.
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the decimal point. We count up as we go to the left, and we count down (negative) as
we go to the fight of the decimal point. Our example number, 342.5, would fill in the
base ten numbering system as shown in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1. Base ten number.
The Value 342.5 in Base 10
10 3

10 2

101

10 ~

10 -1

10 -2

0

3

4

2

5

0

As we mentioned, computers use base two at the CPU and R A M level 15. Base
two works just like base ten except we go in smaller steps. The first place to the left
of the decimal point is still the units place holder. Now we can only have zero or one
in that position. If we have a one in the o n e ' s place and need to add one more, we
then have a value equal to 2 to the 1 power (that is, in base 2 when we add 1+ 1 we
get 10). (Just as in base ten, if we had nine ones in that first place to the left of the
decimal and added one more to it, the value in the units position would go to zero,
and the position for ten to the first power would go to one.) Table 1-2 shows how we
count in base two and compares the base two values to those of base ten.

Table 1-2. The base two number system.
BASE 2
Exponent

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

-2

Base 2 Value

25

24

23

22

21

20

2 -~

2 -2

Base 10 Value

32

16

8

4

2

1

0.5

0.25

If we want to express the base ten value 42.5 in base two, we must examine the
number to determine how many places to the left of the decimal we need. Since 42.5
is greater than 25 (32) but less than 2 6 (64), we must place a one in the 25 place. After
we take care of the most significant digit, we see that we still have something left
over, 42.5 - 32 = 10.5. We account for the 10.5 with a 23, a 21, and a 2 -1 as shown in
Table 1-3.

~5 As you probably know, computers use base 2 because it's easier to design the computer's
transistors to act like switches that are either "on" or "off." These two different states
naturally lead to base two. If you could figure out a way to get these same-sized transistors to work at four different states (and at the same negligible failure rate), the samesized chip could hold four times as much information.
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Table 1-3. The base ten number 42.5 expressed in base two.
The Base l0 Value 42.5 Expressed in Base 2
25

24

23

22

21

20

2-1

2-2

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

Hence, 42.5 in base ten is expressed as 101010.1 in base two.
And yes, you can do arithmetic in base two using the same rules as you used in
base 10. We'll do an addition to finish this chapter.
Let's convert two base ten numbers to base two and then add them together.
The base ten numbers 42.5 and 78.75 look like 101010.10 and 1001110.11 in
base 2.
Now, we'll add as we did in grade school.
101010.10
+1001110.11
1111001.01
Shall we check ourselves?
42.5 + 78.75 = 121.25; base 10,
and now we'll put 1111001.01 into Table 1-4, and see what it looks like.

Table 1-4. The base ten number, 121.75, expressed in base two.
Base 2 Table
26

25

24

23

22

21

2o

2-1

2-2

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

When we convert to base ten, we have 64 + 32 + 16 + 8 + 1 + .25, which
equals 121.25.
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Functions
With me everything turns into mathematics. - -

Descartes, 17~-century French philosopher

We use the word function in everyday life in many different ways. Comments such as
"What is the function of that tool?"
"How do you function in that new organization?"
"The function of the armed forces is to protect the nation."
make liberal and literate use of the word function. And even from these uses of our
new word-of-the-day, we get the sense that function denotes a state of action or of
describing how something should act. Now, let's get technical.
The definition for function that is most applicable to the subject of this book is:

A function is a correspondence, transformation, or mapping of a chosen set of
variables into another set of values.
And to continue with our fancy definitions: The first set of numbers is called the
independent variable of the function and the second set is called the dependent
variable ~ of the function. For any chosen value of the independent variable (any x in
our vernacular) there is one, and only one, corresponding value in the dependent set
of values. The converse, however, is not true. Many different values of the independent variable may correspond to the same value of the dependent variable. We may
refer to any related pair of values of independent and dependent variables as (a,b),
where a is from the independent set of the function and b is its corresponding value
of the dependent set. In other words, when a value is independently chosen, the
function prescribes a value that is dependent upon it.
Let's make a graph to demonstrate what we are talking about. However, before
making the graph we need some numbers, a set of ordered pairs of numbers. As we

1 The terms independent and dependent are also referred to as the domain and the range,
respectively. While this terminology may have more intuitive resonance to an economic
or social application, independent and dependent variables fit the engineering use of
functions. The range could be thought of as the scope or range of possible solutions that
can be mapped using the domain. And as long as we're on terminology, the independent
variable, when written within the function, is often called the argument of the function.
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go along we'll let mathematical formulas help generate those pairs, but for now we'll
somewhat arbitrarily generate a set to graph. We show our pairs in Table 2-1 and graph
them in Figure 2-1. This not an exciting plot, and it has no physical significance. It
does, however, demonstrate some of the salient features of functions such as: 1) There
is only one value of the dependent variable for each value of the independent variable. 2) A given value of the dependent variable may correspond to more than one
value of the independent variable, such as the sets (-2,2) and (0,2). 3) Although we
normally plot the independent variable as it monotonically increases, the dependent
variable goes up and down in value.
Table 2-1. Eleven ordered sets of values.

Independent
Variable

Dependent
Variable

-5
-4

-3
4

-3
-2
-1
0

0
2
0
2

1

1

2
3
4
5

2
3
4
3

Dependent +
Variable J- 5
4

(-2,

I

-5

I

-4 /
/

1~'

I

-2

-1

1 1

I

I

2

3

I

I

~--

---

4
5
Independent

---2

Variable

--~5

Figure 2-1. A plot of the ordered sets of values from Table 2-1.
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How are we sure that the dependent variables are truly dependent upon the
independent values, as prescribed by the function? Correlation does not necessarily
mean causation. In fact, there may be more than one independent variable affecting
the dependent variable. For example, we could develop a function for the volume of
concrete needed to build a bridge over a fiver. While the distance the bridge must
span is certainly an important variable, other independent variables such as service
load, channel depth, wind load, and type of bridge certainly play a significant factor.
The function may have more than one independent variable. More on this topic later.
Nothing in this definition of a function demands a mathematical relationship
between the independent and the dependent variables. If we list the gross domestic
product (GDP) of the nations of the world, we'd have a function where the nations
are the independent variable and their wealth is the dependent variable. At any given
time, each nation (from the independent variable set) has only one number for its
GDP (the value of the dependent variable) although more than one nation may have
the same GDP. OK, enough economics, let's get back to math and functions where
the dependent variable is related to the independent by a mathematical relationship.
From here on when we say "function" we'll mean mathematical function, where
the dependent variable is related to the independent variable by a mathematical
operation. We'll normally name the function f where f takes a value from the independent set of variables and transforms it into a value in the dependent set. We'll
indicate this by

fix) - whatever operations we want, where x is the only variable.
If there is more than

one variable 2

that can affect the value off, we'll write it as

f(x,y,z .... ).
As we talk about different functions we'll call most of them fix) as long as they
are separate and independent of each other. As we put some physics to these functions, x might be position, time, angle, or mass, and fix) might be velocity, force, or
weight. Sometimes we'll change the x andf(x) designation to something that helps as
a mnemonic, such as using t for time or v(t) if we're talking about velocity as a
function of time. Also, if we have two functions that are related, such as the weight
of a ship and the volume of water it displaces when we're writing these two functions
as dependent on the number of cargo boxes brought aboard, then we'd certainly use
two different designations, such as fix) and g(x) or w(x) and v(x) (or we could use n
instead of x for the number of boxes). It doesn't matter what we call them as long as
we are clear and consistent.
Let's look at some functions.

2

Even nonmathematical functions can have more than one variable. For example, we can
look at the nation's GDPs as a function of both nation and time.
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~(X)

-- X

is as simple as functions get. For every value of x there is a corresponding value f(x)
that is equal to that chosen value of x. We can make a table of these values. We can
plot values from that table in a graph where we put values of x on the horizontal axis
and the corresponding values off(x) on the perpendicular axis. Where the two
intersect place a "data point" designating the pair of numbers. Or we can leave the
function in its mathematical form and do all sorts of neat things with it as you'll see
in subsequent chapters. For now, we'll just leave that function alone and look at some
other examples of functions.
Another function is

f(x) = 2.
"Wait a minute," you might say. "There isn't even an 'x' in this thing." And
you're fight. But it is still a function. For every value of x there is a corresponding
value off(x) and that value is 2, regardless of what x may be.
Let's continue with

f ( x ) = - 2 -t- 3x 2
Here we not only have a coefficient in front of x and an additive constant, but
we're also raising x to a power. Let's make a table and graph this relationship to see
how x is related to f(x).
We may also write these values as (x,f(x)). For example (-3,25) refers to the first
row in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2. x is the independent variable and f(x) is the dependent variable.

f(x)
-3

25

-2

10

-1

10
25
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Of course, we could have chosen any values of x we wanted and then calculated
the corresponding value off(x), but we're keeping the example close to home where
the interesting stuff is happening. The most important thing to note is that both one
and minus one produce the same value off(x). You can have only one value off(x) for
each value of x, but there are no fundamental restrictions on how many x's can
produce the same value off(x). It all depends on the function. Next, and we hope that
this is obvious, x as well as fix) can have both positive and negative values. And
finally, for this function, there are no restrictions on x; it can be any finite value.
Some functions have restrictions on the permissible values of x. The function

f(x) = 3/x
is a valid function, but it cannot take on all values. It gets very messy when x approaches zero. So, for this deceptive function, the independent variables are all
numbers except zero. And as we get into functions that describe physical phenomena,
we must be reasonable with our x values. If we have a function for the velocity, as a
function of time, of a falling cannonball, we can only calculate that velocity from the
time it starts to fall until it hits the ground.

Plotting Functions
We've already graphed a function, and we guess that graphing is old-hat to most of
you, but let's get formal on graphs for a few paragraphs. First, the formal definition
of a graph:
A graph of a function is the visual representation of a function, and it consists of
all points, x and fix), where x is in the independent variable set of the function
andf(x) is the corresponding value in the dependent variable set.
While we're on this tack, let's define a few more things. In this chapter we'll stay
with the Cartesian 3 coordinate system 4. This is the basic system of two perpendicular, intersecting 5lines that usually intersect at the origin (the point (0,0)) of their
respective axes. We normally draw these axes as a horizontal line and a vertical line

3 The Cartesian system honors Rene Descartes, the seventeenth-century philosopher,
scientist, and mathematician. He is most widely known for his maxim, "I think, therefore
I am," which we don't understand. We know many folks who have no thoughts whatsoever, but who quite vividly exist. But we think that Rene's coordinates are good stuff.
4 We'll get to other coordinate systems in later chapters that are designed for things that
look like cylinders and spheres.
5 To say that two lines are perpendicular and that they intersect is not redundant. Two
nonparallel lines will intersect only if they lie in the same plane. Conversely, two intersecting lines define a plane.
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(though any starting angle will work as long as the other axis is perpendicular 6 to it).
The horizontal line usually (and always in this book) represents the values of the
independent variables, or x values, and it is called the abscissa or x-axis. The
perpendicular axis is called the o r d i n a t e or y-axis. Since f(x) gives us a value on the
y-axis, f(x) is often referred to as 7 y.
Since these crossing lines form four sections, we call each section a quadrant and
we label the quadrants 1 through 4 as shown in Figure 2-2. From this definition we
know the names of the proper quadrants for points such as (2,2), (-2,2), (-2,-2), and
(2,-2). Pairs of numbers such as these, which give the location of a point on a graph,
are called coordinates of the point.

Quadrant 2

Quadrant 1

x

Quadrant 3

Quadrant 4

Figure 2-2. Quadrants of a graph.
Now that we have four coordinate points on a graph, what can we do with them? We
can determine the distance between any two points, the slope (which we'll soon define)
between them, and what sort of function, if any, may have generated these poims.

Distance
The distance between any two points is simply how far you'd have to go if you went
in a straight line from one point to the other one, if both axes have the same units. If
the x-axis is in meters and the y-axis is in kilometers, some conversion would be in
order. If the x-axis is in time and the y-axis is in velocity, then the concept of distance
would have little meaning without a lot of conversion.
The two axes do not have to be perpendicular. To draw them otherwise is not productive,
and we know of no reason to even consider nonperpendicular axes.
7 Always look before you leap, especially when leaping into mathematical symbology.
Other functions may be dependent upon two (or more) variables, and the writer may
choose y as the second variable. If the author does not adequately define the terminology
and symbols used in the work, get another book.
6
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The distance between the coordinates (-2,-1) and (2,-1) is easy to determine.
You start at (-2,-1), walk to the fight for two units to (0,-1), and then walk two more
to (2,-1). You traveled four units, hence the distance is four. Now, we bet that you
can figure out how far it is when you go from (2,-1) to (2,2).
Now you are sitting at (2,2). You have walked a total of seven units to get there.
If you want to go directly back to (-2,-1), can you take a short cut? Of course you
can. You know that the shortest distance between any two points is a straight line,
and thanks to Mr. Pythagoras8 you can calculate this distance. The Pythagorean
theorem states that the distance between the two extreme points on a fight triangle is
the square root of the sum of the shorter two sides squared. That sounds like a
mouthful, but it isn't. The three coordinates, (-2-1), (2,-1), and (2,2) form a fight
triangle. Since you've walked the two legs, you know those distances, so the straight
line distance from (2,2) to (-2,-1) is
D - 442 + 32
=5.
We plot your trip in Figure 2-3.
y

2
,2)

-2

I

-1

,t

~1

1

I

o , 1 "
(-2,-1)

I

-1

2

I

o
(2,-1)

Figure 2-3. Pythagorean theorem in action.
Now, does this give you a hint for finding the distance between any two points on
a graph? We hope so. If you have any two coordinate points on a graph, say (-1,1)
and (1,7) and want the distance between them, just imagine a third point at (1,1) and
you have a fight triangle. The horizontal leg is (1-(-1)) units long and the vertical leg
is (7-1) units long. The distance between your two points is

8 The Greek mathematician and philosopher, Pythagoras, lived some 2500 years ago. He is
often considered the first mathematician.
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D - X/(1 - ( - 1))2 -1- (7 - 1) 2
~

- 2,fi0
Does this point to a general distance equation? It's
D

- ~(x2

- x 1 )2 "+" (Y2 -- Yl )2

where (x~,y~) and (x2,Y2) are any two points on the graph. This equation even works
for such no-brainers as the distance between (2,2) and (-2,2). Try it.

Slope
It's time for a break. When we hear the word slope we immediately think of ski
slopes, which is a good example of a slope (the best, we think). A slope is the change
in the height of something as you change position. A slope in this math book need
not involve mountains but might refer to the change in your car's velocity as you
increase the engine size. It's the change in the dependent variable as you change the
independent variable. We will use m to designate the slope. We have no idea why m
is given this honor, but that's the language, so we use it.
In a mathematical definition the slope between two points is
m =Y2~-- Yl
X 2 -- X 1

which fits the common conception that the slope is the rise, Y2-Y~, divided by the
run, X 2 - - X 1.
An example is the slope between (-2,-1) and (2,2). The difference in y is 3, and
the difference in x is 4. Thus, the slope is 0.75. And yes, it's +0.75, not -0.75. We
know that if it's uphill from your house to school then it's downhill 9 from school to
home, but we'll always determine the sign of the slope starting from the lower x
value. If you, in conversation, wish to state it otherwise, do it. Just be careful of your
terminology.
Please note that m is the slope between two points. The slope equation says
nothing about what kind of function might connect those points. If, in the real world,
we wanted to know the slope between Denver and Salt Lake City, this equation
would ignore the intervening Rocky Mountains. We'll look at points, slopes, and
functions in the next section and put some of this stuff together.

Functions and Coordinate Points
Let's take the four ordered sets of values (-2,-2), (-2,2), (2,-2), and (2,2), and plot
them as points on a graph. Now, ask yourself what functions could generate these
points? If we take all four sets of points, any three sets of them, the set (2,2) and (2,-2),
9

Yes, we know that your grandparents said it was uphill both ways.
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or the set (-2,-2) and (-2,2), the answer is easy: there are no functions that can pass
through those selective sets of points. Why? Because each of those sets of points
contain at least one value of x that corresponds to two values of y, and that's been a
"no-no" since the beginning of the chapter.
Of the pairs of points, only [(-2,2) and (2,2)], [(-2,-2) and (2,-2)], [(-2,-2) and
(2,2)], and [(-2,2) and (2,-2)] may represent functions (see Figure 2-4). "What
functions?" you ask. Many functions, but we'll use Occam's razor ~~to shave away
the excess and just take the simplest functions that incorporate these sets of points.

Y

(-2,2)

(2,2)

x

(-2,-2)

(2,-2)

Figure 2-4. Allowed sets of points that may be represented by a function.

Each of the two sets [(-2,2) and (2,2)] and [(-2,-2) and (2,-2)] has the same
value for y, hence the slope between these points is zero. These two sets of points are
satisfied by
y=2
and
y= - 2
respectively.

10

Occam's razor--from William of Occam, 14th-century English philosopher--is a rule in
science and philosophy interpreted to mean that the simplest of two or more competing
theories is preferable and that an explanation for unknown phenomena should first be
attempted in terms of what is already known. In other words keep it simple. Occam's razor
is worth remembering and applying.
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The other two sets of points, [(-2,-2) and (2,2)] and [(-2,2) and (2,-2)], have
nonzero slopes between them. So we'll use that razor to take the next most interesting function: a straight line with a nonzero slope. We've already calculated the slope
between (-2,-1) and (2,2). Run the numbers through the slope equation for these two
sets of points and see that the slopes are + 1 a n d - 1 .
So, functions that satisfy these sets of points are
f(x) = x

and

o f ( ~X~)X
respectively (see Figure 2-4).
These simple functions where f i x ) = x or f (x) = -x are the simplest examples of

linear equations.
By linear, we mean that some given change in the independent variable will
produce the same change in the dependent value regardless of where this change
takes place. For example, the function, f i x ) = x, increases by one unit when x increases from 0 to 1. It also increases by one unit when x increases from 100 to 101.
Try this withf(x) = x 2 and see the difference. If this discussion seems a bit trite to
you, just hang on. You'll see a lot more of linear equations as we go on.
Let's go one step further. Let's move the set of points, [(-2,-2) and (2,2)],
vertically by three units in the y direction. They become the points (-2,1) and (2,5).
Do the slope calculation, and you'll see that it's still 1. You still have a linear equation (two nonvertical points can always be described by a linear equation), but you'll
also see that f i x ) - x is no longer the describing function. You are missing the y-axis
intercept, the value of your function when x - 0. When your line goes through the
coordinate (0,0) you can write your linear equation as
fix) = mx

where m is the slope of the line (m = 1 in the previous examples).
Now you need the full linear equation
f(x)

=b + mx,

where b is the value off(0). That is, b is the value of the function when it intercepts
the y-axis.
How can we determine b? Well, you can plot the two points on a graph and see
where the function crosses the y-axis. That's not very accurate, but it will give a close
estimate. In this example, your first point was at (-2,1). If you proceed to the fight
(the positive x direction) two units, your x-coordinate becomes zero. Since your slope
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is one, the y-coordinate also increases by two units to become 1 + 2 - 3. Hence, your
y-intercept is 3. So b is equal to 3. We already know that m is 1, so your equation is
f(x)-

3 + x.

Is there a better way to calculate b?
Sure there is. Two points are all you need to define a linear equation, so consider
the two points (x l, Yl) and (x 2, Y2). You already know how to determine the slope, m,
from the equation
m - Y2
~ -. Yl
X 2 -- X 1

Since the slope equation works for any two points on the linear curve, it works
between ( X l , Yl) and (0,b) where we have taken the second point as x - 0 and
y - b. We now write the slope equation as
Y2 - b
m - ~
X 2 -- 0

Y2 - b 9
X2

We now have one equation and one unknown l~, so we solve for b as
b = Y2 - mx2.

We have an assignment for you. On a sheet of graph paper, make two marks at
any two nonvertical positions. Determine the (x~,Yl) and (x 2, Y2) positions of those
points and calculate m and b from the equations that we've just covered. Now, use a
straightedge to connect your two points with the y-axis. Hopefully, your straightedge
will cross the y-axis at your calculated value of b.
Going to the other extreme, we can fit a multitude of functions to any single
point on the graph. For example, any linear function, f ( x ) - b + m x , will go through
the point (2,2) just as long as b - 2 - 2m. You just choose any finite value for m and
the concomitant value of b is readily calculated. But don't do it. Mr. Occam would
advise extreme caution in fitting any function to a single point.
Note that f (x) = b + m x can also be written as y - m x - b = 0, where we
use y for the value of the dependent variable,3~x). Since you can multiply
both sides of the equation by any nonzero term, we can write the equation
of the line as A y + B x + C = 0. The simplest values for A, B, and C are 1,
-m, and -b, respectively. We'll do more with this form in M a t r i c e s ,
Chapter 3.

11 If this is a new concept to you, we beg your indulgence for its early introduction. We'll go
into a lot more detail in the chapters on algebra and matrices.
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Examples"
(1) You have two equations, f ( x ) - 5 + 3x and - 10y + 30x + 5 0 - 0 .
equations represent the same line?

Do these

You can get the answer in different ways.
(a) Plot each and see if they fall on top of each other.
(b) Make a table and calculate f(x) and y for two different values of x. Ill(x) and
y have the same values for the same x, then they are the same equation. Be
warned: this only works for linear equations and be sure to use more than
one data point.
(c) Take the second equation, - 10y + 30x + 5 0 - 0, put the x term and the
constant on the righthand side, and reduce the y coefficient to unity. Do the
equations look the same?
And, yes, they are the same function.
(2) Do the lines represented by the equations f ( x ) - 5 + 3x and g(x) - 3 + 2x ever
cross? If they do, where? Can you change b of either equation to keep them from
crossing? Can you change a value of m to keep them from crossing? If so, how?
Let's take these suggestions one at a time. Figure 2-5 will help clarify the
answers.
(a) Do the lines represented by the equations f ( x ) - 5 + 3x and g(x) - 3 + 2x
ever cross?
Yes, they cross. Both are straight lines with different slopes. They must cross
somewhere.
(b) If they do, where?
All you need to do is to ask if there is a value of x, which we'll call x',
where f ( x ' ) - g(x') or where 5 + 3 x ' - 3 + 2x'. This equation is satisfied
when x ' - - 2 , and at x ' - - 2 , f ( - 2 ) - g ( - 2 ) - - 1 . Hence, the two lines
cross at (-2,-1).
(c) Can you change "b" of either equation to keep them from crossing?
No. If you change b in either (or both) equations, the lines will cross at a
different point. But they will cross.
(d) Can you change a value of m to keep them from crossing? If so, how?
If two lines have the same slope, they are either the same line, or they are
parallel lines. The first answer is too metaphysical for us engineering types,
so we'll concentrate on the second. Even though railroad tracks seem to
converge together in the distance, parallel lines do not ever cross.
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Figure 2-5. Examples of lines generated by linear equations.

Translation of Coordinates
Before going on to fancier functions, let's look at something that you may say is
obvious. There will be a time when you want a fresh start and you may want to plot
your data on new axes. In a prior example we had coordinate points (-2,-1) and
(2,2). If now we decide to make the first point the origin, we can do it. You are only
shifting (or translating) the coordinates by - 2 units in x and 1 unit in y. And your new
coordinate system (X,Y) is related to the old (x,y) by

Y-y+l
and
X=x+2.
Solve these for y and x sustitute, and our linear equation
y = 0.5 + 0.75x
becomes
Y - 1 = 0.5 + 0.75(X - 2)
Y = 0.75X
These two renditions of the same function on two different coordinate systems
are shown in Figure 2-6.
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Y

x

Figure 2-6. Plot of the same function on two different coordinate systems.

Other Functions
The title of this section is "other" functions, not "all other" functions. There is
always another function lurking out there somewhere. We'll only look at a couple of
other functions now and get to many others in subsequent chapters.
For starters, let's look at
f ( x ) -- b + a x 2 .

We've already plotted an example of this form,
f(x)=-2+3x

2,

so there's not much new to say except:
1)

This is not a linear function. It has a square term in it, so the increase in f i x ) , for
a given increase in x, is dependent on where that x happens to be.

2)

If you look at the plotted curve ~2 of the equation you readily see that the tangential 13 slope is continuously changing.
and

12 We tend to call all plotted equations curves even if they are straight lines. This curve, of
course, is not straight.
13 A curve drawn from a linear equation has an unchanging slope equal to m at all points. A
curve drawn from an equation such as f ( x ) = b + ax 2 has a different slope at every value of
the independent variable. We can estimate the slope of this curve at any given point by
drawing a straight line (called a tangential line) that touches but does not cross our curve.
The slope of the straight line is the slope of the curve at that point. This idea is simplified
when we get to calculus.
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3) Though you can still calculate the straight-line distance between any two points
on this curve, you cannot use that formula to determine the length along the
curve.
These three characteristics are shown in Figure 2-7.

25JL-f(x)
20--4(X1-X2) 2 +(yl-Y2) 2
(Xl'

15-

(x2'Y2)

10S-

tangents
I
-3

I
-2

l

21

2

X

i ~

3

--5-

Figure 2-7. Characteristics of a nonlinear curve.

Log Functions
Let's look at the value TMof a share of Microsoft stock over a seven-year period. The
value is listed in six-month steps in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3. Value of a share of Microsoft stock over a seven-year period.

14

Period #

Value

1

$5

2

$15

3

$15

4

$20

5

$30

6

$35

7

$35

Adjusted for stock splits. (If you don't know what that means, just wait until you're a
math expert and start investing your new wealth--you'll quickly learn.)
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Table 2-3 (continued)

8

$60

9

$80

10

$95

11

$125

12

$85

13

$40

14

$70

As you see, the price has varied greatly, and if we plotted dollars vs. time period
on a linear graph (Figure 2-8), the price changes in its early days are just a wiggle,
but the percentage change (which is the important parameter to an investor) might be
large.
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Figure 2-8. Stock price vs. time period using linear axes.
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Let's take the logarithm of the share price and plot that against time (Figure
2-9). Since logs work with exponents, we see that a factor of two change in the early,
low-cost days shows up just as visually as the same percentage change at a later time.
,A
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Figure 2-9. Log of stock price vs. time period.

Looking at log values, however, is not very elucidating, so what to do? We need
a y-axis that is logarithmic rather than linear. The data is plotted using a logarithmic
vertical axis in Figure 2-10, and we readily see that the largest relative gains occurred
in the earlier time periods.
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Figure 2-10. Stock value vs. time period plotted on a log scale.
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Algebra
Algebra is the intellectual instrument which has been created for rendering clear the
quantitative aspects of the world. - - Alfred North Whitehead, British mathematician
Now we delve into the unknown. We seek, we find, and we do not yield until we
fulfill our quest to lay bare a numeric value for the baffling x. It's a mystery why x
was chosen as the great unknown. It is part of our language, however, as the identifier
of mystery and intrigue. Look at popular culture and all that is called x. X-rays, well
known today, gained their name when Roentgen ~was working with electron beams
late in the nineteenth century. He knew that some sort of ray was sneaking around
and fogging his film, but he had no idea what it was, so he called it "x-ray?'
Algebra is so fundamental to engineering, it's almost like breathing. So let's get
on with it, beginning very simply.
Let's say that William and his colleague Jacob have six computers. If they share
equally (and that's a big if), how many computers will each have?
Let x represent the number of computers each engineer has. We have two engineers and six computers, so
2x=6.
As we saw in Chapter 1, we can divide each side by 2, so,

X=3.
That is, each engineer has three computers. (Although we doubt i t ~ w i t h the William
and Jacob we know, William would have four computers and a lawsuit, and Jacob
would have only one computer after losing the other one throwing it at William. But
this is math, not sociology, so we can assume a perfect world, designed to our
liking.)

1 Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen, German physicist, discovered x-rays by accident in 1895.
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The symbol x is going to represent all sorts of things. Later, we'll couple equations with more than one unknown. In those examples x in one equation will have the
same value (or set of values) in each of the coupled equations. You'll see more of this
in Matrices, Chapter 4.
Let's write the last example in a slightly different way 2. Let's subtract 6 from
each side and get
( 2 x - 6) = 0 .
If the righthand side of the equation is zero, then the lefthand side must be zero as
well. The value of x needed to make the lefthand side equal to zero is x = 3, since
2 * 3 is 6, and 6 minus 6 is zero, and all is well. (Conversely, divide both sides by 2.
That gives you ( x - 3 ) = 0. By casual inspection you see that letting x = 3 gives the
desired result.) We call the value of x that makes the equation equal to zero the r o o t 3
of the equation.
Now, let's take the next step and put some more brackets (with numbers and
variables) into the equations. Let 4
(2x - 6)(3x + 6) = 0.
Let's think now. If the stuff in either set of parentheses equals zero then we have
at least partially solved the problem. Regardless what the other parentheses e q u a l s ~
ignoring infinity 5 for the time b e i n g ~ z e r o times any number still equals zero. (We
say "partially solved" for we want to find all values of x that satisfy the criteria that
the product of the values in parentheses equals zero. We want to find all of the roots.)
Just take the sets of stuff in each of the parentheses one at a time, and you easily
solve for two different values of x.
x = 3 for the first parentheses, and
x = - 2 for the second.

The parentheses are not necessary in this equation. We like to use them for clarity.
3 Don't confuse r o o t of an equation with the s q u a r e root of a number.
4 Here, of course, the parentheses are necessary.
5 Essentially, we'll ignore infinity throughout the book.
2
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To make life a bit more interesting, multiply the terms in the two sets of parentheses above. We think you know how to do this, but let's walk through it. Starting
with
(2x - 6)(3x + 6) = 0
we multiply each of the terms in the second parenthesis by the terms in the first
parenthesis one at a time as
2x(3x + 6) - 6(3x + 6) = 0
to get
6x 2 + 1 2 x - 1 8 x - 36 = 0.
We now collect terms that have a common power of x,
6x 2 - 6 x -

36 = 0.

(Of course 6x 2 - 6x - 36 = 0 can be reduced to x 2 - x - 6 = 0 , but allow us to
keep the nonreduced form in these examples.)
Although this came from the very same set of x's and coefficients in our double
parenthesis, most of us are not smart enough to look at this form and see that x
equaling three and minus two will produce the desired result of bringing the equation
to zero. Of course, you can substitute three and then minus two for x and demonstrate
that the equation goes to zero in each case. Also, try as you might, you will find no
other value for x that will solve the equation.
So, looking at this rendition of the equation, what do we do? How do we determine the values of x that make the equation equal zero?
There are ways to solve for the values of x, but now is a good time to pause and
talk about where we're going and what algebra is all about.
Algebra is the study of mathematics in which the operations and procedures of
addition and multiplication are applied to variables rather than just to specific numbers. (And yes, we can divide also, but division can be messy. We'll get to division
later on.) In this section we'll study the algebra of polynomials of one variable.
To start, let's settle on a definition for polynomial:
2x-6
6x 2 - 6 x - 36,
and
X4 +

3X 2 - - 1

are polynomials.
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Even the number 2, all by itself, is a polynomial even though it's a single number.
Examples of what isn't a polynomial follow:
~x+4,
x-3 _q_2 ,
and
X --5,

So let's clarify. A polynomial is a number described as
ax n

-+-bx n-1

-JI-CX n - 2

+ . . . + gx + h

where n and all other powers of x are positive integers or zero, and
a, b ..... h are numbers, real or imaginary.
If a in the above example is not zero, then the polynomial is of degree 6 n. This holds
even if all the other coefficients are zero.
So
6x 2 - 6x - 36
is a second-degree polynomial and
2x=6
is a first-degree polynomial.
What we were doing at the beginning of the chapter with
2x=6
and
6X 2 - - 6 x -

36 - 0

was looking for the z e r o s - - t h e r o o t s - - o f those polynomials. And when we looked at
that second equation as
6x 2 - 6x - 36 = (2x - 6)(3x + 6),
we were factoring the equation. And after factoring, we can readily identify the roots
of the polynomial.
We'll do a lot more searching for these zeros and factoring later, but first let's
look at the arithmetic of polynomials.

6

Some texts use the terms degree and order interchangeably. We are saving order for its
special use in differential equations.
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Once you prescribe a value for x, the polynomial is just a number, so it seems
obvious that polynomials follow the rules of arithmetic.
Want to add them? Sure you can. Just don't mix the powers of x. For example, if
you add
3X 3 -+- 5X - - 4

to
2 X 4 -+- 7 X 2 -+- 9

you get
5X 3 "~- 7 X 2 -+- 5X -at- 5 .

You had a x 3 term in each polynomial, only one nonzero x 2 term, one x term, and
two constants. The powers of x were kept together when we combined terms. Note
that with addition you may lose terms of a given power of x. You may lower the
degree of the polynomial if the highest degree terms cancel each other, but you'll
never gain a power you didn't start with. You also will never raise the degree of the
polynomial doing addition.
Pick any value of x and plug it into the equations. Add the first two equations and
see that the sum equals the third. Just be sure to use the same value of x in all three
equations.
Since substitution is an obvious extension of addition, we won't insult you by
providing an example.
We have already shown a simple multiplication in the introductory portion of this
chapter. To multiply two polynomials, just multiply all terms in the second polynomial by each term in the first and then collect terms of like powers of x. Note that the
degree of the product is the sum of the degrees of the two multipliers. You may lose
some lower degrees of x as you combine terms, but the degree of your new polynomial will always increase unless you have only zero degree terms in one or both of
the multipliers.
The division of polynomials is messy. For starters, you can't divide a polynomial
by a higher degree polynomial. Sure, they are both numbers, but look at the simple
example of
X4
,

X6

You know how to handle powers and the quotient (as discussed in Chapter 1) is
X

-2

.

It's a number, but it's not a polynomial by our narrow-minded definition of
polynomials.
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L e t ' s do a s i m p l e e x a m p l e a n d t h e n m o v e on to m o r e interesting ones. W e ' l l start
w i t h o n e w h e r e y o u a l r e a d y k n o w the answer. R e m e m b e r the p o l y n o m i a l
6x 2 - 6x - 36 - (2x - 6)(3x + 6) ?
W e ' l l d i v i d e 6x 2 - 6x - 36 b y ( 2 x - 6) and see if it e q u a l s (3x + 6 ) . W e p r o c e e d
j u s t as w e w o u l d w i t h s i m p l e a r i t h m e t i c w h e r e
3x
(2x - 6)) 6x 2 - 6x - 36
6 x 2 - 18x
-

12x-

36

is the first step. T h e s e c o n d step, j u s t as in s i m p l e arithmetic, is to see if y o u can
divide a g a i n as
3x+6
(2x - 6)) 6 x 2 - 6 x - 36
6 x 2 - 18x
1 2 x - 36
1 2 x - 36
0+0
S i n c e 6 x 2 - - 6 x - - 36 can be f a c t o r e d as ( 2 x - 6 ) ( 3 x + 6 ) , y o u c o u l d h a v e perf o r m e d the d i v i s i o n as
6X 2 -- 6X --

36

=

( 2 x - 6)
since the ( 2 x -

(2x - 6)(3x + 6)

= (3x + 6)

( 2 x - 6)
6) t e r m s c a n c e l e a c h other.

W e ' l l do o n e m o r e division, w i t h o u t factoring, b e f o r e w e m o v e along. Let's divide
2X 4 -- X 3 +

7X 2 --

2x - 2 b y 2x 2 - x + 1, w h i c h is
X2

+3

(2x 2 - x -+- 1)) 2x 4 - x 3 -+- 7x 2 - 2x - 2
2X 4 _ X 3 -+- X 2
6x 2 - 2 x -

2 .

6x 2 - 3x + 3
x-5
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The answer is

X2

+ 3 with remainder R = x - 5.

As you might have expected, you lose degrees in your answer with division
unless the divisor is of zero degree. That is, it's just a constant.
Note: Let's back up and think for a moment about some of the basics of doing
arithmetic with polynomials and compare it to doing arithmetic with numbers
expressed in powers of ten.
You wouldn't try to add (or subtract)
2.01 x 102 and 3.479 x 103
without shifting, at least in your head, the decimal place with the concomitant change
in the exponent. You would convert
2.01x

10 2

+ 3.479 X 1 0 3

2.01 x

10 2

q-- 34.79 x

to
10 2

which, of course, equals
36.8 x 102 or 3.68 x

10 3 .

The same procedure holds with polynomials except that you can't readily shift
the decimal places and powers when it's x instead of the number ten that is raised to
different powers. You can only combine like powers.
Multiplication and division of polynomials are analogous to operations with
powers of ten. They're so similar that we'll let you sort them out for yourself.

First-degree Polynomials
Remember the simple computation that we used at the beginning of the chapter,
2x-6=0?
Instead of looking for the root of this first-degree polynomial--that is, only
determining when it equals zero--let's let x vary. Doing so, we have a first-degree
function 7. Let's designate these different values of the polynomial as
y(x) = 2x - 6

where y ( x ) is that value determined by multiplying the value of x by 2 and then
subtracting 6 from that product, such as shown in Table 3-1.

7 You may want to review Chapter 2 at this time.
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Table 3-1. Values of a linear function.

x

y(x)

-4
-3
-2
-1
0

-14
-12
-10
-8
-6

1

-4

2
3
4

-2
0
2

Of course, there is no requirement to restrict the values of x to integers.
Here we have created an o r d e r e d set of pairs of numbers. To each number in
the first column we have a determined value for the second column. And for whatever value we independently choose for the first column, the corresponding value in
the second column is quite dependently set at twice the value of the first minus six.
Of course, we can choose other polynomials or other functions for the dependent
variable, and needless to say, we'd get different values.
This example is a simple linear equation, or linear function, like those we plotted
in the chapter on functions. Remember the term linear. Linear means that for every
unit increase of the independent value, x, we get the same increase in the value of the
dependent variable, y(x), regardless of where we are on the domain of the independent variable. Or to say all that in simple English: any single step you take in x gives
you the same increase in y(x) regardless where you are on the x axis.
We can write a general expression for a linear equation as
y ( x ) = mx + b

R e m e m b e r this one!

Eq. 3-1

which describes a graphed (Figure 3-1) function where
m is the amount that y(x) increases for each unit change of x
and
b is the value of y when x = 0. That is, y ( 0 ) = b.
Just for the fun of it, note that the zero value of the function, that is y = 0, occurs
at

X~ mb~m~

Eq. 3-2

To summarize: the graphed linear function crosses the y axis at
x = 0 (of course)
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and
y(0) = b ,
and the line crosses the x axis at

X-- ~ b////m
and
y ( - b//m) - 0 (of course).

Ay

X
y=mx+b
m =AylAx

Figure 3-1. Graph of a linear function showing axis crossings.
There's one more manipulation to show. Take the general form of the linear
function
y(x) = mx + b.

Put all terms on the lefthand side as
y(x) - mx - b = O .

Multiply through by any number you choose and write y ( x ) as y, and you have
ax+cy+d

=O

where
m--~c
and

bm~d~c ~
Remember that the x and y are ordered pairs described by the linear polynomial
and that they fall on the graph of the function.
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Note that we placed no restrictions on a, c, or d (except for the tacit assumption 8
that c does not equal zero). What we have said is that any three numbers, as long as
c r 0 , written as

ax+cy+d=O
describe a linear function. We'll make more use of this form in Chapter 4, Matrices,
when we put equations together to solve multivariable 9 problems.

Second-degreePolynomials
If we add another linear polynomial to the one that we were using before, we still
have a linear function. Now let's increase the degree by multiplying two linear ones.
We've already played with
(2x - 6)(3x + 6) = 0
which, multiplied out, looks like
6x 2 - 6 x -

36 -- 0.

If we want something other than the zeros (roots) of the polynomial, we'd write it
in functional form as

y(x) = 6x 2 - 6x - 36.
A few things to note here are:
1)

This is not a linear equation. For example y increases by 36 as x goes from 3
to 4, and it increases by 108 as x increases from 9 to 10.

2)

Since we created this function by multiplying two linear functions, we know
by inspection where the zeros of our new function lie. However, seconddegree polynomials do not always have two zeros, or the zeros may be
imaginary. More on this later.

1 /

8 Should c - 0 and a ~ 0, then x = - ~ a which is the equation of a line parallel to the Y
axis, and is, by definition, not a function. If a and d should equal zero, we would only
have a line on the x-axismi.e., y = 0. If a = 0 and d is finite then we have a horizontal line
at y - - d ~ r .

Obviously, if a and c should equal zero then d too would have to be zero,

and you'd have the interesting equation 0 = 0.
9 Equations (problems) with more than one variable.
10 Second-degree equations are often called quadratic equations. Quadratic derives from
the Middle English word, quadrate, which means "square."
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3) If we had only had the equation 6x 2 - 6 x - 36 = 0, we could easily have
canceled a 6 out of it and not changed the zeros of the polynomial, but we
would have drastically changed the value of y for any x that is not a root of
the equation.
Our note #1 is obvious and we need say no more about it.
Note #2, however, deserves more discussion.
A reasonably straightforward equation like
6X 2 - - 6 x -

36 = 0

can be easily factored. You'd first factor out a six to get
6 (x 2 - x - 6) = 0
which is the same as
x2 -x-6=0.
Since the squared term has one as its coefficient, then the x terms in parenthesis
also have o n e s as coefficients. Of course, they could be minus ones, which you could
change by multiplying through by minus o n e two times.
All this considered, you have
(x+a)(x+b)=O.

All you must do is determine what values of a and b, added and multiplied, give
(for this particular equation)
a+b=-I

and
ab = -6.

That's not too hard.
Some other easy examples come in the form
a2x 2 - b 2 = O, which easily factors into
( a x + b ) ( a x - b) = O .

Another easy one is
a2 x 2 + 2 a b + b2

~---

0

which factors into ( a x + b)2. Please note that this equation has only one zero and
that is at x - - ~ / a "
Check these out for yourself.
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But, if you wanted to factor
4x 2 - 7x + 4 = 0
your life would not be easy unless you digest the next few paragraphs and learn how

to complete the square.
Let's take a general second-degree equation
a x 2 --Jl-b x --Ji-c = O ,

and see if there is a general way to factor it.
We've already seen how easy it is to factor
A2x 2 + 2AB + B 2 - 0 into (Ax + B) 2 . (We're using uppercase A and B to elimi-

nate some confusion.)
Let's try to put the general second-degree equation into that form.
Take
a x 2 + bx + c = O .

Divide through by a, and subtract the constant from both sides to get
x2.-ll-b~ax----C~a.
b2

That wasn't very hard, but neither is it useful by itself, so now add ~
to both
4a 2
sides and you have

+b~ax+4a---T--C~a-~
b2

x2

82

4aa 2"

After determining a common denominator for the righthand side, this equation
turns into
b2
b2 -4ac
x 2 _Jl_b~ax..~.-~--

4a 2

4a 2

Or, to write it a bit differently,
x2 + b ~ a x +

-~a

-

4ac}

4a 7

"

Comparing this equation to A2x 2 + 2 A B + B2y 2 - 0 (that we saw earlier), we see
that we have completed the square. That is,

IX+a1224a4aCl
{
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Now take the square root of both sides as
b

Ib

x + 2---a- ~

2

4ac
4a 2
"
--

This is only half of it, however, because the square root may be positive or
negative. Hence
x+~

b

_

]b 2-4ac

2a

4a 2

is also a valid solution.
By placing all constants on the righthand side of the equation, you have the zeros
of the general second-degree polynomial equation. And of course, that means you
have factored the equation into its roots
root 1 =

- b + x/b 2 - 4ac

Remember this onel Eq. 3-3

2a

and
-b

- 4b 2 -

4ac

Remember this one! Eq. 3-4

root 2 =

2a

These formulas for the roots (hence, the solutions) are called the Quadratic
Formulas.

Looks easy enough and it is, but before you go off to lunch, look at the stuff
under the radical. This stuff under the radical is called the discriminant of the
quadratic polynomial, and discriminate it does because it tells you if you have more
than one value for the roots and even if the roots are real.
Let's look at that discriminant
(b 2 - 4 a c )
and examine three "what ifs."
1) What if
b 2 - 4ac ?

No problem. The discriminant is zero and the two roots are both equal to
-b
~

2a
2) What if
b2 >

4ac ?
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Again, no problem. Just subtract, take the square root, and keep on chugging
with the arithmetic.

But
3)

What if
b2

<4ac?

Now, you must take the square root of a negative number. When we tell our
spreadsheet to take the square root of a number such as -1, we get an error message.
It's a good thing that we're smarter than computers. To make the math work on this
one, we have to use that little thing called "i," an imaginary number l~, which we
discussed in Chapter 1. With the help of our imagination, the roots become

- b + i~lb2 - 4ac I
root~ --

Eq. 3-5
2a

and

root 2 --

- -iJl -4acl .

Eq. 3-6

2a

As you may recall, sets of numbers such as

r1 - - R + i I
along with
r2 - R - / /
(where R and I are real numbers)
are called complex conjugates and when multiplied together produce a real number
as

rlr2

._ R 2 + / 2 .

Try it and see for yourself.
What do these different forms of the discriminant really mean? Let's plot (Figure
3-2) the three what ifs as exemplified by the functions below"
What if #1" x 2 + 4x + 4 - 0, which when put into the quadratic formulas gives
us the single root at x = - 2 .
11 We don't like the term "imaginary," but we're stuck with it. In the quadratic formula, the
imaginary numbers are just a way of making the equations work out. In the real world of
electrical engineering, imaginary numbers take on a very real meaning when talking about
electrical and magnetic waves that are out of phase with each other, but then the electrical
engineers use "j" instead of "i".
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What if #2: X 2 -[- X - 2 - 0, which when put into the quadratic formulas gives us
roots at x = 1 and x = -2.
What if #3:

2x + 8 = 0, which when put into the quadratic formulas gives

X 2 --

us roots at x = 1 + i~f7 and x = 1 - i4r7.

Y -'~- 15

#3"-...

""""

- I0

ttt

lI

..,~:

...../

. . . . . . . ..'"

#1

--15

%%%~
I

-5

I

-4

sI

..%_ .- "~
-3 - Z ~ . ~ . . ~ /
l"

Roots

x

3

4

---5

Figure 3-2. Graph of the quadratic equation for the
three cases of the discriminant.
In what if #1 the curve only touches the x-axis once (at x = -2). Where it touches
is the single value of the two roots of the equation.
We see that what if #2 crosses the x-axis twice. That's the two roots of the
polynomial.
And what if #3 does not touch the x-axis at all. We determined roots for the
equation, but those roots do not exist anywhere in real space, hence, they' re
imaginary.
OK, we've found the roots (zeros, or poles in some technical jargon) of a general
quadratic equation. Is that the same as factoring the equation? No, it isn't, but it
might be. How's that for an evasive answer?
For a better picture of roots vs. factoring just consider the example that we started
with:
6X 2 - - 6 x -

36 = 0

which is equal to zero at
x = 2 and-3,
but these values of x are also the roots of the simpler equation
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X2 --X--6--0.

As you readily see, getting the roots is a good start at factoring, but it's not the
whole story.
To get a better grip on this root vs. factoring thing, let's go back to the general
form of the quadratic,
ax 2

+by

+c=O,

which has roots at
x = r~ and r 2.
Now look back at the quadratic formulas and note that
r 1 -k- r2 - - - b ~ a

and
r~r2 -C~a .
If you don't believe us, just plug in the values of rl and r2 into the sum and product
and see for yourself.
With that behind us, we can show that any second-degree (quadratic) polynomial
can be written as the product of two first-degree polynomials. Now, this may seem
obvious, but let's demonstrate it.
Go back to our general quadratic polynomial,
ax 2 + bx + c = y(x) ,

and divide through by a to get
x2 + b
c
-x+--

y(x)

a

a

a

Substitute in the values of -b and _c in terms of r~ and rE to get,
a

a

x 2 - (r1 + r2)x + (rlr2) - y ( x ) .
a
Note that this is the same as
a ( x - r1 ) ( x - r2) - y ( x ) .

Hence,
a x 2 + b x + c - a ( x - r 1)(x + r2 ) .

That last part was too easy. Let's look at more interesting stuff. Let's look at
some more division of polynomials.
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If we want to divide
N ( x ) - ax " +

b x n-1 + c x n - 2 -Jl- " " .ql_ g x -IF" h

by
M ( x ) -- Ax m +

B X m-1

+

C x m-2

"Jl-''" ..ql_Gx + H

where
n>m,

we'd have a simpler time if M(x) were composed only of factors of N(x).
For example, if N(x) could be factored as
N ( x ) - a ( x - e)(x + f )(x + k)

and M(x) factored as
M(x)=A(x-e)(x+k)

then the obvious solution for
N(x)
~
= Q(x)
M(x)

is
a

Q(x) - -A (x - f ) ,

the ratio of the multiplicative constants (a/A) times the only factor of the numerator
that was not obliterated by factors in the denominator.
If, however, M(x) has factors not found in N(x), then we have the same situation
as in old-time arithmetic division when your denominator has factors not found in the
numerator (if you want your quotient in whole numbers, you have a remainder).
Thus, if you divided 7 by 3 your answer is 2 with remainder 1. So in "polynomial
speak"
N(x) = Q(x) *M(x) + R(x)

where R(x) is the remainder.
But let's examine the process. Both N(x) and M(x) are composed of factors of
the sort (x + a). The common factors cancel out just as with dividing (3 * 5 * 7) by
(3 * 3 * 7) in which case you wind up with 5 / 3 = 1 with a remainder of 2.
We can really think in terms of dividing the long-winded polynomial, N(x), by
only one factor of M(x) at a time.
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Let's look back at our general polynomial,
N ( x ) = ax n .Af_b x n-1 ..Jr_CX n- 2 ..Jr_....ql_ g x -AI--h ,

and write it in terms of its factors as,
N ( x ) = a ( x + r1)(x + r2)(x + r3).--(x § rn) ,

where, of course, the ri's are the roots of the polynomial. How many are they? There
are n roots for the n th degree equation. How many different values of r exist? Just as
with the quadratic example that we suffered over, at least one and not more than n
different values exist. And these values may be real or imaginary.
Stating that the factored form ~2 exists is fine, but how do we find these roots? It's
not easy unless the degree is 2 or less, you're prescient at divining such things, or
you're very lucky. If not, you go to the computer. Although this is not a computer
"How To" book, we will touch on numerical analysis and a few computer applications in Chapter 10, Computer Mathematics.

Examples
Chemistry
If you are burning ethane (the primary component of natural gas), you will wind up
with water vapor and carbon dioxide as the products of combustion. Of course you
want to have a sufficient supply of oxygen, so you ask yourself, "How many oxygen
molecules do I need for each molecule of methane that I'll burn?" To be safe, you
also want to know how much carbon dioxide will be generated.
In such a reaction, the molecules are breaking into atoms or smaller molecules
and then recombining as different molecules. Let's look at the starting molecules and
the final molecules to see how much oxygen we'll need.
An oxygen molecule has two oxygen atoms, so it's written as O2. Methane has
two carbon atoms and six hydrogen atoms, so it's CzH 6. Similarly, carbon dioxide is
CO2, and water is H 2 0 . And now for the algebra.
We have
C z H 6 + x O 2 -- y C O 2 q- Z H 2 0 ,

where x is the number of oxygen molecules needed to burn each methane molecule,
and produce y molecules of carbon dioxide, and z molecules of water vapor. We want
to determine x, y, and z.
Here we have one equation and are asked to determine three unknowns. How do
we proceed?
12 All polynomials can be factored, although we only showed that factoring works for all
first and second degree polynomials.
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And the answer is: you proceed very carefully.
Notice that all of the carbon from the methane goes to the carbon dioxide, hence
C2 goes to y C, or
y=2.
Likewise, all of the hydrogen from the methane goes to help make up the water
molecules, hence
H 6 goes to z H2, or

z=3,
which leaves us with
C2H 6 +

X 0 2 ~-

2

C O 2 -~-

3 H20.

Count up the oxygen atoms on the righthand side of the equation, which equals
seven atoms. To get seven oxygen atoms you need ~ oxygen molecules. Most
engineers would stop here and state the result as
/

~,,

CzH 6 + 7/2 O2 = 2 CO2 + 3 H20,

but chemists do not understand fractions and want to write everything in whole
numbers. To make them happy, we'll multiply each side by 2 to get
2 CzH 6 + 7 O2 = 4 CO2 + 6 H20.

Economics
You want a ditch around your orchid garden. With much sweat and many blisters you
finish the job: it's beautiful and all of your neighbors want one too. You decide to
start a ditch-digging business, but wish to accrue no more blisters.
You have a decision to make. You can hire a four-person crew at $25/hour each or
buy a $50,000 Ditch-A-Doo ditch-digging machine, which is operated by a $35/hour
person, and do the same amount of work as the foursome in the same number of
hours. Assuming that enough of your neighbors want ditches that you see work
coming your way indefinitely, how many years will it take to break even on the
Ditch-A-Doo purchase?
Of course you cannot answer the question until you get more information.
How many hours are worked? We'll assume that the weather is good and the
folks work 40 hours for 50 weeks per year.
What, in addition to the operator, does it cost to operate a Ditch-A-Doo? The
manufacturer claims that it costs $10 per hour (including saving money to eventually
buy a new one). That sounds too low for your conservative nature so you add another
$5 per hour to the operating estimate.
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What is the interest rate of the loan you'll get to pay for the Ditch-A-Doo? We'll
ignore this question (even though it's an important one), and let you ponder interest
rates and cost-of-money when you study engineering economics.
To determine the break-even time of your two different approaches you need to
write an equation for the costs of each approach as a function of time. The breakeven time occurs when these equations equal each other.
So now you can write your algebra equation as"
Costs using ditch diggers is 4 x $25H. Cost using the Ditch-A-Doo is
($35 + $15) n + $50,000,
where H is the number of hours worked.
Equating these two we have
4 x $ 2 5 H = ($35+ $15)H + $50,000
This one is easy. Our first reduction of terms gives us
100H = 50H + 50,000
where we dropped ~3 the dollar signs, and we simplify again by subtracting 50H
from both sides leaving us with
50H = 50,000
or

H = 1000.
Since we assumed in question #1 that 1000 hours is one half a work-year, buying
the Ditch-A-Doo is a good idea.
That example seemed too easy, so let's add a new twist to it. Let's throw in a
question of ethics. Let's assume that these gardens are in an impoverished country
where people are begging for ditch-digging jobs and that the Ditch-A-Doo is built in
a highly developed country with nearly zero unemployment. Is it still a good idea to
get the Ditch-A-Doo? We won't answer that one.

Hydrology
(Since hydrology is a civil engineering topic and American civil engineers typically
use the English system for units, so shall we in this example.)

13

Actually, we didn't drop the dollar signs. We canceled them out of the equation. Every
term had a dollar sign connected to it, so we divided through by $. What we were less
careful about was the per hour units. The labor costs are stated in S/hour which when
multiplied by H, the number of hours, gave just $, which are the units as the cost of the
Ditch-A-Doo.
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Rain is typically measured in inches per hour and land area is measured in acres.
The volume of a pond or reservoir is measured in acre f e e t , a volume that is one acre
in area and one foot deep.
Problem 1

Suppose we get a really big rainfall of 5 inches per hour for 4 hours over a 100-acre
drainage area. What is the volume that would flow into a proposed reservoir if all of
the rain flowed TM off of the land and into the lake?
Answer:

The answers must be in common units so we must change inches of rain to feet of
rain as
V - 5 ~in 9 f i 9 4 h r 9 lOOacres
hr 12in

= 1600 acre-fi
Which is to say that if you had a 200-acre reservoir, the water would rise 8 feet.
Problem 2

Rain falls over a 100-acre watershed with the approximate time distribution shown in
Figure 3-3. What is the volume that would flow into a proposed reservoir if all of the
rain eventually went into the lake?
5 - ~- Rain
_

3
2

1

1

2

3

4
5
6
Time (hours)

7

8

9

10

Figure 3-3. Rainfall vs. Time.

14

And that's why we chose such a big rainfall. A small rainfall may be largely absorbed into
the ground and intervening puddles with little water flowing into the lake. With such a
heavy downpour, nearly all of the rain goes into the reservoir.
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Answer:
We must first calculate the volume of rainfall. This can be done by looking at the
area under the curve as such. We can essentially count the squares under the curve.
A m o u n t of rain - 0.5 i ~ h r x 2 hr + 2 i n ~ r x 2 hr + 4 in/hr x 2 hr + 2 in/hr x
2 hr + .5 i n ~ r x 2 h r - 18 inches
A m o u n t = 18 i n / 1 2 in/ft = 1.5 feet
Volume of water running off into the reservoir: 1.5 ft x 100 acres - 150 acre-feet
of water.
Additional solved algebra problems relating to engineering can be found on the
accompanying CD-ROM.
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4

Matrices
I'm sorry to say that the subject that I most disliked was mathematics. I have thought
about it. I think the reason was that mathematics leaves no room for argument. If you
make a mistake, that was all there was to it. m Malcolm X

In the section on polynomials, we spent most of our time worrying how to determine
when our function had no value; that is, we looked for all the values of the independent variable that made the function equal to zero. We may have found many values
of the independent variable (but, of course, not more than the degree of the equation)
but it was always only the one variable that we had to contend with.
Now, let's increase the number of variables. Let's look at two examples 1 and go
on from there.
Example 1. The Joe & Jane Shop makes Hawaiian leis. Their small lei has six
orchids and sells for $2. The larger one has eighteen orchids and sells for $4. One week
they forgot how many leis they sold. They knew, however, that they used 3300 orchids
and took in $800. Can you calculate how many leis of each type they made that week?
Example 2. You have made your fortune in the engineering world and are now
enjoying your ranch overlooking Waikiki Beach. You decide to devote 576 m 2 of your
ranch to growing orchids for your friends Joe and Jane, but you only have 120 meters
of fencing material. You hate waste, so you decide to use all of the fencing material
to make your rectangular plot. What are the dimensions of your orchid garden?
In each of these examples, you have two unknowns. If you only knew how many
orchids were used in # 1, you would find that many combinations of small and large
leis would use 3300 orchids. Likewise, in example #2, if you only knew the area to
be fenced, there would be a boundless number of rectangles with an area of 576 m 2.
Fortunately, you have additional information. Let's take a closer look at these examples and see what the additional information can do for us.

1

And why are we discussing leis in an engineering book, you might ask? We'll present
engineering examples later in this chapter. For now let's stay with examples easily visualized to learn the mathematical concepts, and then we'll get more interesting and useful.
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Example 1. Graphing
Let's write equations for what we know 2.
We'll let S represent the number of small leis and L represent the number of large
ones. So,
6S + 18L = 3300, the number of flowers used.
If this were all we knew, we could not be of much help. Table 4-1 shows a few of
many, many combinations of small and large leis that require 3300 flowers.
Table 4-1. Combinations of orchids and leis.

Small Leis

# offlowers

Large Leis

# offlowers

Total# flowers

370
340
310
265
250
205
130
100
70

2220
2040
1860
1590
1500
1230
780
600
420

60
70
80
95
100
115
140
150
160

1080
1260
1440
1710
1800
2070
2520
2700
2880

3300
3300
3300
3300
3300
3300
3300
3300
3300

So let's see how the second bit of information can help.
We were told that
$2. S + $4-L = $800.
Again, many combinations of values for S multiplied by $2 and L multiplied by
$4 will yield $800. However, you know that these linear equations have only one set
of values for S and L that will satisfy both equations at the same time.
You can solve Joe's and Jane's problem many different ways. You'll first solve it by
graphing. Later, you'll manipulate the variables to get the answer. Toward the end of
this chapter you'll get elegant and use matrix math to set their books straight.
To make your graph, write each of the known functions in terms of an independent and dependent variable. (If you independently choose a given value for L, the
value for S is fixed by--that is, dependent on--the equation. Of course, in these
examples S could just as well be the independent variable. Just choose the same one
for both equations.) So,
S~ = -3L~ + 550, from the number of flowers equation
2

We believe that this is good advice for approaching any problem, math or otherwise. List
what you know and then ask yourself what else do you need to determine how to solve
your problem.
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and
S2 - - 2 L 2 + 400, from the money equation. We dropped the dollar symbols to
save ink.
You want to determine 3 when S; equals

$2.

,oo
s~176
4oo.,
300200100 -

~

/,~ (150,100)

-

-

50

100

150

~ 200

!

v

250

Figure 4-1. G r a p h o f t w o linear e q u a t i o n s in t h e search f o r c o m m o n values.

Since these are linear equations, you know that you need to calculate only two
sets of points for each line. Calculate those points, connect them, and see where the
lines cross as shown in Figure 4-1.
For example, you might have chosen L = 80, and then calculated S in the equations for that value of L, and marked the graph. Quite likely the value you randomly
chose for L did not produce the same value for S, the number of small leis, for the
two different ways of calculating it. These different answers may well be due to
errors in your arithmetic, but more likely, they' re due to the nature of coupled
equations. Each solution is valid for each equation alone, but for the coupled linear
equations, only one solution is valid for both equations.
You then chose another possible value for L, say L = 180, and calculated two
more values for S; and $2. You plotted these and connected the points. You notice that
the lines cross at L = 150 and S = 100. These are the values of L and S that satisfy
both equations. Joe and Jane are happy because they can now show complete books
to the IRS, and you are happy because they gave you a double lei that matches the
color of your hair!

3

Since we are not cutting up our flowers, we are dealing only with integers in this graph.
However, we'll draw the graph with a continuous line rather than as a sequence of dots.
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At this point you might ask, "Can we plot any two related linear equations and
determine a pair of values that solve both of them?" Unfortunately, the answer is,
"No." Recall that the two lei equations had different slopes, therefore somewhere in
the space of orchids, leis, and money the lines had to cross and provide a single
solution that satisfied both equations. If, however, the large leis cost $6 and the small
ones still cost $2 (that is, the cost was in the same proportion as the number of
flowers used in each lei) and they took in $1100, then our two equations would have
been
6S~ + 18L~ -- 3300 (the number of flowers)
and
2S~ + 6L~ = $1100 (the cost of the leis)
When you reduce these equations to the graphing form you have
S~ = -3/_,1 + 550 (for the number of flowers)
and
S2 = - 3 L 2 + 550 (for the cost of the leis)
These two different equations, one generated from the number of flowers used
and the other made from the revenue brought in, actually make the same line when
plotted. Or stated another way, any set of S and L that satisfies the first equation also
satisfies the second equation. The second equation is just the linear equivalent of the
first. These two equations are said to be dependent equations. Your math is correct.
It's just that Joe and Jane had the misfortune to price their items in the same ratio
that they consumed them. The second equation gave no additional information to
help you solve their problem.
Let's consider one more scenario. Suppose Joe and Jane changed the cost information that they gave you and said that the small lei cost $2, the large one cost $6, as
in the last example, but that they took in $1000. That is
6S~ + 18L~ -- 3300 (the number of flowers, as before)
and
2S 2 + 6L 2 = $1000 (the income from the leis, a new number)
or, simplified,
S~ = -3L~ + 550 (for the number of flowers)
and
S2 - - 3 L 2 + 500 (for the cost of the leis).
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You're so sharp now that you can just look at these last two straight line equations and see that they have the same slope,-3, but have different y-axis intercepts
(S-axis in this example). Since these two lines have the same slope but intercept the
vertical axis at different points, they are parallel lines. Although looking down a
highway, it may seem like the parallel edges run together near the horizon, you can't
find that intersecting point any more than you can find the pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow. So what gives here?
It's simple. These two equations do not describe the same physical situation.
There is no set of L and S that satisfies both equations. This is an inconsistent
system. For whatever combination of L 1 and $1 we choose, we calculate an income of
$1100 for the number of orchids consumed, which is quite inconsistent with the
second equation.
Now, let's move on to fencing the orchid garden before we look at other computational techniques.
Example 2.
To recap, you want to place a rectangular fence around a 576 m 2 field using 120 m of
fencing material. You can write the two related equations for this project, too.
The area of the rectangular field is the product of the depth and width. That is
D. W -- 576 m 2 (for the area of the plot)
and the length of fencing is just twice the depth plus twice the width, or in math
language:
2D + 2W = 120 m (for the perimeter of the plot).
A note on units: You see that one equation has m 2 (meters squared) and the
other one has units of m (meters). If you are not familiar with keeping track
of the units, please learn it now. Tracking the units won't insure the fight
answer, but ignoring units is a sure path to wrong answers. The side of your
rectangle is a length. A length is a measure of the distance from one place to
another. Depending on what you are measuring, you may express that length
in meters, miles, or even light-years Oust to confuse matters, a light-year is
the distance that light travels in a year; it is not a unit of time). Now, when
we calculate the area of your garden, we multiply two lengths together. The
key point with units is that you not only multiply the numbers, but you also
multiply the units. This case is simple enough. You multiply the two lengths,
each one given in meters, and the result is in m 2 or meters squared. (Some
use the term square meters. We don't like it, but it's the same thing. However, do not ever refer to the area of a plot that is 10 meters on a side as
having an area of 10 square m e t e r s - it ain't.)
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If, however, you were given one of the rectangle's dimensions in meters and
the other dimension in feet, how would you multiply meters by feet? It's easy if
you understand units. You just convert the feet dimension to meters. (And yes,
you could have converted meters to feet, but we're doing metric here.) You look
in your table of conversions and see that an inch is no longer defined as 1/12th of
the length of the king's foot but is now defined as 2.54 centimeters. A centimeter
is defined as 1/100th of a meter, and a meter is defined as the distance traveled
by light in a vacuum in 1/299,792,458 of a second. (So using light-year as an
example in the last paragraph wasn't too outlandish--pun intended--after all.)
To convert your dimension given in feet to meters, you just step through the
conversions.
If the length was D feet then
D feet x 12 inches~ - 12D inches
/ t o ot
because the unit, feet, in the numerator cancels with the unit, foot, in the
denominator.
Now try for centimeters:
12D inches x 2.54 cm//finch- 30.48D cm
because now the inch units cancel.
And now we go to meters.
30.48D cm x mete~100 cm = 0.3084D meters.
f

We could keep going and express D in light-years if we so chose, but we'll
stop here.
Needless to say, we didn't have to take three separate steps to make the
conversion. A single chain step would look like
D feet•215

n

ch

•

0

0 cm

= 0.3084D meters.

The usefulness of units is by no means limited to length and area. As we
plow through this book, we'll reintroduce units whenever we can. Bear with us.
Let's plot these two equations (Figure 4-2) as we did in Example 1. This graph is
different from the one for the leis. The equation for the perimeter is linear and
graphs as a straight line, but that's not so for our area calculation and graph. That
equation is an inverse function that intersects our straight line in two places.
Does that mean we have two solutions for this set of coupled equations? Yes, it
does.
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Figure 4-2. Area and dimensions of a garden plot.
Which set of Ws and Ds is correct? They're both fight. The linear equations with
their straight lines are restricted to only one solution, but nonlinear equations can
have many solutions depending upon the type of equation. Of course, on your
Hawaiian ranch, you might not agree to the equivalence of these answers if one of
them requires planting orchids in your swimming pool.
As an example of multiple solutions, consider the following two coupled
equations 4

y(x) = sin x
and
g (x) = cos x .
These two equations are equal whenever
sin x = cos x .
This occurs whenever

1)

where n is any integer, and that creates a lot of answers.
Now we've seen that a set of equations containing at least one nonlinear equation
can have more than one solution. You may be tempted to ask if this will always happen.
As you might surmise, you may get only one answer or maybe none at all.

4

We've just introduced trigonometry functions, and we cover trig in the next chapter. Skip
this example for now if you wish.
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If someone had walked off with 24 meters of your fence material, leaving only 96
meters to enclose the 576 m 2 orchid garden, you would approach your dimension
determination the same way. The nonlinear curve would plot just as before. The
straight line representing possible rectangular dimensions produced by 96 meters
only touches the area curve at one place, and that is at
W-D

= 26 meters
We'll bet you can guess what would happen if someone walked off with another
10 meters of fencing. That linear curve would fall below the nonlinear curve, and the
only solution for enclosing the garden is to put it next to your swimming pool and
use part of the pool's fencing to complete the job.
Let's go back to Joe's and Jane's problem and see if there's another way to solve
their accounting problem. Recall that they make leis. Their small one contains six
orchids and sells for $2, and the larger one contains eighteen orchids and sells for $4.
They need to figure out how many leis of each type they sold when all they remember is that they used 3300 orchids and took in $800. Can you calculate how many leis
of each type they made that week?
If we call the graphing technique Method 1, then we'll call this one Method 2.
Method 2. Substitution
Given the equations to solve,
6S + 18L = 3300 (the number of flowers)
and
$2S + $4L = $800 (the cost of the leis),
solve one equation in terms of one of the variables and insert it into the other equation.
Rewrite the cost of the leis
2S + 4 L - 800 (we've dropped the dollar signs)
as

S - - 2 L + 400
The S in the cost equation has the same value as the S in the number of flowers
equation, hence we can substitute this S into the first equation as
6 ( - 2 L + 400) + 18L - 3300.
Collecting terms we get
6L - 900
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or

L=150
which is the value for L that we determined in the graphing exercise.
Now that we know that Joe and Jane made 150 large leis that fateful week, we
can substitute that value for L into either the number of orchids or the revenue
equation and determine that they made 100 small leis.
Let's see what happens if we try this method with the dependent equations,
6S + 18L = 3300 (the number of flowers)
and
2S + 6L = 1100 (the cost of the leis).
We'll write the second equation as
S = - 3 L + 550
and substitute it for S in the first equation.
6 ( - 3 L + 5 5 0 ) + 18L-- 3300
or

- 18L + 3300 + 18L = 3300,
which reduces to 0 = 0, which is true, but gives us no information
So neither the graphing nor the substitution method works with dependent
equations.
"What about the inconsistent equations?" you might wonder. We think you know
the answer, but we'll work it anyway:
6S + 18L = 3300 (the number of flowers, as before)
and
2S + 6L = 1000 (the cost of the leis)
So, as before, we write
S = - 3 L + 500,
and put it in the top equation to get
6 ( - 3 L + 500) + 18L = 3300,
or

- 18L + 3000 + 18L = 3300
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which reduces to
0 = 300. Wrong, no good!
To call this result inconsistent is being nice.
A commentary on Methods 1 and 2. Although Method 2 may seem
simpler than Method 1, and it often is, we wanted to start with the graphing
technique of problem solving. You've seen this procedure work in finding roots
of polynomials. It's visual~you see what's happening--and it's useful in
solving other types of problems.
Method 3. Matrices
Before entering the world of matrices, let's review a few rules. You've seen parts of
these rules used in Method 2, and they're obvious when you think about them.
Rule #1. You can interchange equations.

This one is so obvious that it's hardly worth your time. For example, you could have
substituted a re-written equation 1 in equation 2 rather than the other way round.
Rule #2. You can replace any equation with a non-zero multiple of itself (and don't
forget to multiply both sides of the equation).

An example of Rule #2 is just reducing
2S + 4L = 800
to
1(2S2 + 4 L ) - 2(800)
which reduces to
S + 2L = 400
where we multiplied each side by one-half.
Rule #3. You can replace any equation with itself and another equation added to it.

This one deserves a little discussion.
Given the equations for the leis that we've been playing with
6S + 18L = 3300 (number of flowers)
and
2S + 4L = 800, (cost of the leis)
let's use Rule #2 to multiply the second equation b y - 3 and then add the result to the
first equation. These steps result in
-3(2S + 4L) + 6S + 18L = - 3 - 800 + 3300
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Collecting terms
6L = 900
or, exercising Rule #2 again and multiplying each side by 1/6,
L=150
just as we determined earlier.
Of course, we have fortuitously chosen a couple of steps within the stated rules
that simplified our work. Any other addition of one equation to another would have
been valid and ultimately led to the solution, but it may not have simplified our lives.
With those rules behind us, let's simplify things. Instead of writing our two
equations as
6S + 18L = 3300
and
2S + 4L = 800,
let's use the m a t r i x notation which is

4

[ 800]

Nothing too fancy here. We've just written the equations as an array of numbers
in the form of three matrices. In this case, the first matrix on the left of the equals
sign contains the coefficients of S and L, shown in the second matrix. The matrix on
the fight of the equals sign contains values of the righthand side of the equations. The
coefficient matrix is square because the number of rows equals the number of
columns. The other matrices are c o l u m n a r since all values are in a single column.
Note that coefficients in the top row of the square matrix modify both of the
variables in the adjacent columnar matrix, one-on-one, to produce the result shown in
the top of the righthand matrix. Or to put it another way, if you take the top row of
the first matrix, swing it clockwise ninety degrees, and multiply term-by-term the
columnar matrix, you get the value found in the top of the next columnar matrix.
This, of course, is where you started. You can then go to the second row, do the same
thing, and get the other term in the fight-hand columnar matrix. This is matrix
multiplication. If we are too wordy here, don't despair. We'll come back to matrix
arithmetic in the section on vector calculus.
So, now that you have a shorthand form for writing equations, what are you
going to do with it? Matrices won't help you with graphing, but they will aid in the
substitution method of solution which you already learned. Here in matrix land we'll
call the substitution technique the Triangular Form. What we want to do is to use
our rules of equation manipulation to have only one non-zero term in the first row,
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two non-zero terms in the second row, and so forth if you have a larger matrix due to
more equations and variables. After we succeed in creating the triangular form, the
complete solution is easy.
Let's continue by reducing

[6

to triangular form. We'll use rule #2 to multiply 5 the second row by -4.5, which
gives us
[-69

11881"[S]-I[-3600j3300]

and then we'll use rule #3 to add that product to the top row. Which results in

2

041[:l

800 1

Reverting to coefficients for a moment, we see that
S = 100,
which when substituted into row 2 gives
200 + 4L = 800
or

L=150
which are the solutions previously determined. So, what's new?
Using matrices is just a shorthand way of doing the same old stuff. Let's get a bit
fancy and systemize the matrix operation.

5 A row in a matrix when multiplied by a constant follows regular multiplication rules.
When we multiplied the second row of the first matrix on the left hand side by -4.5, we
also multiplied the second row of the columnar matrix on the right hand side by --4.5. We
did not multiply both matrices on the lefthand side by the multiplicative factor.
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Look at a coupled set of generalized equations with two variables
ax + b y - t

and
cx + dy = u

where a, b, c and d are coefficients modifying the variables x and y to produce t and u.
Put them into a matrix as

[: 1;] i;l
Now let's multiply (rule #2) the first row by d to get
ad

bd].[;]_[td]

and multiply the second row by b"
ad

bd

bc

bd

l

and then subtract (rule #3) the second row from the first and restore the original
second row which gives
ad - bc

which reduces to
bc

ad-

l

c

0

td -u ub ] .

d

So here we have the triangular form, and
dt-bu
X

~

~

a d - bc "

Interchange the two rows (rule #1) and follow the same basic procedure and you
get
y

~-

au - ct
a d - bc "
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Notice the denominator for both x and y. It's just a combination of the terms of
the square coefficient matrix. Note that the numerator for x contains the coefficients
of y multiplied separately by the fight-hand columnar matrix. There is an equivalent
pattem for y. We'll simplify this even more soon, but to help us along let's introduce
the d e t e r m i n a n t .
The determinant is a single number that is comprised of the terms you saw in
the denominators of both x and y. It is written as
a

b

c

d "

As you might have surmised, it is equal to
a d - bc .

The value of the determinant is calculated by combining the products of the terms
in the diagonals. Starting at the top left, you multiply the terms in the diagonal going
to the bottom fight. You then step over one term and multiply the diagonal in the
opposite direction. After the second diagonal multiplication, subtract that product
from the first multiplication.
Note the difference in the bracket design to denote a m a t r i x , which is an array of
numbers with definite relationships to variables and equations, from a d e t e r m i n a n t ,
which is a single n u m b e r derived from a square matrix.
To write the solutions for our generalized x and y in determinant form, we have

d

u

d

d

Let's go back to our orchid example where we had the equations
6S + 18L = 3300
and
2S + 4L = 800, which we put in the matrix
3300]

soo 1
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From what we just learned, we can solve the system by evaluating the determinants
3300

18

800

4

S=

6

18

2

4

and

L=

Ii

800
18

Ii 4

Once more we get the same answers.
This procedure doesn't always work.
Look at the generalized solutions of

X=

t

b

u

d
b

U

and

y=

b

If all coefficients were equal to zero, you would be dividing by zero, which is not
allowed, but you wouldn't have much of a set of equations to start with. So let's skip
that scenario. We'll only consider sets of equations where at least one coefficient of
one of the variables is not equal to zero.
The next scenario is to ask what happens if both the denominator and the numerator determinants were equal to zero. Note that the determinants might be zero
even though the coefficients are not all equal to zero. Such a condition occurs when
we try to solve our dependent example, which produces the following set of determinants:

S=

oo

18

100

6

iiIi 186

and

6

3300

2

1100

L=

each of which reduces to zero divided by zero. If both denominator and numerator
determinants are zero, then you have valid but dependent equations.
What happens if the numerator is non-zero and the denominator is equal to zero?
Since you can't divide a non-zero value by zero, you can't determine values for your
variables, and we have an inconsistent set of equations. Just for the fun of it, take our
inconsistent example (the one where Joe lost money on the horses) and put those
coefficients into a matrix. Try to solve for S and L with determinants. It'll be a mess.
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We have one more scenario. What do you do with the set of equations shown
below?

ax + by=O
and
cx + d y = O .

This set of equations is similar to our previous set of generalized equations
except that these are both equal to zero. These are called homogeneous equations.
Try solving for x and y using determinants. You readily get both x and y equal to zero
which is seen by inspection of the equations. These are the only solutions since these
are two linear equations, unless they really aren't separate equations. Do we sound as
though we speak with forked tongue? Not so. If these two equations are d e p e n d e n t ~
that is, if the determinant of coefficients is also equal to zero--we really have only
one independent equation and
b
x=--y,
a
C

(or x = - - - y ,
d
is a solution.

the same thing in this dependent case)

More than Two Variables
So far, we have only worked with equations with two variables. Could we have
helped Joe and Jane with their pending encounter with the IRS had their leis come in
three sizes? Maybe. They would have needed another equation relating the number of
leis made to some known value. Maybe we could have helped them if they knew the
number of ribbons used on each lei and total number of ribbons they used.
In simpler words, if we have three unknowns (variables) in the equations, we
need three independent equations. If we have four unknowns, we need four equations, and so on.
All of the procedures shown before work with three or more unknowns, although
graphing gets a bit complicated. We'll only discuss the matrix method as it, in its
elegance 6, is the best method to keep track of multiple unknowns. The determinants
for solving three unknowns with three equations is the same as when you had only
two, except working out the value of the determinant is a bit messier.
As before, we solve for the first unknown by exchanging the first column of the
numerator determinant with the righthand columnar matrix and then dividing by the
coefficient determinant. The second variable is determined by exchanging that same
columnar matrix with the second column and so forth. We are not going through the
messy proof as with the two unknowns set, but hopefully this leap to three or more is
6

And that's the value of the matrix notation. It's just a handy bookkeeping procedure.
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acceptable to you. If not, work them out and prove it to yourself. We will, however,
walk through the procedure for determining your solution.
Starting with three generalized, independent equations of

ax + by + cz = t ,
dx+ey+fz=u,
and

gx + hy + ~z = v ,
we write the matrix form as
a

b

c

x

t

~efk'~-h
and then solve for x, y, and z using determinants.
t

b

c

a

t

a

c

~ e f
dg U f
h k
v k
x=
, y=
a b c
a
b
c
dgef
dgef
h k
h k

b

t

e .

h

v

b

c

dgef
h

k

z=
a

and

You might question how to determine the value of one of these larger determinants. It's really the same procedure as before:
a

b

c

~ eh fk - a'] ~

b~

+c.
d;
g I

g

9

We determine the value of the determinant of a 3x3 matrix by placing imaginary
lines, one horizontal and one vertical, across each term in the top row and then
multiplying that value times the value of the 2x2 determinant not covered. As you
can see, we alternate the sign as we step across the top row. You could have chosen
any row or column to step across in the determination of the value of the determinant.
Should you be unfortunate enough to have to solve for four or more unknowns
without the aid of a math program on a computer, you solve for the value of the
determinant just as you did in the 3x3 case. You draw your imaginary lines through
the top left number and pretend that you have a 3x3 determinant to solve. You solve
it and multiply that value by the value that you had covered. Then you move your
imaginary lines to the next value in the top row (or you could move down the c o l u m n ~
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it doesn't matter which direction you go as long as you are consistent), change its
sign, and repeat until you've marched across the top row.

Some Matrix Arithmetic
We've used matrices and evaluated determinants of matrices. Now let's take a little
break and look at some of the algebra of matrices.
First, some definitions and rules:
9

A matrix is an ordered set of values.
If it has m rows (a row is one of the horizontal lines of numbers) and n
columns (vertical lines) the matrix is an m x n matrix.

9

If m = n, we have a square matrix.

9

Determinants can come only from square matrices.

9

The quantities within the matrix are called the elements of the matrix.

9

Two matrices are identical if, and only if, each of the elements are identical.
That is, if matrix A is

r
A

/ al 1
/

al 2

al 3

[a21 a22 a23
and matrix B is

B _ Ib' l bl 2 bl3
then A = B if and only if a l l - - b 11, a12 = b12, a22 = b22,'", amn

--- bmn.

Unequal matrices may have the same determinant, and of course, equal
matrices will have the same determinant.
You can add or subtract matrices. They must, however be the same size. To
add A + B , you make a new matrix C where each element of C is the sum of
the same elements in A and B. That is

A+B=C

[b,l

a23

hi2 b13
b22 b23

[ all -q- bll

ale + b12

a13 -[- b13

[a2~ + b21

a22 + b22

% + b23

= all a'2
a21 a22
/

a'3 -ql.-[b21
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and it follows that
A+B=B+A.
9

You can multiply matrices. You just don't want to do so unless you can stick
them into a computer math program. There are some rules. For example, you
cannot multiply A and B as seen above. You can only multiply a m • n matrix
with a n • p matrix, and the product is a n • p matrix (where p need not equal
m or n). So let's get a new matrix D of size 2 • 2 and multiply it times A. That is
DA -- E

_[dlld2,d22d121"
fala21lL a22a12a23a13
[dllall + d12a21

eooo e, one,

dlla12 -+-d12a22 dlla13 + dlza23
--~ dzzaz2 dzla13 -+- dzza23

I
[dzlall -+-dzza21 dzla12

Hence, unless the matrices are square, you cannot reverse the order of
multiplication, and even if they are square, they, in general, are not commutative.
That is, in most cases A E :/: E A .
9

A diagonal matrix is one where all elements are zero except on the main
diagonal, such as

o

0
d22

9

You would have a scalar matrix if dll -- d22 in the diagonal matrix. Note that
multiplying a scalar matrix times another matrix of proper size will increase
the value of each element of that matrix by the value of the element of the
scalar matrix. Such as
DA = E

_[:

[a21 a22 a23

dal 1

dal2

da~3

da21

da22

da23

9

If the elements in a diagonal matrix all equal one, you would have an identity
matrix. That is, multiplying a matrix by an identity matrix does not change
its value.

9

If you interchange rows and columns in a matrix, you have the transpose of
that matrix. That is, if

a21 a22
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then the transpose of A (which we call A') is
A t -

al,1

a2,1

al,2

a2,2

Is all this really used to solve problems?
Yes, it is, and you have used it. You used matrix multiplication when you determined the number of small vs. large leis that Jane and John sold. Do you remember
the sets of matrices of the form
Cll

C12

[C21

C22

[xl -- nl
X2
n2

'

where the C matrix contained the coefficients for the number of flowers and the
costs 7 of each type of lei, the columnar X matrix was the unknown number of small
and large leis sold, and the N matrix represented the total number of flowers and the
total dollars?
If you multiply the X matrix by the C matrix you have
CllX 1 .ql_C12X2 ~ [n~
C21X1 --~ C22X2

[ n2 '

and since these two matrices are equal, the elements must be equal. Hence,
CllX 1 -~- c12x2 ~-- n~

and
C21X1 -~-C22X 2 - - n 2

which are the two equations that you started with.
Also, when you solved for x 1 and x 2 using matrices and determinants, you not
only performed matrix multiplication, but you also inverted a matrix. However, since
you know how to solve for those unknowns using matrices, and you saw that doing
so was consistent with mathematics, we will not drag you through matrix inversion.

7 "Whoa," you might say. "Are we mixing units? You have dollars on one line and flowers

on another."
Good observation. But look again. You have no units. One equation has dollars plus
dollars equals dollars, and the other equation has flowers plus flowers equals flowers. You
are consistent with your units in each equation, but once you have a certain unit across
the equation, the unit cancels out. In these cases, the dollars or flowers cancel. You still
have implicit units such as number of small leis in your equations.
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Example: Electrical Engineering
W e ' l l start where all electrical engineers start: circuits with batteries and resistors as
shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3. A simple electrical circuit.
As you see, the circuit has a 12-volt battery and a 2-ohm resistor in series with a
4 - o h m resistor. The controlling equation for this circuit comes from O h m ' s law,
which states

V--I.R.
where
V = voltage (volts) (see footnote 8)
I = electrical current (amps)
and
R = resistance (ohms)
Since we know the voltage and total resistance 9 we can calculate ~~the current in
the circuit and the voltage drop across each resistor. We start with the current which is

8 Voltage is often referred to as E or e in engineering books. The E comes from electromotive force or emf.
9 The resistance of resistors add when they are connected in series as shown in Figure 4-3.
Hence, the total resistance of this circuit is 2 + 4 = 6 ohms.
10 With our limited information, the current is all that we can calculate, but that is certainly
not all that we might want to know. The total energy content of the battery, the heat
dissipation of the power consumed in the resistors, and the hydrogen evolution and other
environmental aspects of the battery are also important to good design.
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V
R
12
(2+4)
= 2 amps
Now that we know the current, we can calculate the voltage drop across each
resistor from V~ - I. R~ and V2 - I. R 2 . We can now step around the circuit and see
that the total voltage drop across the two resistors equals the applied battery voltage.
That was a simple one-mesh circuit. Let's do a two-mesh circuit as shown in
Figure 4-4.

1D

R2

R3

Figure 4-4. A two-mesh electrical circuit.
We have the same 12-volt battery, and it has to supply current to two loops of
resistors. As we had a clockwise current in the one-mesh circuit, we're assuming two
clockwise currents in the two-mesh circuit. We have I1 leaving the battery and going
clockwise into loop one and we have 12 circling clockwise in loop #2. The tricky part
is designating the current through resistor #2. We have I1 going into the top of that
resistor in the clockwise direction. 12 is coming into the bottom of resistor #2, which
from the perspective of loop #1 is the counter-clockwise direction. These two currents
try to cancel each other. Hence, the net current going through resistor #2 is I~ - 12 .
Now we write the loop equations similar to what we did in the one-mesh case"

V--I,'(R,+Rz)-Iz'R

2

for loop #1, and

O--I1.R2+I2.(R2+R3)

,

for loop #2. (Loop #2 has no battery, so the voltage drops across the resistors in this
loop must sum to zero.)
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Now we have two equations, and we can solve for the two unknowns, 11 and
We can solve for the two currents by graphing or by substitution, but let's use
matrices.
R + R2

-R 2

-R 2

R2 + R 3

12.

Jo]

and we calculate I~ and 12 as

I1 - -

V

-R 2

0

R 2 § R3

I

R1 + R 2

-R 2
R 2 -q- R 3

-2
6 amps
and

J

R1 + R 2
-R 2

12 =

R~ + R 2
--R 2

R e -+-R 3

I
-2
3 amps
We can now calculate the voltage drop across any resistor with O h m ' s law,
I i 9 R i , where the subscript, i, refers to the resistor of interest. For example, the
voltage drop across R 2 is
Vi -

-

(Ii

-

) . e,2

=(6-3)-2
=

6 volts
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We've discussed some techniques to solve problems with more than one unknown. We have graphed, substituted, and introduced matrices and determinants to
solve these multivariable sets of coupled equations. The beauty of all this is that we
always get the same answer regardless which approach we use.
You may wonder why we introduced the matrix concept. The examples we used
could have been solved by other means. With the two unknowns, two equations set,
you need not bother with matrices, and solving the three unknowns, three equations
sets may be a toss-up between solution techniques. However, with anything larger,
and especially when applied to computers, the matrix operation is the only way to go.
You may also wonder if there are even more uses for matrices than what we've
shown. You bet there's more, as you'll see in the chapters on vector calculus and
computer math.
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5

Trigonometry
The mind that constantly applies itself to the study of lines, forms and angles is not
likely to fall into error. In this convenient way, the person acquires intelligence.
- - I b n Khaldun, In The Muqaddimah. An Introduction to History, 1375
Trigonometry is one of the longer words in our math vocabulary, but it has a simple
definition: it simply means a triangle measurement. The definition is appropriate
since trigonometry is very useful for measuring triangles, and it is also quite useful
for describing many periodic occurrences. We can use trigonometry to describe such
diverse phenomena as the steepness of a ski slope, properties of ocean waves and
characteristics of light transversing the heavens.
We've said that trigonometry means triangle measurement, and we know that
tri-angle means three angles, so let's define angle.
First, draw a horizontal line and call it the x-axis as we did in Chapter 2 on
functions. Now, draw the y-axis which, of course, is perpendicular to the x-axis. You
have just made four fight angles 1.
Next, swing a line clockwise up from the x-axis, pivoting about the origin of
your graph, but don't swing as far as the y-axis. Draw this line through the origin and
then an equal distance into the third quadrant. You have now created a bunch more
angles.
Obviously, a "bunch" isn't very elegant mathematical terminology. We'll name a
few of the angles, but as you'll see later, since these angles can repeat forever, saying
"a bunch" isn't too bad.
Let's call the angle between the x-axis and our new line, 0, and we'll call the
angle between our line and the y-axis, t~. Note that if you add t~ to 0 you have a
fight angle. Any two angles that sum to a fight angle are called complementary
angles; we can say that 0 is complementaryto t~ or the other way round. Figure
5-1 helps to sort out the terminology.

Actually, we can say that you made 6, 8, or millions of angles. More on that later in this
chapter. We'll stick to four angles for now.
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Y

v

X

Figure 5-1. The x-y coordinate system and angles.

Angle 0 is smaller than a fight angle. Such angles are called acute angles. Let's
name the angle that swings from where 0 stops all the way to the negative x-axis, 13.
13 is larger than a fight angle and is called an obtuse angle. Note that adding 13 to 0
makes a straight line. Any two angles which, when added together, make a straight
line are called supplementary angles.
Take a look in the lower two quadrants of your graph. Note that angles with the
same values as 0, t~, and 13 also exist down under (Figure 5-2).

Y

Figure 5-2. Similarity of angles in different quadrants.
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Now, draw a circle with a radius of five; use whatever units you desire. Assign
the center of the circle to have coordinates of 0,0 and draw an x and a y axis centered
on the circle.
You can note that the circle cuts the x-axis at (5,0) and (-5,0) as well as the y-axis
at (0,5) and (0,-5). Now go out four units in the positive x-direction and then extend
an invisible vertical line in the positive y-direction until it intersects your circle. Mark
the circle where your invisible line crosses it. Next measure three units vertically on
the positive y-axis and extend an invisible horizontal line in the positive x-direction
until it hits your circle 2. These two intersections of the circle are the same point,
which is (4,3). Your next assignment is to draw a visible line from the coordinate
(4,3) through the origin (0,0), and, just for fun, continue your line into the third
quadrant to intersect the circle on the opposite side (Figure 5-3). Measure the coordinates of that intersection. Hopefully they are (-4,-3).

Y I (0,5)

(4,3)
(-5,o)1

T/

J

J

J

/i

: I (5,0)
4

i

x

Figure 5-3. Triangle measurements as parts of a circle.
The invisible lines mentioned in the text are shown as dashed lines.

How does that quantify the angle? You can look at the figure and say that your
line has swung or tilted a bit more than 1/10 th of the circle away from the positive xaxis and the extended line has swung a bit more than 1/10 th of the circle past the
negative x-axis.

2 You don't have to draw your circle around the origin of the graph, but it's much simpler
this way. And there's nothing special about the 3,4,5 lengths except that connecting those
lengths form a right triangle with easy numbers to work with.
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The tilt between these lines is an angle, and we could use fractions like these to
quantify the measurements, but there are much better ways. We'll use the conventional measurements of degrees and radians. Degrees are the more common
measurement 3 used in lay language, and measurements in degrees are easier to
visualize. Radians are usually preferred in engineering and science, and you'll see
why shortly. We'll spend a few minutes on degrees and then go on to radians.
If we walk around the circumference of our circle, starting at (5,0) and divide that
length into 360 equal parts, then each time our magic swing line moves from one of
the 360 measured tic marks to another, it has moved one degree. The line that we
drew from (4,3) through (0,0) should hit the circle just a smidgen below 37 ~ as
shown in Figure 5-4.

Y 190 ~

180 ~

4 !

x

Figure 5-4. Angles measured in degrees.
If you want finer measurements for your angles than degrees, you can divide each
degree into 60 equal steps called minutes 4. To get really high angular resolution, you
can then divide each minute into 60 seconds. So far we've used existing terminology
for temperature and then time to designate angles, and now we have more terms. The
symbols for minutes and seconds, in angular measurement, are the same as the
Americans use for feet and inches. For example, if you wanted to write 60 degrees
20 minutes and 15 seconds using the accepted symbols, it would be written as 60 ~
20' 15".

3 Note that we say measurement and not units. Regardless of how we measure our angles,
we never get away from portions or fractions of the circle. Hence, whatever units the
circle may represent, when we divide those units into our portion, in the same units, the
units cancel each other. That is, angles are dimensionless.
4 Just a note: a nautical mile is defined as one minute of longitude at the equator. Hence the
circumference of the earth is 60 x 360 = 21,600 nautical miles.
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Let's note a couple of things about angle measurement before we move on.
1) Our swinging line doesn't have to move counterclockwise. A swing of 270 ~
counterclockwise describes the same angle as a swing of 90 ~ clockwise. The
swing was greater to get to this position, but the angle is defined as the
displacement from the x-axis. We will always measure our angles from the
positive x-axis in the counterclockwise direction. There's nothing magic
about this. It's like driving. The English aren't wrong to drive on the lefthand
side of the road in their own country, but when they go to the continent they
find life much easier following the local convention.
2) Measurements of angles are just that~measurements between a n g l e s ~ a n d
we do not have to reference them to the positive x-axis.
3) Angles of 360 ~ plus x ~ are the same as x ~ measured from the positive x-axis.
We'll get to periodic functions later in this chapter, but do you see a hint of
what's coming?
4) We may be jumping a bit ahead, but note that our magic line for each angle
intersects the circle at an unique coordinate (xi,Yi). Hence, if we specify the
radius of the circle and the coordinate ( x i , Y i ) w e have uniquely specified the
angle (unless, of course, you want to add 360 ~ to it). See Figure 5-5.

Y (0,1 ) or 90 ~
45 ~

0.707

o.s

/

i

(1,0) o r 0 ~

0.707

ooo i

x

240 ~

Figure 5-5. Angle measurements.

5) Also note that xi2 + yi2 ~ r 2 for any angle drawn in our circle. This equation
was given to us by the Greek mathematician Pythagoras, and is called the
Pythagorean theorem. This can be seen by dropping a vertical line from
(x~,yi) to the x-axis to form a triangle in which one of the angles is 90 ~ (which
we call a fight triangle). The Pythagorean theorem states that the length of
the longest side of a fight triangle is the square root of the sum of the squares
of each of the shorter two sides.
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6)

Look at Figure 5-6 with the 60 ~ angle in it. We see our magic line at 60 ~ and
if we swing our line another 30 ~ we would have a vertical line. Hence for any
angle 5, 0, in the first quadrant, a complementary angle of 90 ~ - 0 exists
between our line and the y-axis. We also have a supplementary angle of
180 ~ - 0 that goes from 0 to the negative x-axis.

Supplementary ~.~_..~ .Compl ementary
angle to 0 ~ ' ~ " - I ~ ~
angle to 0

v

x

Figure 5-6. Complementary and supplementary angles.
7)

Extend your magic line to the opposite side of the circle. Note that the same
angles, as measured from the negative x-axis, exist in the lower two quadrants.

8)

Should our magic line describing some angle less than 90 ~ extend through
the origin of the graph and go on to intersect the circle in the third quadrant,
the coordinates of intersection would be the same as the intersection in the
first quadrant except for the signs.

And that's enough said about degrees. What about radians?

Radians
As we suspect you know, the circumference of a circle divided by its radius is equal
to 2rt 6. We are going to divide the circumference of our circle into 2rt parts and say
that we have 2rt radians (of angle) in our circle.

5 The Greek letter 0 seems to be the universal symbol for an angle, just as x is the symbol
for an unknown quantity. We'll of course use other symbols when talking about more than
one angle.
6 ~ is that irrational number approximately equal to 3.14159265358979. We usually drop a
few of those decimal places and call it 3.14.
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0 or 2rt

7~

x

3~/2

Figure 5-7. Angles measured in radians.
Another way to look at the radian is that it represents the length of an arc 7, along
the circumference of a circle, that is equal to the circle's radius. If you think that this
sounds silly, w e ' d have to agree with you at this point. However, it'll make more
sense later in the chapter.
Simple comparisons of our angle measurements are given in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. Angle measurement comparisons.
Portion of a Circle

Degrees

Radians

1/6

60

2~/~6

1/4

90

1

360

2re

Some Special Relationships
R e m e m b e r our brief discussion in which a line intersecting a circle has a unique set
of coordinates (xi,Yi) for each angle within the first 8 2 rt of angle creation? Hence, if
we specify the radius of the circle and the coordinate (xi,Yi) w e have uniquely speciDon't confuse arc with chord. Both are lengths. The arc is measured along the circumference of the circle. It's curved. The chord is the straight line distance between two points
on a circle.
8 You can go around the circle as many times as you want. If you start at It/4 and go
around the circle back to your starting point, you have a new angle of 2.25 It. Go around
again and you have 4.25 It. It never stops, but the coordinates on the circle stay the same.
We'll stay within the first 2 It radians unless otherwise stated.

7
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fled the angle (unless, of course, you want to add an integral multiple of 2rt radians
to it). Let's take that triangle that we created earlier (Figure 5-3) that had one point at
(0,0), another point at (4,0), and the third one at (4,3). As we discussed earlier, the
vertical line from (4,0) to (4,3) defines a fight angle with respect to the x-axis, so we
call this triangle a right triangle. We'll also give the lines themselves some names.
The line from (0,0) to (4,0) we'll call the line adjacent or just the adjacent. The
vertical line from (4,0) to (4,3), the line opposite the origin, we'll call the line opposite
or the opposite. The longest line, the one from (0,0) to (4,3), is the hypotenuse.
Since we're working with an x-y coordinate graph we can shorten these names even
more. We'll call the adjacent x, the opposite y, and the hypotenuse r.
And now for the really special names. You can probably forget most of the special
names we've given you so far, but the next three names must make indelible wrinkles
into your brain forever, and the subsequent three should at least make small creases.
The important names are sine, cosine, and tangent, which you'll abbreviate as
sin, cos, and tan. The slightly less important names are secant, cosecant, and cotangent, which are abbreviated as sec, csc, and cot. Now, let's define them.
Since we are talking about angles, we define them for the angle, here named 0,
which is the angle between the x-axis and the hypotenuse. We hope that Figure 5-8
helps in creating your wrinkles. For the time being, we are keeping 0 < 90 ~
First:
sin 0 - Y//fr ' called "sine theta"

(Remember these.)

c o s 0 - x / , called "cosine theta"
/r

and
.,/

tan 0 - ~ / x ' called "tangent theta" (or "tan theta").
The lesser names are just manipulations of these three. They are
secO - r/~v, called "secant theta"
/

csc

J

0- r/,
/x

called "cosecant theta"

and
cot 0 - ~ y , called "cotangent theta" (or "cotan theta").
These relationships are called trigonometric functions 9, or trig functions for
short.
9

Values for these trig functions are listed in tables and are readily available from your
computer and many calculators. Should you have the value of one of these functions and
want to know what angle produced it, then you look for the arc(trig function). For
example sin45 ~ = 0.707, and arcsin(0.707) = 45 ~
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sin 0 = ylr
cos 0 = xlr
t a n 0 = y/x

Figure 5-8. Trig functions.

y = r sin 0
x=rcosO
y = x tan
X

The most important thing to note is that the values of these functions are only
dependent on/9. You can make the circle any size you want to and the ratios that
define these functions do not change.
The next thing to consider is the relationship between 0 and t~, where 0 is the
angle between the x-axis and the hypotenuse, and tx is the third angle in the fight
triangle. Note that we are still limiting ourselves to an acute angle for 0.
Remember that an angle equal in magnitude to 0 exists between the negative
x-axis and the extension of the hypotenuse into the third quadrant, so we have a
second fight triangle with the same interior angles. Slide that second fight angle (see
Figure 5-9) along the hypotenuse to form a rectangle as shown. We now have a new fact
about fight triangles: the two smaller angles are complements of each other. That
rc
is, 0 = - - t~. And from that, it follows that the three interior angles of a fight
2
triangle sum to rc radians 1~
It also follows that in a fight triangle

Y

sinO- coso~
cos0 = sint~
and
t a n O - coto~
along with similar relationships for the secants. (You
can work them out if you're
interested.)

~_-.,~_.
I
I

c~

a

~ s

Ibs s

S

J

Figure 5-9. Formation of a rectangle
from two right angles.

~0The interior angles of any triangle sum to 71;radians. You'll show this in a few more pages.
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The Distance Equation
What we do next may seem like another digression, but bear with us. We're going
back to Pythagoras and his theorem, but this time we'll use sines and cosines.
We have defined sin0 as the ratio of the values of y and r, where y is the value of
the y-axis coordinate where the line defining the angle 0 crosses our circle, and r is
the length on the triangle's hypotenuse which, of course, is equal to the radius of the
circle. We have also defined cos0 in a similar manner.
Consequently, if we know the radius of the circle, or the hypotenuse, as well as
the sine and cosine for whatever angle we're working with, we know (x,y) from:
X -- r C O S 0

and
y = r sin&
And here is where we call upon our friend Pythagoras, and he tells us that
x 2 + y2 = r 2 "
We now see that
2

(rcos0): + ( r s i n 0 ) : - - r ,
or simplified
cos 20 + sin 20 = 1,
where cos: 0 = cos 0 • cos 0.
This is an important trigonometric identity. Remember it.
Now consider two different angles 0 and tp where 0 makes a triangle within our
old circle of radius r, and tp makes a triangle within a circle of radius A. Both circles
are centered at (0,0) (see Figure 5-10). Now we want to know the distance from
where the line describing angle 0 touches its circle, which we'll call P(O), to the point
where the line describing angle tp hits the second circle, which we'll call P( tp ). We
want to express this distance with sines and cosines.
As before, the coordinates, (x,y), of P(O) are (rcos0, rsin0), and the coordinates
of P(tp) are (A cos %A sin tp ). Now comes the tricky part. Look at the distance
between those two points as the hypotenuse of a new triangle as shown in Figure
5-10. The magnitude ~ of the adjacent side (x-axis) of this new triangle is
I rcos0 - Acos9 1

ll

We use the term magnitude because in the general case A cosct might be larger than rcosO
which would produce a negative number. That's OK since we are going to square the
result.
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P ( ~ ~--(r

rOs0,rsi nO )

~(q))(A c o s % A sin tp)

h~
x

yl
Ir s i n O - A

~/(A sinqo- r sin0) 2 + (A cosqo - r cos0) 2

ii I'ii
Ir cosO - A cos
Figure 5-10. Distance between points on two different circles.

and the magnitude of the opposite side (y-axis) is
Ir sin 0 - A sin (PI"
Hence, the distance between P(O) and P((p), which we'll write as P(O)P((p), is
found by taking the square root of the t r i g o n o m e t r i c distance equation, which is:
2

P(O)P((p) -- (r cos0

- A c o s ( I ) ) 2 -Jr- (rsin0

As a quick set of exercises:
1) What happens if A = 0 ?
2) What happens if 0 = (p, but r ~ A ?
3) What happens if 0 ;~ (1), but r - A ?
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Exercise 1) What happens if A - 0 ?
If the circle described by A has zero radius, then the circle is the point of the
origin. The trigonometric distance equation reduces to (rcos0) 2 + (rsin0) 2 - r 2
which is the equation for the distance from the origin to the point where the
hypotenuse of the line describing the angle 0 hits the circle of radius r.
Exercise 2) What happens if 8 = % but r ~ A ?
Here we just continue to travel along the hypotenuse from circle of radius r to
circle of radius A. The distance between the two points is Ir - AI . We used the
absolute value signs as we have not specified which circle is larger.
Exercise 3) What happens if 0 ~ tp, but r = A ?
Now we are looking for the chord length between two points on the same circle.
With r = A the distance equation reduces to
2

P(O)P(tp) - [r(cos0

- c o s q ) ) ] 2 -}- [r(sin 0 - s i n (1))] 2

= r2[(cos 0 - cos tp)2 + ( s i n 0 - sin tp)2]
We'll simplify this equation in the next section.
Please note that the circles and the triangle of which P(O)P(ot) is the hypotenuse
are artifices of our procedure to obtain this equation. Actual circles and knowledge of
the angles in the newly created triangle are not needed to do our work.

Adding Trigonometric Functions
Angles add just like other sets of numbers. If we wanted to add angle 0 to angle or,
the result would be angle 0 + or. Likewise, if you wanted to add the value for cos 0
to that of cos ix, the result would be cos0 + cos ix. These are all numbers and are
handled just like any number. To find the cosine of angle (0 + tx ) would be an
entirely different matter, however. Consider cos~ which has the value of zero. If we
wanted cos(~/~2 + ~/~2)' we know that the result is cosrc, which is minus one, not two
times zero. What do we do to get trigonometric values when we want to combine
angles? The easiest approach is to show how we get the cosine of ( 0 - c t ), and from
that proof the others will follow.
Look at Figure 5-11 and use the distance equation to determine the distance from
P(O) to P(ot). The distance equation is simpler now since r = A = 1.
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P(O)/~

0

0-a)

rcosO

rcos(z

Figure 5-11. The determination of cosine of additive angles.
P(O)P(ct)

2

-- (cos0 - cosc~) 2 + (sin 0 - sin oc) 2

= cos 2 0 - 2 c o s 0

c o s ~ + c o s 2 ~ + sin 2 / 9 - 2 s i n q ) s i n ~ + sin 2

Since w e ' v e already shown that
cos 20 + cos 20 = 1 (and, of course, the same holds for oc )
we simplify this distance equation as
P(O)P(c~)

2

- 2- 2cos0 cosoc- 2sin0sinc~.

" H o w does this calculate c o s ( 0 - c~) ?" you might ask.
L o o k now at the arc along the circle from (1,0), which w e ' l l call P(0), to
P(O - ct). That arc is the same length as the arc from P(O) to P(c~). H e n c e the chord

(or straight line distance) is the same length b e t w e e n each of the two sets of points.
2

Let's calculate P ( O ) P ( O P ( O ) P ( O - c~)

2

ct)

2

and equate it to P ( O ) P ( o c )

- (cos 0 - cos(0 - c~)) 2 + (sin 0 - sin(0 - c~))2

since
cos 0 - 1
and
sinO-O
P ( O ) P ( O - t~)

2

and see what we get.

2

- (cos(O - tx) - 1) + sin 2 (0 - t~)

- 2(1-

cos(O - cz))
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The two chords in Figure 5-11 are equal. That is,
2

P(O)P(O - (z)

2

-- P(O)P((z)

and then
2 - 2cos ( 0 - a ) - 2 - 2cos0 c o s a - 2sin0 s i n a
Hence,
cos ( 0 - a )

- cos0 c o s a + sin0 sin(z.

Now that we have this trig identity, there's a lot we can do with it.

Examples:
1) We've already demonstrated that the cosine of the complement of an angle is
equal to the sine of that angle. Let's verify that statement again. Let 0 - rt/2
and use the relationship cos ( 0 - t ~ ) - c o s O c o s t ~ + sinOsino~ to get
cos( 2 - t~) - sin t~.
We've shown this relationship before using a geometrical argument, but it's
nice to see that we get the same answer using another approach.
rt
2) Let c t - - - - [3, put it into the last equation, and we'll show that the sine of
2
the complement of an angle is equal to the cosine of that angle. That is,
s i n ( 2 - [3) - c o s ( 2 -

[ 2 - [3]).

--- COS

which we'd also shown earlier in this chapter using a geometric argument.
3) Let's look at the symmetry of sine and cosine about the zero angle. That is,
we want to know if f ( - O ) - f ( O ) .
3a) The sine:
Let ~ - - 1 3

in example (1) above.

Then
sin(-~) - cos[ 2 - (-[3)]

- cos[2 + 13]
= cos[

-
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We then use the recently derived equation for finding the cosine of the
difference of two angles to get
sin(-[~) - cos[[3 - ( - 2 ) ]
7g

7g

- cosl3 cos(--~) + sinl3sin(--~)
Since

cos(- 7) - 0
and
sin(- ~ ) - - 1
then
sin(-[3) - cos[13 - ( - ; ) ]
= -sin~
This says that the sine function is an odd function. It changes signs when [~
is replaced with -[3. We can also say that the sine is asymmetric with the
origin. Of course, you can see this relationship geometrically.
3b) Now let's look at the symmetry of the cosine function. Go back to example
(1) and let 0 - 0. Then we have
cos(-o0 - cos 0 coscz - sin 0sin cz
COS

The cosine is an even function. It doesn't change signs when o~ is replaced
with -cx. We can also say that the cosine is symmetric with the origin.
Now that we've covered some basic subtraction identities, let's try addition.
If you want to know how to write cos(0 + c~) in simpler terms, just rewrite it as
cos(0 + or) - cos[0 - (-cx)] and use the subtraction identity to get:
cos(0 + or) - cos0 cos(-o0 + sin 0 s i n ( - o 0 .
Then from the symmetry properties of cosine and sine, you have
cos(0 + or) - cos 0 cos c~ - sin 0 sin c~,
which is another identity that we suggest you commit to memory.
Enough on cosines; let's do the sine.
The addition identity for sin(0 + ~) is found by using the basic relationship
between sines and cosines, which is sin 0 - c o s ( ~ - 0).
2
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So let's write sin(0 + oc) as
71;

sin(0 + t~) - c o s [ - ~ - (0 + ct)]
- cos[( 2-

0) - ct]

and we're back to the cosine subtraction identity. We'll continue as
sin(O + oc) - cos[( 2 - O) - c~]

-

c o s ( ~ - O ) c o s ( - ~ ) - sin(~ - O ) s i n ( - ~ )
2
2

= sin 0 cos t~ + cos 0 sin t~
We used the symmetry properties in that last step.
Trig identities go on forever. We'll look at a few more and then move on to more
interesting stuff.
Look at cos(20). It's the same as cos(0 + 0), which you know how to simplify to
get
cos(20)

-

cos 2 0-

sin 2 0, and since we know that

COS 2

0 + sin 2 0 -- 1, then

cos(20) -- 2cos 2 0 - 1 ,
which is the same thing as
c o s ( 2 0 ) - 1 - 2sin 2 0.
Of course, you can do the same type of simplification with sin(20).
If you feel that we left tangent, secant, cosecant, and cotangent out in the cold,
you're both fight and wrong. Since
sin0
1
1
1
tan 0 - ~
sec 0 csc 0 - ~
and cot 0 cos0 '
cos0 '
sin0'
tan0
you can derive any identities that you need from those relationships. Have fun.
We'll relist the three really important identities for your convenience. If you keep
these equations and the symmetry properties at ready reference, you should be able to
derive any other identities that you should ever want or need.
cos z 0 + sin 2 0 = 1
cos(0 • ct) -- cos 0 cos ct • sin 0 sin ct
sin(0 • ct) = sin 0cosct • cos0 sin ct.
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Summing Interior Angles of Triangles and Quadrangles
Before doing the triangle, let's look at the simplest quadrangle ~2, the fight rectangle
as in Figure 5-9. Since the vertical lines are perpendicular to the horizontal lines, we
can assume that all interior angles of that rectangle are 90 ~. Consequently, the sum of
the interior angles in a fight rectangle equals 2rt radians, or 360 ~
Now, draw a dotted line from one comer of the rectangle diagonally to the
opposite comer. You have two identical, but rotated, triangles. The values of the
angles 0 and c~, as shown in Figure 5-12, depend on the relative lengths of the
horizontal and vertical sides, but their individual values are not important to this
discussion. What is important is that the 0s and ~s in both comers are the same and
that 0 plus ~ equals 90 ~ With the remaining 90 ~ angles at the unaltered comers, the
interior angles of the right triangle equals 180 ~ or rt radians.

Y
...t

O+a=90
s

s s" """"

s"

o

x

"

Figure 5-12. Interior angles of a right triangle.
What about a general triangle?
That's easy, but before going general, let's look at an isosceles 13 triangle. We can
make an isosceles triangle by extending a mirror image across one of the legs of a
fight triangle as shown in Figure 5-13. All of the 0s and c~s are the same values as
before, and we have the sum of interior angles = 2(0 + a).

A general quadrangle is a four-sided figure without specified angles.
13 A triangle with two equal legs is an isosceles triangle. Special names for other triangles
are: acute, all three angles less than 90~ obtuse, one angle is greater than 90~ equilateral,
all legs are same length; and scalene, where no two legs are equal. Note that the isosceles
and scalene might also be right triangles. The obtuse and equilateral cannot be right
triangles.
12
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Figure 5-13.
Interior angles of an isosceles triangle.

90 ~

I

~

then20+

2o~= 180 ~.

Interior angles sum to 180 ~.
We've already convinced you that 0 + o~ equals 90 ~ so:
the sum of interior angles = 180 ~
If you want to be even more general and have all three sides of the triangle be
different lengths, just draw a rectangle and add dotted lines from adjacent comers on
the lower boundary to an arbitrary position on the upper boundary as in Figure 5-14.
You now have a general triangle which you can turn into two fight triangles by
dropping a vertical line from the arbitrary meeting place. You now have four different
interior angles to sum to get the interior angles of your general triangle. If you
identify the exterior angles, you'll see the 180 ~ rule still holds.
Now let's return to four-sided figures. Go back to the rectangle. Fix the lower
horizontal boundary and push the upper edge to the fight and you make a parallelogram as in Figure 5-15. Again,
drop lines to make fight triangles, identify similar angles,
Y
and sum up the interior angles.
They still sum to 360 ~.

o : + ~ = 9 0" ~ ~~
X

(x+13+y+~=

180 ~

~+7=90

~

Figure 5-14. Interior angles of a general triangle.
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P

i-I

x

Figure 5-15. Interior angles of a parallelogram.
if you want to show that the interior angles of the general quadrangle also sum to
360 ~, you'll have to do the work on this one, but we'll get you started. Choose one of
the sides as your base. Make a rectangle about the whole quadrangle and then drop
lines making fight triangles. You have the tools to continue, so do it.

The Laws of Sines and of Cosines
We will do two more laws or relationships, and then we'll move on to more interesting material. Consider a general triangle which we've turned into two fight triangles
as in Figure 5-14, now relabeled in Figure 5-16. The vertex TM of the
triangle, which we'll call H, is
A
equal to both Asin 0 and T sin ~ .
yT
/
Hence
sin~

sin0

A

Figure 5-16. Development of the
Law of Sines and Cosines.
14

Vertex has a double meaning. If we are only talking about an angle, then the vertex is the
point where the two lines meet. If we are talking about a triangle or a mountain, then the
vertex is the angle (or peak) opposite to and farthest from the base.
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We can do the same manipulation with any two sets of angles within the triangle.
Thus,
sina

sinO

sinl3

A

T

B

And this is the L a w of Sines.
Let's not leave out cosines. The vertex of angle [3 is at coordinates
(Asin0, Acos0). Hence, the length of T is:
T 2 -- ( B - Acos0) 2 + (Asin0) 2
= B 2 - 2AB

cos0 + A 2 cos 2 0 + A 2 sin 2 0.

= A 2 § B 2 - 2 A B cos0
This is the L a w of Cosines, or a re-statement of the Pythagorean theorem for a
general triangle.

Example:
Apollo astronauts left laser-beam reflectors on the surface of the moon. An Earthbased telescope focuses the already highly collimated laser beam and aims at the
reflector. Then it receives the return signal approximately 2.4 seconds later. Even
though the laser has the lowest angular dispersion of any known light source, the
beam spreads to a four-mile width at the surface of the moon.
Ignoring atmospheric effects, what is the angle of the laser beam?

Question:

We have a triangle where one leg is four miles long and another is the
distance from the Earth to the moon. The third leg is so close to the same length as
the Earth-moon leg that we ignore the difference. And implicit in choosing this
triangle is that the laser beam is a point at its origin.

Answer:

We need the distance from the Earth to the moon to complete this problem. You
know that the speed of light in a vacuum is 3 x 10 8 meters/second, so the Earth-moon
distance is
D--

vt

= (3.108 m)(2.4s)
s
2
= 3.6. 108m
or approximately 360,000 kilometers.
But, we have a units problem. The leg of the triangle on the moon is given in
miles. The only metric-to-English conversion we remember is that one inch is
identically equal to 2.54 centimeters. We must convert miles to centimeters and then
convert centimeters to kilometers. Easy, just messy.
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4 miles - 4 miles x 5280 feet/mile x 12 inches/foot x 2.54 centimeters/inch
- 643,737.6 centimeters or approximately 6.4 kilometers 15.
Since the angle is so small, we can look for either the sine or the tangent of the angle
and be well within the accuracy of our measurements. So the beam divergence, 0, is:
arcsin [

6"4 /
360,000

1.8.1 0 -5 radian
,,~ 0.001 degree

and that's a very narrow beam.

Periodicity
Periodicity may sound boring. It may sound like the same old thing over and o v e r ~
like, where's the excitement? However, the fun is there because we are talking about
turning trig functions into waves. We'll modify these waves and combine them to do
interesting things. We can even use these waves to explain why that great surfing
wave only comes along every once in a while.
Before we get into more trig functions, let's define a periodic function. Simply
stated, a periodic function is one that has the form:

f (x) - f (x + nX)
where
n - any positive integer
and
= a constant with the same units

a s x 16.

This function f (x) repeats itself in every period of X.
Now, let's get back to trig. We'll start with the sine function and hope that we've
convinced you that
sin0 = sin(2nrt + 0), where n is any positive integer.

We have no business converting a value given to one decimal place (4 miles) to seven
places (643,737.6 centimeters) just because the conversion factors pushed us that way.
When a value is stated as simply 4, we may well assume that the true value is between
3.5 and 4.4. If we want precision to six places then our starting value should be 4.000000,
which means that we know the value to better than one part in a million.
16 Please be very careful with x and y as we use them here. Our prior use of x and y in this
chapter was to define a coordinate system in which to draw a circle. The variable that we
played with was the angle 0 or some other angle as the argument of the trig functions. We
are now going to put x inside of the trig function. This is not the same x. Why not use
another symbol for our variable you might ask? Tradition is our only answer.

15
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The period of this sine function is 2It radians.
We've talked about the repeating values of the trig functions as we go around the
circle that covers 2rt radians. If we want to look at these trig functions as they repeat
their values, and especially if we want to combine trig functions or otherwise modify
them, life is easier if we unfold the circle. Instead of going around the circle and
trying to keep track of which loop we might be on, we'll plot the amplitude of the
function on the y-axis and the angle, 0, on the x-axis, as shown in Figure 5-17.
k
"O

.+-,_

Figure 5-17. A sine wave.

13.

E

<C
0

We can plot sin 0 vs. 0, but it's messy since things happen at integers and fractions of r~, and that makes labeling the 0-axis more difficult than it needs to be. Let's
redefine 0 as
2rt
0"-- ~ X

X

SO

2rt x
sin 0 - sin(--~ )
which we can plot as in Figure 5-18. Maximas, minimas, and axis crossings now
occur at simple fractions or integers of x/~. Life is easier. We see that X is the
length ~7 of the period. It is often called the wavelength (or periodicity) of whatever
2rt
you are observing. And please note that our new variable, ~ x, must be dimensionless,
just as 0 had no dimensions. That is, x and X must have the same units.

17

We use the term length somewhat casually. Length here is not necessarily linear distance.
It is the magnitude of our variable that gives the function its periodicity. If we are talking
about ocean waves, then linear distance is a good choice, but other phenomena are better
described using other units. We'll soon describe ocean waves with a periodicity in time and
then in terms of distance and time.
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Figure 5-18. Sine wave plotted
in terms of its wavelength.

I
X

Let's add another interesting and useful feature to our sine function. We have the
function to describe a stationary wave--that is, one that does not change with time.
For your next assignment, go to the beach, wade into the water out past the breakers,
and watch the waves roll by. Compare the shapes of the undulating waves with
Figure 5-18 and see if the plotted sine function (a sine wave) isn't a reasonably good
approximation for describing the observed physical phenomena. The distance between waves is X. If your beach is like ours, you'll always think of trigonometry
when you go surfing.
Sine waves roughly TM describe ocean waves except for one very important feature.
The sine wave as we've shown it is stationary. Ocean waves move. If you look out to
sea and make a snapshot of the waves, they are stationary for that instant, and your
function works. For your next assignment, while still in the water don't look out to
sea, but observe the waves as they roll pass by you. The water level is going up and
down as a function of time. Hold a ruler and make notes of the changing water level
while observing the time on your water-proof watch, and we bet you can fit this data
to an equation such as
h ( t ) = H sin(2rtfi)

where H is the average wave height and f is a constant, which we'll call frequency 19.
It is the number of times per unit time that you observe a peak wave height. Note that
f has the units of reciprocal time.

18We'll show you some stuff later in the chapter which allows you to alter your sine waves
to better describe the ocean waves.
19The frequency is often stated in radians per unit time and uses co as its symbol, co= 27tf.
We'll stay with f for now.
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If we plot this function, it'll look very similar to Figure 5-18 except the independent variable is time rather than distance, and we have f instead of )~ in the
argument.
As we said, )~ is the wave length if we take a snapshot. The corollary to ~ in the
time-dependent function is f, the frequency, which is the number of times the sine
function repeats itself in a unit of time 2~
We don't have to choose between taking snapshots and only looking at changes at
a specified point. We can combine the two into a function of space and time as

h(x,t) - H sin(2rt x -

2rtfi) .

The sign indicates whether the wave is going towards the left or towards the
fight. Switch the sign and the wave will go in the other direction. How can you tell
whether it should be a plus or minus sign? The easiest way is to plot a couple of
points. If you prefer a more mathematical approach, then ask the question: for a
constant h(x, t), does x need to increase or decrease as time increases? By looking at
the equation, we see that x would need to increase with respect to time to keep

sin(2nx-

2nft) constant.

And now we can pull more information out of our trig function. Our function
gives us the wavelength of our observed phenomena and the number of times that
phenomena occurs at some chosen point per unit time. That is, we have length and
time of the separations of the peaks of the waves, so we have velocity.
For example, get a colleague to join you in the surf. Have your fellow scientist
separate from you in the surf until each of you is standing (Figure 5-19) far enough
apart to measure the distance between waves. You have measured the wavelength.
With your waterproof watch, measure the time period between waves. The reciprocal
of that time period is the frequency of the waves. Velocity, v, is distance divided by
time so

v-V
or
V z m

2rt

20

If the time unit is seconds then the proper term for cycles per second is hertz. That is,
you'd state the frequency of 1000 cycles per second (or 1000 cps) as 1000 hertz (Hz). This
nomenclature honors the nineteenth-century German physicist Heinrich Rudolf Hertz, the
first person to generate what we now call radio waves.
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I
wave m o t i o n

Figure 5-19. Sketch of two mathematicians researching
the velocity of ocean waves.
Typical measurements are )~ = 12 meters and t = 6 sec between waves. So what is
the frequency of the waves and how fast are they traveling?

Phase Differences
Normally we can start measuring our sine waves when and where we want to. If,
however, we are trying to compare two different waves of the same frequency starting
at different times we need another tool in our box. If they happened to start at the
same time and travel the same path, we would just add their amplitudes. If our
second sine wave started at some other time, as in Figure 5-20, then there would be a
phase difference between the two waves. We could say that the second wave has a
phase shift relative to the first one. We write this new function with the phase shift as

fit)

= A sin( 2rtfi + q0 )

where q0 is our phase shift.

\

Figure 5-20. Phase differences in waves.
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The phase shift tells us mathematically that the sine wave started earlier if q~ > 0,
or later if q) < 0. A phase shift between waves can also occur when a single wave
splits due to some interference, and the two different waves follow different paths
only to recombine at a later time.
We can also talk about phase differences in the spatial domain of our wave
functions. We can easily have two waves that are out-of-phase arriving at some point.
In that case we'd express one wave as
f(x)-

X

sin(Zrt~ )

and the other as
x

f ( x ) -- sin(2rt~ + q~ )

A simple example of this phenomena 2' is found in the study of x-ray diffraction
in determining crystal structure. Look at Figure 5-2 1. A narrow beam of monochromic x - r a y s 22 impinges upon the surface of a crystal. Part of the beam is reflected off
of the atoms at the surface of the crystal, and part of the beam penetrates the surface
to be reflected from lower layers of atoms within the crystal. The waves reflected at
the surface combine with waves that emanated earlier from the x-ray source which
traveled into, then out of the crystal. The combined waves 23 then traveled on to the
detector. The waves started from the same source and were in phase when they began
their trip. They are now out-of-phase, but by how much?

x-ray ~
source

~.

_/~x-ra y
detector

~

ato
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Figure 5-21. Sketch of x-ray diffraction and Bragg's Law.

It may sound simple now but the father and son team of William L. and William H. Bragg
won the 19 15 Nobel Prize for this discovery.
22 A typical x-ray generator produces a broad spectrum of x-rays. Proper selection of x-ray
targets and filtering allow us to use x-rays of only a single wavelength, hence the term
monochromic.
23 Since these two waves are now combined, some folks would consider them one wave and
use the singular.
21
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The two waves traveled the same distance except for the scenic route into and
back out of the crystal. That extra distance is 2d (twice the separation of the crystal
planes) if the sources and detector were at fight angles to the crystal surface. Otherwise, the extra distance is 2d sin0, where 0 is the angle between the x-ray beam and
the surface of the crystal.
So what does this have to do with phase? Lots. The penetrating wave has traveled
an extra distance of
2d sin0
which is a portion of the length of the waves of the radiation. Hence, we have a phase
change between the two waves equal to
(p---

2d sin 0 2n

~

The waves combining and producing a signal in the detector are

f (x) - sin(2n~)
X

and f2 (x) - sin(2n~ + q) )
where f~(x) is the beam reflected at the surface
and

f2(x) is the beam reflected from within the crystal.
If the phase change equals an integral number times 2n, the waves reflected from
those two layers and subsequent layers deeper within the crystal will add and give
you a nice fat signal at the detector. Otherwise, the waves will destructively interfere
with each other and not be detected.
If you know the wavelength of your x-rays, you can determine the distance 24
between layers of atoms in your crystal from the Bragg equation:
n~
d - ~
where n is an integer,
2sin0 '

24

You can determine the atomic structure of your crystal as we have indicated. You can
identify materials by measuring the atomic spacing as we have shown and comparing
your measurements with data from previous measurements. You can also identify the
elements within a material by making that material produce x-rays (by hitting it with a
strong x-ray beam or a beam of high-energy electrons) and measuring the wave lengths of
the newly created x-rays using a crystal of known atomic spacing and solving for )~ in the
Bragg equation.
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which honors the father-son team who originated it 25.
Figure 5-22 shows the detector output for CuK ~ radiation and tungsten crystals.

c::

.0
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Figure 5-22. X-ray data.

Effect of Combining Waves with
Small Frequency Differences
We have just shown the effect of combining waves of the same frequency but with a
phase difference. The result is static~it repeats itself without variation. Combining
waves of slightly different frequencies 26 can produce some startling effects.
Did you ever wonder why the good surfing waves tend to come in groups with
lots of small waves in between? It's because of slight frequency shifts in the sine
waves. Dream that you are sitting on your surf board at Waikiki Beach. The waves
are rolling in. Some are good riders, and some just give you a gentle sway, putting
you to sleep. To stay awake you start taking measurements, and you tune your wrist
computer to pick up the NOAA web site. A storm in the Sea of Japan is kicking up
one set of waves, a mild earthquake near Alaska is producing another, and a convoy
of tankers just off shore is making a third set of waves. Something about ocean
dynamics makes the frequency of the waves close to the same value. Close, but not
exactly the same, and you are in for some fun.

25 A similar argument produces equations that explain the colors in such diverse things as an
oil slick, a soap bubble, and the iridescence seen in some bird's feathers. However, the
explanation for soap bubbles is more complicated than that of x-ray diffraction. The light
wave travels an extra distance into and out of the bubble layer just as with x-rays and
crystals, but with bubbles, the wave inverts itself upon the first reflection, it changes
speed within the soap, and you must consider many wavelengths within the visible light.
26 Wait until we get into the calculus chapter. We'll show you how to create almost any
waveform by combining sine and cosine waves. We call those operations Fourier analysis.
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Figure 5-23. Combining waves of different frequencies.

Figure 5-23 shows the three waves from those different sources. We add those
waves, and you see where the good riders come from. Imagine all of the possible
sources of wave disturbance and formation in that beautiful ocean, and you'll understand how those really big ones sneak up on you.

Dissipation
So far we've talked about waves as though, once formed, they go on forever. They
don't. And that gives us an excuse to entertain you with another functional form: the
dissipative wave. It matters not if you are talking about sound waves, waves formed
by throwing a rock into a puddle, or electromagnetic waves created by discharging a
capacitor through a coil 27. All of these waves diminish in amplitude with time or with
distance from the source. The dissipation factor is normally a negative exponential
function 28.
For an example, we'll look at a capacitor-coil system that has a small amount of
electrical resistance. We only need the time-dependent equation since we are reading
a voltage between two points in our circuit with an oscilloscope.
The describing equation will have the form
v ( t ) = V e -at

27

sin(2rtfi + O)

No superconductivity allowed in this example.
we're not making this up. You'll see why in the differential equations chapter.

28 NO,
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where
V is the voltage to which the capacitor was initially charged
is dissipation factor and is equal to

R
2L

f is the frequency of oscillation 29 and is equal to
and

1

2rt~/LC

0 is a phase angle that depends on where we place the oscilloscope's leads,
R is the resistance in ohms,
L is the coil's inductance in henrys
and
C is the capacitance in farads.
Figure 5-24 shows this, where we chose circuit values C = 2 x 10-6 farads,
L = 1.5 x 10 -3 henrys, and R = 40 ohms.
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Figure 5-24. Wave dispersion of a coil-capacitor system.

29

The frequency is modified by the dissipation factor, but for the values that we chose, the
change is small. More details will follow in differential equations.
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Vectors
We have talked about angles and trig functions. The angles as we have drawn them
have legs of different lengths and different angle relationships among the lines. The
trig functions have an amplitude and also have frequency (or wavelength) and phase
relationships among various functions.
So what are leading to? Vectors. A vector is a representation of both a quantity
and a direction. That's a mouthful. If we're only talking about things happening in a
spatial coordinate system, the vector represents both a magnitude of a phenomena,
such as wind speed, force, and such, and the direction in which that phenomena is
acting.
Let's look at Newton's second law to demonstrate the beauty of vectors. This law,
to which there is no appeal 3~ says that an object will gain speed 3~ proportional to the
sum of forces on that object. An apple suddenly becomes detached from the tree. It
falls faster and faster as time passes during its flight, and, voita, the force on gravity
is discovered. Wasn't the force of gravity pulling on the apple while it was still
attached? Of course it was, but there was an equal force on the apple in the opposite
direction exerted by the branch. If we call the magnitude of gravity's force on the
apple Fgravity and the magnitude of the force exerted by the branch on the apple Fbranch
then, before breaking:
Fgravity -- Fbranch.

This may seem strange. With twice the magnitude of force on the apple, it
doesn't fall. Cut the magnitude in half, and the apple falls. The key to this enigma is
the word "magnitude." The force of gravity is pulling the apple down. The force of
the branch is pulling up. Force is a vector quantity; we must consider direction.
Equal and opposite forces cancel out, and the speed of the object does not change.
Consider three people pushing a truck stuck in the mud. If they cooperate and all
push in the same direction, all is well. If, however, they push in different directions,
they'll stay in the mud.
If you like these vectors, we have a real treat for you in the chapter on vector
calculus.

Examples
Example 1: Statics
Press your palms together in front of your body, so your left hand is exerting a force
to the fight, and your fight hand is exerting a force towards the left. You can feel the
force in your arms. If you push equally hard with each hand, nothing moves.
30 Though modified by quantum mechanics.
31 Such a gain in speed is called acceleration. We'll see more of it in Chapter 6.
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This observation is vital for civil engineers to understand if they want their
buildings to remain in one place: the sum of forces at any place and at any time must
equal zero. If the forces do not sum to zero, the building will move because force
equals mass times acceleration. The building is the mass, and the acceleration of that
mass is something we don't want.
Look at Figure 5-25. The cable is 10 meters long and the ceiling hooks are
separated by 8 meters. The box is in the center of the cable. Using the civil engineer's
law for stationary buildings, determine the force in the cable in Figure 5-25 if the box
weighs 100 newtons.

~3m
4m

i .............................................

Figure 5-25. Diagram of a weight supported in the center of a
cable connected at both ends to an overhanging beam.
First we'll draw what engineers call a free-body diagram, as shown in Figure 5-26.

OI

Fc,left
~

Fc,right
~

\o~

I

Y x
v

W

Figure 5-26. Free-body diagram of a weight supported at the
center of a suspended cable.
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As a cable cannot support a shear force, all force must be transferred along the
cable to the ceiling supports, but the force in each leg of the cable is greater than half
the total weight of the box. Imagine for a moment that the ceiling hooks were free to
move along the ceiling: if so, they would slide towards each other. They don't move.
Hence, there is a lateral force on these hooks.
We can determine the force in the cable two different ways. With both techniques
we need to identify the angle that the cable makes with the ceiling. We'll call the
angle on the left 0 and the angle on the fight we'll call ~ . In this particular case
0 = ~ since the weight is suspended at the center of the cable.
Method #1. Sum the forces in each direction.

E Fx ---Fc,lefiCOS0 + Fc,rightCOS t ~ -

0

and
Fy - Fc,le~

sin 0 +

Fc,rightsin ~ -

W - 0.

where Fc,left is the force in the left-hand side of the cable.
You have two equations and two unknowns. Even if 0 r c~ you could still solve
for the force in each leg of the cable.
In this case, the summation of the x-forces tells us that Fc,left = Fc,right (which we'll
call Fc), and summation of the y-forces tells that
100

g c - 2sin0
~
=50.-

5
3

=83.3
If you're interested, you could also calculate the lateral (x-direction) force on the
ceiling hooks. And that is
F x, Ze~ -- F c,le~ COS0

4
=83.3*-5
= 66.7
Where, of course, the force is expressed in newtons.
Method #2. Law of sines.
Remember the law of sines? If we connect the two vectors representing the force
in the two legs of the cable with the vector representing the weight (and they must
connect since we have a static system), we'll have the relationship
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100
sin(or + O)

Fc,right
sin(90-O)

Fc,left
sin(90- r
Look at Figure 5-27 to sort out the angles.

left

Fc,right
w
2

I

Figure 5-27. Solving the force in the cable using the law of sines.
We know from the symmetry of the problem that 8 - r so
F c -

100"

sin(90- 0)
sin(r + 0)

cos0
= 100"~
sin(20)
0.8
= 100"~
sin73.7
=83.3
which is the same answer we got with the summation of forces method.
Now let's put our mathematical education to a practical use and play tug-of-war.
Go find the strongest person you know, whom we'll call Ox. Assume that Ox is five
times stronger than you are, and you are going to challenge him to a game of tug-ofwar. It won't be a fair game because he will only use muscle, and you will use
muscle and brains.
Tie one end of the rope to a tree, hand Ox the other end, and you grab the middle.
The game is to see who can pull the other person two meters. Since you are at the
middle of the stretched rope, Ox can't pull you. You can't lose. However, you want to
win. You must calculate the required distance between the tree and Ox for you to be
able to pull him the required two meters to win the game.
Figure 5-28 shows the set-up. The rope length between the tree and Ox is x
meters. The hypotenuse of the triangle at the conclusion of the game is x~ meters.
/A
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X

The base of the triangle is ( - ~ - 1) meters. Likewise the force in the rope is five times
the force in the y-direction. So,
1
sinO - 5
and
cosO - x~22- 1

-1-2~x

a)

Ox
"

b)

,~

Vou
x/2 ~ ~

x/2

x/2-1

""',,,,j o

li You

Figure 5-28. Tug-of-War set up.
There are many ways to solve this one, but we'll use the trigonometric identity"
cos 2 0 + sin 2 0 - 1.
Using our values in the tug-of-war game, we have
2

5

(1-2)x + ( 5 t - 1 "
We want to solve for x, the length of the rope between the tree and Ox.
Since the equation above is second order, we have two mathematical solutions
which are
x - 99 meters
and
x - 1 meter.
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Since you can't take two meters away from a one meter rope, the second mathematical solution is not a physically realizable solution. Go get your 99-meter rope,
plus enough to tie around the tree, and challenge Ox to a game.

Example 2" Friction
Friction is the resistance to movement of a body that sits upon a surface. The coefficient of friction is the ratio of the force needed to move that body to the weight of the
body as
F
~S " - - ~

N

where
kts is the coefficient of static 32 friction
F is the force needed to start the body moving
N

is the weight of the body that is normal to the surface.

For a very simple example, assume that we have a 30-kilogram block on a
horizontal surface, and assume that kts - 0 . 3 (typical for wood on wood). What force
must you garner to start the weight moving?
You'll use the equation

F-ktsN
=.03*30*9.8 .
= 88.2
Hence we need a force of 88.2 newtons to start the wooden block moving. Since
the coefficient of kinetic friction for wood on wood is only about 0.2, our block will
accelerate if we maintain the 88.2-newton force. The 9.8 factor is our gravitational
factor.
There was a bit of physics in that example but no trig. Let's let trig provide the
force to start the block moving. In Figure 5-29 we are going to tilt the wooden
surface until the block starts to move. Using the coefficients of static and kinetic
friction given above, what angle do we need to start motion and what angle do we
want, after motion begins, to maintain movement but prevent acceleration?

32

The coefficient of static friction refers to the force to start motion. Once motion begins, it
takes less force to maintain motion, and we refer to this as the coefficient of kinetic
friction. Needless to say, different materials have different coefficients of friction.
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Figure 5-29. Motion of a block
on an inclined plane.

As we tilt the block, the weight normal to the horizontal surface is no longer N,
but is N cos0, where 0 is the angle between the horizontal and the inclined plane. Not
only is gravity reducing the amount of weight on the plane, but it is also providing a
force to try to start the motion. Gravity is pulling on our block with the force of
N sin0. Hence, to start the block moving, we need to know when the retarding force
of friction, F I , equals the gravitational force, Fg.
The frictional force is

FI -~tsN
=~sWCOsO
and
Fg -

W sin 0

where W is the weight of the b l o c k ~ n o t just the normal force.
Equating these two equations we get,
sin0
COS 0

= tan 0 .
=0.3
The arctan of 0.3 is approximately 17 ~ Try it with a couple of smooth boards and
see if your experiment confirms our numbers.
Now we want to lower the angle of the surface so that the block continues to
move but does not accelerate. We use the same equations but use ~t~ in lieu of ~ts .
Hence,
sin0
[k - ' ~
COS 0

= tan 0 .
=0.2
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The arctan of 0.2 is approximately 11 ~
Let's put our knowledge of trig and friction to work for us. Our friend Dufus is
helping his friends build a house. He is cutting a sheet of plywood. The upper end of
plywood is nailed to the rafters, Dufus is sitting on the lower end of the plywood,
and he is cutting across the center of the sheet. The rafters have a 4-12 pitch. Is Dufus
in for a ride and a fall when he finishes his cut?
When Dufus finishes sawing the sheet of plywood, it is free to move since only
the upper end was nailed to the rafters. As you saw earlier, Dufus's weight is not part
of the equation that determines if he slides. Only the angle counts. You must calculate the angle to know if you should call the rescue squad to help put Dufus back
together again after he slides off the roof. If you're not a civil engineer or a carpenter,
you may not realize that the roof's angle has already been given. The 4-12 pitch is
the ratio of rise-to-run of the rafters. That is, for every 12 units of width of the house,
the roof rises 4 units. Hence the angle is:
arctan

rise

=

run

4
= arctan ~ .
12
= 18.4 ~
As we saw earlier, the wood should start sliding if the angle is 17 ~ so Dufus had
better m o v e fast 33.

Example 3: Optics" Reflection and Refraction
The law of reflection is straightforward. As shown in Figure 5-30, the angle of
reflection equals (with a convenient
change in reference point) the
incident angle (that is 01 -- 0 3 ) , and
both incident and reflected beams
are in the same plane. This law can
readily be tested with a flashlight
and a mirror.

Figure 5-30. The laws of
reflection and refraction.
33

This is a true story. Only the name was changed to protect one of your authors. The board
started moving as soon as the cut was complete. Dufus had a spinning saw in his hand as he
rode the plywood toward the edge of a two-story house. He jumped off the board, onto the
open rafters and neither dropped the saw nor removed any fingers. Only his pride was injured.
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The law of refraction is qualitatively observed when you insert one end of a
straight stick into a pool of water: the stick seems to bend 34. Of course the stick
doesn't bend unless the "pool of water" is really a powerful stream that may even
pull you in and douse you about. The bending is only illusionary for it's the light
beam that bends as shown in Figure 5-30.
Mr. Snell quantified this bending. The law, named for him, is
n~ sin 0~ - n 2 sin 02,
where
n i is the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum 35 to the speed of light in material

i, and it is called the "index of refraction,"
and
the angles are defined in Figure 5-30.
Obviously the index of refraction of a vacuum is 1, and the index of refraction of
air is so close to 1 that when we are going between air and most materials, we can
take nair as equal 36 to 1. So if we are going between air and some denser material, we
can write Snell's law as
sin0
n - - - ~

sin0 m
where
0 is the angle between the beam and a normal vector to the surface on the air side
of that surface
and
Om is the angle between the beam and a normal vector to the surface within the
material of interest.

A few typical indices of refraction are
Table 5-2. Index of refraction for some common materials.

Material
vacuum
air
water
typical glass
diamond

Index of refraction
1.0000
1.0003
1.33
1.52
2.42

34 We

call this bending, "refraction." Refraction means "broken" in Latin because the stick
appears broken when put into the pool.
35 Light travels faster in a vacuum than in any material.
36 But not always. The desert (or highway) mirage is caused by the difference in the index of
refraction of the hotter air near the surface and the cooler air away from the surface.
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Your dubious friend wants to sell you a large diamond at a low price. Before
pulling out your check book you remember Snell's law. You shine a beam of light
onto the d i a m o n d surface at an incident angle of 45 ~ and note that the angle of
refraction was approximately 28 ~. Do you buy the diamond?
You apply Snell's law
sin0
sin0 m
sin45
sin28
= 1.5
From the table, you conclude that your ex-friend has a hunk of glass.
Due to your intellectual interest, you find a real diamond and conduct the same
test. What angle of refraction do you expect if you use the same angle of incidence?
You go to the table and pick ndiamond of 2.42, and put it with sin 45 to get
sin O diamon d

sin45
"n diamond

sin45
2.42
= 0.29
The angle that you expect to see is the arcsine of 0.29, which is about 17 ~ Do
you suppose that this greater index of refraction, and concomitantly, the larger
bending of light rays, has anything to do with the greater luster of diamond over
glass?
So far we have been on the outside looking onto the higher index of refraction
material. It's a hot day. Let's jump in the deep end of the pool and l o o k 37 out. What
do you see? You might see the stick, bent, emerging from the water, and you might
not see it.
Don't forget, you are in the water, so the incident angle is now the angle between
the normal to the surface within the pool and your viewing direction. If you stick
with a 45 ~ incident angle, the angle between your observation and the air side normal
is the arcsine of

sin Oai r

- - nwate r

sin Owate r

= 1.33 * sin 45
= 0.94
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which means that

Oai r --

70 degrees.

Now, you are running out of air, and you go a bit closer to the surface, but you
are still looking at the same stick. That is, you are increasing the angle of incidence.
When you increased your viewing angle to 49 ~, you no longer saw the outside world.
For a moment you almost panic and come to the surface, but then you remember
your trig and Snell's law.
You put the 49 ~ into Snell's law and determine that you've asked the impossible
because

sin Oai r

-- nwater

sin Owate r

= 1.33 * sin 49
= 1.004
which, of course, is not a realistic solution. What you discovered is the angle of total
internal reflection. If you were shining a light from within the water at that angle,
none of the light would leave the surface. All of the light, except that which was
absorbed in the water, would be reflected back into the water.
Looking at the result above, you see that the angle of total internal reflection,

Or,is

"t

Or -arcsin(•

(We're still going between some material and air.)

n

Note that total internal reflection can only occur when going from a material of
higher index of refraction to a region of lower refraction.
From this brief description, can you guess what relative value of the index of
refraction you'd want for optical fibers as opposed to the protective cladding on the
fibers? An optical signal (light beam) injected into an optical fiber doesn't travel
straight down the fiber from one end to the other. The signal bounces (reflects) off
the walls of the fiber as it travels. You'd prefer to keep all of the signal contained.
Hence, you want to maximize total internal reflection by making the fiber with a high
index and the protective cladding with a low index of refraction.

37

Warning! Keep all observations to under one minute.
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6

Calculus
Take care of the pennies and the dollars will take

care

of themselves. - - Scottish proverb

Attacking Calculus
Calculus is a practical tool. Remember, legend has it that Leibniz invented calculus
to help design beer casks, and what is more practical or important than that? (Actually, both the English physicist and mathematician Sir Isaac Newton and the German
mathematician Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz are credited with inventing calculus.)
Calculus is also intuitively simple. Did we lose credibility with that statement?
OK, we retract it for now, but bear with us.
Let's go back to functions which were introduced in an earlier chapter. A function
takes a variable, operates on it, and gives you a value. That, of course, is very useful;
we learn what is happening at any desired point. As we plot different points of the
function we generate a curve 1. With calculus we'll extract a lot more information out
of that function. Using a few operations, we can learn what that function has been
doing and where it's going.
With differential calculus we look at how a function changes shape as it meanders
along our graph. We will take small (very, very small) differences in the independent
variable and look at the changes in the value of our function. Does the value increase,
decrease, or stay the same? The change in value of the function divided by the very
small change in the independent variable is called the slope of the curve, and that is
what differential calculus is all about.

Our curve may well be a straight line, but we'll call it a curve anyway. A straight line is
just a curve with an infinite radius of curvature.
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By looking at the curve's slope, we might say that we are looking at where the
curve is going. With integral calculus we look at the area under the curve. We again
take a very small difference in our independent variable and look at the value generated by the function near that point. This time, however, we will multiply those two
instead of dividing and get the area of that minuscule rectangle rather than the slope
of the curve. Add a bunch of these mini areas together, and we have the area under
the curve defined by our function. The neat little operation that we'll perform on our
function to give us the area under its curve is what integral calculus is all about.

Differential Calculus
Let's take some modem laboratory equipment and hop back in time to help Galileo
measure the position of his cannonballs as they fall from that beautiful leaning tower.
If we measure the bali's position every 0.2 second as it falls, we'll get data such as
that plotted in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1. Position vs. time of Galileo's cannon ball.

What is the velocity of the falling ball? The whole 55-meter trip takes 3.35
seconds. Hence, the average velocity during the entire trip is 55 meters/3.35 seconds
=16.4 m/s. By average velocity, of course, we mean the total distance traveled
divided by the total time of travel. But this specific value of velocity is the actual
value of velocity for only a brief moment during the fall. At the instant of dropping
the ball, the velocity is zero, and just as the ball hits the ground it is really moving. If
we want a better handle on the velocity as the ball falls, we can look at the distance
covered during each 0.2 second and calculate the average velocity during each of
these intervals. We get the results shown in Figure 6-2. By taking measurements over
shorter intervals, we see that we are getting a better picture of the motion of the
falling cannonball.
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Figure 6-2. Distance covered f o r each 0.2 seconds o f fall.

From the data shown in Figure 6-2 we can calculate the average velocity during
any of those 0.2 second intervals as
v-] - ~ di
where the subscript, i, ranges from 1 to 16 since the cannonball hit the
0.2sec
ground during the seventeenth time period, and vi is in meters/second.
These average velocities are plotted in Figure 6-3. We can see that the cannonball
is going faster and faster during each succeeding time period, but wouldn't you like
to be able to determine the velocity at any time during the fall?
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Figure 6-3. Average velocity during each .02 seconds o f fall.
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If we want information about the velocity at any chosen time, we need an expression that gives position as a function of time. Look at the measured data points and
note that we can fit this data to the function:
y ( t ) - 4.9t 2 .

(In later chapters we'll see how this is done. For now, simply note that the
equation works as an expression of position as a function of time for this data.)
Now let's calculate the velocity at some arbitrary time that we'll call tl. Of
course, to calculate velocity from position data we need two different positions and
the time difference between those two positions. So let's look at the position at t~ and
t~ + dt, where dt is a very small time interval.
So Y ( t l ) - 4 . 9 t

2

and
y(tl + dr) - 4.9(t 1 + dt) 2

- 4.9[t 2 +

2tldt -t-(dt) 2]

and let's call this small change in position of the cannonball that occurs between the
time intervals dy.
dy - y ( t 1 + dt) - y ( t 1)

= 4.9{ (t 1 + dt) 2 - t~}
= 4.9{t~ + 2 q d t + (tit) 2 - t~}
- 4 . 9 { 2 t l d t + (dt) 2 }

We went through a bunch of algebraic steps getting here. We'll not bore you so
completely in future sequences, but we don't want anybody to get lost at this crucial
stage.
This is where we'll make use of the fact that dt is very, very, small, for if dt is
small--that is, much, much less than u n i t y ~ t h e n (dt) 2 gets a whole lot smaller than
dt. Since y(t) is a smooth, continuous function 2, we'll let dt get so small that we can
ignore (dt) 2 . With (dt) 2 out of the way, the small change in position is simply
dy-

4.9 9 2t~dt
= 9.8tldt

What we have just completed is valid for any time, t, from drop to bounce; so,
let's drop the subscript on t.
That done, we can now complete the simple function for the velocity at any time t.

2

We'll discuss these terms later in this chapter. For now, just assume that our curves are
neither broken nor jagged.
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v(t)

-

dy
dt
9.8tdt
dt

= 9.8t
(in units of meters/second)
which you may recognize as free-fall velocity, due to gravity, of an object near the
earth's surface.
Velocity is the change in position of an object with respect to time. A c c e l e r a t i o n
is the change in velocity of that object with respect to time. We'll call acceleration
a(t). The velocity of the cannonball continues to increase at the same rate as time
passes, so we have a constant acceleration. Let's calculate this acceleration.

The change in velocity between times t and t + dt is
dv = v(t + dt) - v(t)

= 9.8(t + d t - t) .
= 9.8dt

So the acceleration of the cannonball is
a(t) -

dv
dt
9.8dt
dt

=9.8
(where a(t) has the units 3 meters/second 2)

3

Watch those units! Tracking the units during manipulations of different functions does not
guarantee a correct answer, but if the units are wrong you are insured of a wrong answer.
The position of the cannon ball is obviously length, for which we'll use meters. Time is in
seconds, so velocity, length divided by time, is meters/second (m/s). Acceleration,
velocity divided by time, is meters/second/second (m/s2). "Where were these units
hiding?" you ask. They reside with that multiplicative constant. When you measured the
position of the falling ball you knew that its position had the unit of meters, but you also
saw that the position changed as t2. Hence to wind up with meters, that constant must have
the units m/t 2. Remember, also, that subtraction does not change units, so dt still has the
unit of time.
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Since time is no longer part of the function, we drop the (t) and say
a - 9.8 nq//s2,
which is, of course, the acceleration near the Earth's surface due to gravity.
You have just taken the first (velocity) and second (acceleration) derivatives of
the (position) function y ( t ) - 4.9t 2 .
And now we define the derivative of the function y(t). It is
dy (t__~)= y (t + dt) - y (t)
dt
dt

R e m e m b e r this o n e !

Eq. 6-1

as dt gets very, very small 4.
The position of the cannonball can now be plotted as a continuous function of
time as shown in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4. Position of cannon ball as a continuous function of time.

Let's move along and see if we can find a better way to calculate derivatives. I'd
never keep track of the algebra for even the first derivative of a polynomial function
like
y ( x ) - A x 5 + B x 4 + Cx 3 -t- D x 2 + E x + F

where A . . . F are constants, and we used the more conventional x as the variable
instead of t.

4

Other books may use other symbols for the derivative such as Dty(t ) , y'(t), or Ay(t___~).Not
to worry, they all mean the same thing.
At
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Instead of jumping into a fifth-degree polynomial, let's go to one degree higher
than what we've already done and look at
y(x) - A x 3 + Bx 2 + Cx + D .

Proceeding as before,
d y - y ( x + dx) - y ( x )
= {A(x + dx) 3 + B ( x + dx) 2 + C ( x + dx) + D}

-

{Ax3 -]- Bx 2 + Cx + D}

= {A[x 3 + 3x2 (dx) + 3(dx2)x + (dx)3] + B[x 2 + 2x(dx)+ (dx)2] + C[x + dx]+ D}.

-{Ax 3 + Bx 2 + Cx + D}
Note that all of the terms associated with a given coefficient have the same degree
of x. So combining terms with common coefficients we get
dy - a[3x 2 (dx) + 3(dx) 2 x + (dx) 3] + B [ 2 x ( d x ) + (dx) 2 ] + C[dx].

As before, we throw away any of those minuscule dxs that are squared or cubed
or whatever else of higher degree and get
dy - 3Ax2 (dx) + 2 B x ( d x ) + Cdx .

The derivative is
dy

3 A x 2 (dx) + 2 B x ( d x ) + Cdx

dx

dx
= 3Ax 2 + 2Bx + C

We don't have a physical entity to relate to this equation, though if we were not
so lazy we might find one. It's not needed since we're only looking for patterns.
Do you see the pattern? With polynomials you use the exponent as a new
multiplier on each term and subtract one from that exponent. Note that each term in
the polynomial is differentiated as though it stood alone. That is, the B terms had no
effect on the A terms and so on. The constant, D in the polynomial equation 5, disappears because a constant function has zero slope.
One very important thing to notice: no term in the polynomial affects any other
term. As long as the function is a combination of terms added to each other, you just
combine terms with common coefficients and degree of x (note that xZdx, x ( d x ) 2 ,
(dx)3 and x 3 are all third degree in x)
,

5 An additive constant in any function disappears upon differentiation for the same reason.
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How about even higher degree polynomials? Well, we did a second degree and a
second plus o n e - - n o t quite a general n and n+ 1 as a required proof via mathematical
induction, but that's as far as we're going. We'll just assume that it works; too much
algebra otherwise 6.
However, most functions are not nice neat polynomials. What do we do about trig
functions, exponentials and such? Do we just throw in a dx and crank away?
Yep, that's all we do. Let's look at a couple of them and then move along to
something more exciting.
Since engineer/scientist types use lots of sines and cosines, let's look at them first.
We'll use 0 as the variable because it's the convention, and let

y(O) = Asin 0.
We want to determine the derivative of y(O) with respect to 0. That is, we are
looking for the slope of the curve described as A sin0, for all values of 0.
Using the same procedure as before, we start with the change in position, y, as
before

d y - y(O + dO)- y(O)
= A sin(0 + dO) - A sin 0
That A sin(0 + dO) looks kind of nasty so let's see if it goes by an alias. Remember those trig identities we covered back in the trigonometry chapter?
Let's use the identity:
sin(0 + t~) - sin 0 cost~ + cos0 sint~
Let ct = dO
so that

dy -

A

sin(0 +

dO) - A

sin 0

= A{ sin0 cosd0 + cos0 sin d0} - {A sin0}

6

I once had a polynomial equation with ten terms in it, and I needed its derivative (ref:
Journal of Crystal Growth, vol. 147, pp 83-90, 1995). I had a hard enough time keeping
track of coefficients and exponents without the threat of the algebra. To get the polynomial I used a computer program to find the coefficients to match a curve to measured
data. I then performed a simple polynomial derivative to get what I needed.
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This is still very messy until we make use of that wonderful property of dO. We
let dO get very, very small, and then see what happens.
Since we know from the trigonometry chapter that cos dO approaches unity as its
argument, dO, approaches zero, we have
sin 0 cos dO --- sin 0
as we shrink dO.
Likewise, sin dO approaches zero as its argument approaches zero, but here is the
crucial difference. As sin dO approaches zero, it takes on the value of its argument,
dO. Look at Table 6-1 if you don't believe us.

Table 6-1. The value of the sine function as its argument approaches zero.
sin0

1.0000
0.8415
0.1

0.0998

0.01

0.0100

0.001

0.0010

0.0001

0.0001

So, sin dO approaches dO as dO gets very, very small. Hence,
cos 0 sin dO = dO cos 0.
Now we're home free. With those substitutions (and we'll replace = with =) we have

d y - A{ sin 0 + dOcosO}-{AsinO}
= Acos0. dO
Then
dsin0

dO

Remember this one! Eq. 6-2

= Acos0.

A similar set of manipulations produces
dcos0

dO

Remember this one! Eq. 6-3

= -Asin0.
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We'll do one more single function and then move on to composite functions and
compound functions.
Look now at
dy(x)

where y ( x ) - A ax

.

dx

Use the same procedure as before to determine dy.
d y - - A a(x+ax) --

A ax

={AaXA~}_A

a~

Any number (other than zero) approaches unity as its exponent approaches zero,
but as with sin dO, it's how that number approaches zero that's important. Let's look
at some examples in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2. Values of exponentials as the exponent approaches zero.
A =3

A - 2.71828

A - 2.5

x

3x

2.71828 x

2.5 x

1.00000

3.00000

2.71828

2.50000

0.10000

1.11612

1.10517

1.09596

0.01000

1.01105

1.01005

1.00921

0.00100

1.00110

1.00100

1.00092

0.00010

1.00011

1.00010

1.00009

Here we notice that when the number 2.71828 is raised to a very small exponent,
the value rapidly approaches one plus that very small number. Some of you may
recognize 2.71828 as an approximation for the base of the natural logarithm, funny
little guy called 7 "e".
Now that we've argued that
e dx - 1 + d x

as d x becomes very small

then
if y ( x ) - e x,
it follows that

7

Other names in addition to e are E, exp, and base common log.
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dy - e x+& _ e x

= e ~ (1 + d x ) - #
= e x dx
So
de x

e x dx

dx

dx
=e

x

That is, the derivative of the function e ~ is e ~. This may not seem like a big deal,
but this simple relationship becomes very important when we get into differential
equations in a subsequent chapter.
Following the procedures that we've used before, you can derive other relationships involving our new friend, e.
Determine
df(x)
dx

when f ( x ) - e

d e a~

{e('~+ad~) } _ e ,~

dx

~ .

dx
{e0~(1 + adx) } - e ~
dx
= a e ax

and determine

df (x)
dx

when f (x) = e x"

x n

de x"
~

}-

e

m

dx

dx
eX" (l + nx"-~dx) _ e x~

_. ll,x n - l ex"
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As before, we dropped the higher-degree terms of (dx) when we expanded

(x+dx) n.
That last function is an example of a composite function, a function where the
argument is also a function of the independent variable, x. Let's try that one again by
using an example.
Let f ( t ) - sint
and t - x 2
so the function, fit), is really a function of x.
We could get fancy and write it as

f (t) - f {t(x) }
-- f ( x 2)
= sin(x 2)
Now, let's differentiate that guy and see how it changes with respect to x.

df(t)
dx

df[t(x)]
dx
d sin(x 2)
dr
sin[(x + dr): ] - sin(x 2)
dr
sin(x 2 + 2xdr) - sin(x 2)
dr
= 2x cos(x 2)

Notice that we used our friendly trig identities 8 in going from step 4 to 5 in the
last equation, and that we dropped terms with dx to powers greater than one such as
(dx) 2 . Also, please remember that sin: x ;~ sin(x2).
Looking again at the form of the fit) function,

f (t) = f[t(x)]
see that we used what is commonly called the Chain Rule to determine the derivative
of sin(x 2).

8 We used the identity and property, sin(a + b) = sina. cosb+ cosa. sinb -- sina + bcosa, as b
gets very small.
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In symbols, the Chain Rule is as follows:
df[t(x)_____]]= df[t(x)]
dx
d[t(x)]

Remember this form.

dt(x)
dx

Eq. 6-4

It's simple. To take the derivative of a function where the argument is another
function of the independent variable, you just take the derivative of the outside
function as though the argument was just the simple variable 9. Then you multiply
this result by the derivative of the inside function. We just showed the Chain Rule
with an example.

Derivatives of Compound Functions
Derivatives of compound functions are easy after all that you have mastered.
A compound function is a function that can be written as
y(t) = f (t) . g(t) .

As an example, we'll pick
y(t) - At 2 sint

where
f (t) = A t 2 and

g (t) = sin t.
To differentiate y(t) we'll crank as before and get
dy(t)

d{At 2 sint}

dt

dt
a { ( t + d t ) 2 sin(t +dt) } - a{t 2 sint}
dt

A{ (t 2 + 2tdt)sin(t + dt) } - {At 2 sint}
dt

A{ (t 2 + 2tdt). (sin t cosdt + cost sin dt) } - { A t 2 sin t}
dt
= 2 A t sin t + At 2 cost

9

Or in simpler words, the Chain Rule says to take the derivative of the outside and multiply
it by the derivative of the inside.
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Examine the terms, and you'll see that the derivative of that compound function
is the derivative of the first term times the second term plus the first term times the
derivative of the second term.
That is,
dy(t)_ d
dt - ~-~[f(t). g(t)]

Remember this one!

d f (t)
dg(t)
~
. g ( t ) + f (t) . ~

dt

Eq. 6-5

dt

Will this always work? Try it on a few more examples and see for yourself.

The Importance of Zero Values of Derivatives
We'll now divert from pure math into physics, engineering, and economics with
examples to convince any doubters among you that we really have a great tool here.
For starters, let's assume that Galileo's assistant got playful one day and threw
one of the lighter cannon balls upward with an initial velocity o f - 1 0 m/s. (For
simplicity, we are taking the top of the bell tower as y - 0 and letting y increase
(positive) towards the ground.) The ball, of course, starts going up as gravity is
trying to slow it and reverse its direction. Let's further assume that Galileo is intrigued by this new experiment and with careful observations fits this data to the
following equation:
y ( t ) - Vot + 71 At2

where:
V0 - the initial velocity of the thrown cannonball (it will take a negative value as
it is thrown upward)
A = 9.8 m/s 2, the acceleration due to gravity, as we determined earlier.
If you should want to know how high you can expect the ball to go for any initial
upward push, Vo, you wish to give it, just apply differential calculus. Let's think
about how to proceed. The ball starts upward at some velocity. Sometime later it hits
the ground with another velocity in the opposite direction. Somewhere in between
the ball had to stop and change direction, and that, of course, would be at its maximum height (in the negative y direction). So, the maximum height coincides with the
change in direction of the ball, which occurs when its velocity equals zero.
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Where does calculus come into play? You've already seen that the first derivative
of position with respect to time is velocity, so take the derivative of this new function
and you get
v ( t ) - y(t)
dt
= ~d [V0t + ~1 A t 2 ]
dt

= V0 + a t
To determine when the velocity equals zero, look at the algebra of our recently
differentiated equation. That is,
v ( t m ) - O, when V o + atm - O , where tm- the time when the cannonball reaches its
maximum height above the tower and then starts back down.

Hence,
J

tm -- __ VO~A .

That is, the ball stops climbing in

seconds and then starts falling toward

the ground. So if V0 - - 1 0 m/s, then the turn-around occurs approximately 1 second
after the toss. At the turnaround point, the velocity is equal to zero for a brief moment
of time.
"How high did it go?" you ask. To determine the height, just plug tm -- 1 S into
your height equation and get a height above the tower of 10 meters.
The position (height) of the two cannonballs as a function of time in shown in
Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5. Position vs. time for the t w o different descending cannon balls.
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And here is the real lesson of this little section: Setting the first derivative to zero
determines a relative maximum or minimum of the function. What do we mean by
relative? Let's look at another example.
Look at the function
f ( x ) - 1 0 x - 2x 2 +

0.1x 3 -

0.0014x

4

Since this particular function has no physical significance that we know of, let's
assume it describes the motion of a race car needing a tune-up.

100

x
zero

-400

slope

--

-600 --

Figure 6-6. Plot of polynomial with two maxima and one minimum.

In Figure 6-6, f i x ) has two peaks and one valley. There are two simple but
important concepts here: 1) the first peak for this function is a relative maximum
because there is another larger one coming along, and 2) once you reach a relative
maximum, you must go through a relative minimum before you can reach another
relative maximum.
And how do we determine where these peaks and valleys (relative maximum and
minimum) occur? Since it is obvious the slope of the plotted function (the slope of
the curve) must be flat as the curve goes through these maxima and minima, and a
flat spot on a curve is tantamount to a zero slope, then the first derivative must be
zero at these peaks and valleys. So we determine these interesting points by looking
at where the first derivative equals zero. That is, when

df(x)

= 10 - 4x + 0.3x 2 -

0.0056x

3 -

0

dx
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which occurs when
x = 3.24, 16.11, and 34.23 (within round-off errors).
Setting the value of the first derivative to zero tells us that the curve has reached a
local maximum or minimum value, but we are not told which it is. To determine
whether we have found a maximum or minimum, look at the second derivative of the
function. Of course you could have just plotted the function and looked at the curve,
but let's do it mathematically.
The first derivative (slope of the original curve) is positive (the function is
increasing in value) as it approaches a local maximum. It is zero at that maximum,
and then it flips over and becomes negative (the function is now decreasing in value)
past that peak. See Figure 6-7. That much is fairly intuitive. Now consider the second
derivative. The second derivative, which is the slope of the curve created by plotting
the first derivative must be negative as the original function reaches a local maximum. This may not be obvious, but consider that even though the function was
increasing before the maximum, it wasn't increasing as fast as its previous interval.
The first derivative had to slow down for the original function to reach a plateau,
hence the first derivative was decreasing as the initial curve reaches a maximum
point. If the first derivative is decreasing, then the second derivative is negative. The
second derivative is plotted in Figure 6-8. The reverse argument holds in the region
of a local minimum. To visualize this concept, just consider a straight-edge ruler
swinging around these peaks.
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Figure 6-7. First derivative of the curve in Figure 6-6.
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df!(x)
dx z
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Figure 6-8. Second d e r i v a t i v e of the curve in Figure 6-6.

So let's look at the second derivative of our function, which is typically written as

dx

dx 2

d 2f(x) = - 4 + 0.6x - 0.0168X 2
dx 2

This equals -2.23, + 1.30, a n d - 3 . 1 4 at the three values of x where the first derivative
equals zero. Since our function was nicely plotted out in Figure 6-6, we can use
eyeball determination to pick maxima and minima, but it's comforting to see that the
signs of these derivatives follow the argument calling for negative values of the
second derivative at local maxima and positive values at local minima.
"What, if anything," you might ask. "is the significance of where this second
derivative equals zero?" (It has roots at x = 8.9 and 26.8.) Since the second derivative is negative at any given maximum and positive at the next local minimum, then
it must be zero somewhere in between. Obvious, huh? We hope it's also obvious that
where the second derivative equals zero is where the first derivative stops decreasing
and starts to increase once again. That is really the point where the curve starts to
turn around. These points where the second derivative equals zero are called the
inflection points of the curve. The same argument with opposite signs holds if you
were going from a local minima to the next maxima.
Inflection points and maximums and minimums are not reciprocal. If you have a
maximum and a minimum, you will have an inflection point. The converse, however,
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is not necessarily true. Curves exist that have an inflection point but have no maxim u m or minimum. Take the function:

f(x) = 0.2x 3 - . 0 2 x

15X plotted in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-9. Plot of a curve with an inflection point but no maximum
or minimum. The second derivative of the curve f(x) = 0.2x 3 - O.02x 2 +15x
equals zero at x = 3.3.

If you take the first derivative and try to set it to zero, you'll see that it has no real
roots. There is no maximum or minimum. But the second derivative is readily set to
zero at x = 0.033. Looking at the plot, you can see that the slope stops decreasing and
begins to increase at that value even though no maximum or minimum occurred.
Another way to look at the inflection point is that it is the value of the independent variable where the tangent to the curve is under the curve on one side of that
point (the inflection point) and on top of the curve on the other side. Take your
straight-edge and check this out.
Let us bore you with one last property of the inflection point, and then we'll
move along to other good stuff. The inflection point tells you when the curve goes
from being convex to concave or vice versa. Of course, whether it's convex or
concave depends on whether you're looking up or down. Let's not get tangled in
semantics--just look at an example and check it out.

Other Topics
We have left out some important topics about which the mathematical purists will
scold us, so let us at least approach them in this mix of items.
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Topic #1. The Limit
"Purer" math books will define the derivative as

elf(x)
=

dx

lim f ( x + d x ) - f ( x ) . which to us, is the same as saying dx gets very, very
dx

dx---)0

small.
Discussions of the limit are about how small is small enough when you want to
eliminate the (dx) 2 and higher-degree terms, and when we let sin(dx) - dx, and
e ~ - 1 + dx, and other such minutia (pun intended). These discussions are quite
important to some p e o p l e ~ w h o l e books have been written on this s u b j e c t ~ b u t
that's not what this book is about.

Topic #2. Some Special Functions and Some Special Considerations
If we consider two interesting functions
a)

y(x) - I x l , that is, y(x) - the absolute value of x

and
b)

g(x) - x - [ x ] , where [x] is defined as the greatest integer equal to or less than x

we can discuss just where the derivative has meaning.
The first function, y(x) - I x l , has valid properties and is continuous ~~over the
entire domain of finite numbers. This function has an easily calculated derivative at
all values of x except for one. How do we calculate the derivative at x = 0? Simple
answer: we can't. Once past zero on the positive x side, the derivative is + 1. Once
past zero going negative, the derivative is -1. At zero we encounter a sharp break,
and the derivative has no meaning at a juncture such as this. So this function is
continuous, but it is not smooth.
The second function, g(x) - x - I x ] , is even worse. Even though functions that
look like this one are used to pull the electron beam across your computer screen,
you can't readily handle them with ordinary math 1~ for it is not even continuous. It
has no unique value when x equals an integer. And without a unique value, we can't
even start to think about a derivative in its normal sense. This function is neither
continuous nor smooth at x - an integer.

10 The curve has no gaps in it. That is, for every x there is one and only one value for fix).
11 Note to the electrical engineers in the audience: Oliver Heaviside developed a set of
functions that bear his name for just such applications as the circuits that control your
computer screen.
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Topic #3. Interval of Existence
Often we find a function that describes our physical world over some range of values
of the independent variable, but then the function becomes meaningless as that
independent variable takes on other values. Look at Galileo's falling cannon ball. We
fit a nice function for the ball's position during the 3.3-second fall, but we have no
function to describe the ball's trip up the stairs, although we can sympathize with the
graduate student's aching back during that 294-step climb. Although physics may
control the ball's motion after it hits the ground, we don't want to try to formulate a
function for its motion as it bounces about. (Among the variables to consider after
Earth contact are the softness of the g r o u n d ~ h a s it rained l a t e l y ~ t h e slope of the
ground, and the number of graduate students trying to catch the ball.)
Our stated function only exists for the time during the actual fail--that seems
obvious enough. However, if we look at the two functions in the last section,
y(x) =
and g(x) - x - [x], it is also obvious that interval of existence for the
derivative exists for all values other than x - 0 for y(x) - I x [ , though the function
exists for all values of x. And in the second function, neither the function nor its
derivative exists for x equal to an integer.

Ixl,

Topic #4. Series
You will run into many different types of series as you bop along in the mathematical and engineering world, but we are only going to touch on the subject lightly.
Most of what we'll discuss will seem obvious to you, but then again, doesn't most
of this stuff seem simple after going over it?
If we take a function such as f (x) _ _1, where x is an integer, then f (x) is a
X

1 1
sequence and may be displayed 12 as 1, --, - ,
2 3

1
1
--, ..., --, .... If we add the terms of
4
x

a sequence together, we have a series. So f ( x )

- - - -1
X

. a sequence,
IS

and

E f ( x i ) is a
i

series. If the summation goes on without end, we have an infinite series. If the series
sums up to some finite value, then we say that we have a convergent series, and the
series converges to that value. Obviously the terms must become vanishingly small
as the series becomes large if it is to converge.

12

Be careful in going the other way. That is, if you looked at only the first three terms of
this sequence you might have assumed the generating function was f ( x ) = -1 as shown,
x
but if the fourth term was ~ then the generating function would have been

f(x) = x + (-1)X(x- 2). Check it for yourself and see that the first three terms of these two
2x
functions are the same.
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We will use a series of simple functions to represent complicated functions. A
good example of this is the Fourier series of sines and cosines which you'll see later
in this chapter. Numerical analysis techniques use copious series solutions to help the
computer crank away on your engineering problems. You will also use Taylor's and
Maclaurin's expansions (which are really series) to represent functions.
T a y l o r ' s a n d M a c l a u r i n ' s E x p a n s i o n s 13

These expansions or approximations rest on the idea that the value of f (x) at x - b
can be estimated if we know the value of f ( a ) , where a g: b , and if we can differentiate f ( x ) . That is,
dZf(a) ( b - a ) 2 d3f(a) ( b - a ) 3
f (b) - f (a) + d f (a) ( b - a) + ~
~
+~
+
dx
dx 2
2
dx 3
2*3
+

d~"-')f(a) (b - a) ~-'

di f (a)
dX i

d n f ( ~ ) (b
-

(n-l)!

dn ~-1)

where

+

-

- a) n

n!

dx n

is the ith derivative of f (x) evaluated at x - a , n! is shorthand for

n-factorial 14, and ~ is a number between a and b. The terms in this expansion must
become smaller as their number increases if the series is going to be useful.
The validity of this expansion is obvious for linear equations. Let's try it for
f ( x ) - e -x where a - 0 and b - 1. We know that

proceed as

de -1

dx

= - 1 w h e n x - O, so we'll

f ( 1 ) - e -1
1

1

-- 1 - 1 + - - - + ~
2 6

1

24

--0.375
which is within 2% of the actual value of e -1. If we had taken more terms we would
have gotten a better answer.
For a final example, let's use Maclaurin's expansion to represent sin0 as a series ~5.
sin0 -- sin(0) + d sin(0) (0) +
dO

d2sin(0) (0) 2
d02

t

d3sin(0)

(0) 3

d0 3

2" 3

2

~-... +

dC"-l)sin(0) (0) "-~
d0 ("-l)

+...

(n - 1)!

Maclaurin's expansion is as shown with the provision that a = 0. If a ~ 0, then it belongs
to Taylor.
14 The term n! = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . - ( n - 1)*n. For example 4! = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 = 24.
15 Series where the argument of the function takes on succeedingly higher orders are called
power series.
13
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As we know, s i n ( 0 ) - 0, sdi n ( 0 ) =
dO
03

05

sin0-0+0+0-~-0+

. . . . .

2 *3

--0

-

03

-

2*3

c o s ( 0 ) - 1, and so on. Therefore,

+

2 *3*5

05

(--1) n

+ . . . . .

+ ~ 0
(2n + 1)l

2*3,5

d (n-I) sin(0)

dO~'-~
2n+l

(0) ~-~
~ + . . .
(n - 1)I

+'

You'll use this series in the chapter on differential equations.
Topic #5. I.'H6pital's

Rule

TM

If you have two functions, f (x) and g ( x ) , that are both equal to zero at the same
value of x, you will not be overly concerned unless you are dividing one of the
functions by the other one. If that is the case, your first thought might be to scrap the
whole endeavor and go for coffee. L'H6pital didn't drink a lot of coffee, so he came
up with a very useful rule which is:
Given a function expressed as f (x) where f (x) and g (x) each approach zero

g(x)

f (x)
as x approaches some number c, then g(x)

df (x)//
dg(x)/// as x approaches c.

An example is to calculate
X

2
1

as x approacnes zero.

X

Taking the derivatives of the top and the bottom 17, we get
x

2

x

2x
1

x
If we had tried to calculate --7 we would have wound up with
x
x

2

1

x

2x

We use ? instead of the infinity sign that we said we wouldn't use.

16 Actually L'H6pital had many rules. We are only going to talk about one of them, and

even then we are not going to prove it.
17 Be warned! You take the derivatives of the numerator and the denominator separately. You
do not differentiate the fraction as a compound differentiation. And waming number two:
do not use L'H6pital's rule unless both functions approach zero at the same value of x.
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3
X

What if we had a function such as --~ and wanted to evaluate it at x - 0? We
x
see that the first differentiation leaves us with something that we still can't use, so we
differentiate again. That is, as x approaches zero,
x3

3x 2

2

2x

X
~

~

6 x~

2
=0
The foregoing examples were a bit simple. All of the interesting x values were zero
and all of the functions wound up equaling zero or some unmentionable number. It
x-1
e

1-x
-e

doesn't have to be this way. Look at s i n ( x - 1) as x approaches 1.
x-1

1-x

e -e
s i n ( x - 1)

x-1

1-x

e +e
c o s ( x - 1)
e 0+ e 0

cos(0)
=2
Before moving on to integral calculus, note that a table of commonly used derivatives
can be found in Appendix A.

Integral Calculus
Consider some simple function such as

f(x) = x.
Rather than ask for the slope of its curve at any arbitrary value of x (which you can
now easily calculate by taking the derivative of the function), we now ask what other
function would produce this f(x) had we taken its derivative. In other words, what is
the F(x) such that

dF(x)
~ =
dx

f(x)

or what function, when differentiated, would equal fix)?
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We hope that all of you followed the earlier calculus section sufficiently to be
able to work backwards and figure oud 8 that F(x)
call this the antiderivative.

m ix2

7

. For the time being, let's

That was easy enough, and we bet you can determine what functions would
produce a variety of derivatives such as sines, exponentials, and all sorts of polynomials. Once you think you have figured the source function of your derivative of
interest, you can check your answer by performing that differentiation.

F(x)

12
10
8 -!-

F(x) =Y2 x 2

6+

..''"

o

f(x) =x

mll t

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 6-10. Plot of the function f(x) = x and its antiderivative.

When you take the derivative of our simple function you determine the slope of
said function. What do you suppose you get when you determine the antiderivative of
your function? Let's plot both of them and see what they look like.
Not very exciting, but look carefully and you'll see that, for any position along the x
axis, the value of F(x) at that position gives the area under the curve off(x) from the x
origin (i.e., from x - 0) to that chosen value of x.

18 Our F(x) m 7i x 2 is not a unique antiderivative of f(x)= x, because another solution
could just as easily be F ( x ) - 89 2 + 34. That is, any constant added to our simplest

F(x) is also an antiderivative because the constant goes away when we differentiate.
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As you observed, the simple function we chose, f ( x ) = x, describes a triangle.
You learned in grade school that the area under a triangle is equal to 1/2*base*height,
1 2
which in this case is ~ x . Have we come upon something significant in discovering
that the antiderivative can calculate the area under a curve? Or, have we only
stumbled onto an example of simple geometry? Let's hope it is the former, because
if it is, we can then determine areas under and between all types of curves, which
will help explain all sorts of phenomena.
To show the equivalence of the antiderivative and the area under the curve
generated by this function, let's first look at how we might calculate, at least conceptually, the values of these areas if we didn't know the equation for the area of that
particular geometry. (For example, if our function was f(x) = 3x 3 + 4x 2 + sin x, we
wouldn't know how to use simple geometry to get an analytical expression for the
area under the function between x = 14 and x = 33. Let's hope that we can come up
with something using calculus.)
Any two-dimensional rectangular area in Cartesian coordinates is simply calculated as the product of base times height. In the case of the triangle generated by
f ( x ) - x, we used the average height, 71 x , times the base, x. If we are dealing
with any smooth, continuous curve and only look at the area under the function for a
very small change in x, then the function will change only by a minute amount from
one side of that interval to the other side, and the area of that small section can be
approximated by a rectangle. The smaller the interval in x, the closer this approximation becomes an equality, and we have an exact value. (Have you heard that argument
before?)
Who cares about tiny areas of such small intervals? Nobody! The concept,
however, is useful. Remember the old Scottish proverb that said, "Take care of the
pennies and the dollars will take care of themselves." So let's take a bunch of these
little areas, add them up, and see what we get.
Let's look at any well-behaved arbitrary function, g(x), and calculate the area
under its curve between any two points on the independent variable axis, such as over
the interval x = a to x = b.
Our first step is to break that interval into very small but equal steps we'll call Ax,

(b-a)

where Ax = ~ ,
and N is a very large number, which makes Ax very small. We
N
now have a series of very small segments, and we can estimate the area of each of
them from the product of Ax, the length of the segment, and g(x n), the approximate
height of that segment where a < x, < b. Of course, the height changes from one side
of the segment to the other, but as the segments become smaller and smaller, the
closer g(x,) approaches a single value. Your leap offaith here is to believe that the
approximation becomes exact as Ax becomes ever smaller.
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That done, we now add up the small areas and, voila, we have the area under the
curve. Let's put that in the form of an equation 19.
N

A r e a - ~_, {g(a + n. Ax)}. Ax, where A x - ( b - a______~)
n_-o

N

This is not very useful in this form, but we hope you follow the concept.

The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus
The fundamental theorem of calculus shows the relationship between differential
calculus and integral calculus, but it's a bit messy. If you want to skip this section
and go to Results of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, we'll understand. But if
you do skip it, please come back later.
Let's do another summation. In fact, let's do two summations. Let's sum
g(t) (yes, we changed the symbol of the argument, and you'll see why shortly) over
the slightly different interval of t = a to t = x, and we'll call that summation G(x).
And we'll do another summation of g(t)and go from t = a to t = (x + h) and call it

G(x+h).
N

G(x) - ~_, {g(a + n. At)}. At, where At - (x - a______~)
n-0

N

and
K

h

k=O

K

h

G(x + h) - G(x) + ~_~{g(x + k 9_~)} 9 - K

N

K

h

h

= ~_~{g(a + n. At)}. At + Z {g(x + k 9-~)} 9-~
n=0

k=0

Such that
K

h

h

G(x + h) - G(x) - Z {g(x + k 9-7)} 9- k=o

K

K

Let's divide both sides of the last equation by h to get

G(x + h ) - G(x)

h

_- 1 ~ g(x + k.--K).
K k=O

We hope the form of the left-hand side brings a bit of deja vu for you.

19

If you want to get picky with us you might notice that we divided our interval, a to b, into
N segments, and the summation from 0 to N is actually N+ 1 segments. If you want to be
precise, we added an extra segment. But remember, these are vanishingly small intervals,
and the bookkeeping is much simpler, as you will see, if we start the count at 0 instead of 1.
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Somewhere over the x and x + h interval, g(t) will have a maximum value and a
minimum value 2~ such that

kh
g(tn~n ) < g(x +--:7.) < g(tmax ), for all values of k.
If we take all values of the dependent variable over the interval, we'll have

K
kh
K . g(tn~n) <_E {g(x + -~-)} <_K " g(tmax ) .
0
Divide through by K, and we have the fight-hand side of the equation
G(x + h ) - G(x)

1 N

h

h

between

g(tmin) and g(tmax).

That is

g(tn~n) < G(x + h ) - G(x) < g(tmax ) .
h
Let's think small once more and let h get very, very small--so small that g(tn~n)
and since the lower bound of that interval is x then these g (t) 's
approach g ( x ) . Hence, the inequalities in the last equation go to equal signs. Or

approaches g(tmax),

g(x) =

G(x + h ) - G(x)
h

and that gives us a hand-waving proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus,
which is
g(x) =

dG(x)
dx

or in words:

The Results of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus
The area under the curve described by g(x) over the interval a to x is equal to G ( x ) ,
where G(x) is the antiderivative of g ( x ) .
Or in words, the antiderivative of a function gives us a method to determine the
area under the curve generated by that function.
That's enough of proofs for a while. Let's use what we've leamed.

20 We are not specifying that a zero value of the first derivative must accomplish this
maximum and minimum. Even if g(t) = constant over this interval, then max = min, and
we keep on chugging.
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First, let's simplify the notation. We can do away with the summation notation
since the antiderivative calculates the area under the curve. Of course, we may not
always want the area from the graph origin to whatever end point we choose. So if
we want the area under the curve, g(x), between points a and b, we just determine
the antiderivative, G(x), and take the difference of the value of this function at the
two values of x.
That is, the area under g(x) between points a and b (where a<b) is G ( b ) - G ( a ) ,
which we'll write as
b

~ g(x)dx - G(b) - G(a) .
a

Let's stop using the term antiderivative and use a more sophisticated term. We'll
use integral, when we speak of finding the function that computes the area under the
curve. If we only refer to the function itself without determining the area under a
specified part, then it's an indefinite integral. Once we put values on it, we have a

definite integral.
The indefinite integral of f (x) - x is 2 x2, and the definite integral of this
f (x) over the range 3 < x < 8 is equal to 27.5. Or in math terms
f

xdx

~1

7x

2

and
8

xdx __ 71. 8 2 - 71

. 3 2

3

= 27.5
Typically, the indefinite and definite terms are left off, and we refer to the function or the value as the integral, and the process is called integration. If a range is
specified, it's a definite integral; otherwise, it's an indefinite integral. Just to include
everybody, we call the function f ( x ) in this example the integrand.
Let's look at some basic formulas in integration.

1) fJ {c. f(x)}dx = c. fJ f(x)dx,

where c is a constant

3) The integral

f
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has to be written in two parts. It is

f x ~ d x - - - -1~ xn+l , if n - -1. However if n - -1, then
n

f x-'dx-lnlx I
t'

4)

j {df (x) / dx}dx - f (x) + C , where C is a constant.

These look easy but don't go too far and say that if you can differentiate then you
can integrate. That may be true in theory, but this is a practical book. It's easy enough
to differentiate F(x) - sin 3 x and get f ( x ) - 3. sin 2 x. cosx. You just perform the
differentiation of a composite function as you learned earlier. However, we would
never casually look at 3sin2 x cosx and readily determine that its integral is sin 3 x.
Help is available. Some nice people over the years have looked at all sorts of functions and put together extensive tables 2~ of integrals. We've even included a table of
common integrals in Appendix A.
Sometimes integration gets even messier. The technique we'll now discuss is
called integration by parts. It's a bit tricky so bear with us; it's worth it.
Assume that you're having a tough time trying to integrate a function. You look
carefully at that function and see that it can be written as a product of two functions.
That is, you're trying to integrate some f ( x ) . You're having trouble getting
started and can't even find the solution in the integral tables. Then you look at f ( x )
and see that it can be written as

dv(x)
f(x)=u(x).~.
dx
That is, f (x) can be written as the product of the function u(x) and as the
derivative of the function v(x).
Then, the integral would be

dv(X) }dx
Writing part of the product as the derivative of another function looks awfully
messy, but there's a method in this.
We know that

{ ~ [ u ( x ) 9v(x)] }dx - u(x). v(x).
21 CRC Standard Mathematical Tables, 27th Edition, W. H. Beyer, ed, CRC Press, Boca
Raton, FL, 1985.
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But the differentiation of a product of two functions, as you learned earlier, looks
like

d

dv(x)

dx

dx

--{u(x). v(x)} - u(x).

+

du(x)
dr

9v(x)

Thus, substituting the fight-hand side from above for our integrand, we get

dv(x)

du(x)

~{(u(x). & + & 9v ( x ) } & - u(x). v(x)
then,

&(x) }& + ~{&(x)
~{u(x) dx
dx

9v ( x ) } d x - u(x). v(x)

After rearranging, we can write our original formula as

&(x)}&
Remember this one !

= u(x). v ( x ) - ' l {du(x). v(x) }dx
d

Eq. 6-6

dx

The trick now is to determine how to break up our f (x) and choose which part
of the product to call the derivative. Poor selection of the u and v can really complicate the situation. It's usually better to start by choosing, for u(x), the part of the
product that makes du(x) simpler than u(x).

dx

As an example, look at
~{x. cosx}dx and try to integrate it.
If your integral table book lists it, then you're home flee. Otherwise, you can try
to put it into the form to solve by integration by parts.
If we ignore the advice on the choice of u(x) given above and choose

u(x)

-

cos x , and ~dv(x) = x, which makes ~du(x) = - s i n x and v(x) --~x
1 2,

dx

dx

and then by plugging into the integration by parts equation, we have

f.{x.
cosx}dx-cosx.-l x2 + ~{sinx 9!X2}dx
d
2

2

which is messier than our starting integral. Now let's follow that sage advice and
make

&(x)
dx

u(x) - x, and ~

= cos x,
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which makes

du(x) = 1, and v(x) - s i n x.
dx

Plugging these functions into the integration by parts equation, we now have
f{x. cosx}dx - x . s i n x - f sinxdx ,
which is readily solvable. Don't forget that when you evaluate your integral over
some interval of x, you must apply that interval to the u(x). v(x) part of the integration by parts equation. That is, if you are looking at the interval a < x < b, then you
evaluate u(x). v(x) at those limits just as you evaluate your newly derived integrals
at those limits.

Example 1" Root Mean Square
An electrical engineer wants to calculate the electrical power dissipated 22 in a circuit.
Electrical power is the voltage (in volts) applied across the circuit squared, divided
by the resistance of the circuit (in ohms). That is,
p~~

V2
R

where
P = power in watts 23
V - voltage in volts
R = resistance in ohms
Question. If the total resistance in the circuit is 10 ohms and the applied voltage is
155 volts, how much power does the circuit use?
We hope that the first question back to us is: Are you using AC (alternating
current) or DC (direct current)?
If we answer DC, then you know that the voltage is constant as though it's being
supplied by a battery (at 155 volts, it's an unusual battery, but possible). The answer
is readily calculated as:

22

23

When we say energy dissipates, we in no way imply that energy is destroyed. Energy is
never created nor is it ever destroyed. All we mean is that the heat and light energy
emanating from a resistor, such as a light bulb, is converted to less usable forms of energy.
Thermodynamics covers this concept.
Power is the rate of energy use (energy divided by time). A 100-watt light bulb converts
100 joules of energy per second into heat and light.
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p=V 2

R

1552
100
= 240 watts
"That was easy," you say, "just algebra." Yes, just algebra, but it's also electrical
engineering.
If, however, we had said AC, then we'd need to know the form of the voltage.
Assume that the voltage is represented by the sine function

v(t)- 155sin(2rt. 60)t, where t is in seconds.
Now we still have a quandary. The voltage varies f r o m - 1 5 5 volts to 0 then to
+ 155 volts and back down. And it's making these changes 60 times a second. What
do you do?
A purely resistive circuit is not affected by the frequency of the applied voltage,
so for this circuit, you don't care about the argument of the sine wave. Also, if you
are only looking for the dissipated power, you don't care if the voltage is plus or
minus, just as in the DC case you didn't ask which way the battery 24was connected.
All we care about is the effective voltage, but be very careful about that word effective. You can look at the sine wave and see that its average value over a cycle is zero,
yet you know that the light bulb gets hot and gives off light. What you want is the
effective voltage that will dissipate power in the resistor, and you don't care about its
sign. You want a value for the equivalent voltage if it were DC. You want the root
mean square (abbreviated RMS) for the AC voltage, which is

V~s-

v(t)Zdt, where T is the time cycle period of v(t).

Look at the RMS calculation: it makes sense. Squaring the applied voltage
eliminates any concern about the sign of the alternating voltage. Integrating over a
whole period lets you account for the highs and lows of the varying function, and
then you divide by the time period to get the average value. Since that value is a
squared term, you must then take the square root to determine how much voltage is
heating up your circuit.

24

Don't show such indifference with your computer. Transistors care very much which way
you connect the batteries.
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This calculation works for any periodic function (it even works for the DC
applied voltage, but that's a lot of work for no gain). You had a sine function applied
to our circuit, so the RMS value 25 is

V~s

I '/6o
- 60o
! {1552sin2(2no60)t}dt
{sin 2 (2n 9 60)t}dt

= 155 9 6 0 .
0

If you don't know the integral of the sine squared function off the top of your
head, look in an integral table. It is

f{ sin 2 ax}dx : -~a1 (ax -

sinax cosax).

Hence,
V RMS :

- -

45

o155

= 110 volts
which is the effective voltage that is heating your circuit, and the power is

p=V2s
R
1102
100
= 121 watts
A few things to note about the RMS calculation are:
1) The frequency of the applied function had no effect on its RMS value. A
higher frequency just integrates over a smaller interval.

25

A note on units: the frequency of the sine wave is 60 Hz (cycles/second) so, of course, the
time period, T, is 1/60. Hence, I/T equals 60 with units of 1/seconds. The units of the
integral are volts squared (or whatever forcing phenomena squared) times time, the unit
that we integrate over. Hence, the time units cancel when we divide by T, and we take the
square root of the phenomena that we squared, so we are back with the units that we
started with.
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2)

Looking at the symmetry, it should be obvious that we'd get the same RMS
value had we used cosine instead of sine to describe our applied function.
1
3) The result, V RMs = x/2 V max only holds for sines and cosines. You must do the
calculation if you have a different function.

4)

Note that, except in a few cases, the RMS value is not the average v a l u e 26
even if the changing voltage never goes negative.

5)

In most electrical engineering applications involving power dissipation, AC
voltages and currents are stated in their RMS values.

6)

The RMS concept is not for electrical engineers only. RMS is used in such
diverse applications as mechanical engineers measuring vibration phenomena
and acoustics engineers measuring sound pressure.

Example 2" Fourier Analysis
Engineers often work with periodic phenomena that do not follow well-behaved
mathematical functions. Some of these phenomena, as modeled, do not even appear
to follow our definition of a function 27. For example, the electronic signal shown in
Figure 6-1 1 is found all over your computers and TV sets. Your boss wants these
signals reduced to mathematical functions. How would you mathematically model
these signals?

26

As entertainment during your next coffee break, consider a square wave voltage that is
equal to zero for half its period and equal to V0 for the other half. If you calculate the
power dissipated in the resistor for this varying wave it is zero for the first half of each
cycle, and it is V___~for the second half of the cycle. Hence the power dissipated during
R
V~
the period of the square wave is
. If you started out the wrong way and observed that
2R
V0 you might then erroneously say that the
the time average voltage is obviously -~--,

dissipated power was V___~.Now, you calculate the RMS value of this square wave and see
4R
that the R M S isn't average.
27 The plotted phenomena appears to have two different values at one time, which violates
the definition for a function. Nothing in our engineering world changes that fast. What we
have are changes that take place at tiny time intervals as compared to the time that they
are either unchanging or slowly changing within that period. All is relative.
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t

A

A

t

Figure 6-11. Example of a signal found in computers and TVs.
Fortunately the French mathematician Jean Baptiste Fourier has shown us a
way 28 to model these types of waveforms. His premise is that any periodic phenomena can be modeled by a series of sine and cosine functions. Sounds good, but can
we really represent those signals in Figure 6-11 as

f ( t ) = a 1 + a 1cosm0t + a 2 cos2m0t + . . . + a n cosnm0t + . . .
+ b 1sin mot + b2 sin 2m0t + . . . + bn sin nmot +...
where we use COo= 2nfo for the argument of the function and the time period of the
1
recurring phenomena is To" For the moment, let's take the liberty of calling that
phenomena represented in Figure 6-11 a function, since we're trying to represent it as
a series of trig functions. We'll call those waveforms F ( t ) . So let's see if we can
represent F (t) as f (t). All we have to do is to determine an endless number of ai's
and b i'S, the coefficients of the terms in Fourier's series.
We don't promise that it'll always be easy, but if we use a property of the integration of sines and cosines over their period, we can get a handle on the problem. Look
at a sine or cosine plotted over its period (Figure 6-12), and you see that not only the
basic function integrates to zero but that multiples of the function also integrate to
zero except when a sine or cosine is multiplied times itself. That is,

28 And though we used an electronics example, Mr. Fourier first published the idea in his
treatise, The Analytical Theory of Heat (1822).
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vt

~t

Figure 6-12. Integrals of sines and cosines.
2~

2n

0

2n

cos(nO)dO - O,

I sin(O)dO - O,
0

I {sin(jO)* cos(nO)}dO - O,
0

2n

2n

I {sin(nO) * sin(jO) }dO - O, I {cos(nO) * cos(jO) }dO - O, where n and j
0

0

are integers not equal to zero, and n ~: j . If, however, n - j then
2n

2n

I {cos(nO) * cos(jO)}dO - I {c~ (nO)}dO
0

0
2~

= f {sin 2(nO) }dO "
0

=/1;

Does this give you a hint on how to proceed? Just follow these steps and we'll see:
1) We'll put F ( t ) , the waveform that we're trying to model, on the left-hand
side of the equation.
2) Then we'll put the sine and cosine series on the fight-hand side of the
equation. That is, we'll assume for the moment that
F (t) - f (t).
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3) Now we'll employ our new trig integration tools. The first thing we'll do is
integrate both sides over the fundamental 29 period. As we have seen, all
integrals on the fight-hand side will be zero except for the ao term, which
will produce
2re

%0
f F(t)dt-27r~ o .
0

This leaves us having to integrate F(t). We'll look at an easy example after
we finish the fundamentals.
4)

We'll follow along multiplying both sides by first the fundamental frequency
and then by successively higher harmonics. Every time we multiply each
side by cos(not) and integrate 3~ over the fundamental period, we get
2re

2re

%0

%0

cos(

-a. cos

t)/dt-

0

0

= -- a~
0)

Likewise, if we multiply through by sin(not) and then integrate over the period,
we get
2re

2~

%0

~ (F(t). sin(nmt)}dt -

%o

~ b, sin a(nmt)dt

0

0

= --b~
0)

And that leaves us having to integrate F(t) to determine a0 and then integrating
F(t) with a sine or cosine function for each of the remaining coefficients needed to
make up f (t). "Are we better off?" you may inquire.
Well, we are no worse off. How much better we may be depends on the form of
F(t). Let's look at the easy example we promised earlier.

By fundamental period, we are referring to the period of the lowest (or fundamental)
frequency that we are considering--that is, the period of the wave form that we are trying
to mathematically model. Integer multiples of the fundamental frequency are called
harmonics. The frequency that is twice the fundamental frequency is the second harmonic, etc.
3o Yes, we changed the appearance of the integrand from sin(nO)dO with period 0 to 2rt to
29

an integrand of sin(nCOot)dt with period 0 to 2~/~,,. Check your trig" it works.
/w0
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Let's look at the square 31 wave. We'll call the square wave a function and
represent it by

F(t) which has the value V0 for 0 < t < ~/~t,~_ and the value of zero for
/-NO

~/~.. < t < 2~/(~.., and then it repeats (and repeats). Let's look at the
/w0
/w0

ao term first

(step 3 from above).
2rt

F(t)clt

ao

2re

1
2rt

Vodt + (O~t
O)o

Vo
2
for our square wave of amplitude V0 .
We'll superimpose our first term for

f(t) onto the graph of F(t) in Figure 6-13

where we see that a 0 - V ~ conveniently cuts
start.
2

F(t) in half. That looks like a good

Now, we'll look for the a. ( n > 0) coefficients. We know from step 4) that
2~
%

(F(t) cos(not)}dt
.

o

--

m

an

t.O

Hence,
2rt
(o0
a n

_ 03rt! (F(t). cos(net) }dr.

Since we know the form of F ( t ) , let's integrate it along with cos(not) to get

31

Of course a square wave is not square. How can it be when the units for values plotted on
the x-axis (usually the units are time) have different units than those plotted on the y-axis
(which may have units of almost anything)? We call it a square wave because the value is
up half of the time period and down the other half.
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2'71:
tDo
an

m

03~ ! cos (nco o ) t. F (t)dt
2~:

%

%

t0~ cos (nO3ot) 9Vodt + O,o f

(o). cos(.o,o,)d,

71;

1 [sin(nO)ot)]oO
ng

=0
We have just eliminated a bunch of calculations. All of the cosine coefficients are
equal to zero when we apply Fourier analysis to a square wave.
Let's look at the sine coefficients. Again from step (4) we have the general form
of

b n as
2re

bn _ 6% ~ (F(t) . sin(no, t) }dr
it,

So let's integrate F(t) along with sin(ncot) to get

b. - c~176
! sin(nCOo)t. F(t)dt
rc

2re

%

%

03~
" r Sin(ne~176
e
V~ + c~176f (O)" sin(n~176
%
J~

1 [_ cos(no d)]o 0
n~

Do the algebra/trig and see that

b n - 0 if n is an even number
and

b.-

2

if n is an odd number.

nT~
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So,

F(t) = f (t)

sin(3c0t)
=A~
2 + 2 { sin(rot) + ~
3

+

sin(5mt)
- - +

}

....

5

The first few terms are plotted in Figure 6-13. Does it look reasonable?

,~f(t)

~"~X~":

"'~-'~".~,Sq uare

"

"

-

:

:

:

Wave

Vo/2

i

I

/
v

Summation

Components

Figure 6-13. Trig functions and a square wave.

E x a m p l e 3" Another RMS example
An ideal diode allows electrons to pass in only one direction. You have a circuit with
a diode and a 10-ohm resistor in series with it as in Figure 6-14. Your assignment is
to determine the amplitude of the voltage of an applied sine wave if you want the
resistor to dissipate 100 watts of power.
Diode

Measured
Voltgage

1
0

Figure 6-14. A circuit with a voltage source, a diode, and a resistor.
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Power is the R M S 32 current times the RMS voltage. We, however, only have to
perform one RMS calculation because the RMS current is the RMS voltage divided
by the circuit resistance. Therefore, as stated

P - Irms 9Vrms , (where P is power, I is electrical current, and V is voltage)
but,
I ~ - V~//RR (where R is the resistance in ohms)
hence
V2rms

p~~~

R
and
V2rms - P. R
= 100.10
= 1000
Hence

- O000
= 33.3
But this is not the RMS value of a sine wave voltage. It's the RMS value of only
half a sine wave (don't forget the diode in the circuit) as shown in Figure 6-15.
Hence, you must solve for V(t) in the RMS equation:

I1

T

!V 2(t)dt (where T is the p e r i o d 33 of the sine wave).

32 Normally the voltage and current are stated as the RMS values with no subscripts. We

are using the subscripts here since we're using both RMS values and peak amplitudes.
33 Note that the frequency of the sine wave does not enter the equations other than to
determine the period of integration. If we had capacitors or coils in the circuit, the
frequency would play a dominant role.
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Applied
Voltage

Measured~
Voltage

t

i

,

I

i

I

l~-t

Figure 6-15. Time dependent voltage of a sine wave
after passing through a diode.

As we see in Figure 6-15, V(t) is represented by two different functions, depending on what part of the period we are looking at. It is

V(t) = V0 sint

for 0 < t <

and is equal to zero elsewhere in the period.
Therefore,

J'i

V~ - V o -~ osin2 tdt
= Vo -2-~--~(t- sintcost)[ ~

Hence the amplitude of the applied sine wave voltage is
V0 = 66.6 volts.
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Example 4: Automobile Acceleration
A popular car is advertised as being able to reach the velocity of 100,000 meters per
hour, from a dead stop, in 10.4 seconds. This same car is supposed to be able to
brake from that 100,000 meters per hour to a dead stop in 41 meters.
Assume that both the acceleration and the braking are constant (which they
aren't), and answer the following questions:
9

What is the acceleration needed to gain the 100 km/hour speed?

9

How far did the car travel in gaining that speed?

9

What is the acceleration upon braking?

9

Using your newly calculated value for acceleration, how far would it take
you to stop if you were traveling 50 km/hour?

9

How long did it take to stop from both of these velocities?

Express the answers in the standard units of meters and seconds.
Let's put the velocities, which are expressed in meters (or kilometers)/per hour,
into standard units.
100,000 meters/hour- (100,000 meters/hr)/(3600 seconds/hr)
= 27.8 meters/second
and
50 kilometers/hour- (50,000 meters/hr)/(3600 seconds/hr)
= 13.9 meters/second
You've seen the pertinent equations earlier in the chapter. They are

a - ~dv(t)
,
dt
T

v ( t ) - Vo + J a(t)dt,
0

and
T

D(t) - f v(t)dt + D O
0
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where
a - acceleration
v ( t ) - velocity
V 0 - initial velocity
D(t) - distance
and
D o - initial position.
The acceleration of the car is the rate of change of the velocity with respect to
time. We can only assume that the acceleration is constant. It probably isn't, but we
must work with the data we have, and then compare our calculations with additional
data, if we can get it, to refine the values.
With that assumption, we readily calculate the acceleration of the auto as
dv
a

~

~

dt
27.8
~

~

,

10.4
=2.7
(V0 for this calculation is zero.)
Hence, the acceleration is 2.7 meters/second 2 or less than one-third the acceleration due to gravity.
During this acceleration period, the car traveled
T

D ( T ) - f v(t)dt + D o meters
0

We know that v(t) - at. We don't care where the car started from, so we let D o - 0.
So, we have
T

D ( T ) - ~ atdt
0

1

r

=--at2 [ o
2

= 146 meters
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To find the acceleration in stopping, let's use
T

v ( T ) - Vo + ~ a(t)dt
0

= V 0 +aT
=27.8+aT
=0
but we don't know T (the time that it takes to stop).
So let's look at the position integral
T

D ( T ) - ~Vodt + f~a(t)dt ,
0

which, assuming a constant acceleration, becomes

1

D(T) - 27.8 * T + - a T
2

2

= 41 meters
where the 41 meters was the given value of stopping distance.
Now we have two equations and two unknowns, which we solve to get
T - 2.9 seconds.
which leads us to the acceleration of
a --27.8/2.9
meters, or almost the same magnitude as gravity.
= -9.6~
S2

Since the acceleration upon stopping is a negative number, we often refer to it as
deceleration.
Had the car been only traveling 13.9 m/s (50 km/hr), the time to stop (still
assuming constant acceleration o f - 9 . 6 m/s 2) would have been determined from
T

v ( r ) - Vo + ~a(t)dt
0

= V 0 +aT
= 13.9-9.6.T

=0
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which determines that
13.9
T - ~
9.6
=l.4s
and the distance to stop is

D(T)- 13.9 * T _ 1 9 . 6 .

T2

2
= 10.2 meters.

Example 5" Pressure
Pressure is defined as the force exerted on a surface divided by the area of that
surface. A fluid exerts a force on any vessel that contains it. That force is exerted on
all of the containing walls. If the vessel is open at the t o p 34 then the fluid is not
externally compressed and the force on the restraining walls is only proportional to
the atmospheric pressure and the weight of the fluid. In the examples below we will
only consider the pressure from the extra force exerted by the fluid 35 and ignore
atmospheric pressure, and we will assume that we are working with a condensed 36
fluid that is not evaporating.
The density of water is 1000 kg/m 3, so its weight near the Earth's surface is 9,800
n / m 3 (newtons per cubic meter). If we should make a box (we'll ignore its weight) in

the shape of a cube with each side one square meter in area and fill it with water, the
box would weigh 9,800 newtons 37.
The pressure at the bottom of the box is 9,800 newtons divided by one square
meter, or 9,800 n/m 2. If the box were built to hold the same volume but had a different aspect ratio such that the bottom surface were 0.25 m 2 in area, the box of water
would still weigh 9,800 newtons, but the pressure on the bottom surface would now
be 39,200 n/m 2. The pressure along the sides of both boxes would vary linearly from
zero at the top to the maximum (9,800 or 39,200 n/m 2 depending on which box)
pressure at the bottom edge.
The Hoover Dam in Nevada is 221 meters tall. If the lake behind the dam is
completely filled, what is the pressure 38 at the bottom of the dam? Of course you can
be a wise guy and ask, "Which side of the dam?"
The top in this discussion is the surface that is furthest away from the center of the Earth.
Engineers call this gauge pressure as opposed to absolute pressure.
36 By a condensed fluid we mean a liquid and no gases are involved.
37 One newton is the same as 0.2248 pounds.
38 We'll ignore the slight compression of the water that'll occur at these pressures.
34
35
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The answer for the water side of the dam is
P - 9,800

n/m

3 9

221 m

= 2,165,800 n/m 2.
Is the pressure dependent on the surface area of the lake? No, the depth is all that
counts. But don't confuse pressure with weight or total force.
Now, let's use calculus to work a pressure problem. Let's help your city design a
new aquarium. This aquarium will be a cylinder 40 meters high and 20 meters in
diameter. Your job is to determine the total force on the aquarium's surfaces and to
determine the force on the rectangular viewing windows.
The force on the bottom of the aquarium is just the weight of the water, which is
W - 9800. rr2~2H
= 9800. ft. (~_0)240.
= 1.2 x 108 newtons
We'll use cylindrical coordinates 39 to calculate the force on the side walls. As you
know, the pressure on the side walls varies from zero at the top to 9,800 x 40 n/m 2 at
the bottom. Therefore, the pressure at any depth (we'll let y - 0 at the upper surface
and then let y increase positively as we descend into the tank) is
P - 9800h, where h is the depth into the tank,
and the force on each increment, dh, of depth is

d F - 9800h- 2rcRdh, where R is the radius of the aquarium.
Then the force on the side walls is
40

F - 9800-2ft. 10. | hdh
Ill

0
40

= 616,000. ~ hdh

i

0

= 4.9 x 108 newtons
The total force on all of the walls is the wall pressure plus the weight on the
bottom surface of the tank.

39

We cover cylindrical coordinates in the chapter on vector calculus. Consider this a
preview of good things to come.
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To determine the force on the rectangular window, we revert to Cartesian coordinates. The force on a rectangular window is
h~
- | 9800. w . h d h
h,
AIb

Free,
Freet

-

-

9800
2
-

~

~

W"

(h 2

h2 )

where h 1 is the depth of the top of the window,
window, and w is the width of the window.

h2

is the depth of the bottom of the

(We, of course, could have simplified our lives since the pressure is a linear function
of depth. We'll let you work out the simpler solutions.)

Example 6" Economics
Your friends in the exotic orchid business want to maximize their profits. They know
how to maximize their sales: sell cheap. And they know how to maximize the retum
on a single sale: ask a high price. But these techniques don't work. If they sell too
cheaply, they will not have enough money to pay the mortgage and buy more plants.
If they ask too much, they won't sell many flowers it which case they won't have to
buy many plants, but they still must pay the mortgage. What to do?
You want to help. You watch their business transactions. You determine that their
fixed costs are $1000 regardless of the number of flowers sold, and their per item
cost is $50. You also have watched sales and determined that there is a limited
demand for these exotic plants and that even if they gave them away, the total that
would go out the door in a month is 200 plants, and that sales go linearly to zero as
they raise the price to $200 per plant.
Your assignment is to determine the price per plant for your friends to maximize
their profits.
Profit, P, is equal to income minus costs. The gross income is x- S, where x is the
number of plants sold and S is the sales price per plant. The costs are the fixed price,
$1,000, plus the cost per plant, $50, times the number of plants sold. We'll first
determine the number of plants that will be sold when the profit is maximized. Then
we'll calculate the asking price.
The profit is the difference between gross income and expenses and its equation is
P = x. S - (1000 + 50x),
and the price, as a function of number of sales, is
S = 2 0 0 - 2x.
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Combining the two equations we have
P - x ( 2 0 0 - 2 x ) - 1000- 50x
= -2X 2 +

150x - 1000

We'll now look for the peaks (where the derivative is equal to zero) by differentiating the profit equation.
dP
dx

d

= ~{-2x

2 + 150x-

1000}

dx
= - 4 x + 150

We're in luck. We see that the second derivative of P with respect to x is a
negative number. Hence the one peak in this equation is a maximum.
So the profit is maximum when x - 37.5. Needless to say, you can't chop these
exotic plants in half, so what is it? Is the maximum profit when 37 or 38 plants are
sold, and what is the price?
As we said earlier, the price per plant is determined from
S - 2 0 0 - 2x.
So, the number of plants sold, as a function of price, is
x - 1 0 0 - 0.5S
They'll sell 37 plants if the price is $126, and they'll sell 38 if the price is $124. We
put these values of x and S into the profit equation and see that the profit is $1812
with the price of $126, and it's $1862 with the price of $124 per plant.
How else could you advise your friends to increase their profits? That's a question with no easy answers. Can they advertise to increase the demand for their plants,
or will the cost of publicity take away any increased income? Can they lower the
overhead costs and cost per plant without hurting quality? Sometimes the math is the
easiest part of business decisions.

Example 7" Semiconductor Photon Detector
Photons (light waves) are wave-like phenomena and are characterized by the length
of these waves. Different colors of light have different wave lengths. The wave length
that a photon detector can most easily detect is dependent on the band gap 4~of the
semiconductor. The relationship between the semiconductor band gap and the easiest
detected wave length is
1.24
i~,p " - ~

e.

40

The band gap is the energy that it takes to break an electron away from binding the atoms
together and allowing it to conduct within the detector.
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where
~,p is the wave length, in microns (1 micron - 1 x 10 -6 meters),
and

Eg is the band gap energy in electron volts. One electron volt (eV) is the energy
gained by an electron that is accelerated through a potential difference of one volt.
1 eV - 1.602x 10 -~9joules.
If you want to detect a certain wavelength and can't find a semiconductor with
the requisite band gap, perhaps you can meet your requirements by alloying two
different semiconductors. That is, if what you want isn't out there, make your own.
You would start by looking at semiconductors that have lower and higher band
gaps and see if the band gap of the mixed crystal (alloy) result is a linear combination of the two. Such materials exist 41 and are used to make detectors.
Remember, you want to detect one ~p which means that you want only one value
of E~. Hence you must measure the quantities of your two crystals carefully and
mix them completely. How carefully? Your system designer will tell you the allowable error on ~ p ~ t h a t is, (A~) that can be t o l e r a t e d ~ a n d you'll use calculus to
calculate the allowed compositional error ( A x ) .
Look back at
~p ~

1.24

~

E (x)
Eg is n o w Eg(X), a function x where x is the proportion

where
of the second crystal
material that you added to the first material (if you were adding germanium to silicon
you would write the combination as SivxGex). Now we'll write the equation for Eg (x) as
E . ( x ) - E.i: . x + Eo

where Ediyis the band gap difference between the two crystals,
E 0 is the band gap of the starting crystal,
and x is already defined.
So now we can write the peak detectable wave length as a function of x as

~p~

1.24

~

1.24

Edif * x + Eo
41

See "Compositional Control Required in Alloy Semiconductors Used in High Performance Infrared Detector Arrays," A. L. Fripp and R. K. Crouch, Infrared Physics, vol. 19,
pages 701-702, 1979.
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and the change in peak wave length with respect to x is

d~p

d

dx

dX ( Edif * x + E

1.24

= 1.24

(E il * x + E0)

e.i:
1.24
after substituting the equation for )~p into the derivative.
But what we really want to know is how precisely we must control x, the composition of our alloy. So let's go from derivatives to differentials and flip the equation
over. That gives us
Ax

1.24

or, to make it more useful
Ax - ~

1.24

A)~p.

After the system engineers set the desired wave length, )~p, and an allowable
error, A)~, you as the semiconductor person can choose the materials that will operate
at the stated wavelength. Then you must process the alloying of the materials to
maintain the needed Ax.
A few real-life semiconductors 42 used in such alloying for photon detectors are
HgTe alloyed with CdTe and SnTe alloyed with PbTe. The Ed~I of the first set is 1.87
eV and for the second set it is 0.48 eV. Looking at the equations, we see that the
HgTe/CdTe alloy allows for a broader range of detectable wave lengths, but if the
SnTe/PbTe alloy meets the wavelength requirement, then the compositional control is
less stringent. You're the engineer. You choose.

42

These materials are used to make infrared detectors. Infrared radiation has wavelengths
longer than visible light.
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Probability and Statistics
There are three kinds of lies--lies, damn lies, and statistics. - -

BenjaminDisraeli

The science of statistics, done properly, provides a way to quantify a collection of
measurements in an unbiased manner. Often, the "statistics-lies" that we are familiar
with are due to the sins of omission rather than the sins of commission. Statistics
don't lie, but special interest statisticians can readily mislead the naive. In this
chapter we hope to tell the story behind the story so that you'll understand the nature
of the questions being asked by the data gatherers and the expected accuracy of such
statistics.
Before diving in, we'll first look at the underpinnings of the world of statistics.
Probability is the gravity, the force, that holds the parts together. Use probability
properly, and statistics is a powerful tool, useful in engineering as well as many other
disciplines. As with any powerful tool, use it carefully.

Probability
Simply defined, probability is the likelihood that something specific will happen. The
next level definition for probability is that it's the ratio of the number of ways a
certain desired 1 something can happen to the total number of possible outcomes. To
expand another small step, look at a single coin toss and assume that you want the
coin to land with the head's side showing. As you know, the coin might land with
your desired side showing or it might land with the tail's side showing. The probability of getting what you want, the heads showing up, is

P.=

H
HorT

m

en "-'~

1+1

PH - 0 . 5 .

1

The words desired outcome don't have to mean that you want it to happen. We are just
referring to the expectation of the occurrence of some given event.
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You have one way to get what you want, heads, and the coin has two ways of
landing, heads and tails. All this assumes that we have a f a i r toss. That is, we have a
coin that is not weighted to land preferentially on only one side, and we have a
surface free of gullies or ridges that might force the coin to land on its edge. If that
coin is tossed again and again, it will randomly 2 land on heads or tails, and you'll
have no advance knowledge of the outcome of the next toss.
Before we go too far, let's clarify some language. W h e n we toss a coin we are
conducting an experiment. What happens after the toss, that is, whether the coin
lands with heads facing up or tails facing up, is the outcome of the experiment. We
will sometimes refer to the outcome as an event.
The other outcome is, of course, that you get a tail, which would have the probable outcome of

=0.5,
and using your higher mathematical skills you see that
P, + PT = I .

Something will happen, and that something will be a head or a tail 3. Of course,
that probability can also be stated as a probability of 100%.
Now might be a good time for you to ask some questions.
Question g l . If the probability of a head is 0.5, then why don't we always get a head
when we toss twice? After all 0.5 + 0.5 = 1, doesn't it?
A n s w e r In this game, each toss is a new experiment and past outcomes do not
determine future events.

As a student of engineering or science, you may not like the idea that you can't control
this process. Assuming that you know which side is up when you start the flip, and you
know all of the physical parameters of the process (such as coin weight and size, the
distance that the coin will drop, the conditions of the surface upon which the coin will
land, and weather conditions), you may think you could calculate how much force to put
into the initial flip in order to have the coin land on whatever side that you wanted. And
you're right. The coin toss is a deterministic process, and all deterministic processes are
subject to calculation. The problem is knowing, to the precision needed, all of the initial
conditions of the toss. We'll get into such things in the chapter on chaos, but for now, the
outcome of the toss is random.
3 Don't be like our school friend Dufus. Dufus decided to let probability theory determine
his study and play habits. Every night he'd toss a coin: heads, he'd go to a movie; tails,
he'd go to the tavern. If the coin landed on its edge, he'd study. Maybe Dufus did things
fight. He has a beautiful tan as he digs those ditches, and we only get to the beach one
week a year.

2
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Question #2. If we toss a fair coin 100 times, will we get 50 heads and 50 tails?
Answer. Maybe, but not likely. You can possibly even get 100 heads or 100 tails, but
not very likely (and if you do, we suggest you check the fairness of the coin). You'll
probably get something close to 50 heads. Just how close and how much deviation
from 50 you can reasonably expect is the purview of statistics, and we'll get there.

Question #3. If we toss the coin five times and get five heads in a row, will the law of
probability dictate that we'll most likely (greater than 50%) get a tail next time?
Answer. Whoever c o i n e d ~ p u n intended~the phrase law of probability should be
coerced to read this chapter three times. Sure, you expect a similar number of heads
and tails, and five heads in a row is certainly not expected. But an important rule to
remember is that in probability, past events do not impact future events. You are
using a fair coin, and it's been well established that the probability is 0.5 that a single
toss will produce a head. Hence the next toss, regardless of past history, is just like
the first toss--the probability of a head is 0.5.

Question #4. Can the probability of an event be less than zero or greater than one?
Answer. No. The probability of a sure thing is one. The coin will land on heads or
t a i l s ~ a t least we've never seen a coin land on its e d g e ~ s o the probability of a head
or a tail is one. Conversely, if it isn't ever going to happen, the probability is zero,
and you can't be more certain of a non-event than that. Be careful using one and zero
for describing physical events. Strange things might happen when dealing with the
real world. For example: the weather service avoids such statements as "There's a
100% probability of rain today" unless it's raining fight now.

Question #5. We've heard statements from the weather-predicting folks saying that
stronger hurricanes are expected one year compared to another year. Doesn't this
violate the "independent event" rule?

Answer. Many things that happen do not fall under the guise of a "fair toss." The
weather folks look at changing conditions in the atmosphere, water temperatures, and
such. Since the conditions for spawning storms change year to year, you might say
that the shape of this coin is changing; hence the probability of a given outcome
changes. If they make specific predictions far in advance, get a new forecaster.
Let's run through a few more examples and then get formal.
You've tossed a coin once, and you know that the probability of getting a head is
0.5. If you toss it again, you know that the probability of getting a head on the
second try is also 0.5. Now we're going to ask: what is the probability of getting
three heads when you toss the coin three times? (And please note that tossing a
single coin three times is the very same thing as tossing three coins at the same
time.)
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As we stated earlier, the probability of a desirable event is the ratio of the number
of ways that the desirable can occur to the total number of possible outcomes. There
is only one way for the desirable event, three heads, to occur. Each toss must produce
a head. Now let's count the number of possible outcomes shown in Figure 7-1.
H

Toss 1
Toss 2

T

I

I

H
I

I

Toss 3 H

I

I

T

H

I

I

I

T

H

I

I

I

I

T

H

I

T
I

I

I

T

H

I

T

\

Outcomes

H,H,H

H,H,T

H,T,T

T,T,T

Probability

118

318

318

118

Figure 7-1. Possible outcomes of tossing a coin twice.
So we have the one desired outcome divided by eight possible outcomes, hence
the probability of getting three heads is 0.125. The exact same argument holds if you
want to know the probability of getting three tails, and the answer is the same.
If you have the option, bet on getting a head and two tails. You can toss either
H - T - T , T - H - T , or T - T - H to get your desired outcome. You have three ways of
getting the head and two tails out of eight possible outcomes. Hence the probability
of getting your desired outcome is 0.375. And of course the same argument holds for
betting on two heads and one tail.
If we had asked about the chance of getting a tail, a head and then a tail, the
probability would have been 0.125 as with the H - H - H possible outcome.
Note all of the possibilities with two tosses:
PH-H --0.25, the probability of getting two heads,
Pr_r - 0 . 2 5 , the probability of getting two tails,
PH-r - 0 . 2 5 , the probability of getting a head and then a tail, and
Pr-H - 0 . 2 5 , the probability of getting a tail and then a head.
And note that they all sum to unity or 100%, which is to say that one of those
outcomes will definitely occur when you toss a coin two times.
From these numbers you can sum the probabilities of the head and a tail
Pr-H - 0 . 2 5 and PH-r - 0 . 2 5 to get your earlier answer of

PH-T_or_T-H=0.5.
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Example:

It is said that Pierre Fermat and Blaise Pascal invented the concept of
probability 4 back in 1654. They were playing a dice game and were going for the best
three out of five games. Pierre had won two rounds and Blaise had won only one
when their game was interrupted. Instead of starting over, they decided to figure out
who should have won in the best of five games. With two games left, assuming equal
probability of either one winning any specific game, the problem reduces to that of
tossing two coins. Pierre would have won the best of five if he won either or both of
the subsequent games. Blaise had to win both of the remaining games to get three out
of five wins. Hence, there are two ways for Pierre to win and only one way for
Blaise to win.
Enough of simple coins, let's roll the dice 5.
Pick up the die and roll it. While it rolls across the floor, you yell, "Three !" So
what's the probability of rolling a three when rolling the one die? You have six
possible outcomes because the die can stop on any one of its six faces. There is only
one way for it to show a three. Hence
1

The same calculation holds for any of the other five possible outcomes.
Now, let's roll the die twice (or roll a pair of dice o n c e - - s a m e thing) and look at
the possibilities.
You can get a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 on the first roll and the same numbers on the
second roll. Your possible range of values for the two rolls goes from 2 to 12 with all
numbers in between. But the probability of getting any one of those eleven values is
no longer the same for each one.
First, determine all the different ways that the dice can provide numbers. The first
roll has six possible outcomes, and for each of those six outcomes, the second roll
will give six more possible values. Hence, you have 6 x 6 different potential outcomes for your two rolls of the die.
Look at the different ways that the dice can fall.

Reference: Science Museum, Ft. Worth Museum of Science and History, April 2002.
5 As with tossing the coins, the roll of the dice is also a good example of chaos. Rolling of
dice is completely deterministic. If you know the exact orientation and momentum of the
dice and the exact compliance of the table, then you will know whether you'll lose money
in that back alley. However, those variables are not known exactly, and the result of the
roll is unknown.

4
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Table 7-1. Possible sequences of rolling dice.
First roll

First roll

Second roll Sum
1

2

2

First roll Second roll
1

3

3

2

3

4

4

First roll Second roll

4

4

2

5

3

5

3

6

5

4

6

4

7

5

6

5

7

5

8

6

7

6

8

6

9

1

5

2

First roll Second roll
5

Sum

1

6

6

2

3

7

4

3

Sum

1

Second roll Sum

2

Sum

First roll Second roll
6

Sum

1

7

7

2

8

3

8

3

9

8

4

9

4

10

5

9

5

10

5

11

6

10

6

11

6

12

Second, count them: you see the 36 different possible outcomes for the two rolls.
Please remember that each of these 36 different combinations have the same likelihood of occurring, but look at the number of different ways to get the different
values.
There is only one way for the two rolls of the die to produce a two: each roll
must come up as a one. Likewise, there is only one way to produce a twelve: you
must roll a six each time. But look at lucky seven. Regardless what number comes up
on the first roll, the second roll has a one-in-six chance of summing the two rolls to
seven. Hence we have six different ways to roll a seven.
"You speak with forked tongue," our observant reader might remark. "First you
say that all rolls have an equal probability of occurring, and then you point out that a
player should expect six times as many sevens as twos or twelves."
Not to worry. Just as there is only one way to roll a one and then a one, there is
only one way to roll a three and then a four, and again, only one way to roll a f o u r
and then a three. The difference between rolling a twelve with the two dice and
rolling a seven is that you have a plethora of ways to get that seven.
Let's look at the ways to get each number between two and twelve. (Table 7-2.)
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Table 7-2. Possible values in t w o rolls of a die.
Possible
values
from the

Number
of ways of
getting

two rolls

the value

2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3
4
5
6

8

5

9
10
11
12

4
3
2
1

We generated this table by counting the number of ways of rolling each of the
given values as shown in Table 7-1. Note that when you add up all of the number of
ways of getting each value, it sums to 36 as should be expected. Nothing else can
happen unless a die balances on a point or edge or it splits in two.
The probabilities of rolling each of the values between two and twelve is

Pv =

number_ of_ ways_ of_ rolling_ value
total_ possible _outcomes

So
P2 - P~2
1

36
and
6

1

with the probabilities of the other nine values falling between these two.
This is a good place to introduce the frequency function and the distribution
function. We won't use these concepts for a while, but they fit well with those rolling
dice, and we'll have those terms in our pocket for later use. The frequency function,
f(v), is the function generated by the probabilities of getting the different possible
outcome values, v, for whatever operation you're dealing with. In the case of rolling
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two dice, the frequency function is the probabilities of rolling the different
possible values from two to twelve. For example, f (2) - 1/~36 which is the probability
of rolling a two. The frequency function for rolling those two dice is shown in
Figure 7-2.

Probability
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Figure 7-2. Frequency function for rolling two dice.
The distribution function is essentially the frequency function integrated over
the possible outcomes. It's the probability of obtaining a value equal to or less than
your desired outcome. The distribution function is defined as

F(v) - ]~,<_vf (t)
The distribution function of our rolling dice is plotted in Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-3. Distribution function for rolling two dice.
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The examples we used in both types of experiments, coins and dice, produced
discrete data. If we were not working with something as discrete as values shown on
the dice but were measuring the spread of the horns of Texas Longhorn cattle, the
accuracy of our data is only limited by our measurement instrument and our courage.
We would then have continuous frequency and distribution functions.
Well, we've tossed coins and rolled dice, and we've seen that determining the
probability of a certain event is really a matter of counting. If we are only looking for
the likelihood of a certain outcome from the toss of a couple of coins or dice, we can
easily count all of the possible ways things can happen and calculate the probability
of a certain outcome. At this point you might tell us that the real world isn't so simple
and that we can't always count the number of ways something might happen. You
might ask, "How would you calculate the probability of an asteroid hitting the earth?"
That's a tough one. Of course we can duck it and say that it's the number of
ways of hitting the earth divided by the number of ways of hitting plus the number of
ways of missing, but that's a cop out. We won't try to count those ways. Later in this
chapter when we get into statistics we'll talk about trying to make do with a sampiing of knowledge to determine probable outcomes.
For now, we'll stick with things we can c o n t r o l ~ a t least things we can control
on paper. As with the coins and dice, determining probability is largely a matter of
counting, so let's re-learn how to count.
We've already seen an example with the dice that the number of ways of rolling
two dice is 6 . 6 . Six ways to get a number with the first die, and for each of those six
ways there are six ways to get a second number. Should we invent a new game that
requires three rolls of a die, then we would have 6 . 6 . 6 different possible outcomes.
Note that we are letting the order of the outcomes of the rolls count. Here, we are not
just interested in the final sum produced by the rolls.
We refer to the outcome of rolling
a 2, then a 4, and then a 5
as a different outcome from that rolling
a 4, then a 2, and then a 5
or of rolling
a 1, then a 6, and then a 4
even though all three sets sum up to eleven.
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Let's move on to the second lesson in counting. Let's look at the arrangement of
things. For example, assume that you and four friends want to use your knowledge of
probability. You drive to Las Vegas to roll the dice. (You should expect honest dice
there, but you'll still lose.) If each person drives an equal but continuous portion of
the trip, how many different ways of taking turns driving might the five of you use on
this trip?
There are five different choices in selecting the first driver After that turn, there
are four different ways to choose the second driver, then three ways to get the next
driver, then two choices until there is only one person left to finish the trip. So, to put
this into an equation,
the number of ways to select drivers - 5 . 4 . 3 . 2 . 1
= 120.
The math folks call this the p e r m u t a t i o n of a set of objects. The objects here are
the five of you driving off to lose your money. The notation and equation for the
permutations of n objects taken n at a time is

where n! is defined as
n ! - n(n - 1)(n - 2 ) . . . (n - n + 1),

and for convenience, 0!= 1, by definition. (We call n! "n factorial.")
Let's take another example. Assume you are in business with five other people.
To run the business you need a president, a vice-president, a secretary, and three
workers (a stock person, a driver, and a sweeper). Since you are all competent, as
well as egalitarian, you decide to rotate the positions. You have six different positions
and six people, thus you calculate the permutations of six positions taken six at a
time, or
R6 - 6!
R6 - 720,
and that's a bunch of ways to run the business.
After following this business model for some time, perhaps you decide that
management is not very important, and it doesn't matter who fills the shoes of
president and vice-president because they don't do much anyway. You just call those
two positions management and let it go as that. Does this decision change the
permutation equation? It sure does.
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Starting with the workers, you still have 6 people to fill the first worker position,
5 for the second and so on until you get to "management" where the last two people
go into those two positions. The permutations are now
6-5.4.3-360,
because there is no difference in how we choose the management positions: we don't
have two ways to choose those positions. Or to use fancy notation

e 6

m

6~

%-2!

which is the permutation of six things taken six at a time, but two 6 of the objects are
identical.
If we should continue trying to drive our MBA readers to distraction with our
innovative business models, then assume that all three worker positions are the same.
Our permutations decrease even more.
We will choose the secretary first, and we have six ways of making that choice.
Then we are left with five people, two of whom will be managers and three of whom
do the production work. We'll now choose a manager from the five remaining people
and another manager from the four that are left. The last three people go directly to
work and make the company shine.
So now we still have six objects taken six at a time, but two objects are the same, and
another three are the same. We have
6 ways to choose the secretary
5.4
2 ways to choose the managers
and only one way to choose the three workers.
So we have
6x5x4

= 60

2
ways to set up your business, which is formally written as
6!
6

R~2,3 2!3!
R~,3 - 60

6

Yes, we know that 2!=2 and hence the factorial sign is redundant. We write it this way to
help us remember to use the factorial operation with larger numbers.
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That last example was a bit messy. Let's take a break from business theory and
move to pool. If we have six pool balls labeled one through six, how many different
ways can we arrange them in a line? We hope that you say the number of permutations is

R6-6 .
Now let's exchange two of the numbered balls for two white cue balls such that we
have 6, 5, 4, 3, and two white balls. We can still arrange the balls in 6!= 720
6~
different ways except that the two white balls are the same, so the net total is -- or
stated as
2
6

R~

6~
~.v

_

To continue with the example, let's now reach into other pool tables and wind up
with a six, three eight balls, and the two cue balls. That gives us six objects to
arrange with one set of two that are alike and another sent of three that are alike. And
our permutation equation is
6

_

R~2,3

6~
2!. 3!

I think that we can see the general equation arising out of the mist. If we have n
objects where r~ are of one type, r2 are of another type ..... and rp are of the same p
type, where
rl + r2 + . . . +

rp = n

then the number of indistinguishable arrangements of these n objects is
R-

n!

(we dropped the sub- and superscripts to avoid a little mess)

r, ~r~ ~...r~ ~
and please note that any, many, or all of these rs might equal one, which lets this
general equation revert to simpler forms.
So far we have used a l l of our objects, even if they looked alike, in making the
arrangements. Let's go back to our six numbered pool balls and ask how many ways
can we put one, and only one, ball in each comer pocket. We are taking six objects
and arranging them four different ways. We have six balls to choose among to fill the
first pocket, five for the second, four for the third, and lastly, three for the remaining
pocket, so
R6 = 6 . 5 . 4 . 3
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or

6~

R4 m

(6-4)!
And the general equation for arranging n objects t different ways is
n~

R~ (n-t)!
If we should only care that four pool balls were in the four pockets and not bother
with which one was in the left vs. fight comer pocket, we would be talking about the
combinations of taking those six balls four at a time. It should be obvious that the
combinations of choosing the balls is much smaller than the permutations since order
does not matter. As before, the permutations for this game is
6 ~

~

6~

,

(6-4)!
But since order doesn't count, the 4! ways of arrangement does not contribute to
the combinations of placement. So to get the number of combinations we divide
permutations by the factorial of the number of places. That is

c46-4~
C4 m

6!
(6-4)!4!

And the general equation for the combination of n objects taken t at a time is

n~
(n-t)lt!
Just for the fun of it, go back to our first pool ball example where you arranged
six balls in six different places. How many combinations of these six balls in six
places can you get? Of course, common sense tells you that if order doesn't count,
you have only one combination of six balls taken six at a time. But this is math, not
common sense, so let's do the calculation.
6!
C6

(6-6)!6!

C 6 - 1 (remember, O!- 1).
It looks like common sense might apply to math after all.
Now that you understand permutations and combinations, let's play some more
games. We'll put our six pool balls, labeled 1 through 6, into a hat and then pull
some out.
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Game #1. What is the probability of getting a four if you reach in and pull out one
ball?

You have six different pool balls, taken one at a time, so the number of possible
combinations are
C6

6v
9
(6-1)!1!

~6.

You have only one way to get a six, so the probability of grabbing that ball is
1
P ( 4 ) - C-T' or 1/6.

Again, common sense told you that, but it's nice to see the system working.
Game #2. If you didn't draw the four ball on the first try, you put whatever ball you
drew back into the hat and draw again. What is the probability of getting the four ball
this time?

We hope that you immediately say one-sixth. If you didn't, then go back and read
about past events not influencing future events.
Game #3. How many times would you have to draw out a ball before you could be
sure of getting the four ball?

OK, you're smart and you quickly tell us that we didn't fully state the question.
We didn't say if we replaced the balls or not. And that makes a really big difference.
So we'll partition Game #3 into Games #3-A, and #3-B.
Game #3-A. We replace the ball each time that we draw out a ball other than
the four ball.

Since we've already determined that the probability of getting a four (or
any other particular ball) is one-sixth on each try, then the probability of not
getting our four is five-sixths on each try.
So the probability of not getting the four in two successive tries is
5 5
P(# 4) - ~- ~ , in two tries,
where P(#4) is the probability of not rolling a four.
This is less than 5/6, but still not good odds.
If we continue like this, we see that in n tries the probability of not
drawing a four is

(5) n
P(#4)-

, in n tries.
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This probability of the null event (that is, of not getting what you want)
gets smaller and smaller as the pre-determined number (n in the equation) of
tries increases, but it never equals zero. (And please remember, we are
talking about the number of tries we plan to make in hopes of drawing the
four ball. While in the process of drawing, replacing, and then drawing again,
the probability of not getting that four is five-sixths on each turn.)
The probability, of course, of drawing the four ball in n tries is

P(4)- 1--/5)n .
Game #3-B. We don't replace the balls as we draw some ball other than a
four.
Your chances are much better on this game. Again, your brilliance may
beat the drudgery of calculations to the answer, but we'll march through the
steps anyway.
This is another example where calculating the null event and then
subtracting from one is easier than the direct calculation of the desired event.
Nothing has changed from Game #3-A for the first draw. The probability
of not drawing your four is still five-sixths. But now we do not replace the
drawn ball. On the second turn we are trying to draw the four ball with only
five balls in the hat, so the probability of not getting the four ball this time is
four-fifths. On the third try the probability of a non-four ball is three-fourths,
and then on the fourth it's two-thirds. You see what's happening? Let's write
it out.
The probability of not drawing a four with five tries is
54321
P(#4) = . . . . . . . . .
6 5 4 3 2
1
6
Hence, the probability of getting your four ball within five tries is
5
P(4) - g .
If we went through those five tries and did not drawn a four, we would
be left with only one ball in the hat and that must be our elusive four ball.
With one ball in the hat, and it must be the four, then the probability of not
drawing the four ball this time is zero divided by one which is zero.
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Table 7-3 below shows the difference in expected outcomes for the two games.

Table 7-3. Expected outcomes of picking balls from a hat.

Probability of Drawing
a Given Ball if:
Number of Tries

Ball Replaced

Ball Not Replaced

1

0.17

0.17

2

0.31

0.33

3

0.42

0.50

4

0.52

0.67

5

0.60

0.83

6

0.67

1.00

Game #4. You have pulled the six ball and then the five ball out of the hat and have
not replaced either of them. What is the probability of your continuing this "lucky"
streak and pulling, without replacement, the four, three, two, and the one balls out of
the hat in that order?

With two balls gone, you now have four different balls in the hat. You have only
one way to draw them out in the order that you desire, and you have the permutations
of four different things taken four at a time for the possible drawing arrangements of
the balls. The probability of drawing your desired set is
e-~

1

R4
1
4~
1
24

If you had drawn the six and then the five ball, don't bet your lunch money that
you'll continue drawing the same sequence.
Let's play that game again and approach it in a slightly different way. Assume
that the six and five balls are gone. (You know by now that it doesn't matter how they
left the hat. All that matters is that they are gone, and we do not have to think about
them.) Now let's remove the balls one at time and ask what is the probability of
getting our 4, 3, 2, 1 sequence.
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The probability of drawing the four on the first try is
1
m
P(4)- 4

because you have four balls and only one way to draw the four. Likewise, the probability of not drawing the four is
3
P(#4) = - .
4
If you had drawn the four, then the probability of now drawing the three is

e(3)

1

and the probability of not getting the three on this draw is

P(#3)

2

You are now down to two balls. This is the last draw. If you draw the two ball, you
win, for the outcome of the last draw with one ball is a foregone conclusion. So
1
P(2) - - ~ ,

which, of course, is the same as not drawing the two.
Now the probability of getting the 4, 3, 2, 1 sequence is simply
P(4, 3, 2,1) = P(4)P(3)P(2)
1 1 1
P(4,3,2,1) = . . . . .
432
1
P(4,3,2,1)- 24

which, not surprisingly, is what we calculated before.
"What about the probability of not drawing my desired sequence?" you might ask.
Obviously it's 23/24, but can you calculate it using this stair-step method? Of course
you can. When we look at the permutation method, we see 24 possible permutations
of which 23 are not your desired sequence. That's the answer. Now let's do it one
step at a time.
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On the first draw with the four balls, we have already calculated the probability
of getting your desired result (drawing the four ball) was 1/4 and the probability of
not getting the four was
3
P(#4) = - .
4
If you had drawn the four, then the probability of not getting the three on the next
turn was 2/3. So the probability of breaking your sequence on this draw is
1 2
P(4,#3) = - . 43
1

6
However, even if you had drawn the four ball and then the three ball, you can
break your streak on the next draw since you still have two balls in the hat. The
probability of either winning or losing at this point is the same. It's 1/2. The probability of getting to this point and then losing is
111
P(4, 3,# 2) = - o - o - ,
432
1
P(4,3, # 2 ) - - 9 - a '

(which is the same probability as getting down to two balls

and drawing the one you wanted).
The probability of getting your desired sequence is still
1
P(4,3,2,1)- 24

as before, and the probability of not getting there is the sum of the probabilities of
getting each of those three undesired paths which is
P(#[4, 3, 2,1])- P(#4) + P(4,# 3) + P(4, 3,# 2)
3 1
1
P(#[4,3,2,1]) = - + - + ~
4 6 24
P(#[4,3,2,1]) =

23
24

as we already knew.
So in calculating the probability of not drawing the 4, 3, 2, 1 sequence, you have
three different routes to get there. Of course, you also had the one path to get your
desired sequence. The important point is that each path is valid, and of course, will
give the same answer.
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Game #5. Let's put the pool balls away and go to work. You are now a widget
manufacturer, and you are not only concerned about quality control but also about
waste of good widgets. You have statistical data showing that 90% of your widgets
are good. You don't want to sell defective widgets, so your engineer builds a new
testing device that marks bad widgets. After thorough testing, you determine that the
new test set is 90% accurate~that is, 10% of the good widgets are marked bad and
10% of the bad widgets are marked good.
Question #1. You go to the end of the assembly line and pick up a marked widget.
What is the probability that it's really bad? Is your guess 90%? If so, you're wrong.
Question #2. Before the test set came into your manufacturing process you shipped
10% bad widgets. What percent of defective products do you now ship? That one is
harder to make a bad guess about.
Question #3. Are you better off with the new test set in your assembly line?
We built a contingency table to answer these questions. This is simply a table
where we list all possible outcomes of the data and then count the desired events and
compare that to all possible events.

Answer to #1. It's a 50% chance that the marked widget is really good. Does that
seem low? Let's work it out.
Take a typical batch of 100 widgets (which match all of the statistical data).
You'd expect to find the following:

Table 7-4. A contingency table.
Good Widgets
90
Not Marked
81

Bad Widgets
10
Not Marked
Marked Bad
1
9

Marked Bad
9

Now you see the 50% probability that a marked widget is really OK. There are
9 + 9 ways of having a marked widget, of which only 9 are bad.

Answer to #2. Now that you've made your chart, this one is easy. It's one out of 82 or
about 1.2%. You have 81 + 1 unmarked items of which only one is bad.
Answer to #3. Yes, you are better off, but are you good enough? We can't answer this
one. It depends on the attitude of your customers and what the widget does. You're a
smart manager, so perhaps you'll find it worthwhile to send all marked widgets back
for more testing to cut down on waste. With your new test set you've gone from
shipping 10% defects to just over 1%. If the widget is a vital component of the Space
Shuttle, then you must do better.
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Game #6. Out of approximately 280 million folks in the USA, about 1000 of them
are struck by lightning each year 7. Assuming that these hits are random, what is the
probability that you'll be hit in your 80-year life span?
It's easier and more pleasant to determine the probability of not being hit. Since
the probability of being hit in any given year is 1000/280 million, then the probability of not being hit is 1-1000/280 million or about 0.999996. The probability of not
being hit in 80 years is 0.999996 to the 80 th power, or about 0.999714. Now you just
subtract the probability of not being hit from one and that is your probability of bad
luck during that long life time. It's close to 1 divided by 3500.

Distributions
We have spent a lot of time on probability games. It's fun, and the thought processes
behind these games are germane to understanding statistics and determining when the
unscrupulous are misusing this important area of mathematics.
The field of statistics started with the collection of data about things important to
the functioning of society. These data counts were taken one by one and then
summed into appropriate categories. The Babylonians started collecting data on their
crops more than five thousand years ago. They recorded only what they saw and did
not try to draw inferences from sampling. Today, we collect what we call vital
statistics on such things as births and deaths, which of course, must be counted
individually. The United States census is still conducted on a "count only what you
see" basis.
There are better ways to use the data. Using probability theory greatly increases
the range of statistics. If we understand probability distributions, we can approximate
and analyze data, test the reliability of our choice of distribution, and determine the
data required for investigating our problem.
Here's a new word: distribution. We all have a basic feel for its broad definition,
and in its statistical usage, the word is essentially the same. Distribution is just how
you can expect the outcomes (results) of given events to occur. You've already seen
examples of distributions with the coin tosses and the rolling of the dice. These are
examples of the binomial distribution.
A binomial distribution is one in which something either happens or it doesn't
happen: you toss two heads or you don't toss two heads, or you roll a seven with two
dice or you don't roll a seven. We'll soon bore you with details about the binomial
distribution, but first let us mention another type of distribution about which we'll

7

That's about the same number that die by accidental electrocution in their homes.
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also wax pedantic: the normal, Gaussian, or bell-shaped distribution. For this last
one, we'll honor Carl Fredrick Gauss, the great nineteenth-century mathematician
and physicist, who first came up with this distribution. The Gaussian distribution
complements the binomial distribution as the probabilities of occurrence are not far
apart, but it also stands alone in describing physical phenomena. We'll start with the
binomial and then introduce other distributions.

The Binomial Distribution
As we just mentioned, the results of rolling a die follow a binomial distribution. Let's
extrapolate on what we've learned to develop some general equations. If we roll the
die six times and ask the probability of rolling a three on two, and only two rolls, we
know that one sequence for this desired result is 3-1-3-6-4-5. But we don't care what
numbers are rolled if they're not 3s. We can just as well write the sequence as
3- 3 #3 #3 #3. The probability of rolling this sequence is
P(3-3 #3 #3 #3 #3)=

1 1 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6 6

or to use the general terms

P(of _x_positive_events) = pXqn-X
where
p = the probability of getting a desired result ( a three in this example)
q = probability of not getting your desired result (any number except three)
x = number of times you want that certain result (two in this example)
n = number of tries (six in this example)
and don't forget that
p+q=l.
Don't despair when you determine that the probability of getting that particular
sequence is just a bit more than one in a hundred because there are other sequences
that'll give you those threes that you want (we don't care where they occur in the
sequence). How many sequences can we count? That's a question for the permutations equation. We want the number of permutations of rolling two threes and four of
anything else. That is, we want the number of permutations of six things taken six at
a time with two of the six alike (the threes) and the four other things also alike (that
is, anything but three). So
R26,4_ 6!
2!.4!
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From which we can write the general equation for the permutations as
en,(n_x) =

n!
x!(n-x)!

And now we see that we have fifteen different ways to roll two things alike.
Calculate the factorials if you don't believe us.
The general equation for a given outcome of x, and only x, desired results in n
tries is
n~

f(x) -

pXqn-X,

x!(n-x)!
where fix) is the frequency function for the general form of the binomial distribution.
In the seventeenth century Jacob Bernoulli, from Switzerland, developed the
theory for the binomial distribution. 8 Why he isn't given credit for his contribution,
we don't know--maybe his name was too hard to spell. Where does the name
"binomial" originate? That one we can answer. Using techniques developed for
polynomials makes working with the "Bernoulli" distribution much easier.
Back to math. If you take a binomial expression, such as (p + q) and raise it to
the power n (where n is a positive integer or zero) you get
1) p.-Zq2 + ... + npqn-1 + q" .

(p + q). _ pn + npn-lq -t- n(n

2
If you look carefully, you'll see that we can write this expansion as

(p+q),, _~-n!
pn-XqX
x=oX!(n-x)!
which is, term by term, the same thing as the frequency function for our binomial/
Bernoulli distribution, or

(p+q)" - s
x=O

8 'Twas a smart family. His brother Johann performed pioneering work in the development
of calculus, and his nephew Daniel anticipated the law of conservation of energy.
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By using the binomial expansion, we have the terms off(x) for all possible values
of x. In our earlier example where we were seeking the probability of rolling three
twice, and only twice, in six rolls of the die, we can now look at the binomial expansion of

5/6

to determine the probability of rolling a three 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 times.
Side note: Look at
n

n!

~

RX,(,_~) -

and

x!(n-x)[

(n+l)!

Rn+l

-'~.(.+1-~)-

x[(n+l-x)!

and note that
R.+I

--~,(,+l-x)

_-, (n, + 1)

* R"

(n + 1 - x)

~'("-~)"

"Cute," you say. "You have one value calculated and Bingo/with a
simple manipulation you have the next one, and on you go without a lot
a messy factorials. But why bother? We have computers to handle this
stuff."
Sure we have computers and we'd never ask you to work more than
one or two factorials. But what we have here is a recursionformula.
This particular one allows us to find all of the coefficients of a binomial
expansion (and we have an even easier way which we'll show you at the
coffee break). Recursion formulas find many usages in computer programming. Now you've at least heard the term.

Pascal's Triangle
Blaise Pascal, a seventeenth-century Frenchman, not only helped invent probability
but also made contributions to fluid mechanics. Some say he invented the concept of
the computer. For us, he invented a useful triangle for determining the coefficients of
the binomial expansion.
Note that
( p + q)0 _ 1

(the coefficient is 1)

(p+q)~ =p+q

(the coefficients are still 1)

(p + q)2 _ p2 +

2pq + q2 (coefficients are 1, 2, 1)
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and

( p + q)3 _ p 3 + 3p 2 q + 3pq2 + q 3 (coefficients are 1,3, 3, 1)
and so on.
Pascal looked at this recurring pattern and came up with his famous triangle.

Table 7-5. Pascal's triangle.

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3

4
5

6

1

6
10

15

1
3

1
4

10
20

1
5

15

1
6

1

n=0
n=l
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5
n=6

where we see the numbers in row by succeeding row are generated by adding the
numbers to the immediate left and fight above them (see Table 7-5). For example, the
third term from the left in the row for n = 6 is determined by adding the 5, above left,
to the 10, above fight. If there's an elegant theory for this triangle, we don't know
what it is, but it works.
Isn't Pascal's triangle neat? You not only have a method to easily determine the
coefficients for binomial expansions, but you also have the permutations for n items
taken n at a time where x and (n - x) of the items are alike. Do you remember that we
calculated 15 different ways you could have two, and only two, threes in the arrangement of six dice? Well, there it is. Go down 9 to the row for n = 6, and you see that the
triangle tells you there is one way to have no threes, six ways to have one three,
fifteen ways to have two, and so on. Of course, the magic number doesn't have to be
three. The same procedure is used, and the same values are obtained, if we look for
any specific number on the die.
The same theory also works if we' re talking about tossing coins and looking at
the number of ways of getting a given number of heads. If you toss your coin six
times, you have one way to toss zero heads, six ways to toss one head, fifteen ways
to toss two heads, and so on.

9

Sure, we start with n = 0, which makes the triangle work. It makes some sense in the
binomial games, (p + q)0 = 1, so don't worry about taking zero things zero at a time.
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Please note that the triangle only gives you the number of ways of obtaining
your desired result. It does not give you the probability of obtaining that result.
Pascal gives you the coefficients to the pn-~qX term. For example, the probability of
rolling two, and only two, threes in six turns is 0.201, and the probability of tossing
two and only two heads in six tosses of the coin is 0.234 (both to three decimal
places). Those two probabilities seem close when the probability of rolling a three is
so much smaller than tossing a head. Look, though, at the probabilities for all
possible occurrences of the rolls and tosses. Table 7-6 and Table 7-7 list your
chances of getting 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 of any given number on the die or any chosen
side of the coin.
Table 7-6. Die roll probabilities.

x

R 6x,6-x

Probability
where
p=l/6,
q=5/6

1

0.335

6

0.402

15

0.201

20

0.054

15

0.0080

6

0.0006

1

2.14E-05

Table 7-7. Coin toss probabilities.

R

Probability
where
p=q=l/2

6

x,6-x
1

0.016

6

0.094

15

0.234

20

0.313

15

0.234

6

0.094

1

0.016
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Figure 7-4 shows the differences in the possible outcomes quite clearly. The dice
curve is quite asymmetrical while the coin curve is symmetrical and almost resembles a sun hat or maybe a bell in its shape. Remember this bell-shaped curve;
we'll make a lot more of it later.

~=Probability ( % )

4o -//~3t

Die
30-

Coin

20-

'~~

'

10()._..,,,,,r

~

.

.

N u m b e r of
Q

0

1

2

3

4

5

Appearances

6

Figure 7-4. Probabilities of rolling a chosen number x times in 6 tries when
rolling dice and of tossing x heads in 6 tosses of a coin.

You've seen that the probability of rolling the number 3 six times in a row is a
very small number, something like twenty-one parts in a million. And, of course, the
same holds for any number on the die just as long as that number is chosen before
the first roll. Now, let's have a quiz. You have made one roll of the die. What, now,
is the probability of rolling that same number six times in a row? The answer is
below 1~

Moments
Now we look at moments. The statisticians are stealing this term from the physicist,
and the physicist uses it to describe the distribution of mass around some point of
reference. Though there are higher orders that some folks want you to suffer through,
we'll only talk about first and second moments.

~0The answer is (1/6) 5, approximately one out of ten thousand, the same as rolling a die five
times and getting the same predetermined number on all five rolls. In this case, the
specific number was determined by the first roll.
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We're going to diverge off into physics for a bit. The intent is to use the analogy
between statistics and physics. Wade though this and physics will be easier. Skip this
introduction for now, go study physics, and then this section will be a piece of cake.
(In college I always felt that I needed to have taken all of the other courses before I
took any of the courses. I guess that's the beauty of education--everything builds on
everything else.)
If you don't want to work on physics fight now, skip on down to Moments in
Statistics.
To the physicist, the first moment about some reference point is the sum of the
distances from that reference point times the mass found at that distance. That is
kt re

-- Li=lXimi(xi )
where:
xi

=

distance from the chosen origin to the m i mass particle

mi(xi)

=

mass found at position xi.

and
n = number of mass particles

~
h~
V

x=O

C)
1111

Z

I
x=l

y

0

x=l

Figure 7-5. First and second moments.
Our physicist can then divide ktreI by the total mass and get the c e n t e r o f m a s s of his
objects. That is
n

s
[.L'-

i=1

~mi(xi)
i=1
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Note that if the physicist chose the center of mass, ~t, as the origin then
n

['[cm -- ~ai=l (Xi - ~ ) m i ( x i )

- O

where
ktcm = the first moment about the center of mass

and
kt = the position of the center of mass.
For every distance and mass seen in one direction there will be an equal set in the
opposite direction to cancel it out. That's the definition of center of mass.
To add to the confusion, please note that [~ref and I.tcm have units of length
multiplied by mass while ix, the center of mass, has units of length only.
The center of mass concept is important to the physicist, and it's also important
to statisticians. Be patient, you'll see.
In the opening paragraph of this section, we promised you first and second
moments. The number comes from the power of the distance in the summation. It
was to the degree one, hence first moment. From the first moment we got the center
of mass. Think about that first moment for a bit. If we halved each mass element and
doubled each distance from the original center of mass of those mass elements, we
would not change the value of either the first moment about the center of mass or the
position of the center of mass. Yet you know that handling this new distribution will
be quite different from the old one and that's where the s e c o n d m o m e n t comes to the
rescue.
The second moment is defined by the exponent 2 on the length term in the
equation
2

It 2 - ~_~X i

mi(xi)"

i=l
Now you can see that the distance or spread, of the various mass particles, from the
reference point has a greater effect on the value of the second moment than the mass
itself. The second moment, often called the moment of inertia, is very important to
our physicist friend working with any kind of rotational dynamics. (See Figure 7-5.)

Moments in Statistics
The concept of the first and second moment allows the physicist to make useful
characterizations of a mass distribution, and we have been looking at the probability
distributions of rolling a given number and of tossing whatever number of heads.
Let's see what we get when we apply moments to our probability distributions.
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For starters, we'll look at the first moment of the coin toss. That's where we toss
a coin six times and determine the probability of getting 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 heads.
The probability of rolling x, and only x, heads in six tosses is
6,
f(x)

-

x ! ( 6 - x)!

. ( 1 )x (2)6-x
2

where x is the number of positive events we seek and which range from one to six.
The first moment of this distribution 11 is

-

xf (x) .

x-O

Looking back at Table 7-1 and multiplying each probability term by its appropriate
value of x we have

Table 7-8. First moment of tossing coins.

x

f(x)

x*f(x)

0

0.016

0

1

0.094

0.094

2

0.234

0.469

3

0.313

0.938

4

0.234

0.938

5

0.094

0.469

6

0.016

0.094

Sum

1

3

where the first moment, ~.1~1, is ~.lq - - 3 .

11 We can just sum over x instead of x~because there is a f i x ) associated with each value of
x. Also note that when we summed over i, we started the summation at i = 1 because we
started with the first mass particle. When we sum over x the range of possible values, we
start the summation at zero because zero is a possible value of x.
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If we take the next step and try for the center of probability, we just divide kt~ by
the sum of the f(x)'s, which of course is equal to one, since the sum of the probabilities of all possible outcomes is one. So the first moment, about zero, of this
distribution and the effective center of mass is the same thing. In statistics we call kt1
(Greek mu), the arithmetic mean, or just the mean ~2, of the distribution of possible
outcomes.
If we calculate the expected distribution of the number of heads obtained by
tossing the coin fifty times, ~tI would equal 25.
Please note that you should not expect to toss that many heads when playing the
game. Do the math. The probability of tossing three heads out of six is
f(3) =0.313,
and if we go to 50 tosses
f(25) =0.112.
Hence, the probability of tossing the average value, ~t~, decreases as the number
of tosses increases. From here on, we'll refer to ~tI as plain old ~t.
Just for the fun of it, decide that you want an 80% probability of tossing the
number of heads within some range when tossing six coins. Look at Table 7-7. Sum
the probabilities for tossing 2, 3, or 4 heads. The probability of getting within this
range is 78%, which is as close to 80% as the distribution of six can get. When you
toss the fifty coins you must include 21 through 29 to reach 80%. Do you suppose
that the second moment can tell us something about the s p r e a d of the probabilities
about the mean?
The second moment ~3 about the mean is
~t2 - ~ (x - ~)2 f ( x ) .
x=0

When we run through the numbers we see that
12.5 for the fifty tosses.
12

~.l,2

equals 1.5 for the six coins and

Other terms of this sort that you ought to know are mode, median, and geometric mean.
The mode is the value of which the highest number of events occur. In rolling two dice,
the mode is seven since it will occur the most number of times. The median is the center
of the frequency distribution, just as in real life--it's the center of the road. In rolling that
pair of dice, 7 is the median since there are five possible numbers on either side of it. The
median does not have to be a possible value within the distribution.

The geometric mean is a bit trickier. It's defined as ~,/YlYz'"Yn 9 "What's it good for?"
you ask. One use is in determining the effective average interest rate in a succession of
compounding payment periods with varying rates, where x i is 1 plus the interest rate for
the i th period. We'll leave it at that.
13 You will sometimes see the second moment referred to as the variance of the data.
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1
We guess that you've already made the connection that t.t2 = ~ g but

don't get carried away with that observation. It only holds true for a
binomial distribution where the probabilities are equal. Go through the
examples that we'll discuss, and you'll see that g2 = npq for a general
binomial distribution.
We're sure that you don't see any wonderful simplifying equations coming out of g
and g2, and at this stage, please believe that we didn't either. But Mr. Gauss applied
his genius and came up with

f(x)-

1

e-~-g-)

F------

where

(~-

x/~2.

This is his very useful Gaussian distribution ~4.
Let's plot fix) vs. x. That is the probability of tossing x heads in n tosses, as
calculated from

f(x) -

n!

9pXqn-X, where p - q - 1~2

x!(n-x)!

and from

f(x)-

1

~-~e

l(x-~]:

-~(-g-)

LDistribution
0.35 -

Figure 7-6 shows the compari0.30 son for n = 6. "Not a terrible
fit" you might say, and Figure 0 . 2 5
7-7 is the same comparison for
0.20 n = 50, to which you might
comment, "But I see only one 0 . 1 5 curve." That's fight. The data 0.10 points are that close.
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Figure 7-6. B i n o m i a l a n d G a u s s i a n
d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r six coin tosses.

14

The Gaussian distribution is also called the normal or bell-shaped distribution.
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Figure 7-7. Binomial and Gaussian distributions for 50 coin tosses.
Your next question might well be, "Does the Gaussian curve fit all binomial
1
distributions?" The answer is, "No." We picked the best fit, p - q - -~, for this
2
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Figure 7-8. Binomial and Gaussian distributions for six dice rolls.
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demonstration. Figure 7-8 and Figure 7-9 plot the direct calculations off(x) vs.
Gauss's method for rolling the dice, and it's still a reasonably good fit.
If, however, we invent another game with a low probability of success, will Gauss
still work for us? Let's cut our die into some weird pattern with 25 faces on it and
paint each face pink except for one green face. We now have a 25 to 1 chance of
rolling a green. We'll roll six times and calculate the probability of the number of
greens using the binomial equation and the Gaussian distribution. Figure 7-10 and
Figure 7-11 show that the Gaussian does not work as well as it did with the more
even probabilities. What now? Luckily the French mathematician Sim6on-Denis
Poisson ~5 has already come to our rescue with his equation. His equation is helpful
when we have distributions with large numbers of samples but low probabilities for
a successful outcome (that is, a green face with our new rolling game).

~t

Distribution
Figure 7-10. Binomial, Gaussian,
and Poisson distributions for
six events of low probability.
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I'm sure that all of the French students have translated Poisson to fish in English. The
name is real and is very appropriate. We go fishing a large number of times and the
probability of catching dinner is very small. Our fishing data fits his distribution.
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Figure 7-11. Binomial, Gaussian, and Poisson distributions
for fifty events of low probability.
The P o i s s o n d i s t r i b u t i o n equation is
e-,~t x
f(x) : ~ .
x!

We also plotted the Poisson distribution for these numbers (n = 6 and 50) and
probabilities (p=1/25 and q=24/25) in Figure 7-10 and Figure 7-11. We see that when
we have a low probability of success, even with low n, Poisson's equation gives a
better fit than Gauss's. The difference in fit becomes even more pronounced at higher n.

Probability Distributions in Real Life
Why do we care about these theoretical distributions for binomial probabilities? If we
know p and q, the probabilities of event occurrence, why don't we just dump it into
our little computer and crank away?
The binomial was just an easy way to introduce the Gaussian and Poisson
distributions, and these distributions, especially Gauss's, are often quite useful in
describing the real world whether we're talking about the spread of a Texas
longhorn's horns, the rainfall over a certain area, or a grade distribution in college. In
the real world, you'll gather data and then try to fit it to a distribution function. And
in that world you're not stuck with just these two. There are more statistical distributions out there than Good-Time U has sororities and fraternities, but you'll have to
turn to a more specialized book to learn about them. We haven't finished with the
Gaussian, however.
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If we look at the equation

1

f (x) - ( ~ ~

_!(x-~
e

2~o) ~

we easily see that the exponential part gives us the shape of the curve. When applied
to the binomial distribution, the pre-exponential part is just a normalizing factor to
make the sum over all n equal to unity. When considering all n, the probability of
something happening is just that: one.
If we're doing something really interesting such as measuring those longhorn's
horns, we would likely have the width of the horns on the x-axis and number of cattle
on the y-axis. With that distribution, we'll need a different pre-exponential factor.
Also if you're talking about measurements such as this, you're no longer talking
about discrete data, such as with tossing coins. You are now handling continuous
data. You've gone from summations to calculus.
This is probably a good time to throw in a short talk on measurements.
When we're measuring those horns, how accurately do we measure them?
With most of those guys and gals (and incidentally, the gal's horns are
generally longer than the guy's), I'd prefer to measure the width using
calibrated binoculars, but that won't do. If the cattle would hold still and
we used a laser interferometer to its full capability, we might see the horns
grow while making the measurement. We'd have an accuracy that isn't
needed, and the data would be awful to work with.
So what do we do? We use intervals. And this takes some judgment.
Look at the data, determine the range of measurements, and then divide
that range into equally spaced intervals and plot the number of longhorns
that fall into each interval. Your need for accuracy has been reduced (and
your safety increased) and your data handling simplified.
Have we just gone back to discrete data because of the finite number of
intervals? No, the data is still continuous as you likely have measurements
all across the interval. You plot the function through the center of each
interval.
Whether tossing coins or measuring horns, we see that the shape of the Gaussian
distribution is characterized by the values of two numbers for that distribution: It,
which is the mean, and cy(Greek sigma), which we haven't given a name yet. Let's
go with convention and call ~ the standard deviation. Now let's see why it deserves
special recognition.
Looking at the bell-shaped Gaussian distribution, we see that it has one maxima.
On either side of that maxima the values trail off but never reach zero. We also see
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that the curve has two inflection points where, starting from the left, the slope of the
curve stops increasing and then starts decreasing before it reaches the maxima. Since
the curve is symmetric, we get another inflection point on the fight of the maxima.
Let's calculate these points and see if they' re interesting.
We told you that calculus is useful, and we'll use it here.
To find the maxima, we take the first derivative of Gauss's function

d
d
dx f (x) =

1

,(x-,
e

0 2

j

f(x)

and determine where it equals zero. We find that we have only one maxima which
occurs at x = it, the average value of the distribution. That's another way of saying
that most things tend to the average value. How close to the average value will
depend on the position of the inflection points, which we'll find by taking the
derivative of the first derivative and determining its zeros.
d2
-1 d
dx 2 f (x) - o---T--~{( x - ~ t ) f (x) }
_ +1 {l_ [(x-~t)]2
- -0- T

0

If(x)}

And we find our inflection points at
X--lLt+O
and
x-kt-o.
We've been giving hints that the second moment, or as we're using it, the square
root of the second moment, relates to the spread of the function. Let's quantify that spread.
Earlier we counted the number of events needed to have an 80% probability of
success. Since that was with a discrete function, counting was OK although it could
get very laborious if we are dealing with large numbers. Instead of looking at the
80% probability limits, we are going to determine the probability of finding any
given value between x - l.t + o and x - [.t - o . That is, we are looking at the percentage of the distribution that lies within o of the mean value, ~t. Since we are now
dealing with a continuous function, we must count by using integral calculus.
The probability that x will fall between ~t - o and ~t + o is
~t+o

kt+o

(X--~) 2

o

~.
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If you can't find the solution for this integral in your tables, you can do the
following:

(x- la)

let t = ~ ,
0

then dx -

odt

and the range of integration becomes - 1 < t < 1.
You should find the new function
2

x/~

e 2dt
-1

in your integral tables. If you still can't find the solution in the tables, then flip the
function about t = 0 (the function is symmetric about its center) and look for
2

2

~ t

I e 2dr.
o

Or you can take our word for it that
g+~

1

I f (x)dx- o ~

~1.+0

,

(X--~I)2

---

g-O

to two decimal points.
If you're lazy and smart, you can also take our word that
1

g+2o

g+2o

I f(x)dx-o--~~ ! e
g-2~

(X--g) 2

dx

I.t- o

=0.95
also to two decimal points.
Hence, we see that approximately two-thirds of the population of whatever we're
looking at falls within +/- 1 o and nearly 100% falls within 2 o of the mean value.
Using o as a measurement of spread is so convenient that it's often called the

unit of

standard deviation.

Correlation
When looking at pairs of data such as the amount of rainfall and the number of
orchids grown in your garden plot, you would expect a relationship between the two.
But watch the language. In statistics we don't use touchy-feely words like relationship. We ask for the correlation between the two variables, and since we' re talking
math, we quantify the correlation between the two.
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Let's assume that you've kept the following monthly data over the past two and a
half years. You can either shelter your flowers from the rain or add a sprinkler
system. Does this data ~6give you direction in what to do?

Table 7-9. Correlation data.

rain orchids

rain orchids rain

orchids

4.4

40

4.5

38

4.9

39

4.7

41

3.8

33

4.0

33

4.6

39

4.6

42

4.3

40

4.2

37

5.1

42

5.1

44

4.2

37

4.8

43

4.1

34

4.6

38

4.2

35

4.8

43

4.4

39

4.7

39

4.4

36

3.9

36

4.2

38

4.6

41

4.5

42

4.3

39

4.4

39

4.0

36

4.3

34

4.4

37

When plotted, Figure 7-12, you see an upward trend, but how well does the
number of flowers correlate with the rainfall? Let's see.
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Figure 7-12. Orchids vs. rainfall from Table 7-9. Correlation data.
Before we introduce the correlation coefficient, let's normalize this data so we
don't get tangled up in units and magnitudes that might skew our results. We'll
normalize using properties of the data by letting
16

This is not real data.
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Ui - - ( X i - - x ) [ S

x

and
l:i -- (Yi - y ) [ Sy

where
- mean of the x, rainfall, data,
y - mean of the y, number of flowers, data,
S x -

square root of the second moment of the x data about Y, and

Sy

square root of the second moment of the y data about y .

-

As expected, a plot of v i vs. u i (Figure 7-13) looks just like the plot of rainfall
vs. flowers, except that we stripped it of its units and have centered the origin about
the mean of both columns of data.
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Figure 7-13. Normalized orchids vs. rainfall data.
Looking at our normalized graph, we see that if we multiply each pair of normalized data, u i . v i , the product will be positive for data pairs in the first and third
quadrants and negative in the second and fourth quadrants. So what do you think
summing all of those products will tell us? If the number of orchids increases as
more rain falls, we'll get a positive number for the sum of the products of u i . v i , and
we'll get a negative number if rain has the opposite effect on orchid growth. If the
data is scattered all over the place, those products will sum to zero.
Now, before we list the value for the correlation, we have to take one more step.
If we summed the products of the normalized x's and y's, (that is ~ u i 9 v i ) for that
i

number of data points, we would have a number that expresses the valid correlation
of that set of data. But if we added an equal number of equally scattered data points
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to that set, would our true correlation double? No, it would not. 17 So let's divide the
sum of the products by the number of data points. This is the correlation coefficient r.
~ bti 9 Vi
r=

i=1

n

We don't have to go through the normalization steps for the x's and y's to get the
u's and v's. We can go through all that arithmetic with one step and write the correlation coefficient, r, as

~ (Xi -- "x)(Yi -- Y)
r-

i=1

nSxSy

If the data is highly correlated, the sum of the products will approach 1 (or-1 if
the number of flowers decreased monotonically as more rain fell). Our rainfall vs.
flowers data show a correlation of 0.82.
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Figure 7-14. Four sets of data showing correlation coefficients.
Want to see some other correlation coefficients? Figure 7-14 shows four separate
graphs of scattered data and their concomitant correlation coefficients. Note that
graphs c and d have an r factor of zero. Whereas graph c is obviously patterned with
a twelve-gauge shotgun, graph d has a definite pattern to it, and it wouldn't take
much tampering with the math to fit a y ( x ) = a x 2 equation to that data. What gives?
Is the correlation coefficient any good? Yes, but use it with care. For starters, it
only applies to linear relationships. You saw what happened in Figure 7-14-d where r
was zero, and yet you saw a strong relationship between the pairs of data. You've also
seen that too few sets of data can force a high coefficient. How much data is enough?
17

Of course more data points make you more comfortable in stating conclusions. After all,
two points will always produce a straight line, and unless that line is horizontal, the
correlation will be either plus or minus one.
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There is no easy answer to that one. And, a high correlation coefficient does not prove a
relationship. We don't have a good example off hand, but we're sure that you've seen
charlatans trying to prove all sorts of things with the phase of the moon and the alignments of the planets. So use the correlation coefficient, but use it with care.

Curve Fitting TM
We used the correlation coefficient to look at the linear relationship between sets of
data. We will now quantify the best linear curve that describes the data. Let's use the
rainfall vs. number of flowers data. You can take a straight edge, lay it upon the
graph, and move it around to see where an equal number of points fall above and
below your straight edge. Now you can draw your line and determine b and m to
write the linear equation y ( x ) - b + m x . Or you can use the m e t h o d o f least s q u a r e s
to fit a curve (straight line) to the data.
Draw an imaginary line through your data and then mathematically measure how
well you bisected all those data points. Then, try again to see if you do any better on
the second try. Sounds messy, but our friend calculus has a better way for us to go.
First you'll write a general linear equation after moving the y-axis to the mean of
the x-data. That is, you'll move the y-axis to Y as
y - b + m(x- Y).

Note that this b is the intercept of the line on the y-axis that we placed at
x = ~ . The intercept on the original y-axis is bo~ = b - n f f . T h e reason for
introducing this confusing transformation will become obvious.
It's doubtful that these calculated values of y will hit many of the y data points;
however, we want to minimize the amount of miss. Rather than summing the differences between the calculated y(x i) S and the data point Yi S, let's square these
differences since some of the (y(x i ) - Yi )S will be positive and some will be negative.
Thus, the equation we want to minimize is
E ( b , m ) - ~_~[Yi - Y(Xi )]2
i=1

E ( b , m ) - ~_~[Yi - b - m ( x i - y)]2
i=1

So E, the sum of the squared errors, is a function of only b and m, and you know
what to do to find the minimum of a function. You take the first derivative and set it
to zero. E ( b , m ) is a function of two variables; therefore, you must set each partial
derivative to zero.
18 This procedure is often called regression. This is a biological term for the return (i.e.,
regression) of a complex population to a less complex type in successive generations. We
haven't studied much biology, but we've fit many a curve, so we're using curve fitting.
You should know the other term, however.
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Here it goes:

8E
5b

- ~ {--2[Yi /:1

b - m(x i -

x)]}

and

5E
8m

- ~ 2[y i - b - m(x i
i=1

-

x)] [-(xi

-

X')].

Setting each of these derivatives to zero gives us
n

bn+mZ(xi-x)-~_~y
i=1

i
i=1

and

bZ(xi--x)-lmZ(xi-x)

2 -Z(xi-x)yi

.

Note that

~a(Xi --'x) -- O
i=1

hence

b-y
and

~_~ (Xi -- x )Yi
m-

i=1

~_a(Xi__~')2
i=1

So the equation for our least squares curve fit (regression line) is
n

i~.__ln( X i -- "x) Y i
y(x)

--

(X i -- - x ) .

Yi +

i~l (Xi

__~-)2

We replot the graph of rainfall vs. the number of flowers again, but this time we
show our calculated curve (well, a straight line) through the data in Figure 7-15.
Looking at our newly formulated line slicing through the data points helps verify
the trend that in your garden rainfall promotes orchid growth. With the amount of
scatter, however, you are probably not entirely satisfied. You would like to see more
data. You should look at other factors such as cloudy days, temperature variations,
and the amount of plant food. Curve fitting is only part of the story. Like correlation~handle with care.
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Figure 7-15. Curve fit of orchids vs. rainfall data.

And what about that parabolic looking curve in Figure 7-14-d? No, we are not
going to fit a linear curve to it, for doing so would only produce a horizontal line.
That's the same result as a linear curve fit to a set of data that has a linear correlation
coefficient of zero. The good news is that you can curve fit using polynomials
(polynomial regression some call it) of degree greater than one. The bad news is that
we are not going to do it h e r e ~ j u s t remember that it can be done.

H o w Do You K n o w if the Die Is Honest?
the Z 2 Test
You roll the die and expect any number between one and six to show. The o n e shows.
You roll again with the same expectation. The o n e shows. If you're a trusting person,
you calculate the probability of that outcome and keep playing. The o n e comes up
again. Now are you still trusting? If you are, we have a bridge we want to sell you.
Of course, it's possible to roll an honest die sixty times and get sixty o n e s , but
not likely. The ~2 test, called chi-square, was developed to help us keep the gamblers
honest. (If anyone knows where the name chi-square came from, please let us know.
Assume that we have the following results from sixty rolls of a die
Table 7-10. Data for a chi-square test.

Face

1

2

3

4

5

6

Observed

14

6

7

8

13

12

Expected

10

10

10

10

10

10
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and let's use ~2 to help test the die's honesty.

i=1

ei

where:
o~ is the observed outcome for the i th experiment,
e i is the expected result for the i th experiment, and

n is the number of experiments.
For this set of data
~2._ 5.8.
So is the die honest or not? We don't know. As we said before, honest dies can
give unexpected results. Mothers in an upstate New York hospital once gave birth to
sixteen boys without a girl birth. The probability of sixteen boys in row is 65,536 to
1, but it happened.
To expect dishonesty of the die, you would either have to compare the ~2 value
for many (how many?) sets of sixty rolls, or you could calculate the probability,
using the binomial method, of rolling that distribution.

Confidence Interval
If you have measured a few thousand Texas longhom's horns and were careful to
choose your samples in a broad random manner, you might feel confident that you
have a Gaussian distribution representing all Texas longhorn horns. Then you meet
Cowboy Bob and Cowgirl Jane. He has one hundred longhorns with an average
width of 1 meter, and she has nine with an average width of 1.1 meters. She claims
that her cattle-raising methods are better than Bob's. He studied statistics at A&M
and says that her sample is too small to tell. Can you help them settle their argument?
You remind Bob and teach Jane about the c o n f u t e n c e interval. With the confidence interval you assume that the true mean of each of their herds is distributed
about their small sample measurement, Y, with a deviation of

t~x=~

G

where:
o is the standard deviation of Longhorn horns
and
n is the number in Bob's or Jane's sample.
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If the standard deviation, as determined from many other measurements, is 0.35
meters, then deviation of the mean for an expected 68% ( + one standard deviation)
of Bob's cattle is
0.35
= ~
= 0.04 meters (Yes, we know that 0.35 divided by ten isn't 0.04. If
~8ob ,JlO0
this bothers you, re-read the section on measurements.)
and for Jane's
0.35
(~ Jane =

= 0.12 meters

Hence from this limited data you'd expect, to a 68% confidence level, that Bob's
herd's horns would average from 0.96 to 1.04 meters and Jane's herd's horns to average
from 0.98 to 1.22 meters. It's really like predicting a close election: it's too close to call.

Probability and Statistics Examples
The Rope Test
Let's assume that you must choose a rope supplier for your project and you want a
breaking strength of greater that 90 newtons. You go to Ajax Rope Company and they
offer you their 100-newton rope at $0.10 per foot, and you also talk to the Acme
Company that wants $0.15 per foot for their 100-newton rope. Being a careful
engineer you buy samples of each company's ropes, test them to their breaking
points, and sure enough, the mean breaking point of each set is 100 newtons.
Is this the end of your quest? Do you pick the low bidder and continue with your
project? Let's look at the data before making the final decision.
Table 7-11 and Table 7-12 are the frequency functions for the two sets of ropes.

Table 7-11. Rope breaking tests from Acme Co.
KG

Number

88
90
92
94
96
98
100
102
104
106
108

3
6
12
17
19
24
26
24
17
10
10
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110
112
114
116

7
6
5
4

Table 7-12. Rope Breaking Tests from Ajax Co.
newtons

Number

70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100
102
104
106
108
110
112
114
116
118
120
122
124
126
128

1
2
0
3
5
5
6
6
7
9
0
9
10
9
10
12
11
11
10
10
9
8
9
8
4
6
5
2
2
1

You have tested 190 sections of rope from each company and after doing the
arithmetic you are convinced that the average breaking strength is essentially the
advertised 100 newtons. Now you calculate the standard deviation of the strength of
the ropes from each supplier. Recall that the equation for the standard deviation is
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0 - ~/~_, f ( x ) * (It - x) 2 / n
x

where:
fix) is the number ropes breaking at x force,
~t is the average breaking strength,
and
n is the total number of samples.

The data, Table 7-13, now tells a different story.

Table 7-13. Average Breaking Strengths and the Deviation.
Ajax

Acme

100.6

100.6

13.0

6.4

After looking at the frequency functions for the ropes from both Ajax and Acme
and calculating the mean and standard deviation of samples from both suppliers, you
may decide to see how well the data fits a Gaussian distribution function. That is,
you have ~ , the mean value, and o , the standard deviation, so you put it into

f(x)-o~e

1

__lfx-~
2Iv 0 )2

The Gaussian distribution and the data for the two sample sets are shown in
Figure 7-16.

Number of
30
Measurements
25
20

Acme

Ajax
10

c/

o~

x.

x

ar j
X~~

x,..

5
.....

7 ~O~,v'-..x

#"
70

80

%X
% X
'i4p 4~

~
90

xO.
100

110

120

130

Tensile Strength
Figure 7-16. Data for t w o sample sets and the Gaussian distributions
calculated from the mean and standard deviation of the data.
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So, which rope do you choose? Do you take Ajax at $0.10 per foot and a standard
deviation of 13 newtons, or do you spend the extra nickel for Acme with its standard
deviation of 6.4 newtons? It all depends on your project. If you're using the rope to
border your orchid beds, the extra money might be better spent on fertilizer. If the
project is mountain climbing, and you still decide to go with Ajax, you had better put
the savings into life insurance.

Gaussian Distribution Example
The data in the previous example of rope-breaking tests was fictitious although we
believe that it shows trends and points to decisions that engineers face in the real
world. However, we want to work with some real physical data, and not only real
data, but interesting data. We want to see if the length distribution of Texas Longhorns' horns approximates a Gaussian distribution.
Armed with a note pad, pencil, and tape measure we descended on the Fort
Worth, Texas stockyard. We found a field of Longhorns, and sitting on the fence we
called them to come over for their measurements. They didn't come. As very unselfish math book writers, not one of us wanted to hog the glory of being the one to go
beyond the fence to make these measurements. We went across the street and ate
BBQ Longhorn ribs instead.
While gnawing on the delicious lunch, we decided that the next wildest thing to
the Longhorns was the Fort Worth weather. Though not as much fun, gathering the
weather data was much easier: NOAA has done it for us. After looking at Fort Worth
weather, we decided to compare it with the site of our future orchid ranch in
Honolulu, Hawaii.
The frequency functions for the measured temperatures (seven measurements per
day for one year) are shown in Table 7-14 and Table 7-15. Note that the wide range
of temperatures prompted us to discretize the data into five-degree steps. Honolulu's
temperatures were also discretized as the measurements were made to two decimal
points, but we only used one-degree steps. (We hope that all of you metric folks will
forgive the use of Fahrenheit temperature data.)

Table 7-14. Fort Worth Temperature Data.

Temp F,

Number

17.5
22.5
27.5
32.5
37.5
42.5
47.5

2
9
19
46
78
140
194
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52.5
57.5
62.5
67.5
72.5
77.5
82.5
87.5
92.5
97.5

185
227
216
263
257
254
283
278
100
4

Table 7-15. Honolulu Temperature Data
Temp F,

Number

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

1
4
8
18
29
51
65
104
182
253
238
254
228
232
272
270
196
115
32
3

Since we had all of this data, we started working with it while eating dessert at
our next visit to the stockyards. We got
Ft. Worth

Honolulu

mean

66.5 F

76.7 F

deviation

16.4 F

3.4 F
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If you only look at the mean temperature, you might think that Fort Worth is the
cooler place to hang out. Not so. Look at the deviation before you choose your sun
hats and sweaters. The range of temperatures in Fort Worth that year was 17.3 to 96.6 ~
while Honolulu only varied from 65.7 to 84.7 ~ So with the higher mean temperature, Honolulu was never as hot as Fort Worth.
The temperature distributions and the calculated Gaussian distributions are
plotted in Figure 7-17. It's not a perfect fit, especially with the hotter Fort Worth
temperatures, but it does show the usefulness of using the Gaussian equation to fit
physical data.
More solved problems can be found on the accompanying CD-ROM.

~=N u m b e r of

300--Measurements ~ ~ . _ o
/o ~ ~x~
Measureddata
,/o - i ~~fGaussiandistribution

250-

2oo150-

Ft~

100 50-

20

40

60

80

100

120

Temperature
Figure 7-17. Temperature Data for Fort Worth and Honolulu.
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Differential Equations
Though this be madness,

.vet there is a method in it. ~ William Shakespeare, H a m l e t

We are now getting into the really heavy-duty stuff: differential equations. This is the
ultimate language of the engineer and scientist.
"But wait a minute," you say. "We covered derivatives and differentials in the
calculus chapter. The derivatives were written as equations, so I already know
differential equations."
What you say is partially true. We covered derivatives, and you probably know all
you need to know to understand what we'll present here.
In the calculus chapter we took Galileo's measurements for his falling cannon
balls, fitted the data to a curve, and concluded that the force of gravity 1 caused the
ball to fall with an acceleration of 9.8 meters/sec 2 which was determined from the
second derivative of the position vs. time curve. That is,
d2x
g-dt

2 9

If you knew g, and you knew that the ball started falling from rest and knew that
no other forces 2 were acting on the ball, you then could integrate once and determine
the bali's velocity as a function of time. If you wanted position as a function of time,
you'd just integrate once more. As you may recall, the resulting equations are
v - I gdt - gt + C~
and
x - l v d t - l~2 gt2 + Clt + C 2

Galileo almost discovered gravity. Read the history; it's fascinating. By the way, Galileo
died the year that Newton was bornmanyone for reincarnation?
2 Yes, that's a bunch of assumptions, but most book calculations are done in a perfect world
with few, if any, extraneous perturbations. You'll need a computer and knowledge of
numerical analysis, which we'll introduce in the chapter on computer math, to approach
much of the real world.
1
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where C~ and C2 are constants which we called V0 and Do.
That's all well and good (and those are differential equations).
Now, let's look at another force that can move things around. Let's look at the
spring that stores 3 a force by compression. The force stored in our spring is

Fs=
where
k is the spring constant and,
x is the distance that the spring is compressed. 4
Let's take that spring, fix one end to a rigid vertical wall, and fix the other end to
a mass 5 sitting on a frictionless surface, as sketched in Figure 8-1. Compress the
spring a distance X and then release it. You intuitively know what will happen; the
mass slides back and forth as the spring first goes back to its unperturbed position
and keeps moving. When the spring reaches its normal length, it is exerting no force
on the mass, but the moving mass is now a force pulling on the spring. The moving
mass extends the spring until the spring has stretched as much as it was compressed.
Motion ceases for a very brief moment, and the mass starts moving back toward the
wall. This cyclical motion continues on and on.

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Motion = x(t)

/ / / / / / / / / / / /

,-

X

Figure 8-1. Simple spring-mass system.
TO all you physicists out there, we know that it's energy being stored, not force. Energy is
force times the distance over which the force is acting.
4 The spring stores the energy in both compression or extension. The only difference is the
direction of initial movement when that stored energy accelerates a mass over a distance.
We'll sort these signs out with a diagram.
5 To keep life simple, we assume that the spring has no mass.
3
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In real life, friction both within the spring and between the sliding surfaces and
the viscosity of the mass moving through the air will slow the action. Each cycle of
the spring-mass movement will be less than the last and eventually all action will
cease. We'll soon get to that. For now let's write an equation for this frictionless
motion.
We have two forces acting here. The force of the spring (Hooke's law) is
F , = ~:s .

The force of the moving mass (Newton's second law) is
d2x
Fm - m ~
dt 2 "

These two forces are acting in opposite directions, so
d2x
~

m dt 2

~

~

k x

Written in its standard form, the equation of motion for this system is
d2x
k
~+~x
dt 2
m

= 0.

A quick look at our example shows that x = 0 when the spring is neither
compressed nor extended. Does that mean the acceleration of the mass is
also zero when it's in that position? Yes, it does. To see this, just consider the
start of the first cycle. When the spring is first released, the force on the
mass is maximum, and the acceleration (not velocity) is also maximum. The
spring continues to push on the mass--though not as hard, hence with lesser
acceleration. The velocity is still increasing~until the spring extends to its
unperturbed length. At x = 0 the velocity of the mass is maximum, but it's
no longer accelerating. The acceleration passes through zero and will
become negative, slowing down the mass. If this argument reminds you of
the maximums and minimums that you saw in calculus: good!
So what is x as a function of time? Let's guess a solution and see if it works. (If
guessing doesn't sound very elegant, we agree. But, this procedure works. And
besides, it is an educated guess.) Let's guess that the solution is
x(t) = Asin(at),

and see if it works.
Since
d2

~Asin(at)
dt 2

=-a

2

Asin(at)
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then the guessed solution seems to work if

a--~.

Please note that we said, "seems to work" because we still haven't determined the
value of A. Let's apply what else we know to see if we can solve for A. We know that
we had compressed the spring an amount x = X when we released the mass at t = 0.
We also know that the mass was not moving at t = 0. That is, at t = 0, v ( t ) = O.
These facts are useful in solving the differential equation that describes the physical
system. They are called the initial conditions of the equation. So, applying the initial
conditions
x(O) = x

and
dx(O) = o
dt

to
x(t) - Asin ~ t
and
dx(t)
dt
results in
A-0=X,
and
A~

- 0.

This tells us that we don't have a useful equation. Our first guess solved the
differential equation 6, but did not give us a physical solution when we applied all that
we knew about the system.
Since the sine function almost worked, let's try her brother, the cosine function.
Try
x(t) = B c o s b t .
6

The solution x(t) = 0 solves the differential equation--stick it in and see for yourself.
This is the trivial solution, and as the name implies, it won't tell us much about our
physical world.
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Differentiate twice and set the result equal to k/m times the function, and we have
- b 2B cos b t

k

+ ~

B

cos b t

- O .

m
The cosine function is a realistic solution, including the initial conditions, if
b-~

k
m

and
B-X.

Hence, the solution to our differential equation is
x(t)

-

X

cos

.

That was rather long and clumsy. Counting the trivial solution, we guessed three
different solutions before we found the fight one. You may wonder if there is a better
way. There is, but it's still guesswork.
Remember that useful irrational number that we call e? It has the property that its
derivative with respect to the variable in its exponent was just equal to itself.
That is, if
f(x)-Ae

x

then
d

f(x)-Ae
dx ~

x

and
an
m
= Ae x .
dt n

Of course, if the exponent has a constant with the variable, we must use the
composite function rule. That is, if
f(x)-Ae

ax

then
d
-- f (x)dx

a A e a~

and
n

~

= a n A e ax "

at n
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Now look at our example differential equation. It is a sum of our sought-after
function and derivatives of that function. If our trial function can contain e, then we
may have a simplified solution. Let's try it. Let our trial function be

x(t) = Ae at
and then our differential equation will look like

aZAe at + ~k

Aeat

_

0,

m

and our equation is reduced to an algebraic problem. We can factor out but not throw
away our original function and solve
k

a2+~--O

m
for a which is

or

a -+i~
where/is x/-1.
So now we have the solution for our differential equation of

x ( t ) - Ae

i~t

-i,~t
+ Be ~m .

Where did B come from?
For now B is just an arbitrary constant like A. We got two solutions for the
differential equation, and so far there is nothing to predicate a value of the constants
in front of those f u n c t i o n s ~ s o let's give each one a different constant.
Before we try to make sense of what appears to be a messy solution, let's observe
a few things.
1) The solution as stated above is a sum of two separate functions. Each function, separately, is called a specific solution.
2) Either of the two specific solutions will solve the differential equation
separately, or we can solve the differential equation with the sum. The sum is
called the general solution. This is the Principle o f Superposition. We saw
the same thing when we used sine and cosine to guess the solution of the
differential equation.
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3) At this point, the coefficients, A and B, are arbitrary (A and B can even be
zero, but then we'd have the trivial solution). Since A and B are arbitrary and
the functions can be used separately, we can write the completed general
solution as
/~,

x(t)-

Ae

TM

-/~
+ Be

~im

where B may or may not equal A. The values of A and B will be determined
when we apply the initial conditions.
4)

Our original guesses with the sine and cosine can be written as

x(t) = A sin at + B cos bt .
The algebra would have determined that a - b - ~ ~ ,

and the initial condition

would have determined that A - 0 and B = X as we had shown.
5)

So far, we have related everything we've done with differential equations to a
physical phenomena. As we've said, "Differential equations are the language
of the engineer and scientist," but please be assured that differential equations also stand alone as a mathematical entity.

With all that said, let's try to make sense of our exponentials. For that, we pull in
what seems like magic, the Euler-de Moivre formula, which states that
e iat

--

COSat + i sin at.

If you say that it looks strange we can only agree with your casual observation,
but the identity works. Just expand both sides in a Maclaurin expansion, and you'll
see through the haze.
So now with the Euler-de Moivre formula and the fact that the coefficients A and B
are arbitrary (they can even incorporate i) until the initial conditions are applied, we
hope you agree that

x ( t ) - Ae

TM

+ Be

and

x(t) - A s i n ~ t

+ B cos ~ ~ t

are really the same solutions to our differential equation. The multiplying constants,
A and B, will be different in the two equations, but x(t), for any t, will have the same
value regardless of which form we use.
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Now that we've played around with that oscillating mass-spring system until
you're sick of it, let's put it aside and look at some definitions. You'll soon tire of
these definitions and be ready to come back to the mass-spring system (with more
features applied).
1) The most general form of a linear differential equation is written as

d" x(t)
d"-l x(t)
dx(t)
f, (t) dt ~ + fn-~(t) dtn- 1 + ... + f2(t) dt + f~(t)x(t)- h(t) .
2) Should the function x(t) or one of its derivatives be taken to a degree greater
than one, then the differential equation is nonlinear. That is,

t2 dx(t) + sintx(t) - 25
dt
and our spring-mass differential equation are both linear. The differential
equation
--Z

+ x(t) - o

is not linear.
3) The general linear differential equation is of order n, the highest-order
derivative in the equation. (Do not confuse order with degree.)
4) If h(t)=0, then the equation is said to be homogeneous.
5) If h(t) ~ O, then we have a nonhomogeneous differential equation. The
solution to a nonhomogeneous equation is obtained as though the equation
were homogeneous, and then the solution is expanded to include the fighthand side.
5a) The solution for the nonhomogeneous differential equation as though it
were homogeneous is called the complementary function.
5b) The solution that considers only the fight-hand side for guessing the
solution is called the particular solution. The general solution is the
sum of the complementary function and the particular solution.
Confusing? Yes, but we'll straighten it out.
6) Should you write the differential equation without the function in place, you
would have what is called a linear differential operator. The linear differential operator is often represented by the letter, L. That is,

f~ dx(t) + fl ( t ) x ( t ) - h(t)
f.(t) dnx(t) + f,_~(t) d"-~x(t)
dt"
dt n------------~+'+' - (t) dt
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can be written as

Lx(t) = h(t)
where

~_~
L-fn(t)

+ fn-l(t)

d n-1
d
dtn_1 +... + f2(t)-~ + f~(t).

The concept of an operator is valid because the same differential equation
may describe many different physical phenomena. The same equation might
apply to a mechanical system in one case and an electronic circuit the next
time. Units and initial conditions will change, but the general solution will
remain. We won't do much with the linear differential operator, but you need
to have heard of it.
7) Linear differential equations in which all of the coefficient functions, that is
all of the fi(t)'s, are constants are called linear differential equations with
constant coefficients. Yes, we realize that it sounds like a no-brainer definition, but a large group of important differential equations fall in this
definition, and it is these equations that are solved by assuming the ea`type
of solutions.
8) When you assume the exponential solution in a linear differential equation
with constant coefficients and then factor out the exponential function, the
algebraic polynomial remaining is the characteristic equation of your
k
differential equation. For example b 2 + - - 0 is the characteristic equation
m
for our simple spring-mass system.
That's enough definitions for a while. Let's move on.

Complete and Independent Solutions
We have seen that our sample second-order differential equation had two functions
for the general solution. That is,

x(t) - A sin ~ t

+ B cos

~t

was the general solution subject to the initial conditions. (We could have expressed
the solution in the exponential form but it is really the same thing.) You might
wonder if these are the only solutions, in addition to the trivial solution, and if these
are really two separate independent solutions. Realize that the number of functions in
the general solution came from solving an algebraic polynomial. As we saw in
algebra, a polynomial of degree n will have n roots. We expect the same thing even
when the origin of the polynomial is a differential equation. So we expect two
functions in the solution for a second-order differential equation such as our spring
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and mass, and we'd expect n functions for a differential equation of order n. Of
course, if we have n specific solutions for a n th order differential equation, we'll have
to have n initial conditions to solve for all of the coefficients of the solutions. And
what do we do about repeating roots? There's another trick to handle that case, and
we'll get to it later in this chapter.
To determine if you have independent 7 functions for your general solution, think
about the conditions needed to solve a set of equations with many unknown variables. You needed n independent equations to solve for n unknowns. You then put
those n equations into matrix form and solved for your unknowns. Part of that matrix
operation involved calculating the value of the determinate of the coefficients of your
n equations. If the determinant was equal to zero, then your equations were not
independent.
So what does this have to do with differential equations? It's a close analogy. If
you have a second-order differential equation, you solve it and get two functions with
arbitrary coefficients. The coefficients are determined when you apply the initial
conditions to the functions and the first derivatives of the functions. For example,
with that old spring-mass system, we had the general solution of
A sin

t + B cos

which to save some ink we'll call
Au(t) + By(t).

To solve for A and B we needed two equations, which we got from the initial
conditions of the general solution and its first derivative. In our earlier example, the
first derivative was zero at t - 0, but that doesn't have to be the case. Either a different coordinate system or the choice of a different start time would have given
different initial conditions a, so we can write these equations, evaluated at their initial
conditions, as
A u ( t i ) + Bv( t i ) = C 1

and
A du(ti ) + B dv(t~)
dt
dt

7 Please remember what we mean by independent functions. To be independent, one or
more functions can not be written as a combination of the other functions in the set. For
example the functions sin2t, 1, and cosZt are not independent since sin2t + cosZt = 1.
8 These arbitrarily chosen times or coordinates would not have changed the physics of our
system. The mass would oscillate just the same. Only the way we describe the system
would change.
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where
C 1 is

the value of the general solution at t i

and
C2 is the value of the first derivative of the general solution at t i.
We have two equations and two unknowns. You know u(ti) and V(ti) a s well as the
derivatives of u and v at ti. You also know the initial conditions, C~ and C2. To solve
for the unknowns, A and B, the determinant of

I

v(t) I

du.,'/dt dV//dtI
must not vanish (that is, not equal to zero) for any value of t over the interval of
interest.
"Why must it not vanish over the whole interval of interest?" you ask. "Don't we
calculate the arbitrary constants at only one value of the independent variable? So,
what if the determinant doesn't vanish at that one point, why isn't that good enough?"
Good question, but remember that we can't specify t i, the time of those set
conditions. We are free to make our measurements whenever we want to and we
would still want the differential equation to be valid.
Needless to say, if we had an n 'h order differential equation, we would have an
n-by-n matrix whose determinant must not vanish.
This determinant of the n-functions and the n-derivatives of the general solution
of your n-order differential equation is called the Wronskian, named for the Polish
mathematician, G. Wronski, who came up with it.

A Quick Review
Let's go back to the spring-mass system. Before we add some frills to it, let's review
what we've covered.
We had a homogeneous, linear, second-order differential equation with constant
coefficients.

d2x(t) k
+--x(t) - 0
dt 2
m
Because it had those properties, we assumed a solution in the form
x ( t) = A e at

which when put into our differential equation gave us the characteristic equation
a 2 + _k- 0
m
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which has
x ( t ) = A e ic~ + B e -ic~

for the general solution which, thanks to Euler and de Moivre, we write as
x ( t ) = Asin c0t + Bcos03t

where

[And of course, the A and B are not the same for the two different ways
of writing the general solution. Remember, A and B are arbitrary values
until we apply the initial conditions.]
We then ask our friend Wronski if these are independent solutions, and he puts
them into the Wronskian and gets
sin o3t
cocoscot

coscot [ - - o ~ .
-o~sino3t[

The solutions are independent unless o3= 0, in which case we wouldn't have had
any action anyway.
To determine A and B, we turn to the two initial conditions governing the action
of this system:
x(O) = x

and
dx(O) = 0
dt

where X was the initial displacement of the spring.
This produces the equations
A*O+B=X

and
COAL.1 - ~ B . 0 = 0
The solution, with initial conditions, is
x(t) - X cos~t.
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Spring-Mass System with Damping
We all know that our spring will not oscillate the mass forever, so let's get real. We'll
put a damper on the system. This damper 9 could be like an automobile shock absorber or a sail that pushes through the air. In either case, the damper exerts no force
on the mass unless it's moving, and then the force it exerts is proportional to the
mass's velocity. The faster the mass moves, the greater the resisting force. Mathematically, the damper looks like
dx(t)

Fd ~ r

dt
where r is a constant describing the damper, and our new differential equation is
d2x(t)

-~

dt 2

r dx(t)
m

~-m2x(t)- 0

dt

/,/

where m - ~ / m

as in the undamped system.

Following the same procedure with exponential function x(t) - A e at as our
guessed solution, we get the characteristic equation
r

a: + a - - + m : - 0
m

which tells us that

+I(~) 2 - 4t-~
r

a----m

m

2

2m

Let b - r//m and write the polynomial solution as

a-

~-+-

-

.

This gives us two functions for this second-order differential equation as you'd
expect, but now we see three different forms that the two functions can take depending on the relative values of b and m. The three fundamentally different types of
solutions depend on whether the value under the radical (square root) is negative,
positive, or equal to zero.
Case 1 . ( 0

2 >(b) 2 .

9 The term dashpot is often used for damper.
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Here the value under the radical is negative, and we have an imaginary function
as we had with the undamped case. The difference is that we have a complex conjugate ~~as the exponents. That is

-(b+i~)t

x ( t ) - Ae -(2-i~)t + Be 2

where ~ - I I ( b )

2 _~2

and, as before, the solution can be written as
b

x ( t ) - e 2~(Asin~t + B c o s { t ) .
Before we go any further, please note that if the damping coefficient reduces
to zero, the exponential in front of our familiar sine and cosine reduces to
unity and our new frequency, {, reduces to co just like the earlier example.
Again we have an oscillating mass on the end of a spring, but the mass won't
mathematically vibrate 11 forever. The oscillations will die out as e - ~ ' shown in
Figure 8-2.
k

~i ..............................
Over Damped

CriticallyDampedT...............................
1~',/ .. ~

~ Under Damped
J

'~

~

~

I "~
Time

This is set up to look at the slamming of a screen door. The under-damped, case 1, swings back and
forth while the air slowly stops the door. The over-damped has a damper mechanism that is set too
tightly. The critically damped allows the door to return to the closed position as quickly as possible.

Figure 8-2. Damped spring-mass system for the three levels of damping.
Our old solution, a = •
was also a complex conjugate with b = 0.
11 Of course the equation e-a' is never zero for finite t. It says that the oscillations will go on
forever. We know that they don't. They'll cease long before the spring rusts away. Does
the math fail the reality test? No! We just have to be realistic about the interval over
which to expect realistic mathematical solutions for physical systems.

10
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We apply the initial conditions as before, and solve for A and B.
So
-bt
sin~t + cos~),

x(t) - Xe 2 (

which reduces to the undamped solution if b - O.
An aside: We sometimes want to plot the derivative of the solution against
the solution, and that's velocity plotted against position in this case. The
plot made in x(t), d r / d r coordinates is called phase space.

vf

Figure 8-3. Phase space plot of position and velocity
of a damped spring-mass system.
The curve in phase space for the damped system is shown in Figure 8-3.
As you can surmise from looking at the equation, it spirals into the origin of
the coordinates. The undamped system would have produced a circle
whose diameter would remain constant as determined only by the spring
constant, the mass, and the initial displacement.

f#..~2
Case 2. m2 < { 2 J .
\

The over-damped case.

/

The value under the radical in the solution for a is positive, so we have no
imaginary number in the exponent, and we have no sine or cosine functions. With
no sine or cosine functions, we have no oscillations. The spring and mass will move,
but they will not hop about. Do you see the analogy with your automobile shock
absorber? The worn-out shocks whose r coefficient has decreased lets the car bounce.
You'll get the same effect in an overloaded car, because increasing mass has the same
effect as decreasing the damping coefficient.
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Let's do the math.
The general solution looks as it did for the oscillating case except that the exponent has no imaginary component (which is a very big difference). It is

x(t)

-

Ae -(b-~)t +

Be

- -(~+~)t 9

The general solution is still subject to the same initial conditions, which form the
following two equations"
A + B - X , for the initial condition that x(O) - X

and
- { A + -~ + { B - 0 for the initial condition that dx(0) = 0.

dt

'

And the solution ~2 is

-b2t { b-~ (eCt-e-r162

x(t)-,

Case 3.032 - / b ) ~ The critically damped case.
'k

/

In this case the radical is not only not imaginary. It doesn't exist. At first it seems that
we have only one solution for this second order differential equation. How do we get
that second solution which we hope you're convinced must exist? You pull another
trick, that's how.
If we had a polynomial with repeating roots, such as t 2 - 4 t + 4 - 0, which has a
single root at x - 2, that was OK. But the general solution isn't
b
--t

b
--t

x ( t ) - Ae 2 + B e 2 .
These two are glaringly dependent. If you doubt us, stick them in the Wronskian.
We will tell you, without even a hand-waving proof, how to handle solutions with
multiple roots in the characteristic equation. You pick the new solution
b
--t

b
--t

x ( t ) - Ae 2 + Bte 2 .
Sounds weird, but stick it in the differential equation and see for yourself that it
works. You might also try it with the Wronskian to see that it passes the test.
12 Some folks would want to stick hyperbolic functions into solutions such as this one. We
won't mess with these functions other than to tell you what they are. The hyperbolic sine
and cosine are defined as sinh(t)= 1~2(e t - e-t) and cosh(t)= 1~2(e t + e-t). You'll use these
functions if you design suspension cables, among other things.
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Assuming that we have the same initial conditions, we solve for A and B as
A+B.O=X
and
--A+B=0
which leaves us with
x(t)-X

b
l+-.t
2

/ --bt
e 2

A critically damped curve is also shown in Figure 8-2. The term critically
damped comes from the fact that this is the least possible level of damping before the
system oscillates. If you lower the damping coefficient by any amount, the system
will oscillate--perhaps not for long, but it will oscillate.

Multiple Roots to the Characteristic Equation
We just had an example of two equal roots, and we determined the general equation
by multiplying one of the functions by the variable.
If we want to solve the differential equation
d2f(x______~)_4df(x) + 4 - 0 , (note that we're using x as the variable, not the
dr 2
dr
function as with the spring-mass system) we use the normal approach to solution as
before with
f (x) = Ae at + Be bt
which gives us the characteristic equation
a2-4a+4=0.
This equation has multiple roots at
a=2.
So the general solution (using our multiple root trick) is
f (x) - Ae 2x + B. te 2~ .
If we had
d3f(x)
d2f(x)
df(x)
--'5-- - 6
+ 12
- 8f(x) - O,
dx 2
dx
dx
we'd have triple roots at x = 2, and our general solution would be
f (x)

- A e 2t -Ji-B . t e 2t + C . t 2 e 2t .
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Higher-order roots would just continue to follow this pattern.

Forced Oscillations
So far the actions of our spring-mass-damper system were only determined by the
characteristics of the system itself and by the initial conditions that we had imposed
upon it. We are now going to continue to impose a perturbation on the system that is
more than just an initial condition. We are going to hit it with the oscillating force

Ff (t) = F cos Ot.
(We don't have to hit this mechanical system with only trig functions. We could use
almost anything ~3. And please note, F is not an arbitrary constant to be determined. F
is the amplitude of our imposed forcing function.)
The sum of our forces, hence the differential equation, is now

d2x(t)
dt 2

I

r dx(t)
- m
dt

+ coZx(t) = FcosOt.

You want to solve for x(t).
It's easier than you might think.
If you remember our earlier definitions, you'll recognize this as a
nonhomogeneous differential equation (assuming F ~ 0 ).
The first step in solving a nonhomogeneous differential equation is to solve it as
though it were a homogeneous equation. After determining that solution, called the
complementary function, you'll form a trial solution using the fight-hand side of the
differential equation and operate on it as though it were the only solution. This gives
you the particular solution. The complementary function added to the particular
solution is the general solution. Arbitrary constants in the complementary function
are determined by applying the initial conditions to the general solution. Let's look at
a couple of simple examples before we plow forward with the forced oscillations.
Look at the nonhomogeneous differential equation

d2 f(x)
dx--------5--+ f(x) - 3 + 4x {And note that we're using f(x), not x(t). }
You can easily find the solution for the homogenous part of this equation:
fh (X) = A sin x + B cos x.

13

Refer to the section in calculus on Fourier analysis to see that trig functions are not bad
examples to use here.
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To determine the particular solution we'll try a function of the form of the fighthand side of the differential equation. The fight-hand side (3 + 4x) is a linear
function, so we'll try
fp(x)=a+bx

,

as the guess for the particular solution which we'll put into the nonhomogeneous
equation as
d2
dx 2 (a + bx) + (a + bx) - 3 + 4x .
The coefficients, a and b, of our particular solution TM are solved:
fp(X)=3+4x.

The general solution, f ( x ) = fh (X)+ fp (X), is then
f (x) = A sin x + B cos x + 3 + 4x.
Apply your initial conditions to the general solution to determine A and B.
OK, that one was too easy. We'll do another one that's a bit more interesting.
Solve:
d2 f (x)
d f (x)
~ + 2 ~ = 3 + 4 x
dx 2
dx

The polynomial for the homogeneous part of this differential equation has roots
at zero a n d - 2 . Hence,
fh (x) - A + Be -2x ,

which was easy enough.
Even though the fight-hand side of the nonhomogeneous equation is a linear
function as in our first example, we can't use it here. Why?
Reason # 1. We cannot have a constant in fp(x) since a constant is a solution for
the homogeneous equation. What difference does that make? Since a constant, as a
solution, makes the homogeneous equation equal to zero, then a constant in the
particular solution would also make the differential equation equal to zero and not
equal to the finite, non-zero, value on the fight hand side.
Reason #2. If we only have a constant and a linear term for the trial solution, the
function will reduce to a constant when differentiated. A constant as the only solution
on the left-hand side will not produce the given fight-hand side result.

14

Please note that the particular solution is NOT a sum of solutions as with the homogeneous differential equations. That is, the 3 and the 4x do not solve the differential equation separatelymyou must use the sum to solve the equation.
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So let's try
f p (x) - ax + by 2

as our trial solution.
Put this trial into the differential equation, and we get
2b + 2a + 4 b x - 3 + 4 x .

Equating powers of x, we have
f p ( x ) - y 2 x + x2.

The complete, general solution is
f (x) - A + Be -2x + 1~9x + x 2 (since we didn't state initial conditions,

we can't

solve for A and B).
Now, let's return to our forced oscillation differential equation,
d2x(t)
dt 2

r dx(t)

+ --~
m

+ 602x(t) - F cos Ot.

dt

We've solved the homogeneous equation, so assuming that m2 >

(;l

that solution is
xh(t)- e

-~tb

(Asin~t + Bcos~t)

where ~2 _l[2j

_0)2 .

Following the rule we just covered in picking trial solutions for the particular
solution, we'll pick
X p ( t ) --

a sinOt + b cosOt

as our trial solution and put it into the non-homogeneous equation,
d 2 (asin

Ot + bcosOt)
dt 2

r

d(asinOt + bcosOt)

m

dt

+

+ c02(asinOt + b c o s O t ) - FcosOt

and turn the crank.
The result is
(m2 - 0 ~ )

r//m
Xp(t)-F

((1)2 --0") 2 d- (r~mO,)2

sin Ot + F

(0) 2 --0,2) 2 --[-( r///m,O)2
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The complete, general solution subject to the initial conditions is
x ( t ) = x h (t) + xp (t) ,

which we will neither solve for A and B nor write out.
The complete solution looks messy, but there's a lot of information hidden in that
haystack.
1) Note that the homogeneous equation exponentially dies out with time.
However, the particular solution has sine and cosine functions in it which do
not decrease in amplitude as time increases. In this example, you can say that
the homogeneous solution gives the t r a n s i e n t results~5 whereas the particular
solution gives the s t e a d y - s t a t e results.
2) If there is no damping, that is r = 0, then the sine term on the particular
solution disappears ~6. Essentially, the damping puts a phase lag in the system
to the response of the external perturbation.
3) An interesting case occurs when the perturbing force gets close to the natural
frequency,

03 -

.[k/.
~/m

To make it simple, let's drop the damping term and set

initial conditions (x(0) - 0

and

dx(O) = 0 ) such that the solution is
dt

x(t) -

F

(co - 0

(cosOt-coso t).

Using your trig identities, you can write the general solution as
2F

(sin{Y2 (co + O)t} sin{Y2 (o~_ O)t})"

This function is the basis of AM radio 17 seen by the lower-frequency amplitude
modulating the higher frequency (see Figure 8-4). This is sometimes called the
phenomena of beats.

Have you ever noticed the lights dim when your refrigerator starts up? If so, you've
observed the transient effect of the compressor coming up to speed. It takes more energy
to get motors and compressors started than it takes to keep them running. Once the
compressor is running at its desired rotation rate, the power drain reduces and the lights
brighten once more. You'll see much more of transient vs. steady-state in advanced
engineering courses.
16 We expect that the cosine term of the particular solution would disappear if the forcing
function was a sine wave instead of a cosine wave. If you work it out, let us know; we're
just too lazy to do it.
17 Of course, the radio transmitter is using coils and capacitors and not springs and masses.
Remember, these equations are useful in lots of different phenomena.

15
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Wave 1
i m
m

Q.

E

Wave 2

Waves 1-2

Figure 8-4. The beat of two sine waves that are close to the same frequency.

4) As the frequency of the perturbing force gets close to the natural frequency,
co - ~]k//m , the amplitude of the response increases. If the damping term
happens to be vanishing small, the response becomes exceedingly large. This
is called resonance and is the phenomena that causes bridges to fall in the
wind, crystal glasses to break from a singer's extended note and, maybe,
walls to fall at the sound of a trumpet.

Direct Integration
Though we alluded to it in the introduction of this chapter, we haven't said much
about integrating the derivatives in these equations. And with good reason, we might
add, because typically we can't. There are a few instances where we can integrate and
get our solution. We'll show a couple of them before we move on to some fancy
differential equations.
For the first example, we go back to the undamped, free oscillation equation
d

x(t)

k
- o .

dt 2

m

The second derivative is the derivative of the first derivative, hence,

d2x(t)
dt 2

d dx(t)
at

dt

The first derivative of position is velocity, so

d2x(t)

dr(t)

dt 2

dt
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Using the chain rule, we can write the second derivative as
dZx(t)
dt 2

dv(t)
dt
dv(t) dx(t)
dx(t)
= v(t)

dt

dv(t)
dx(t)

Put this back into our differential equation, and we have
v(t) dv(t) + k x(t) - O,
dx(t) m
which we rearrange as
k
v(t)dv(t) + - - x ( t ) d x ( t ) - O.
m

We can now integrate to get
l~2 mv2 (t) + y 2 kx2 (t) - C
where C is a constant.
We have just proven the law of the conservation of energy because the constant,
C, is the energy of the system. You put potential energy, 7i kX 2 , into the system by
compressing the spring the distance X. Although energy leaves the uncoiling spring,
it goes into the kinetic energy, 89mv 2 , of the moving mass. The mass slows up, losing
energy, by extending or compressing---depending on the direction of travel~the
spring.
Were a damper in place we couldn't have solved the equation this way, but the
conservation of energy law still holds. With a damper, some of the energy would be
dissipated as heat, and the mass would slow down and the spring would extend (and
compress) less on each cycle.
Another integratable differential equation is found in the analysis of charging and
discharging capacitors, and in microbe growth or decay. We are talking about the
phenomena whereby the larger a quantity is, the greater the change in that quantity.
That mouthful is better stated as

elf(x)

= V(x)

dx
where k is a physical constant of the system.
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We can rewrite this equation as
df (x)

= kdx.

f(x)

When we integrate both sides we get
ln{f(x)} - k x + c
where c is a constant.
As we know e ~"(y) - y

for a positive, nonzero value of y; therefore,

f ( x ) - ce ~x .

Whether this function is giving or taking away depends on the sign of k. Our
arbitrary constant is c. If we have the value of f(x i) for some known xi, we can
completely solve the differential equation.
Needless to say, we'd have gotten the same solution had we guessed a solution in
the form
f ( x ) = A e a~ .

Boundary Value Problems
The differential equations we've played with so far relied on knowing the value of the
function and its derivative (if it were second order) at one specific value of the
independent variable. There is another large class of physical problems described by
differential equations where you don't know the values of the function and its
derivative at a single value of the variable, but you know the value of the function at
different values of the independent variable. Typically you know these values at the
boundaries, so we call them b o u n d a r y v a l u e p r o b l e m s .
An illustrative example of this class of problems is found in analyzing the Euler
column. An Euler column is where a loaded column is pinned at one end and loaded
and pinned at the other end as shown in Figure 8-5. It is known to remain straight
until a critical load is reached.
Without getting into the mechanical engineering of buckling columns, we'll
simply state the governing equation in which the shape is described by
d2y(x)
+ k 2y(x) - 0
dx 2

and
k 2 - PK

where
P - equals the load
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i~.,

I

x=L
y(L)=O

x=O

Figure 8-5. A column under load.

and
K = materials properties.
Note that k is an independent variable. You are increasing its value and watching
the column bend.
Time isn't important TM for this problem, but we do know that the ends do not
move. That is the column at x = 0 and x = l remains fixed. Hence,

y(0) =0
and
y(1) = 0

where 1 is the length of the column.
The differential equation looks like the equation for the undamped spring-mass
system, and it has the same general solution, which is,
y ( x ) = A sin kx + B cos kx.

We don't have initial conditions to help solve for A and B, so we'll use the
boundary conditions.
y(0) = B = 0

18

There is another phenomena that could come into play here. It's called creep, where the
deformation of a loaded structure depends on time under that load. We'll leave that one
for a more advanced book.
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and
y ( l ) - Asin kl - O .

You have the trivial solution of A = B = O which is correct before buckling occurs,
but that's not very interesting. The other solutions occur when
sin kl - 0
which is when
k-rl~.

71;

l
So the first critical load, where the column first deflects, occurs when the load
71;
e ~ m

~

K/
(Note that n=O is the same as the trivial solution of no bending.)
Other deflections will occur when P increases to
271;
p = ~

K/
and so on.

Series Solutions to Differential Equations
There is another branch of differential equations that cannot be solved by the aforementioned means, but can be solved by assuming a power series as the solution. We
will use a differential equation that can be solved by easier methods for our demonstration.
d2 f ( x )
~ +
dx 2

f(x)-O

which, solved in the standard fashion, gives
f (x) - A sin x + B cos x.
Instead of using this easy method, we're going to assume a solution in the form
f (x) - A 0 + A l x + A2 x2 + . . . + An xn + . . .

or using summation notation
oo

f(x)-Zai

xi .

i=0
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"Hold on," you say. "I've learned that a second-order differential equation can
have only two functions in its general solution. We just calculated those two, and
now you say that we have an infinity of solutions."
And you are fight, there are only two solutions. Just play the game and see what
happens.
After you put the proposed series solution into the differential equation, you have

2A 2 + 6A3x + 12A4x2 + ... + A0 + AlX + A2x2 + A3x3 + A4x4 -t- ... -

O .

Collecting like powers of x, we have
(2A 2 + Ao) + (6A 3 + A,)x +(12A 4 + Az)x 2 + . . . - 0
The only way that this messy sum can equal zero, as demanded by the homogeneous equation, is for the coefficient of each power of x to equal zero. Hence
2A 2 = - A 0,

6A3 = -A~,

20A~ = - A 3 and so on.

12A4 = - A 2,

It's still a mess, but notice the recursion,

A2--y2Ao,

A3--y6A1,

A4-%A2-+Y24Ao,

As--Y20A3-%0A1

.....

We can write the solution as two sums of the independent variable with only two
arbitrary coefficients. Are you feeling better yet?

f(x)-Ao(1-1/2x2-~-1/24x4-...)+Al(x-l~6x3+ Y120x5 -...)
or if we use factorials in the equation, the solution is written as

f(x)

Ao(1 -

1/

+ 1//

X4 - ) +

A1( x -

1//

+

1//

Since each of these two series is independent of the two coefficients, A 0 and
and each is linearly independent of the other, we can write the solution as

A1,

f (x) = Aou(X) + A iv(x).
We clearly see that the series method produced two and only two independent
solutions to the second order differential equation. But you know from earlier
sections in this chapter that the general solution to this differential equation is a sine
plus a cosine. Now what you must do is refer all the way back to the section on series
in calculus where you used Maclaurin's expansion to equate the sine function to the
series shown as v(x) as it's written above. Your assignment, now, is to use
Maclaurin's, expansion on the cosine function and see if it equates to u(x).
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Examples
The Total Differential
We often have to work with a function of more than one variable, and we may need
to know how that function changes when more than one of those variables are

dancing about. Let's consider such a fictitious functionf(x,y,z), and see what we can
do with it.
If we

differentiatef(x,y,z) with respect to x, we see howf(x,y,z) changes with that

one variable. That is

Of(x, y,z)
Ox

f (x + Ax, y,z)- f (x, y,z)
Ax

as Ax gets very, very small. Similar equations hold for y and z.
If we want to see howf(x,y,z) changes with respect to small changes with all three
variables, we use the total differential, which is

df (x, y,z) - -~x
af dr + -~ydy+-~zdZ
af
af "
(Don't worry about the use of ~ and d at different places. The use of ~ just means
that we are only looking at one of many variables: this is called a partial derivative.)
Of course we must keep dx, dy and dz small since what we are really doing is
pretending that we can model the derivative of each of the variables (at x, y, z) as a
linear function. You learned all about this linear approximation back in calculus.
There we let the dxs get exceedingly small. Here you want them large enough to give
meaningful changes in the function. Proceed with care.
As a numerical example look at

f (x, y) - 2xy -

y2 ,

and ask how the function changes at (0,0) and at (8,10) where each time dx - 0.1 and

dy - O.1.
The general equation for the total differential at any point is

af dx + O-ffdy
df (x, y) --~x
oy
=

a(2xy-

y2) dx + O ( 2 x y - y 2) dy.
ax
ay

= 2ydx + 2 ( x -

y)dy

And at (0,0) both of the partial derivatives are zero, so the total differential is also
zero.
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At (8,10) the value of the total differential is
df(8,10)- 2ydx + 2 ( x - y)dy
= 20dx + 2 ( 8 - 1 0 ) d y .

= 20dx - 4dy
For the small changes (dx - 0.1 and dy =0.1) that we chose, the total differential
at (8,10) is

df ( 8,10 ) - ZOdx - 4dy
=20.0.1-4.0.1.
=1.6
Now, let's look at a real example where we use the exact differential to help
understand physical phenomena. Let's grow crystals.
The equation ~9that describes the concentration along the growth axis of one
element (or compound, depending on the materials) within another in a certain class
of alloys is

{

+xt

C(x) - Co 1 - (1 - k)e ~
where

C(x) is the concentration of the component of interest as a function of the length,
x, of the growing crystal
Co is the starting concentration of the component of interest, in the melt, before
growth
k is the ratio of the component of interest in the solid to that in the liquid at the
growth surface
R is the crystal growth rate. (To first estimate, it's the speed that the crystal is
being pulled through the furnace from the melting region to the cooler part where the
crystal forms upon solidification.)
D is the liquid diffusion coefficient. It is a measure of mixing at the atomic level
in the liquid.

19

See "The Redistribution of Solute Atoms During the Solidification of Metals," W. A.
Tiller, K. A. Jackson, J. W. Rutter, and B. Chalmers, Acta Metallurgica, vol. 1. page 428437, 1953, and "Interface Shapes During Vertical Bridgman Growth of PbSnTe Crystals,"
Y. Huang, W. A. Debnam, and A. L. Fripp, Journal of Crystal Growth, vol. 104, pages
315-326, 1990, for more on this subject.
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Typically you'll mix your starting chemicals, melt them, and then slowly pull
your container from the hot (melt) zone to the cooler (growth) zone of the crystal
growth furnace. Let's assume all does not go well. Your pulling apparatus has a
hiccup, so you have a small change in growth rate. That is you get a dR. You forgot
to set the timer so you aren't exactly sure where growth started, and you also have a
dx. To make matters worse, your boss comes in and accidentally bumps the furnace
causing a momentary change in the atomic mixing in the liquid which you model as
a change in the diffusion coefficient~that is, you look at the bump as adD.
Assume we can quantify these small changes (dR, dx, and dD), and you don't
want your concentration to vary from the ideal by more than 5%. Has your growth
been ruined? Let's see if

dC(x) > 0.05.

C(x)
Let's first look at

d C ( x , R , D ) - ~)C dx + t)C dR + ~)C dD '
~x
~)R
~D
Don't be confused because we now make the concentration a function of R and
D. C has always been a function of R and D; it's just that before we were holding R
and D constant.
where
R -krx
3C
__CokZ e D ,
bx
D
X

o__C_
C _Cok2
~R

kr
-rex

e D ,

D

and

~C = Cok2 gx -krx
~D
-~e D
Hence, the possible error is calculated as

dC(x)

C(x)

-C~

R

x

{-DdX +--dR-D

Rx

-~dD}e--dx}
kR
x

Co{l_(l_k) e D }
R
x
Rx
kR
- k 2 {-D dx + --DdR - - ~ dD }e --d~ }
kR
----X

{1-(1-k)e D }
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We first note that the starting composition, Co, drops out of the equation. We also
note that we have e -x in the numerator and 1 - e-x (with other factors) in the denominator. Since e -x gets very small as x increases, we can, at large x, approximate the
composition error equation as

dC(x)
C(x)

= k2 { R

-~ dx + --x

+ -Rx
~ dD }e-~x
D}

So, is the crystal mined or not? You immediately see that it depends on how
much has grown. The more that has already grown, that is: large x, the safer you are
from those perturbations. If you wish to put in actual numbers, look up the referenced papers, and go for it.
Let's get really esoteric for another example and play with quantum mechanics.
Quantum mechanics helps to describe what happens at the atomic, molecular, and
lower levels. Civil engineers don't use it in designing bridges and petroleum engineers won't need it to drill through the earth's crust, but electrical engineers need to
understand the inner workings of their integrated circuits, and chemists often work at
the atomic level to make their new compounds.
Quantum mechanics is needed where energy is not continuous but only changes
in finite steps or quanta. An early example of the use of quantum mechanics is when
Niels Bohr (1912) looked at the energy of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by
excited hydrogen atoms. He noted that regardless of the excitation induced onto the
hydrogen, only certain energy levels were emitted from the hydrogen. He scratched
his head, did lots of calculations, and came to the conclusion that the hydrogen's
single electron circled the nucleus in only a limited number of fixed orbits. He
postulated that the observed emissions occurred when electrons fell from higher
(excited) orbits to lower (less energetic) orbits. The emitted energy was the difference
in energy of the two orbits.
Bohr's model worked very well for the simple hydrogen atom, and it proved the
usefulness of quantum theory. The theory, however, was not readily extended to
atoms with more than one electron. A bit more than a decade later, the Austrian
physicist, Erwin Schr6dinger produced the famous equation that carries his name.
His equation applied to a free electron in a potential well is

( r122mV2 - V ) W ( x , t ) - - i r l ~ W ( x , t )
where
I"1 is the modified Planck's constant (It's a constant that Planck used to make one
of his equations work. Don't worry about it.)
m is the electron mass,
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and
V is the height of the energy barrier.
The function we are trying to determine, W ( x , t ) , is the wave 2~function. The
wave function is a representation of the probability of finding the electron at a given
position, x, at a given time, t.
The wave function has different solutions depending on where we are looking for
our electron. If we are looking for the electron in the well, which we call region 2 in
Figure 8-6, where the barrier potential is zero, that is, where V = 0, the solutions
are

2 (X' t) - B e i~ + Ce -i~x

If we are looking for the electron past the barrier 2~ to the left (region 1), the solution
is
W~ ( x , t ) = A e ~ .

If we are looking in region 3, the solution is
W3(x,t)=De

-~

where k is related to the square root of the energy, E, of the electron, and ~ is related
to x / V - E .
We didn't ignore the time dependent part. The time dependent parts canceled out.

Region 1

Region 2

-w

0

Region 3

+w

Figure 8-6. An electron in a potential well.

20

21

Yes, we are treating electrons as if they are either particles or waves. That's OK, as
experiments have shown that crystals can diffract electrons as if they are waves.
What do we mean by 'Looking for the electron.' Remember, the wave function leads to
the probability of finding the electron at some location. If there is no way that the electron
will be at some location, then the value of the wave function for that position will be zero.
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We expect the wave function to be continuous and smooth at the potential well
walls which, in our figure, are at x - +w, and x - -w. (The width of the potential well
is 2w.) That is, we require
lt~l (--W) -- kIJ2 (--W) ,

and

~e~ (w) - ue~ (w)
to satisfy the continuity requirement.
We also require

~',(x)
~x

~q'~(x)
~x

=~

when evaluated a t - w ,

and

O~t'2(x-------~)= Oq~3(x-------~
) when evaluated at +w,
i)x

i)x

to satisfy the condition that the functions are smooth at the well boundaries.
Putting the equations into these requirements, we have
Ae-O~w _ Be-ikww + Ce ikw

and
B e i~''w + C e -ikw = D e -aw

for the continuous part, and
_ A ~ e -'~w = _ i k B e -i~

+ ikCe i~

and
ikBe ikw _ ikCe - i ~ = _Do~e -~

satisfy the condition that the first derivatives match at the boundaries.
Combining these equations, we get
((x-ik)Be

-i~ + ( ( x + i k ) C e ikw - 0

and
( ~ + i k ) B e i~ + ( ~ - i k ) C e

-i~ - 0 .

Using some more algebra we get

(l~ 2 +k2)B 2 -(l~ 2 +k2)C 2 .
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Assuming that (a2 + k 2 ) ~ 0 means that
B 2 - C 2 , which is the same as saying that
B -_+C.
Hence, inside the potential well the solutions to the wave equation are of the sort
( e ikx + e -ikx ) -

2cos(kx)

( e i~ - e - i ~ ) -

2isin(kx).

or

Do not forget that the solution to the wave equation inside the well must match
the solutions outside the well when the wave functions meet at the well boundaries.
If we look at the boundary at x - + w , we have
2B cos(kw) - De -'~w
and
2iB sin(kw) - De -'~w

as possible solutions, with a similar set at x - - w .
But we still have undetermined
constants, and, more important, we don't know the possible values of k and r which
tell us the allowed (remember: this is q u a n t u m mechanics) values of the energy of the
electron.
Since we know that B - + C , we can manipulate our earlier equations
(~-ik)Be

-ikw + ( ~ + i k ) C e ikw - 0

(~+ik)Be

i~ +(~-ik)Ce

and
-i~w - 0

and obtain
c~ - ik = -.i-e 2ika
~+ik

When we expand the imaginary exponential into trig functions and multiply the
left-hand side by

a+ik

we get

a+ik
2

--2ik2

k2

k

2

= +_(cos(2kw) + i sin(2kw)).

Equating the real and imaginary parts we get
2

~-k
2+

2
k2

= _+cos(2kw)
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and
-2ctk
= + sin(2kw).
2 k2
Dividing the second equation by the first, we now have
-2t~k
tan(2kw) - ~ .
ct 2 - k 2
Recall that k is related by the square root to the energy, E, of the electron and also
that t~ is related to the square root of the difference between the depth of the well, V,
and the energy of the electron. Hence we see that only certain values of energy are
allowed, and these energies are determined by the width, w, of the well and its depth, V.

The Navier-Stokes Equations
Physics courses stress the fundamental law of conservation of momentum in a closed
system. Momentum is defined as mass times velocity of that mass. As a simple
example, note the high speed of a cue ball as it slams into the twelve racked balls at
the start of a billiards game. After the cue ball hits the mass of balls, it might stop.
The others will take off but at a slower speed of, on average, one twelfth the velocity
of the cue ball before collision. That's conservation of momentum for the closed
system on the thirteen pool balls. The only way to change the momentum of the
system of balls is to apply an external force. That force was you with the cue stick.
Conservation of momentum of rigid systems such as pool balls is fairly straightforward (though the calculation with 17 balls will be difficult). Conservation of fluid
systems is not so easily characterized. Here we turn to two greats of nineteenthcentury mathematics and physics: Navier and Stokes.
Although the Navier-Stokes equations 22 were first postulated to describe the
motion of nonturbulent Newtonian fluids (fluids where the shear stresses are a linear
function of the fluid strain rate) in the nineteenth century, they have continued to be a
subject that captures the interest of scientists. According to the database Web of
Science (Science Citation Index), there is an average of 15-20 published papers per
week that uses these equations of motion.
The Navier-Stokes equation, in the x-direction, for three-dimensional, incompressible flow can be written as
Ou
Ou
~+u~+

~)u

Ou
1 ~)P
+w~=---~+

ax VTy

az

, ~ 2u

~)2~/

+~+

pax

~ 2/,/.

7z ).

22 Yes, it boils down to one equation, so our English major friends might want us to use the
singular. However, this (these) equation(s) evolved over time; hence, there were different
forms of The Equation at different times.
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where

u(x,y,z) is the velocity of the fluid in the x-direction,
P is the pressure on the fluid,
p(x, y,z) is the density of the fluid,
I) is the viscosity 23 of the fluid and t is time.
Note the that the term 9 bu
~--~ is a force term. There are identical equations for the y and
z directions.
Engineers who deal with atmospheric turbulence may note that the body forces 24
are not included. These are typically neglected in most engineering flows. While the
equation includes a lot of terms, of particular interest are ~,~u which is the change in

at
velocity over time (the unsteady flow term); the ~__uU_which refers to the change in the x

ax

.a2u ~2u ~2u.

or downstream component of velocity in the x direction; and the ( ~ 72 + ~ay 2 + - ~ z2 ) '
which accounts for the momentum of the fluid flow.
If we assume that the flow is inviscid (i.e., zero viscosity, sometimes referred to
as a perfect fluid), we are essentially asserting that there is no friction that we need to
account for within the flow and that the only forces of note that are acting on the fluid
.~2u ~ u
~2u.
are from the gravitational field. With this assumption, the daunting agl,~-x2+ ~y----T+-~-z2)
term drops out of the equation.
~u
~u
~u
~u
The Navier-Stokes equation then reduces to ~ t + U-~x + v ~Y + w ~z

1 ~P
POx

(often referred to as the Euler equation). If we also assume that the motion of the

a
fluid is steady~that is, any ~t term is z e r o ~ t h e equation further simplifies to
Ou

Ou

Ou

1 OP

UTx+ V y+ wa z + -pox
- - =0.
This form is referred to as the Navier-Stokes equation for inviscid flow. If we
integrate over space which removes vector derivatives (see the chapter on vector
calculus), and we break the pressure term into its components, we can derive the
Bernoulli equation as follows:

23

Consider viscosity as a "resistance to stirring" of the fluid. A heavy molasses has higher
viscosity than water.
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1
P +-pu 2- C
2

where C is a constant.
This is the equation that allows planes to fly. The shape of the airplane's wing
forces a higher velocity of the air over the top of the wing than the bottom. Hence,
according to the equation, the pressure on top of the wing decreases, and the plane
rises. It's pretty neat that Bernoulli published his equation decades before Navier and
Stokes finalized their equation and 165 years before Kitty Hawk.
Additional solved problems relating to engineering can be found on the accompanying CD-ROM.

24

Forces that arise due to density changes.
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9

Vector Calculus
A polar bear is a rectangular bear after a coordinate transformation. - - Anonymous

Vector calculus is yet another extremely useful engineering math tool. Let's begin our
discussion of vectors with some vector manipulations you have been doing since
kindergarten. As a little kid pulling a wagon, did you pull the handle straight up or
did you pull in the direction that you wanted the wagon to go? When a friend wanted
to help you, did you pull one direction and the friend pull another direction? No, you
pulled in the direction that you wanted to go, and both you and your friend pulled in
the same direction (assuming that your friends were more helpful than some of
mine). You may not have put the words to it, but you were subconsciously maximizing the dot product of vectors to make that wagon move. The dot product is just a
measure of the alignment (and magnitude) of your vectors: you want to pull your
wagon in the direction that you want it to go. Sounds simple enough.
Sometime later, maybe in the second grade, you subconsciously maximized the
cross product of vectors when you borrowed your parent's wrench and tightened the
bolt connecting the handle to the wagon. A cross product is the mental calculation
you did when you pulled that wrench at a fight angle to its shaft.
Before we talk any more about dot and cross products~the stuff you've used
since your early y e a r s ~ l e t ' s talk about simple vectors.

Figure 9-1. Young child applying
vector math to wagons.

Total Force

U s e f u l Force
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A vector is a representation of a quantity and a direction 1. You pulled the wagon
with a force of a magnitude of perhaps two newtons (that's a quantity and there are
about 5 newtons in a pound), and you pulled in the direction of your friend's house.
So both the quantity and the direction of applying that quantity are important to
accomplishing your goals. Let's put this in a sketch.

Y

;~

.......

-~Fx

X
Figure 9-2. Vector forces in pulling a wagon.
In Figure 9-2 we show a vector representing your efforts to get the wagon from
your house (which we put at the origin of the graph) to your friend's house (which is
at some point in the distance). In the figure, we represent your effort with an arrow.
Of course, we could have also presented your wagon-pulling efforts as

- +ryy
where ~

is the force in the x direction and Fy is the force in the y direction 2. The

arrow 3 on

top of F tells us that F is a vector.

1 If it's not a vector, it's a scalar. A scalar is a quantity without direction.
2 The use of the vector arrow and the directional subscript are redundant, and there is no
need to use the arrow with the absolute magnitude signs. We'll soon stop this waste of our
natural resources.
3 Some books will use a bold font (F - F ) without an arrow to designate a vector.
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_....

You might look at Figure 9-2 and see that F points 45 ~ off the x-axis. That's no
surprise if your friend's house is somewhere in the direction of x - y, and you're
taking the shortest route to get there 4. Remember what you learned in trig and
calculate that

-I yl- l l
where

is the magnitude, or quantity, of F without regard to direction. And, of

course, F~ and

Fy

are in the x and y directions, respectively.

Let's plot ~ and Fy on the same graph as F (Figure 9-3a). We see that if w e
place these two vectors with the tail of either one at the head of the other, we wind up
with F . Also note that vector addition is commutative. That is, given vectors A and
B , then

A+B-B+A.
Let's draw another graph with three vectors on it (also Figure 9-3a). Note that if
we take these three vectors A, B , and C and add them in any order, we get to the
same resultant vector. Hence, vector addition is associative. Or in symbols:

(A+B)+C-A+(B+C).
There are no surprises in those two laws, but be careful, some other vector
operations do not follow the old rules of algebra. We'll get to them later.

Y
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

b

C

-

A+B+C

Fy

B

Fx

A
v

x
Figure 9-3a. Vector Addition.
4

And yes, we are mixing units in our coordinate system. One moment the coordinate
system represents force, and in another moment it represents a map. Hang loose; it'll
work out.
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Figure 9-3b. Vectors are defined by
their magnitude and direction.

Y

v

x

We've talked about vectors that start
at the origin of the coordinate
system, and we've moved those
vectors about to add them to other
vectors. We can also describe a
vector that connects any two points
on a graph, such as points a and b as
in Figure 9-3b. If we connect a and b

in the direction from a to b, we write this vector as a b , and likewise, if we went
from b to a, the vector would be written as b a . It should be obvious from the figure
that

ab - - b a .
If you were pulling your little wagon with a force F and you got a spurt of
energy and started pulling it with twice as much force in the same direction, your
new force would be 2 F . Thus, you can multiply a vector by a scalar. A scalar is a
nonvector quantity that has magnitude but no direction.
We'll now introduce the unit vector. The unit vector is a vector with the length of
one unit, in whatever units we're using. A unit vector can have any designated
direction. We can make a unit vector out of any vector by dividing that vector by its
magnitude. That is, a unit vector in the direction of F can be calculated by
---

U--m

F

It is also useful to identify the unit vectors that describe our coordinate system, but
first let's expand our coordinate system. We've been working with the x-y system which
describes a plane. Let's add a z-axis perpendicular to that plane so we can describe all
space 5. We' 11 add the positive z-axis in the direction that your thumb points if you take
your fight hand, place your open palm against the positive x-axis and sweep your hand
toward the y-axis. The mechanics among you will recognize that the positive z-axis is
the direction that a standard screw will advance if turned in the direction that you were
sweeping your hand. Such a coordinate system is said to obey the right-hand rule.
Remember this fight-hand rule; you'll also see it in physics courses.
5 And yes, we are ignoring Einstein's theories of relativity, black holes, and such. That's a
topic for another book.
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Now that we have our three-dimensional coordinate system, we'll introduce the
unit vectors for that system: t, ~, and ~c, where i" is the unit vector in the x-direction,
is the unit vector in the y-direction, and (we bet that you've guessed by now) Ic is
the unit vector in the z-direction.
With these handy, orthogonal 6 unit vectors, we can describe any vector in terms
of scalar magnitudes and i, j, and k. For example, if you were a big kid when you
pulled your wagon, your wagon handle might actually have an upward lift. Your
pulling vector then might look like Figure 9-4. Then, you would write your vector as

F-Fxi+Fyj+F~k
where Fi, i - x , y, z are the scalar components of F .

zI
Figure 9-4. Three-dimensional
forces pulling on a w a g
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.." .... ........................................
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~N

Fy
.....................................
F

"

Solving Scalar Values
One method of solving these scalar values of the forces pulling the wagon is to first
take the reading from the strain gauge connected to your arm (or just place a
fisherman's spring scale on the wagon handle as you pull on the other end of the
i

i

i

i

scale) to get

.

Measure the angles between the handle and the axes of your

coordinate system to determine the directions of your force. The scalar components
are then calculated as

Fx-I lcos , Fy-l lcos ,

and

Fz-I lcos

where o~, [3, and y are the angles between F and the x, y, and z axes, respectively.
From the distance formula in the trig chapter, you know that
,

60rthogonal is a word that vector calculus people like. It's the same thing as perpendicular
or normal. The Cartesian coordinates are an example of an orthogonal axes system. We'll
see other orthogonal systems later in this chapter.
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......+

Since F could also be a unit vector, we see that
c o s Ct 2 + c o s ~2 -t- c o s ' y 2 - 1 .

From these relationships, we note that
cos ~ -

Fx

with similar equations for cos l3 and cos 7.
We also note that the unit vector in the F direction is
U - i cos 0: + j cos ~ + k cos 7"

The Dot Product of Vectors
The dot p r o d u c t of vectors A and B is defined as
-..+

.._+

Remember this one! Eq. 9-1

A 9 B - AB cos0

where
A, ~ l ~ l

, IBl,thatis, themagnitudeofthevectors, respectively,

and
0 is the angle between the two vectors.
The dot product is sometimes called the scalar p r o d u c t since it turns two vectors
into a scalar quantity. Another lesser-used name for the dot product is the inner
product.

,?
A" B-IAI IBI cose

,

=.
~

A

=.

k
V

B cosO

X

Figure 9-5. Demonstration of the dot product.
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In words, the dot product is the projection of vector A onto vector B as shown
in Figure 9-5. Please note that the projection of A onto B is the same as the
projection of B onto A, so
A 9 B-

B 9 A,

R e m e m b e r this one!

Eq. 9-2

In algebra-speak, we've just said that the dot product is commutative. Now, draw
a few vectors and convince yourself that the dot product is also distributive. That is,
Ao(B+C)-AoB+AoC.

A few more obvious features of the dot product are:
1) Should the angle be obtuse (90 ~ < 0 < 270~ the projection is taken as
negative and the results acquire a minus sign.
2)

The dot products of the orthogonal unit vectors take on the following,
obvious valuesT:
i.i-j.j-kok-1

and
ioj-i.k-j.k-O.

3)

The dot product of a vector with itself produces the magnitude, squared, of
that vector. That is,
AoA-IA[ 2 .

With these relationships, note that if A and B are written as scalar coefficients
of the orthogonal unit vectors, then
A.B-(Axi

+Ayj+Azk).(Bxi+Byj+Bzk)
9

= AxSx + AySy + AzSz

and the angle between A and B is the inverse angle of
A x n x -Jr A y n y Jr- A z n z
cosO

--

+Az 8X +By +Sz
Taking the directional cosines of A and B as cos (xA, cos 13A, cos YA and
coso~ 8, cos~8,cosy8 verify for yourself that
C O S 0 - COS{~A COS0~B "~-COSTA COS~B q-COS~gCOS~rB 9
7

This might be a good time to introduce the so-called Kronecker delta. The dot products
among the orthogonal unit vectors could be written as U a 9 U b = 8a,b , where So,b is the
Kronecker delta and is equal to 1 if a = b, and is otherwise equal to zero. The Kronecker
delta is used in applications other than the dot products of unit vectors.
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Would you like to rotate your coordinate system and see what your vector F
looks like in that new system? Let's assume you are pulling your wagon from your
home to your friend's house. Our existing coordinate system had your force vector
(you pulling the wagon) in the direction x = y and, since you are taller than the
wagon, at an angle 8 y from the vertical z-axis. Now we are going to use a new
coordinate system defined by three orthogonal unit vectors u~, u 2 , and u3. Although
you changed your coordinate system, you did nothing to your vector. The force on
the handle of the wagon did not change because you redefined an imaginary coordinate system, but components of F are different in the two different coordinate
systems.
You first expressed your vector as

F-Fxi+Fyj+Fzk.
Now you want to express it as
F - C lu 1 + C 2u 2 + C 3u3 .
It looks messy, but the dot product comes to the rescue.
Using the properties of the dot products of orthogonal unit vectors, we see that
C ~ - F o u 1, C 2 - F o u 2, and C 3 - F o u 3.
Hence, F in your new coordinate system is
F - ( F 9 u~)u~ + ( F 9 u 2)u 2 + ( F 9 u 3)u 3 .
For example, rotate the z-axis of your original coordinate system by an angle Y
to align that axis with your aching arm 9 and call that the u 1 direction. In that simple
case, all of the force vector is in the u~ direction, and

F - Fu~.

The Cross Product of Vectors
When you pull the wagon, you want your force vector aligned as much as possible
with the vector representing the direction you want to go. However, when you try to
tighten the bolts on the wagon, you want the wrench to be at right angles to your
arm. In other words, when pulling the wagon, the only useful force is that projected
onto a vector representing the desired direction of motion. When using the wrench,
however, the only useful force is perpendicular to the wrench.
8 Of course, that angle might be 90 ~ or greater if you were a very little kid. Even so, the
equations still hold. If you were a very big kid, and if the wagon was quite low to the
ground, the angle from the z-axis would have been very small, and you could have carried
the wagon. We won't bother with those cases.
9 The old x-y plane would have to tilt by the same angle. The x and y axes, however, could
rotate in that plane by any amount desired just as long as they remain orthogonal to each
other.
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0 = 90 ~

t\

Jl

Figure 9-6. Vectors demonstrating the cross product.
L o o k at the two vectors A and B separated by an angle 0 in Figure 9-6. The
projection of A and B is the dot product. Similarly, the amount of A that is
perpendicular to B is A sin 0. Since the length of the wrench is also important, the
magnitude of the torque ~~is A B sin 0. This is the force that is tightening your bolt.
And we' re not through yet. We are working on an equation that describes the turn of
a screw (or the turning of a nut on a bolt). Direction, in the turning of a screw, is very
important.
With all that verbiage behind us, we'll define the cross product ~ of two vectors.
The cross product of A and B is
A x B -

A B sin Ou c ,

R e m e m b e r this o n e !

Eq. 9-3

where uc is orthogonal to both A and B and points in the direction that a righthand screw would advance if you started at A and swung towards B (see Figure 9-6).
Let's look at the orthogonal unit vectors ll to clarify the cross product directions.
10 Here is another physics term. Torque is the force on a lever arm. For those of you who've
studied some physics, you'll note that torque and energy have the same units, which is
force times distance. The difference is the relative directions (the directions on the unit
vectors describing the force and the direction of movement) of the components. Energy is
force times length when both are aligned in the same direction (such as your pulling the
wagon to your friend's house). Torque is force times length where the two are perpendicular to each other (such as the bolt you were turning).
10 Other monikers for cross product are vector product and outer product.
~ 0 is the zero vector. Since the cross product produces a vector, we represent the result as
a vector even if it has no magnitude. We'd also get a zero vector if we added A to - A.
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ixi-jxj-kxk-O

and
ixj--jxi-k,

jxk--kxj-i,

and k x i - - i x k - j .

As stated, i x j - - j x i. This should be obvious from the definition of the cross
product. For those of you who like big words, this means that the cross product is not
commutative.
Don't try to memorize these relationships. Just visualize a x-y-z-coordinate
system by holding your fight hand, thumb up, in front of you. Your thumb is the
z-axis, and your relaxed fingers point from the x-axis toward the y-axis. Once you
draw, or at least visualize, this coordinate system, your curling hand will give you the
answers. If you curl your hand from the direction of the x-axis (the i unit vector
direction) toward the y-axis (the j unit vector direction), your thumb points in the
direction of the positive z-axis which is in the direction of the k unit vector. If
instead, you curl your fingers from the positive x-axis towards the negative y-axis
your thumb points down in the negative k direction. Remember this relationship.
"That's fine," you retort, "but how does that handle the i x i relationships?"
That's easy. If you use your fingers to try to curl the x-axis onto itself, you make
a fist. Fists are not appropriate in math, so it's a zero.
9- ,

--4

Now, let's calculate the cross product of two arbitrary vectors, A and B. The
calculation will look like a mess, but it's not.
AxB-(Axi

+ A y j + Azk)X(B~i + B y j + B k ) .

Using the relationships shown above, we can drop terms derived from crossing
like unit vectors and group the others with their resulting unit vectors to get
n x B - (AyB z - AzBy)i + (AzB x - AxB z)j + (A~By - AyB x ) k .

Exercise the fingers of your fight hand and check this out. Then, look back at the
chapter on matrices. Don't these terms look like the determinant,
t

~

----4

j

k

mxAymz

?

BxS Sz
There's no magic here. It's just a useful coincidence that A x B equals the
determinant formed by the orthogonal unit vectors and the components of each
vector. Don't forget this useful relationship; we'll use it again.
j

k

As

Az

-----4

Hence, A x B - A x

Remember this one!

Bx By Bz
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Is the cross product useful for anything except tightening wagon bolts? Sure.
Little David used it when he fought Goliath ~3. If David had curled his fingers to make
a fist, he would have lost the fight. But David understood, at least in concept, the cross
product. Effective use of a sling requires a high angular velocity and a long arm (in
addition to good aim and a rock). The actual velocity of the rock leaving the sling is
V - eo•

where
03 is the angular velocity of the sling in revolutions per unit time
and
R is the length on the rotating arm and sling combined.

Combining Vector Products
How many different ways can we combine dot and cross among three vectors? You
might refer to the probability chapter and say we have two ways to choose the
operation between the first and second vector. We also have two ways to choose the
operation between the second and third vectors. This gives us four different combined vector products. You might think of the following operations:
1) A o B o C
2) A x B o C
3) A . B x C
and
4) A •
but you quickly see that 1) won't work without modification because once you take
the dot product of any two of the vectors you have a scalar. Sure, you can multiply a
vector by a scalar, but it isn't a dot product. A quick look at 2) and 3) shows similar
potential problems, and 4) is confusing. Let's look at each one and see what works
and what doesn't.
1)

A 9 B 9 C is not defined, but (A 9 B)C and A ( B 9 C) are nothing more than
multiplying a vector by a scalar. Note that (A 9 B)C is not equal to A ( B 9 C)
except in a few special cases. The result, however, is a vector regardless of the
order of operation. Among potential differences in these two results is that the
final vector is in the C direction for the former operation and in the
A direction in the latter operation.

13

According to Manfred Korfmann in his October 1973 Scientific American article, "The
Sling as a Weapon," the sling in the hands of a skillful person, such as a shepherd who
used it frequently protecting his sheep from wolves, is a powerful weapon. Goliath didn't
have a chance.
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2)

A x B 9 C is a perfectly good operation if we use our heads and cross before
we dot. So, be safe: write A x B o C

as ( A x B ) o C , and keep everyone happy.

The operation (A x B) 9 C is called the triple scalar product, and the result is a
scalar. Thus, since the dot produce is commutative,

(AxB)oC-Co(AxB).
3)

A 9 B x C reflects the same discussion that we covered in 2) above. Would
you believe that A 9 ( B x C ) is equal to C 9 ( A x B ) as well as to B o ( C x A ) ?
For the moment, accept this as true. Thus,
A o(CxB)-C~

(BxA)-Bo

(AxC).

These scalar results are the negative of those previously determined because we
switched the order of crossing the two vectors.
To see these relationships, go back to the determinant representation on the cross
product and dot it with the other vector. That is, if
--.i.

k

/

BxC-

Bx 8y 8z
Cx Cy Cz

then

Ay Zz
A.(BxC)-B

x

By

Bz

CxfyC

z

If you doubt this result, work it out. It's a good exercise.
We have placed the triple scalar product into a determinant. A determinant is a
determinant whether it comes from solving a group of connected equations, as we saw
in the section on matrices, or from calculating dots and crosses TM. The rules of determinants, therefore, hold in either case. Let's apply those rules to the triple scalar product.
14

When we were working with two, three, or n unknowns back in the matrices chapter, we
saw that we needed 2, 3, or n related, but not linearly dependent, equations to solve for
those unknowns. We solved for those unknowns using a number of different techniques.
One technique was the matrix method which required solving the determinate formed by
the coefficients of the unknowns. Does it seem strange that we're now using determinants
to solve the triple scalar product? We'll understand if you say yes.
Please do not think of the determinant as some magic operator we pull out of the air to
facilitate mathematical operations. The determinant is nothing more than a handy way of
writing a batch of equations. In multiple equations or triple scalar products, the determinant is a convenience, and the same rules apply to both operations. Think of the determinant as a handy symbol like the long division symbol you used back in grade school.
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Rules of Determinants
a)

If one row is a linear combination of another row, the determinant is equal to
zero. Two parallel vectors are linear combinations of each other. Hence, the
triple scalar product is zero if any two vectors are parallel. Convince yourself
of this by drawing a sketch.

b) If you interchange two rows, the sign on the determinant changes. By
interchanging two rows you are changing the order of operation in the triple
scalar product. Changing the order changes the sign as discussed in 3) above.

c) Interchange two rows, and you change the sign. Now interchange two more
rows, and the sign changes again. It can only change back to its original sign.
Thus, swapping rows twice leaves the sign on the value of the determinant
unchanged. We hope you are now convinced we were telling the truth about
all those different looking, triple scalar products of the same value.
4) The last multiple vector product that we'll work with involves two crosses.
It's A • B • C. A quick look at A • B • C should convince you that partitioning
parentheses are necessary for this one, too. Why? If you cross A and B first and
then cross that result with C, the result will be perpendicular to C. If, however,
you cross B and C first, the result will be perpendicular to A. It's possible they
could be equal, but not probable.
4a) Let's cross A and B first and write it as (A • B) • C. Of course, A • B is a
vector. We'll call it V, so crossing that vector with C also produces a vector.
Since the result of all this crossing is still a vector, we'll call this operation the
triple vector product. (The discussion of the triple vector product is long and a
bit tedious. Skip it if you wish, but if you stay the course, you'll really understand the cross product.)
V - A• B is perpendicular to the plane defined by the vectors A and B, so
crossing V with another (nonparallel) vector will put the resulting vector (of this
second crossing) back into the plane defined by A and B. All of this circuitous
argument says that (A • B) • C is a linear function of the vectors A and B. That is,

(A•215
where m and n are constants. (We could have used unit vectors in the A and B
directions. The magnitude of m and n, for a general case, would have changed,
but the value of the ratio of m to n would not change. Study this section again.
It's subtle, but if you understand it, you understand the cross product.)
Do you want to calculate m and n in terms of A, B, and C ? We bet you've
already figured out that the calculation involves the dot product since we must wind
up with a scalar value for m and n.
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The first step we'll take in calculating m and n isn't necessary, but it will keep the
paper work to a minimum. As you know, the vector sits out there in space ~5, and we
can rotate and translate the coordinate system (which is an arbitrary artifice of our
imagination) anyway we want to. So let's rotate the coordinates such that thenew x-axis
coincides with our vector A. Since two noncoincident vectors define a plane, we'll
rotate the y-axis such that B is in the new x-y plane (see Figure 9-7).

Z

Y

4k -I

X !

Figure 9-7. Rotation of coordinate system to accommodate vectors.
With those rotations of the coordinate system, vectors A and B can be written as

A-Axi
and

B=Bxi +nyj
The first vector did not need a subscript on its magnitude since its action was
only in the x-direction. We put it there for good bookkeeping.
Vector C can have any orientation with respect to the x-y plane, so we must
write it as a general vector. That is

C-Cxi

+Cyj+fzk.

Using this coordinate system for our vectors, we have

AxB-AxByk,
which when crossed with C produces
( A x B)x C =

(AxByk)X(C~i + Cyj + Czk)

= -(AxByCy)i + (AxByCx)j
15 This space need not have length dimensions. We might be working in a space where the
units are force, electric fields, or whatever you desire.
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This vector is obviously in the A - B plane as both A and B were written only
in terms of i and j . Note there is no contribution from the C x k component of C.
Can you figure out why the C x k component is ignored?
We can manipulate this equation into the form
(AxB)xC--(BxC

x + ByCy)Axi + AxCx(Bxi + By j ) ,

and then write it as
(A x B) x C - - ( B 9 C ) A + (A 9 C ) B .

We said that
(AxB)xC-mA+nB

,

and now we see that
m--B

9C

and
n-A

.C

We agree these steps are not obvious, but they are vector algebra. Go ahead and
work backwards to convince yourself that it's fight.
So, we have now solved for the scalar constants that we sought when we tried to
simplify
(AxB)xC-mA+nB.

Of course, we rotated the coordinate axes to facilitate the solution of m and n. We
can now rotate back to the original system if we wish. The equation will still be valid.
If we had crossed from the other direction, that is, had we wanted to simplify
C•

,

nothing would change but the signs of the m and n coefficients. If, however, you
moved the parenthesis to produce
Ax(BxC)

everything would change. The resulting vector would now reside in the B - C plane.
The solution for the scalar multipliers is still similar and is
Ax (Bx C) - ( A o C ) B - ( A o B ) C .
Let's do one more exercise in vector algebra before moving to vector calculus. Let's
play with four vectors and do a double-cross and a dot. Look at
(AxB)o(CxD).
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You recognize the necessity of crossing before dotting. If you calculated B 9 C,
you would have a scalar between two crosses and such operation is not defined.
However, when writing this equation, we'll still put in the parentheses to avoid
confusion. You also recognize that the result of these operations is a scalar since, by
necessity, the last operation is a dot.
It may not be obvious, but (A x B) 9 (C x D) is just a triple vector product inside
of a triple scalar product. Follow these steps to see it happen.
Since C x D
9- - - . e

--.-,

is a vector, we'll call that vector V, and
-.....-,

~

~

-----,

(A x B) o (C x D) - (A x B) o V
which is a triple scalar product.
Remember how we switch the vectors about in the triple scalar product. So
---4

~

~

~

~

~

(A • B) o (C • D ) - A o ( B • V)

Expanding V, we have
(A• B) o (C • D) - A o [B• (C• D)]
which is the triple vector product inside of a triple scalar product.
We can simplify further, and get rid of all of the cross products. Go back to the
section on the triple vector product, get the expanded form, and put it in the equation
above to get
( A • B) o ( C •

= A o [(Bo D ) C - ( B o

C)D] .

When you run A through the fight hand side of the equation, it becomes
(A • B) 9 (C • D) - (A o C ) ( B o D) - (A o D ) ( B o C) .

Vector Calculus
As a rule, you differentiate vectors just as you did scalars, but, in some cases, you
must be careful to follow the order of operations.
A vector that changes with respect to some parameter (such as a space vector that
changes with respect to time) is differentiated as you'd expect. For example,
dV(t)

=

V ( t + A t ) - V(t)

dt

, as At gets very, very small.

At

Likewise, if V ( t ) is modified by a scalar factor s ( t ) , then
d[s(t)V(t)]
dt

dV
ds-= s ~ + ~ V
,
dt
dt

R e m e m b e r this o n e !

Eq. 9-5

The (t) is dropped on the fight side of the equation to save ink (and tired typing
fingers) in this and subsequent equations when the independent variable of the
function is clearly understood.
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If our vector is written as components along some coordinate axes such as
V(t) - Vx (t)i + Vy (t)j + Vz (t)k
where the orthogonal unit vectors define the coordinate system, the derivative of the
function is
d V - V ~_-Vy-Vz
i +
"+

.

7-dt

dt

If you want to differentiate equations with dots and crosses before you dot or
cross, just go ahead and do it. Remember, never swap the order of the terms when the
cross product is involved. (Shall we say, "Never cross your terms in a cross product.")
Examples:
d(~4, B)

~4 d B
-

,

dt

~

d~4

+

~

,

dt

d(AxB)
dt

B

,

dt

- A x - d- +B - - x Bd A
,
dt
dt

--"

and
d[Ao ( B x C)]

dA

dt

dt

dt

--&-t "

You might wonder what happens if a vector has a constant length but changes its
orientation (direction) within the coordinate system. Let's look at that one by differentiating, in two different ways, the dot product of that vector with itself. That is,
we'll first dot and then differentiate, and then we'll differentiate before we dot. Let
A be a function of t, but only the direction of A changes. The magnitude of the
vector is constant.
Dotting first we have

dJ
=~
= 0 (the derivative is equal to zero because A 2 is the unchanging
dt
dt
scalar magnitude of A )
and differentiating first we have
d ( ~4 o ~4) _ ~ o d _

d ~4 --,
+ ~

dt
dt
with the dot product.)

9 A -

dt

-~ d ~4
2A 9
. (We can change the order of operations
dt
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Combining the two different procedures we see that
-. d A
Ao
-0.

dt

So, either A has zero magnitude (that's not an interesting solution), it's not
changing with respect to t, or A is orthogonal to its derivative. That is, A and

dA
dt

are at fight angles to each other when only the direction changes with respect to the
variable.

The Gradient
Let's say you've been working too hard and you pull out the skis and the topo maps
to plan a vacation. Each continuous line on the topo map shows an unchanging
elevation above sea level. An adjacent line represents another elevation above sea
level. The jump between each line represents an equal change in elevation. In vector
calculus, these lines are called equipotential lines. Now, you don't care how far you
are above sea level. You only want steep hills to conquer. What you want to know is
the gradient of the mountain.
Each successive, equipotential line represents the same change in elevation. If
these lines are close to each other, the terrain is steep, and good for skiing. You'll
leave the areas where the lines are far apart to the novice skiers.
What does skiing have to do with vectors, you may be wondering, especially if
you think that those equipotential lines look like scalars.

A

'

--200

gentle

~teep
Figure 9-8. Topo map developing the vector gradient.
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Yes, the equipotential lines are scalars, but you must choose a direction to go
down that hill. You will go a distance in a chosen direction, and that is a vector. L o o k
at the topo map sketched in Figure 9-8. A s s u m e you want to go from the position and
elevation marked A to the position marked B which, if you're skiing, is at a lower
elevation. You will move a distance ~6 of d L in going from A to B. If we let north be
the y-axis and east the x-axis, then

dL - dxi + dy j
where i' and ] are the orthogonal unit vectors 17.
The change in elevation as we move dx and then dy (or dy and then dx) is
Oh dx

dh ( x, y ) - -~x

Oh

+ -~-fydy .

We will now define the gradient

TM of

Remember this one!

Eq. 9-6

Remember this one!

Eq. 9-7

our lines as

Oh-:. 0 h ~

V h - -fff t +--~y j ,
which we call grad h. Our handy operator,

v

07 a--

Ox
Oy
is called the del operator.

For those of you who want exactness: the dimensions on the north-south axis of a topo
map are different from those on the east-west axis unless you are looking at a map of
terrain on the equator. This is because at latitudes other than 0 ~ the longitudinal lines are
closer together than the lines of latitude. We'll try to not get tangled up in such things.
17 Do you wonder what happened to the z-axis? We could think of the z-axis as the elevation
we skiers are seeking, but that would complicate our thought process. The values of the
equipotential lines determine the elevation on our map. If we could write a function for
these equipotential lines (and we will write analytical functions for equipotential surfaces
when we talk about more orderly things such as electromagnetic fields) the function for
each line would look like h(x, y) = C, where C is a constant. The function for the next
line would be a different C, representing a different elevation.
Also, we may use all three axes if we have some physical phenomena that changes its
magnitude due to its position in all three dimensions. The elevation of the hill only
changes as a function of x and y. The temperature may change not only with respect to
where you are on a two-dimensional map but also may change as a function of the
elevation (z-axis) above the ground. So, if we're talking about the temperature in three
dimensions, the equi(temperature)potential surfaces would be T(x, y , z ) = C . And, yes, we
said "surfaces" not "lines" because we're looking at the temperature of a surface in our
three-dimensional space and not the elevation of a line on our two dimensional map.
18 This is the gradient of two-dimensional lines. The extension into three dimensions just
16

Oh ~ to the other terms.
adds a -~y
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We can now write the change in elevation as
dh(x, y)= Vh 9 dl .
The gradient of our potential lines is the derivative of those potentials in each direction. Therefore, the gradient is a vector that points normal to the equipotential line and
in the direction of the maximum change. Figure 9-8 will help demonstrate this concept.

Divergence and Curl
So far, we have used vectors to describe the motion of wagons and the turning of
wrenches. With a little imagination we can also use vectors to describe fluid motion.
Let's go back to our childhood again and recall floating little boats in a stream of
water. Neglecting the wind and our pushing them about, the boats move with the
stream. The boats point in the direction of motion. This direction along with the
boat's speed tells us the velocity of the stream. We have a vector representation of the
fluid flow of our backyard creek.
Now let's note three things about our childhood experiences that will help in the
understanding of divergence and curl.
1) In a gentle, unobstructed stream, two boats launched with a small separation between
them will follow the same basic path. This observation describes laminar flow.
2) The amount of water in the stream does not change unless you are adding or
subtracting water to it. When we quantify this observation in math-speak, we call
it the Divergence Theorem. This means that we are assuming that the water does
not compress under these conditions. If the stream widens or deepens, the
velocity may slow down as compared to a narrower, shallower section, but the
amount of water passing through the cross section of the stream in a given unit of
time does not change. Steepening the gradient of the stream bed will also increase the flow velocity without changing the amount of water floating the boats.
However, if rain falls, the sun is blazing and evaporating the water, you have an
underground spring or a tributary, or if the cow is standing on the edge drinking
water, the amount of flow will change.
3) If you build a partial dam or put some other object in your stream, one boat may
spin around when passing that obstacle. The boat may even be caught in an eddy
current downstream from your object and stay there going around and around ~9.
The second boat may continue on downstream. We'll invoke the curl of a vector
to help describe this action.

19

Did you ever notice how hard it was to get one of your boats to repeat its exact path down
a stream that was fast flowing and had many obstacles in it? As a child, you may have just
enjoyed the challenge, but now you might ask why a physical experiment cannot be
repeated when the overall stream flow does not seem to change. That is a really good
question, and we'll skirt the answer later in the chapter on chaos.
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Let's talk first about the divergence of a vector field. What we are doing is
calculating the amount of fluid 2~ added to or subtracted from the stream. We'll call
something that adds fluid a source and whatever takes fluid away is called a sink 2~.

z~
dx

Figure 9-9. Imaginary volume developing
the concept of the divergence theory.

dy

~1

IF ~

J

dz
Surface1

x

Surface 2

Assume an imaginary rectangular volume, with sides dx, dy, d z , in the stream that
encloses the point (x',y',z') as in Figure 9-9. Let the fluid flow be represented by
......

the vector field F ( x , y, z). We can then approximate the change in each component
of F as we move away from the center point (x',y',z') to another nearby point as

aFx

F x (x, y,z) - F x (x',y',z') + --~x(X - x') + --~y(y - y') + --~z(Z - z')
where we use the first term of the Taylor approximation 22 for F~, and the partial
derivatives are calculated at (x',y',z'). We ignore the higher-order terms of the expansion. We also have similar expressions for Fy and F z .
The point (x',y',z') is at the center of the mini-volume, so the change in flow from the
center to the surface #2 is
J
2

FxdS - dydz[F x (x', y , z ' ) + dx] + those higher order terms that we ignore,
2Ox

where dydz is the area of surface #2.

20

21

22

The math developed here is not restricted to fluid flow. It's also useful in electromagnetic
theory.
Some folks use the term negative source when referring to sink. To us that's like saying,
"Put the dirty dishes in the negative source."
The Taylor approximation was introduced in the chapter on calculus.
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Note from the sketch that surface #2 is in the positive x direction, so it represents
the outflow of the Fx component from (x',y',z') through the surface in the x
direction.
Likewise, we have a flow into the volume element in the x-direction through
surface #1 which is written as
-

I FxdS -

1

r

t

-d#z[Fx

(x ,y, z') - 2

OFx
Ox

dx] + higher order terms that we'll also

1

ignore.
Summing the flow in the x-direction, we have the change in flow through the
volume, in the x-direction as

OFx dxdydz.
Ox
We can also run through the same argument for surfaces in the y and z directions,
and determine the total change in flow through the volume as

~s ~" dS - (OFx~x+ oy + OFz )dxdydz
-"

"

is the integral over the closed surface, and F 9 dS is the change in flow

where

through the volume.
If we divide both sides by dxdydz, we'll have the net flow change per unit volume,
and that is what we call the divergence of the vector F(x, y, z). This is written as

dive"

-

OFx

Ox

+

OFy

Oy

OFz

Remember this one!

+ ~ .

Oz

Eq. 9 - 8

If we recall the V operator which we used to determine gradients of scalar
-....

potentials, and dot it with our flow vector, F , we get
-,

V. F-(

O

O-,

O.

.

.

.

-[+ Oyj +-~zk).(Fxi + Fyj + Fzk)

which reduces to

v.

-

OF, + OE - I aE
-~
Ox

0y

0z'

hence
Remember this one!

divF- V 9 F .
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The Continuity Equation
A good example of the divergence theorem is the continuity equation. In plain
language, the continuity equation says, "Stuff in equals stuff out plus or minus
anything that happens to the stuff inside." Now, let's talk math.
Let's think back to our fluid stream. For the moment, we will not specify if the
fluid is water, which we consider to be incompressible 23, or a gas which follows the
perfect gas law. We are also assuming no sources or sinks in our volume.
If the mass density at a given point in three-dimensional space is p(x,y,z), then
the mass flow through a unit area perpendicular to the flow is p V where V is the
velocity of flow at (x, y,z). We can go through the same arguments we used to
develop the divergence theorem for mass flow in and out. Now, however, we consider
the possibility of something happening inside our test volume. We consider that the
mass density might change. Hence,

v. of=- a--e~

Remember this one! Eq. 9-10

at

This is the continuity equation 24. Remember it. You'll see it again and again in
engineering. But hang on, we' re not yet through with it.
We'll throw a vector differentiation identity, without proof, at you. It is

V .~pU-~pV .U+U.V~p
where ~p is a scalar function.
(If you desire, work it out. It's not that hard.)
Applying this identity to the continuity equation, we have

v.

- pv.'

+

V p - op

which can rearrange as
pV 9 V - - V . V p

23

24

0P
0t"

Of course water is compressible. Its bulk modulus is 2.09 x 1 0 9 Pa. That's equivalent to
saying that if an elephant (-5,000 kg) sits on a cube of water, with rigid side walls, with
each surface area the size of your palm (-50 cm2), the column will compress -0.5%.
However, the small pressure changes we'll encounter in our flows are more like a small
monkey sitting on the column. How does an elephant sit on that small cube of water?
That's an engineering detail for you to solve later on.
The minus sign is necessary because we are calculating the flow out of the volume
element. An increase in density within the volume element will decrease the outward
flow.
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This can be messy working with a compressible fluid. If we have an incompressible fluid where the density doesn't change with position or time, then
V oV-0.
This shows that the velocity vector of an incompressible fluid has zero divergence.

Line Integrals
Before venturing into the curl, let's talk about line integrals. We discussed surface
integrals when we introduced the divergence theorem. When working with a surface
integral, we integrated a function over the bounding surface of a region. The surface
integral is useful in many calculations ranging from how much sound comes from a
surface to strength of attraction between two magnets. The surface integral is simply
moving our standard integral into two dimensions. If the function is a vector, we can
talk about the number of flux lines crossing that surface.
We will now integrate a function along a line. If dl is a minute vector along a
2

9 d l, taken over the path L from point #1 to point #2, is called the line

path, then
1

integral. Sometimes we want to return to our starting point, that is, we want to go
all around the block and return home. We call this closed loop line integral a net

circulation integral and designate it as ~ F o d l .
Is the value of a line integral dependent on its path? Does it matter how we get
from point 1 to point 2? Do we get different values if we choose different ways of
going around the block? The answer to these questions is, "It depends."
Let's take an example from classic Greek mythology: the case of Sisyphus who
pushes a rock up the hill only to have it come rolling back down again. We can
examine this piece of mythological punishment by looking at its physics. In our
frictionless example, the potential energy from gravity gets balanced with the kinetic
energy of motion. The potential energy changes due to Sisyphus pushing a weight up
a frictionless inclined plane. If we start with the weight sitting on the ground, we add
potential energy to this system by raising it above its resting place. You may remember from your physics classes that potential energy is force times height. The force
used in the potential energy is the weight of the stone, and the distance is that height
(the slope of the hill doesn't matter except maybe to Sisyphus) above the initial
starting point. The weight of the stone is just the counter force of a mass, m, times
the acceleration due to gravity at the Earth's surface, represented as g - - g k since
the force is toward the center of the Earth, and we take that direction as - k . The
energy changes only as we move the force parallel to its vector direction. We do not
change the potential energy by sliding the weight along a flat surface level with the
ground; we change the potential energy only by moving the weight in the k direction.
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To put this in vector terminology, the energy change we are talking about is only
potential energy, and that is
PE-mg

91

Since the only component of 1 that will have a nonzero dot product with ~, is in
the k direction, the change in potential energy is
PE = mgh

where
h = the height above the ground (or up a hill) that the weight was raised.
Thus, neither the angle of the inclined plane nor the meandering path we took on
the plane affects our answer. If we pushed that weight up the plane and allowed it to
come back d o w n - - t h a t is, if we had integrated over the closed l o o p ~ t h e final
answer would have been zero.
Now, let's go to the real world. Friction exists even in Greek mythology. Since
we have friction between the weight and the plane, we have additional energy
requirements for Sisyphus pushing that weight on the plane even if it's not inclined
upwards. We can make our point considering only the friction, so we'll ignore the
other energy considerations even if that means we discount Sisyphus's sweat and
aching bones.
The energy required to overcome the friction along the path is a dissipative
energy, an energy primarily in the form of heat which is not readily put to useful
work 25. The dissipative energy, DE, due to friction is
D E - K ( m g 9 n)l

where
n is the unit vector normal to the plane,
K is the coefficient of friction,
and
l is the length of the path.

25

An interesting corollary to this discussion is found by looking at different automobile
braking systems. The old way of stopping your car was by squeezing pads fixed to the
frame of the car onto disks on the rotating wheels. If you don't think that a lot of useless
heat was generated, touch one of those pads after a quick stop. The hybrid gasolineelectric automobiles use an electric generator connected to the wheels to stop. The
velocity of the car is decreased by transferring kinetic energy (energy due to motion) to
the generator that in turn recharges the car's batteries.
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One of the key features to note in this equation is that 1 is no longer a vector!
The equation for the potential energy featured a dot product with the displacement
vector.
This resulted in the easy reduction of the line integral into the simple product of
weight and height. The equation for the friction does not allow this simple reduction.
As a result, we need to perform the line integral to determine the effects of friction.
Remembering your trig, you can calculate that the dissipative energy loss of
going up our inclined plane is a function of the angle and length of the plane. We'll
repeat the dissipative energy equation and then look at its terms.
D E - K ( m g 9 n)l

n 9 g = g cos0, where 0 is the angle of the plane above the flat earth,
and
h
sin0
Hence,
D E = Kmgh cot 0.

The dissipative energy varies from zero for a straight-up lift to boundless for a
nearly flat plane.
{Unfortunately, the need to describe a stone sliding down a perfect triangle is
found about as often as someone suffering the eternal punishment of sliding a stone
up and down an incline. Then again, perhaps we're being a little hasty. Some people
pay a monthly membership fee at their health club for the privilege of sliding a heavy
weight up and down an incline.
More often, we want to find the path between two points where the least amount
of energy is dissipated. In other words, is it easier to walk over the mountain or
around the mountain? }

The Curl and Back to the Line Integral
Let's integrate an arbitrary function around a rectangular path in the y-y plane as
shown in Figure 9-10. We'll start at the origin and first integrate along path #1, dx.
Then we'll integrate along dy and so forth until we return to the origin. That is

1

2

3

4

where the subscripts refer to the different paths.
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Y

Figure 9-10. The curl.

path 3

path 4

(x', y', z')

path 2

e

path 1
dx

IF~-

x

,.d
~1

If the point (x',y',z') is at the center of our region described by our chosen path, we
can expand the integral as

T

F . d / - Fx (x', y', z')dx - ~)Fx dy dx + Fy (x', y', z')dy +
dy
ay2
ax--2

ary dx

- F x (x', y', z')dx - ~9Fx dy dx - Fy (x', y', z')dy +
--dy
Oy2
~x2
Collecting like terms, we are left with

--, ~Fy
~F" dl-(-~x

3Fx
ay >dxdy.

If we divide through by dxdy, the area enclosed by our route, we have the value
aF
for the circulation per unit area of our route, which is (ary'~
ax
ay )" This is the
x

curling in the x-y plane at the point (x',y',z'). The curling has direction. We define a
positive value of the curl in the same manner as we defined the cross product: the
right-hand rule. In this simplified example, we have the k component of the curl of
the vector F .
Using the above example, we can write out the three-dimensional curl of F as

curlF - ( aFz
~y

aFy ~ + ( a r x a r z -~ aFy
~)z
~---z Ox )J +(-~x

8Fx -+
Oy )k "

Is there an easier way to write and manipulate the cuff? You bet. Look at the form
of the curl as written, and think back to the cross product. Do you see the similarity?
The curl is just the cross product of the del operator with your vector. That is

curl F

Remember this one!

- V • F
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and
t

VxF-

j

Remember this one!

ax ay az]

Eq. 9-1 2

rx
Work it out to convince yourself it's true,

Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinates
Even though we used the normal x,y,z coordinate system to define our vectors, the
fundamental definitions of vectors and of operations of vectors with such things as
curl, divergence, or gradient were not dependent on the specific coordinate system.
Although the rectangular coordinate system may seem the most intuitive for many of
our vectors, we may use other systems, and some physical phenomena will seem
more intuitive in the other systems,
In our rectangular coordinate system, we start with a line which we usually call
the x-axis. Perpendicular to (orthogonal to, or normal to), and connected to this line,
we draw another line and call it the y-axis. We not only have two axes, but we have
also defined a p l a n e ~ t h e x-y plane. Perpendicular to the x-y plane, we draw another
line--the z-axis. With these three lines, we can define all points 26 in space. We call
this coordinate system the Cartesian coordinate system 27.
If we are not afraid of some messy calculations, we can define surfaces and
volumes of cylinders and spheres in the Cartesian coordinate system, but there is an
easier way to work with these shapes. We will define two new coordinate systems,
the cylindrical coordinate system and the spherical coordinate system.

Z

Figure 9-11. The cylindrical
coordinate system.

Y

26 We'll leave relativistic physics out of this discussion.
27 Other names for the Cartesian coordinate system are x-y, rectangular, and normal.
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Consider a fight cylinder such as a soup can sitting on the x-y plane as shown in
Figure 9-11. Since all coordinate systems are just figments of the imagination, we
can set our cylinder centered on the origin of the x-y axes. Our cylinder has a radius R.
Recalling what we learned in trig, we define any point on the base of the cylinder as
x = p cos 0
and
y = p sin 0
where
p is the scalar distance, in (or parallel to) the x-y plane, from the origin to the
point under consideration (if we are talking about the label of the soup can, then

p=R)
and
0 is the angle, going counterclockwise, from the x-axis.
If we want to go above the base, we need a value for z.
From this short discussion, we hope it's obvious that any point in a Cartesian
coordinate system can be described in terms of p, 0 and z. The feat of going from
x,y,z to p,O,z is called transformation o f coordinates.
Example: The vector,

r-5i+5j+7k
given in Cartesian coordinates converts to
r = (5 * ~ cos 45)t+ ( 5 - ~ sin 45)j + 7k
p - x/-2.5, 0 - 4 5 ~

andz- 7

in cylindrical coordinates.
The most important thing to note is that unit vectors representing the directions
of p, 0 and z are all orthogonal to each other. The p-axis extends from whatever
origin we choose out onto the x-y plane. The 0 coordinate swings the p-coordinate,
and is hence perpendicular to P, but it's still in (or parallel to) the x-y plane. The zaxis is normal to the x-y plane, and hence, normal to both p and 0.
If we want to define a cylindrical surface, we fix P at R, the radius, we let 7r vary
from 0 ~ to 360 ~ and we let z vary from 0 to H, the height of the cylinder. If we
wanted to talk about the volume of the cylinder, the P would vary from 0 to R. The
bottom surface of the cylinder is defined as P varying from 0 to R, 0 varies from 0 ~
to 360 ~ and z = 0. You figure the coordinates for the top of the cylinder.
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Z

Figure 9-12. Spherical
coordinate system.

y=

rl

rd0

If instead of using cylindrical coordinates where we drew our first new axis in the x-y
plane before going vertical, we drew a vector directly to the point (x,y,z) as shown in
Figure 9-12, we could define spherical coordinates. Spherical coordinates are
equivalent to latitude and longitude on the globe. In the figure, the vector swings
down from the z-axis by 0 degrees. (Note the difference in the p vector in cylindrical
coordinates and the r vector in spherical coordinates.) Hence the projection of r onto
the z-axis is
Z - - r C O S (~

where IFl-~x 2 +y2 _t_Z 2

"

The projection of r onto the x-y plane is r sin ~) which, similar to cylindrical
coordinates, leads to
x - r sin ~ cos 0
and
y = r sin ~)sin 0.
If we hold r constant and let ~ vary from 0 ~ to 180 ~ and let 0 vary from 0 ~ to
360 ~ we have the surface of the earth. Convince yourself, as before, that r, ~, and 0
are orthogonal to each other.
Example:

The vector,

r-5i+5j+7k
given in Cartesian coordinates converts to

Irl =

= 45.3 ~ , and 0 - 45 ~

in spherical coordinates.
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Before expressing some of our vector operations in cylindrical and spherical
coordinates, let's do some integral calculus to see the usefulness of these systems.
If we want to determine the area of a rectangular surface in the x-y plane, we
determine an elemental area, dxdy, and integrate over the limits of our surface. As an
example, determine the area of a rectangle of w meters in x-direction and 1 meters in
the y-direction.
Just for the fun of it, let's put the lower left comer of our rectangle on the origin
of the Cartesian coordinate system, and we have
l

w

A- I I x y,
0

0

which we readily integrate to determine that

A - l*w m 2.

That was too easy. If we have some property, f(x,y), of the rectangle that varies
with position (such as a property that increased in value as we moved from the center
of the rectangle) then the use of the double integral would have been worthwhile.
Now, let's play similar games with cylindrical coordinates. An elemental area on
the x-y plane is now dp in one direction, and orthogonal to that is pdO. Hence, the
elemental area is pdpdO. Let's skip area calculations and go to volume. We need dz
to complete the volume element of pdpdOdz. The limits of integration are 0 <_p <_R ,
0 < 0 _<2re, and 0 < z < H . The volume of a cylinder is
H

2g

R

V- I I I pdpdOdz
0

0

Remember this one!

0

Eq. 9-13

= Ir,R 2 H

which you already knew. Similar to the rectangular coordinates, we could have had a
function that represented some physical changes within the cylinder which we would
integrate over the cylindrical coordinates.
Moving on to spherical coordinates, we have the volume element composed on
the orthogonal components r sin ~dO, rdd~, and dr which lead to the volume element
of r 2 sin r
When integrated, the volume of a sphere is
R

rt

2~

V - I I Ir2sin*dOd*dr
0

0

Remember this one!

0

_ 4gR3

3
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As an exercise, re-work the volume integral of a sphere and determine the area of
the surface of a sphere which is 4 7 r ~ 2 . (Hint: the length of r does not change when
you are only interested in the surface.)
Let's look at some of the vector operations in cylindrical and spherical coordinates. We'll start with the del operator
0
Ozz '

V-ffxxl+ Oy

and follow the same reasoning we used in developing the elemental volumes. The del
becomes
O--

I0--

O--

V - op ao + p - ~ ao + -~z az

for cylindrical coordinates, and

0--.

I0~

Or Or +

1
+

O~

r sin ~) O0 o0

for spherical coordinates
where we use a i to designate the unit direction vector in the ith direction.
If we apply the del operator to a scalar function, U(p, 0, z) or U(9, ~),0) we are
determining the gradient of that function and the application is direct. That is
OU--.

10U--.

V U - --4-?-ap + - - - a
o+
op
p ao

OU--'

az

for cylindrical coordinates, and
OU--

10U---,

VU-----~a r + - - - a ,

r O~

+

10U~

--a o

r sin~ O0

for spherical coordinates.
If we operate on a vector with the del operator, we are calculating the divergence
of that vector. Remember, the divergence is a measure of the net outflow from a unit
volume. We'll proceed to calculate the divergence in cylindrical coordinates in the
same manner as in rectangular coordinates. We'll look at the flow through the various
surfaces of an elemental volume.
Let's first consider the flow through the elemental surface normal to the 9
direction. The flow through face 1 is
i
FluXpl - FppdOdz +-~--~-ppdpdOdz,

where we ignore higher-order terms as we did in rectangular coordinates.
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The flow through the opposite surface is

Fz .2 --F.pdOdz+

i

pdpdOdz.

Hence, the net flow in the P direction is

Net Fluxo-

aF.p
dpdO&.
~P

The net flow through the other two sets of surfaces are determined similarly. The
net flux per unit volume emanating from the volume is defined as the divergence.
Hence

V,F-

_

1 })Fo

1 ~-~--(oFp)+--

p oqp

OFz

-t-~
p ~0 ~Z

in cylindrical coordinates.
The divergence in spherical coordinates gets rather messy. We'll state it here and
let you fill in the details.
--.
V.F=

1

~)

1

~)F,

1 o3 (r2Fr) 4
(sin0F0)+
r 2 Or
r sin 0 ~0
r sin 0 ~(~ "

You can also determine the curl of a vector in cylindrical and spherical coordinates. The determination of these vector functions follows the determination in
rectangular coordinates though the details are quite tedious. To save you the boredom
of chasing all of the geometry, we'll just state the results.
Curl in cylindrical coordinates is
1 }gFz }gFo)~+ (~F r
p 00
~Z
~ZZ

V•

~Fz ) ~ + ( 1 ~(rFe)

1 ~F r )a--'.
z

~r

r ~0

r

~r

The curl in spherical coordinates is
--.

O(F, sin 0)

VxF - (

~0

OF0 a r
O0)rsin0

1 ()Fr ()(rF,))ao+( ~(rFa)
+(sin0a0-

0-----~ r

Or

~Fr ) a , .
00

r

In-depth Example: ElectromagneticTheory
Now we'll use vectors to look at some electromagnetic theory.
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As you probably know, like electrical charges repel and unlike charges attract
each other. Charles Coulomb 28 quantified the repulsion/attraction of charges with his
equation
= ~1
4re%

ql q2 a
r2

where:
1

is equal to 8.99x109 newton-meter2/coulomb 2,

4rt~30

qm and q2 are the magnitude of the charges (in coulombs) under test,
r is the distance (in meters) between the two charges,
and
d is a unit vector representing the direction between the charges.
The units of our force vector are, of course, newtons. Just look at the messy
1
4rtc ~ factor and you see that the coulombs and meters in that factor cancel with the
coulombs and meters in the equation.
If both charges have the same sign (either positive or negative), F is positive and
the charges repulse each other. If the charges are of different signs, the force is
negative and the charges attract each other.
Now that we understand Coulomb's law, we can define a vector for the electric
field which is
-...,

--.

F

E m ~

q0
1
=

~

q~

4rte 0 r

2

ar

where q0 is an imaginary test charge equal to one coulomb,
and
a r is the unit vector pointing from the test charge q0 toward any direction of
interest.

28 Charles Augustin de Coulomb, 1736-1806, was a French physicist. The unit of electrical
charge is named after him. A coulomb represents a charge of approximately 6.26 x 10TM
electrons.
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T h e units 29 of the electrical field are newtons/coulomb.

If we consider a point 3~charge of magnitude q (q is assumed positive) suspended
by a nonconducting magical sky-hook, that point charge creates a field about it that
repels other positive charges equally in all directions. That is, the vectors representing the field go in all directions as shown in Figure 9-1 3. Note that we draw the
vectors in the direction another positive charge would try to move due to the electrical field generated by the first electric field.

z!
Figure 9-13. The electric field
from a point charge.

y

Now, let's bring up another electric charge of equal magnitude, but this time it's a
negative charge. Set this charge a distance d from the first one. Each charge has its
own electric field. The vectors representing the field about our first charge point out
from the charge, and the vectors point in toward the second charge. Out in space, the
vectors add, but don't forget that they have opposite signs.
Let's determine the electric field along a line that bisects d, the separation of the
two charges. Figure 9-14 shows the configuration. We put the charges at _+-d on the
2
y-axis, and we are asking about the field along the x-axis.

The units of the electric field are also volts/meter. We are not playing games. Both sets of
units are correct. It just means that a volt is equal to one newton times one meter/one
coulomb.
30 Of course, there is no such thing as a point charge. Electrons are small, but they occupy
space. When physics types say point whatever they are looking at the effects of that point
something at distances that are large compared to the dimensions of their thing.
29
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d/2
Xi

-q
Figure 9-14. The electric field from equal but opposite charges.
If we ask about the field at the arbitrary point
the contribution from both charges, and it is
q

E ~ ~
4rte 0

---,
62 a r -

X 2 +-

q

Xi

on the x-axis, we must calculate

----,
62 ar

2
X i -]-_

4

4

= Ela r -Ela r

where E 1 is the magnitude of the field from either charge.
Let's look at these vectors in Figure 9-14, and break each into their x and y
components as shown. At point xi, the field from the positive charge is
- E 1(cos 0i + sin Oj)
and the field from the negative charge is

El(COsOi-sinO j)
where 0 is defined in Figure 9-14.
Hence, you see by both the figure and math that the x-components of the electric
field vectors cancel and y-components add. The electric field along the x-axis is
E - - 2 E 1cos 0 j .
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Now, let's do something about cos 0. Looking at Figure 9-14, we see that
cos0 -

d/~2

d
~(412)+d e
If desired, we can map this vector field in three dimensions about those two
electric charges.

Gauss's Law
You have just seen how to calculate a vector field from a scalar quantity in electromagnetic theory. Do you wonder if the inverse is true? That is, if you know the vector
field, can the charge that creates the field be determined? The answer is yes. The
same Mr. Gauss that gave us a useful distribution in probability and statistics also
gave us Gauss's Law for an electrical charge. It is

where
~0 is the same constant that appears in the Coulomb force equation
E

is the electrical field

dA is the elemental area of integration
q

is the enclosed charge

If you know the field around some area and can mathematically handle the
geometry of that surface, you can calculate the enclosed charge. You'll see examples
of this integration in advanced physics courses.

The Lorentz Force
We refer to these examples as coming from electromagnetic theory, but all we've
shown is the electro (charge) part of it. Are you ready for some magnetic vectors? Did
you ever wonder how your computer or TV screen manages to produce 3~ pictures? You
may know that an electron beam dances about and lights up a phosphor on the back of
the viewing screen, but do you know what plays the tune for the electron beam dance?
The Lorentz 32 force equation quantifies the combined forces on a c h a r g e 33 due to an
electric field and a magnetic field. His equation is

F-qE+qvxB.
We are talking about the tube type screen, not the flat plasma or liquid crystal screen.
Named for Hendrik Lorentz (1853-1928), a Dutch physicist.
33 The charge is just an electron in our computer or TV. That charge might be all sorts of
things if we're talking about the earth's magnetic field deflecting solar particles from
hitting us.
31

32
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The F - q E is just Coulomb's law. This part of the force equation 34 describes the
initial motion of the electron as outlined in Figure 9-1 5. The F - q v x B (where v is
.....

the velocity of the charge, and B is the magnetic field) part is new. It says that a
charge speeding through a magnetic field 35 will move at fight angles to the plane
defined by the velocity vector and the magnetic field vector
-V

I
+V

O000OO

. . . . . . .

unnnunnnlm

all~

~'60"0"0"0"

I
Electron Source

t j l z It'
t j t j t j t j t j tJ t j tz it' it'

Magnetic Field

Screen

Figure 9-15. A schematic of a display tube and the Lorentz force.
The magnetic field, B, is perpendicular to the plane of the paper.
--4

We made Figure 9-1 5 simple with the magnetic field at fight angles to the
electron's velocity vector. In operation, there will be another magnetic field at fight
angles to the one shown. Varying the strengths of the two magnetic fields will guide
the beam across as well as up and down the screen.

Force on a Current Loop
If you should have a loop of wire sitting in a magnetic field, you can make an electric
motor by passing electrical current through the loop. Figure 9-16 shows the set up.
The equation that quantifies the force on the wire is just an extension of the
Lorentz force equation and is
F-iLxB

We show a voltage creating the electric field. That's OK. Remember that the units of the
electric field are also volts/meter. Think of the voltage as equipotential lines. These are
not elevation equipotential lines above sea level that will accelerate a skier going down
the hill, but are equipotential lines that will accelerate an electric charge. The gradient of
the equipotential lines is the electric field.
35 You may already know that a magnetic field is a vector field. When you play with
magnets you see direction and polarity (sign) properties.
34
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F=iLB~

F = - i L B An
magnetic field

B=B '
L
.

Y
y

F=iLB
X

current,, /
Figure 9-16. A simple motor made by passing current
through a loop of wire in a magnetic field.
where
i is the current,
L is the length of wire,
and
B is the magnetic field.
We made our loop in the shape of a rectangle in Figure 9-16, and the face of the
loop is perpendicular to the magnetic field. That is, the loop is in the x - z plane only
and B - B j . To make life even easier, let each segment of the loop be L in length
with each leg aligned with either the x or z axis.
We want to know the force on this loop. In each segment, the magnitude of the force
is

IFI-I/ •
-I/ 1
but magnitude alone doesn't tell the story. Force is a vector quantity. Hence the
forces in the segments are
F~, x - i L ~ k
-+

,
~

F2, z - i L ~ i ,

(don't confuse the current, i, with the unit vector in the x-direction, i )

F3, x - - i L ~ k

,
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and
F4, z - - i L B k

,

which obviously, sums to zero. Doesn't sound like a very efficient electric motor
does it?
Now let's change the loop orientation in Figure 9-16 to that in Figure 9-17 where
the loop has been rotated into the x - y plane by the means of mechanical connections
midway up the vertical (z-axis) legs of the loop. We now want to calculate the torque
on the current loop, but first we'll review the forces.
Z

m a g n e t i c field

F

"

F=-iLB

m--)~,

r

current, i

Figure 9-17. Torque on a current loop where the plane of the loop
is parallel to the magnetic field.
-->

--+

F2, z and F4, z a r e now zero as their length vectors are parallel to the magnetic

field, and F~,x and F3, x are unchanged other than they are offset from each other.
They now do more than just push against each other. They produce a torque about the
midpoint of the mechanical connections.
As you may recall, torque is that twisting action of a force acting at a distance.
Torque about a given point is
T-rxF

where 7 is the length vector from our point of reference to the point where the force
is applied.
The torque produced by segment one is

=89
=liL 8
and the torque on segment three is
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T3 - ~7 L x F

-89
Hence, the total torque about the mechanical connections is

T-TI+T2
=iL2B
Does this look like the start of an electric motor? Yes!
If the current loop were at an angle 0 (as measured from the x-y plane to segment
2 of the loop), the torque arm would shorten to 1 - L cos 0, and the torque equation
becomes

T - iL2B cos O
The action of torque is to rotate. The torque of the current loop in the magnetic
field is trying to rotate our loop from the x-y plane (0 - 0 ~ where the torque is
twisting as hard as it can to the x-z plane (0 - 90 ~ where the torque is zero.
Look at any real motor and you will see more than one current loop in it. Two
loops at right angles to each other will insure a continuous torque at the mechanical
connections. And more loops will linearly increase L.
Incidentally, if you apply an external rotating force (torque) to a current loop in a
magnetic field, you'll produce an electrical current. That's a generator.

Projectile Motion, Part 1.
Let's do some shooting. We know the velocity of our particle is V0 as it leaves the
launcher, and it travels over our flat range until gravity makes it hit the ground. We
ignore wind resistance. Let's describe its flight and figure out how to maximize its
distance.
Since we didn't specify the angle of the launch we can assume an angle, 0, with
respect to the ground and specify its initial trajectory as

Vo - V x i + V y j
= Vo cos 0 i + Vo sin 0 j
Once in the air, the trajectory is only affected by gravity, g, so,
--4

V ( t ) - Vo cos Oi'+ (Vo s i n O - gt)j.
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We see that the vertical component will decrease in magnitude until it reaches its
peak height where it stops and starts to descend. The horizontal component of flight
keeps chugging along unchanged until the y-component causes it to hit the ground.
How high and how far it goes for a given V0 depends on 0. Let's look at how 0
controls the action.
The distance traveled is velocity times time, so
X - V0 cos 0. T
and
T

Y-V 0 s i n 0 . T - [

gtdt
0

where T is the time of measurement.
Since you are near the surface of the Earth, you can assume that g is constant
(9.8 m/sec2), so
Y_VosinO.

T - -1~ g T 2 .

"OK," you respond, "We have equations for distance in x and y, but how do we
find the angle to gives us maximum range?"
The answer is to look at the values of t (time) when y is equal to zero. The
position of the vertical component of flight is zero when the projectile is first fired,
and it's zero again when it hits the ground. When it hits the ground, it has reached its
maximum range (bounces don't count).
y is zero, at the end of flight, when
1

Vo sin O . T - -~ g T

2

or

T - 2V~ sin0
g
Of course, y is zero if 0 is zero, but we want a more interesting answer. We'll put this
equation for T into the equation for the range, X, and get
X - Vo cos0. T
= V0 cos 0 . 2 V 0 sin 0
g
- 2V~ sin 0 cos 0
g
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This is still messy, so go back to your trig identities and see that
sin0 cos0

-

7~sin(20).

With simplification we now have

x - V~ sin(20)
g
which is maximum at 0 - 45 ~

Projectile Motion, Part 2.
Now let's launch a satellite. We know that the earth is curved. We know that gravity
makes any object fall toward the center of the earth. Hence, our satellite must go fast
enough tangentially to the earth's surface to remain at a constant distance from the
earth even as gravity is pulling on it. The rocket science of this example is shown in
Figure 9-18. We won't worry about such details as atmospheric resistance.

vat

V2gAt 2

Figure 9-18. Schematic of a satellite in free fall about the earth's surface.
We s h o o t 36 the rocket up to whatever height we want, turn it in the direction we
want it to orbit, and give it enough of a boost that it stays at the desired altitude
above the earth even as earth's gravity is pulling it down. The rocket scientists call
this free fall about the earth's surface. The rocket folks also calculate their trajectories
using centrifugal force and other factors to determine their orbital mechanics. We can
get a good idea of what's going on from projectile motion.

36

Did you ever wonder why NASA uses a launch site in Florida? It's not just to be closer to
Disney World. The closer they are to the equator, the more the rotation of the earth gives
them a boost. If NASA had a launch site on the equator, they would get a free addition of
speed of 1667 km/hr (assuming that they want to circle at the equator) over launching
from Santa's home.
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Figure 9-18 is expanded in Figure 9-19 to show a triangle composed of three
vectors: one vector represents the earth's radius plus a small length addition to
account for the satellite's altitude. Another vector represents the tangential distance
traveled by the satellite in time, At. The third vector accounts for the radial distance
that the satellite falls during At. To complete the triangle, the vector for the center of
the earth to the satellite is repeated to connect to the fallen satellite.

Flight

vAt

Path
Y2gAt z

Figure 9-19. Expansion of Figure 9-18.

We look at the vectors and see that R E +/~, vat, and R E + h + 1~2 gAt 2 approximate a right angle for small angles.
where
R E is the vector from the center of the earth to the earth's surface (6370 km),
h is the normal vector from the earth's surface to the satellite,
vat is the tangential distance traveled by the satellite in time t,
and

89gaff is the distance the satellite fell 37 in time At.

g, of course, is the acceleration due to gravity, which is approximately 9.8 m/s 2 at the
earth's surface, and varies as 1//R2. For low earth orbit, say 200 km, the difference in
distances makes only a small change in the acceleration due to gravity. So you ask,
"What's this about zero gravity in space? I've seen the astronauts floating about while in
orbit."
No, your eyes didn't deceive you. But they were not floating as much as they were falling.
They and the space shuttle are in free fall about the earth.
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Hence,
1g A t 2
( R e + h) 2 + (vAt) 2 -- ( R e + h + -~

)2

= (R E + h) 2 + g ( R E + h ) A t 2
which reduces to
v - 4g(RE + h ) .
If you put in 200 km for h you'll get an orbital velocity of approximately 28,000
km/hr.
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Computer Mathematics
The control of large numbers is possible, and like unto that of small numbers, if we subdivide them. --Sun Tzu, 6th-5th century BC Chinese general, author of The Art of War
Mathematicians have spent centuries feverishly working to apply math to solve something useful. Unfortunately, that task has proven to be very difficult. If the physical
system under investigation involves perfect shapes, then the mathematicians succeed 1
and the equations can be solved. Real situations rarely involve perfect shapes. Real life
features strangely shaped structures experiencing unusual disturbances. Real-life problems
are often very difficult to solve exactly with the mathematics expounded in this book.
However, don't despair. While we might not be able to solve the system exactly, we
can often approximate the solution. The complicated shapes and complicated disturbances
of real life can be subdivided into little pieces. These little pieces can be solved with the
mathematics in this book. Keeping track of all of these little pieces is just laborious bookkeeping. Fortunately, computers are a perfect tool for this type of bookkeeping. The entire
world of numerical mathematics, ranging from finite elements to differential equation
solvers and from structural mechanics to population models, is simply a search for a
way to approximate the complicated system with a bunch of little simple equations and
the bookkeeping to keep track of the interaction between the bunches of simple equations.
This chapter will talk about how you can use your computer to solve math
problems. We will not make you an expert on finite difference and finite element
techniques, but hopefully you will gain a working knowledge. This chapter will talk
about things that are easily modeled on the computer and things that are difficult to
model on the computer. There are also things that are impossible to model on the
computer, but we will leave those alone. Finally, this chapter should show you how
you can use a spreadsheet to write simple, but useful simulations of real life.

Computerized Data Analysis
One of the most straightforward reasons to use the computer is to help analyze data.
This is what you do when you balance the checkbook. In equation form, the balancing of the checkbook can be expressed as:
1 One problem in modeling physical systems is determining the acceptable trade-off between
simplifying shapes and especially boundaries into something that is mathematically
tractable and what is physically significant. An example of this quandary occurred when
the mathematician was asked to quantitatively describe how a cow could jump over the
moon. "An easy problem," was the reply, "First we assume a spherical cow..."
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B - S + ~ deposits - ~_~debits
n

i

where B is the final balance, S is the starting balance, and there are n deposits and i
debits in the bank account. The summation sign, ~ , means that you are adding all of
the terms together. The computer cranks through the transactions, performing the
addition and subtraction for you. In effect, you are integrating your bank transactions,
and the result of the integration is your balance. This is probably the most common
type of computer math.
Along with using the computer to track your data, you can also use it to fit the
data to a theoretical equation that is often a complicated mess that no sane person
wants to work out with pencil and paper. An example that one of the authors suffered
with is shown at the end of this chapter.
You can also use the computer to compute integrals and differentiate measured
data. Let's suppose that you are drilling an oil well, and you are measuring the
motion of your drill bit with an accelerometer. You can use the computer to integrate
the acceleration data with respect to time and determine the velocity. You can integrate the acceleration data twice, with respect to time, and find the displacement. In
other words, you can determine if you are about to drill through your oil field by
numerically integrating the acceleration measured on your drill bit.
Computerized integration can be performed with different degrees of accuracy.
The most accurate solution, the acceleration, a, is integrated with respect to time, t,
to find the velocity, v.

v(t) - I a(t)dt .
The velocity is just the integral of the acceleration. If the acceleration is constant,
then the equation reduces to

v=v o +at,
where Vo is the initial velocity.

Finite Difference Technique
The simplest approach is to assume that everything keeps going until you make a
new measurement. In evaluating the integral, we break the integral into small enough
pieces that we can assume that the acceleration is constant. The computerized 2 form
of the equation is then

v(t + A t ) - v(t) + a(t) At ,
where At is the amount of time between each measure of the acceleration.
: Some folks write v(t + At) as v(t + 1), where the numeric simply tells the number of time
steps the function has moved from the original t.
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W h e n going into the computer, time gets broken into chunks or discretized 3.
Instead of being continuous, time is measured w h e n we measure the rest of the data.
As a result, we use the bracketed <t> to indicate that the value on those variables
exists at the same instant 4 in time. Variables with a bracketed < t + At > occur at an
instant of time, At, later.
Similarly, the position, p, can be found by integrating the velocity or double
integrating the acceleration,

p(t)- Iv(t)dt- IIa(t)dtdt.
F r o m our discussion of integrals, we know that if the acceleration is constant, then

p(t)- Po + rot + ~ at2
The integral can be discretized for use in the computer by phrasing (grouping) it as

p(t + At)- p(t) + v(t) At .
Since the velocity is a function of acceleration, we can expand the equation as

p(t + A t ) - p(t) + (v(t) + 89

At)At ,

or

p(t+ At)- p(t)+ v(t)At+89
3

4

Discretized vs. digitized: do not confuse these two words. The real world is analog (ignore
quantum mechanics for this discussion) where things move and change continuously. We,
however, do not measure physical phenomena continuously. We measure when and where
we want to measure. If we are methodical, we measure at predetermined intervals of time,
space, or whatever else may be our variable. These measurements are still determinations
of analog data, but once measured, we may then digitize our data. In digitizing the data,
we are putting numbers on the measurements. As an example, if you measure the air pressure
in your car's tires, you put the gauge on the tire's valve and a little rod pokes out of the
end of the gauge. The greater the pressure, the further the rod extends. You have made an
analog measurement. If you measure the pressure once a week, your discretization period is
one per week (some discretized measurements integrate and average the measurement
over the entire period - that's hard to do with tire gauges). Now you read a number on
your rod (it might extend to the line that reads 2x10 5 Pa) and write down that value. That
is a digital measurement. The computer will want ones and zeros for its digital data.
While we're on the subject of discretized time measurements, let's talk about proper
choice of intervals. Essentially, the faster you expect the data to change, the more measurements you need to make. As an example, assume that you are measuring a sine wave
that has a period of one second. If you make a measurement every second, you'll get the
same value every time, and you won't know that you have a sine wave running about.
Information theory teaches us that the absolute minimum time intervals that will give you
useful data is half of the period of the highest frequency (highest frequency means
shortest period of repetition) that you want to measure. For our 1-Hz sine wave, we must
measure twice per second. Sketch it out and see if you agree with us.
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Note that this form is identical to that found by evaluating the integral as we did
earlier. What about this mysterious factor of Y2 that magically appeared? Well, it is
not entirely mysterious because we know from the integration that there should be a
89 before the at 2. This reflects that we need to use the average velocity over the time
period. This is the type of thing that is easy to perform on a spreadsheet.
Is this the only way to integrate? Of course not. If this were the only way to
integrate, then we wouldn't have computer science departments and expensive
mathematical codes. You can rephrase the integration to try to predict how the
acceleration might have behaved between the measured data. One way of doing this
is by placing your knowledge of the system into the equations; then you can get a
more accurate estimate of the position. Another way of predicting the acceleration
uses extensive previous records. In our example of drilling an oil well, you are
limited by how quickly you can send data to the surface. Thus, the more complicated
integration techniques become very important.
You can also differentiate with the computer. Let's look back at the checkbook
example. If you have the intermediate balances from your checkbook, then you can
differentiate to see how your cash flow is going. If we have measured the displacement of our oilfield logging tool, then we can differentiate to determine how quickly
it is moving. Differentiation is key for designing the cruise control on your car to
keep the speed from wildly oscillating. We differentiate position measurements in
order to determine the strain on a structure and to find whether failure is imminent.
How does differentiation work? All we have to do is return to how we defined
differentiation. Remember, the derivative is the slope of the function, the tangent to
the curve, the rate of change. In math parlance, the velocity (the derivative of position) is:

df(t)
dt
f (t + At)- f (t)
At
as At becomes very small.
The definition of the derivative can be directly translated into the computer
notation. If you have measured data, then the derivative at time, v<t>, is

v(t)_f(t)-f(t-At)
At
where f<t> is the data measured at time t and f < t - At > is the data measured one
time period earlier. If you measure the data often, then At will be small and our new
equation for the derivative will become an increasingly accurate measure of the
derivative. As At becomes smaller, you will also magnify problems associated with
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measurement noise. As a result, there are more complicated phrasings for the derivative that take data values over a longer period of time to more accurately interpolate
the derivative.
The second derivative in time would give us the acceleration from measured
displacement data. On a structure, the second derivative in space of the displacement
of a structure would be the curvature. We will derive the expression for the acceleration because we'll be applying it during the finite elements section of this chapter.
The acceleration, a, is the second derivative change of position with respect to time:
a

d2s(t)

-

~

dt 2

dv(t)
dt
v(t + A t ) - v(t)

At
as At becomes very small.
Since the velocity is the first derivative of the displacement function, then the
acceleration can also be expressed as the time rate of change in the velocity. In other
words, the acceleration measures how quickly your velocity changes.
We have now reduced the second derivative into being the derivative of the first
derivative. In other words, we have now reduced the problem into one that we have
just solved. Substituting yields

v(,)-v(,-At)
a(t) -

At

where v<t> is defined above and v < t - At > is the same except that one is subtracted from the time increment, i.e.

ls(t At) f (t- At)-Atf (t- 2At).
i

i

Substituting for v<t> and v < t - At > into the acceleration yields

f(t)-2f(t-At}+ f(t-2At)
A/2
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Just as with the first derivative, you can include more data points into the calculation of the acceleration in order to minimize the effects of signal noise.
Where will the computer get you in trouble? As the sage said, "To err is human,
but to truly foul things up requires a computer." The computer can get you in trouble
when you try to integrate or differentiate. The easiest route to disaster lies in our
measurement error. If we are integrating data, then a slight offset in our measurement
will add up to a large error. By offset in the measurement, we mean that we measure
a small value when we should be measuring zero. In time, that constant small value
will integrate into a big value. As a result, the integration of acceleration data is most
often used over only very short periods of time or if a high-pass filter can be applied
to remove the offset error. If we are differentiating, then this small offset will disappear.
Signal noise is the Achilles heel of differentiation. Signal noise appears as a
variation on the true measurement. When we go to differentiate the data, then the
small errors from the signal noise can be magnified as we shrink our sampling
interval. Integration smoothes out the signal noise and, thus, signal noise tends not to
be a problem when integrating data.

Optimization Techniques
As we've mentioned before, the computer is great at rapidly performing boring
calculations. This feature can be used to optimize the solution to a problem. What
type of problems can you optimize? Just about anything. You can optimize distribution networks, optimize feedback controllers, find the roots of complicated equations,
or determine the best way to cut cookies out of cookie dough. The key to successful
optimization techniques is the definition of a cost function.
All optimization techniques use a cost function. The cost function yields a single
value that you are trying to minimize. If you are running a business, then the cost
function would calculate your profits. If you are designing a distribution network,
then the cost function would calculate the total time it would take to move the
products. Alternatively, the cost function for the distribution network could measure
the total expense of the distribution. Equally valid would be to define the cost
function as being a weighted combination of time and expense.
You have to be careful when you define your cost function. If you are not careful,
then the computer will find the minimum of the cost function, but this minimum will
not give you useful information. The computer is a stupid beast of burden. It will do
exactly what you tell it to do, not what you wish it would do.
There are many ways to define the cost function. The most common form of a
cost function features a value squared. This is sometimes called the 2-norm, but don't
worry about the name. Let's say that we want to find the roots of the function f(x, y, z) .
The cost function, J, would be

J-(f(x,Y,Z)) 2.
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When the cost function J is 0, then we have a root
function can been defined with multiple variables.

off(x,y,z).

Note that the cost

"Fine," you may say, "I have a cost function, but how do I actually find its
minimum?"
There are as many answers to that question as there are mathematicians in the
universe. Okay, maybe not that many, but there are many different solution techniques. We're going to talk about two of them: 1) the shotgun approach and 2) a
gradient descent approach.
The simplest solution technique is called the shotgun approach, or more professionally a Monte Carlo simulation 5. In a Monte Carlo simulation, the cost function is
evaluated at random values of the variables. In other words, you try a bunch of values
and hope that one of them is close to the optimum. This technique works well if you
don't know much about the cost function, but this technique tends to require a large
number of iterations. Expect to spend a long time number crunching if you have to
run a Monte Carlo simulation.
The gradient descent optimization is an alternative to the Monte Carlo simulation. The gradient descent optimization starts when you pick a point in the solution
space. Then you draw a line tangent to the curve at this point. For the next guess, you
follow that tangent line until it reaches zero. That zero crossing 6 becomes your next
guess. This process iterates until your next guess is very close to your previous guess.
For most functions, the gradient descent is a quick optimization technique. You can
define a function where the gradient descent will exhibit ghastly behavior, but
generally you have to try rather hard.
In the gradient descent optimization, you are behaving as a drop of water that
falls down the mathematical hill. The optimum is found when water stops falling
downhill and collects in a puddle. Unfortunately, you don't know if your water has
collected in a high mountain pond, in the ocean, or in the Dead Sea (408 meters
below sea level). Where the water stops depends on where you initially placed it. In
other words, gradient descent optimizations will find you a minimum, but it may
only be a local minimum. As a result, different initial locations are often tried when
using a gradient descent optimization. Alternatively, a Monte Carlo simulation might
be performed in order to get an approximate value for the global minimum and then a
gradient descent optimization is performed from the best solution from the Monte
Carlo simulation.
5 Monte Carlo simulations are named after the gambling tables of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
With the Monte Carlo simulation, you are effectively rolling the mathematical dice and
gambling that you will arrive at a satisfactory answer to your optimization.
6 Note that if you had a few points along a linear curve and then followed this technique,
you would obtain the root of the equation in your first try. We know that it's obvious, but
it makes the point that the gradient technique has merit.
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One of the variations, the genetic algorithm, puts some randomness into the
gradient descent algorithm in order to avoid being trapped in local minimums. There
are many, many different types of optimization techniques that are variations of the
gradient descent algorithm.

Finite Element Techniques
Let us start by saying that finite elements are not a separate type of mathematics.
Like all of the other types of computer math, the finite element techniques are simply
a method for expressing a complicated system as a series of simple equations.
The difficulty associated with the finite element techniques is in keeping track of
all of the elements. There tend to be so many elements that special tricks are needed
to be able to speed the solution. Additionally, as we will see, the form of the equations tends to allow special solution techniques.

Steel
For,

Rubber/ ~

Xl ,~
I

w

Acceleration, a

X2 ..
I

w,-

X3
I

..

m,-

Figure 10-1. Spring-mass-damper system.
Let's start by looking at a vibration moving through a section of pipe that has a
rubber isolation mount in it. We want to find the movement at one end of the pipe
from a disturbance at the other end. This type of analysis would be very difficult to
perform analytically. Using the computer greatly simplifies the analysis.
The first step is to separate the more complicated structure into simpler components. We can approximate the continuous rod as a series of small masses, springs,
and dampers. The sum of the small masses should equal the total mass of the rod,
and the combination of the small springs should equate to the stiffness of the rod.
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The dampers or dashpots represent friction and internal dissipation of the material.
The more small pieces we include, the higher the accuracy of the system.
Now we have a series of small problems that we can solve. The physics is simply
F-ma
d2x .
=m~

dt 2

The next step is to find which forces act on which block. A free-body diagram is
used to look at the forces on each component. In a free-body diagram, the forces
acting on each element of the system are drawn and denoted. Making free-body
diagrams is something that's taught in physics and engineering classes, and the
results are shown in Figure 10-1.
This next section takes the free-body diagram and extracts a series of equations
from it. The equations are all based upon the basic relationship, F - ma, or switching
the notation,
ma-F
and on to the form you saw in the differential equations chapter.
dZx - Kx + C dx + F(t)
m --~dt
"

The forces, F, are the spring loads, kx, and the damping loads, c dx/dt, that are
denoted in Figure 10-2. The bold notation is used to show that these variables are
vectors and matrices. Substituting these forces into the equation yields

I m laa

-k 1

mza2 -- ko
m3a3

k1

-kl - k2
k2

0

k2
-k 2

x1

-c 1

x2 + ~
x3

c~
--Cl -- C2
C2

0

~

C2

dxz
~

--C 2

)
"[-

dx 3

Figure 10-2. Forces in the spring-mass-damper system.
The equations are written in matrix format because matrices greatly simplify the
notation. Additionally, many of the computer programs are vectorized, which means
that everything runs much faster if it is phrased as a combination of vectors and
matrices.
There are a couple of interesting things to note about the form of these matrices.
The first is that the matrices tend to be symmetric; the transpose 7 of the matrix is the
same as the original. Another thing to note is that most mass, stiffness, and damping
7 You get the transpose of a matrix when you interchange its rows and columns.
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matrices feature a series of diagonal arrays that are nonzero although the arrays
contain many zeros. Much of the work of finite element modeling comes from
exploiting the large number of zero elements in these matrices.
"Okay," you may say. "So I have the equations. How do I solve them?" Getting
the equations is the physics and the engineering. While we could solve these equations analytically for this simple case, more complicated situations would not suggest
themselves to an analytical solution.
We' re going to use the definition of the acceleration from the computerized data
analysis section to move our differential equation into being a finite difference
equation. For a reminder, our equation is currently

Md2X_ K x + C -d-7
dx + F(t)
where M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, C is the damping matrix, F is
the forcing matrix which only hits upon the first block, and x is a vector of the
displacement of the blocks. The derivatives of the displacement can be placed as the
finite differences between different measurements of position. Using the definition of
the finite difference technique that we defined earlier, our equation becomes

M(X(t)-2x(t-At)+x(t-2At)) = K x ( t -

At) + C

(x(t-At)-x(t-2At))+ F(t)
At

At 2

"

Through algebra, we can rearrange the equation so that we have x(t) as a function
of everything else:
x (t) - ( A t 2 M - ' K + AtM-1C + 2)x ( t - At) - ( 1 + AtM-'C)x ( t - 2At)+ At2M-1F(t).
This is exactly where we want to be. Now, the future locations of the blocks, xi,
can be calculated based upon their previous locations and the dynamics of the
system. We can have an arbitrary forcing function, F(t), and we can still find the
solution.
Completing our example, we can substitute for our mass, stiffness, and damping
matrices into our finite difference equation.
But, that is okay.
Computers are great at keeping track of the mess. The finite difference programs are
principally ways of bookkeeping all of the variables. There's also a bit of information
about how to invert matrices and ways to efficiently update the grid 8 size, but mostly
it is all about bookkeeping.

Theresultis a mess!

Since this is bookkeeping, we're going to skip the algebra steps. If you're bored,
then you can substitute the matrices. We' re only going to give the answer for the
movement of the third block, x3.

8 This is computer talk for the size of the blocks into which we break up the system.
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X3(t) -- m--71(k2At2+c2At) x2(t-At )

+(2+

m--~l(-k2At2-c2At)) x3(t-At)

+ C2~m3x 2 ( t - 2 A t ) + (1-C~m 3) x 3 ( t - 2 A t )
The position of the third block, x3, is a function of the position of the second
block, x2. Thus, we can't directly find how the end of our pipe moves without
determining how the pieces in the middle are moving. Also note that the current
position of the block is a function of the previous positions of the blocks.
For simple situations, finite difference modeling can be performed using a
spreadsheet such as Microsoft | Excel. However, you will probably want to use some
of the prewritten software packages if the system is very complicated. At a minimum,
you will use a command line program, such as Fortran, C, or Matlab |
Assume that we want to know the acceleration at the fight side of the pipe if we
whack the left side of the pipe with a hammer. Let's examine how our system behaves
with different number of elements in the pipe. Let's make the length of our two steel
sections Ls = 1 meter, the central rubber section is Lr = 1 meter, and the cross-sectional
area is A = 0.01 meter.
STEEL

Modulus of Elasticity

Es

200 GPa

Density

9,

7900 kg/m3

Damping

~s

0.1%

RUBBER

Modulus of Elasticity

Er

1 GPa

Density

Or

900 kg/m3

Damping

~r

20%

From engineering classes, we know that the stiffness of each element, k, is
related to the modulus E by

EA
AL

k--~

where AL is the length of each block in the finite element and A is the crosssectional area of the block. The mass of each element, m, is related to the density by
m =pA~.
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There are many models for damping, and most of them are not very good. The
gradual loss of energy due to friction and other forms of damping is difficult to
accurately describe. We going to take a simple expression for damping, which is
c=2~~.
Now we can actually look at the answer. Remember, we're trying to find the
acceleration at the fight side after we whack our beam on the left side. After 90 lines
of very loosely written Matlab code, we can plot the behavior in acceleration in
Figure 10-3. With our three-element model, you can see the oscillations in the
acceleration due to the hammer strike. If you increase the number of elements, say to
fifteen, then our model will more closely approximate the oscillations of a real
structure. Increasing the number of elements in our model changes the answer a little
bit, but we really don't need a lot of elements to get a good answer. This is very
good, because the time that it takes to solve these types of problems increases with
the square of the number of elements. And it's worse than that, because if we use
smaller elements, then numerical stability requires us to use smaller time steps,
which further increases the solution time.

Acceleration
0.01

--

0.005

~,

/

f " ~%

\

0.;05

g

1

-0.005
-0.01 __

~\ .
~

/

9
Time

0.015

0.02

~3elernents
~
15 elements

Figure 10-3. Acceleration of three section system
after 90 computational iterations.
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Example: Experimental Data and Theoretical Equations
We've already shown an example using the theoretical equation for the composition
of alloy crystals in the early stages of growth. The equation involved both growth
parameters which the scientist may vary, and it included parameters which Mother
Nature holds to herself. The equation was in the form of an exponential. If a dedicated scientist wanted to match data to theory, the scientist could get out the log
tables and in a few hours generate a reasonable curve to plot against the data.
The equation 9 for the end of growth is not so benign. It is

[ / /
1-k

/

(1- k ) ( 2 - k )

/ ]

C(x) - Co 1+3 i + k e-2~R/D~+ 5 ( l + k ) ( 2 + k ) e-6~R/D~x

+..-+(2n+l)

( (1- k)(2- k) "" (n - k) ) -,~n+,)~R/o)x
(l+k)(2+k)
(n+k) e
+""

where
D and k are materials properties
R is the growth rate
and
x, the crystal length, is measured from the last-to-grow end of the crystal.
As you can see, there is nothing here that can't be solved with sweat and log
tables, but it would not only be laborious and tedious to an extreme, it would also be
fraught with potential errors. The computer makes such theoretical analysis useful.

9

See, "A Mathematical Analysis of Solute Redistribution During Solidification," V.G.
Smith, W. A. Tiller. and J. W. Rutter, Canadian Journal of Physics, vol. 33, pages
723-745, 1955.
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Chaos

So inscrutable is the arrangement of causes and consequences in this world that a twopenny duty on tea, unjustly imposed in a sequestered part of it, changes the condition
of all its inhabitants. ~ Thomas Jefferson, Autobiography

Don't let this title mislead you. Although Random House Webster's Dictionary gives
the first definition of chaos as "a state of utter confusion and disorder" and the second
definition as "any confused, disorderly mass," it goes on to mention our magic words
for chaos as "deterministic behavior." This has been the function of engineering and
engineering math all along: to determine the behavior of physical systems. In this
chapter we'll combine physics, philosophy, and mathematics.
"Wait a minute," you might complain. "Physics and physical principles upon
which engineering is based are deterministic." If we know the properties of our
system, and if we know physics, we can determine how something will behave. This
type of thinking started back in the sixteenth century when Copernicus defined our
solar system and got Galileo thinking about the scientific method. This led Newton
to formulate three simple laws that not only describe the motion of Galileo's cannon
balls falling from the Leaning Tower of Pisa but also describe the motion of our solar
system. "Science," you might continue, "is not a state of confusion. It's order."
Well, maybe and maybe not. It depends on how you look at some things. Let's
consider a few experiments.

Experiment 1. Falling Cannon Balls
If you drop a cannon ball from a tower ~, you can reasonably calculate the transit
time. If you repeat the experiment, assuming that you're not arrested for dropping
cannon balls, you can expect the results to repeat to a high degree of accuracy and be
very close to your calculated value.
You, however, cannot determine beforehand whether a strong wind might cause
up-drafts at the base of the tower and perturb your measurements. If such wind does
occur, you'll still repeat your initial measurements with only a small error.
If you must follow the scientific principle and perform the experiment, don't go to Pisa.
There are too many people in the square. Find an abandoned fire tower somewhere in the
woods.
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Experiment 2. Voltage-Current Measurements
Take a 10-volt battery and place a 2000-ohm resistor across the terminals. The
ammeter in your circuit reads 2 0.005 amps. This is the value you predicted. However,
if you get an ammeter of higher accuracy, you may see the current varying as the
undetermined humidity in your lab changes or as the battery loses its charge.

Experiment 3. Boats in the Stream
Take a few toy boats and put them into your backyard stream. Although all of the
boats are the same, you place them in the water the same way, and although the
stream does not seem to vary in its overall flow, the boat trajectories are seldom the
same. These experiments do not repeat.
What happened? Do cannon balls and simple electrical circuits follow physical
laws, but floating boats do not? Are only experiments 1 and 2 deterministic? Even
though they had errors from causes that we could not a prior# predict, we can
a posteriori explain what happened.
Do not worry. The laws of fluid mechanics are well in hand. It's just their application that requires great care. Your backyard stream and the boats represent a
dynamic system with extreme sensitivity to initial conditions. We call such systems
chaotic. If you measure the position and speed of each toy boat a short distance from
release, you'll get reasonable 4 repetition of results. The further downstream you go,
the more chaotic the results.
Long-term mathematical predictions of the behavior of chaotic systems are no
more accurate than random chance. Short-term predictions, however, can be accurate.
Another well-known example of this extreme sensitivity to initial conditions is the
weather. Small changes in weather patterns can result in large changes later on. We're
sure you've noticed how the weather folks (who use copious fluid dynamics equations in their calculations) can reasonably predict rain tomorrow, but they can't
predict if it will be raining on a given day next year.

2

3

4

For the nonelectrical engineers in the audience, we are using Ohm's Law which states
that current (in amperes or amps) is equal to voltage (in volts) divided by resistance (in
ohms).
Since we said this chapter delves into philosophy, we decided to add some Latin. A
priori means "conceived beforehand." We bet that you can figure out the meaning of
a posteriori.
We hope you'll forgive our lack of quantification in these examples. What are "a short
time" and "reasonable results" depend on more parameters than we need to get into and
also depend on your desired accuracy of results. You'll soon see mathematically quantified results varying far more than you may have predicted, and these qualifications will
make more sense then.
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Tossing coins and rolling dice, as discussed in the chapter on probability and
statistics, are also examples of chaotic behavior. Even though the tossing or rolling is
completely deterministic, you must know the exact orientation and momentum of the
coins or dice and the exact compliance of the landing surfaces to know whether you'll
win or lose. However, those variables are not known exactly, thus your results are
unknown.
"What about the short-term behavior?" you ask. "Even chaotic systems are predictable on a short-term basis."
Yes, you are fight, and with the coins and dice, short-term does not refer to the
first few results of the tosses or rolls but to the first few revolutions of the coin or die
which, if you are careful, can be reasonably predicted.
For a mathematical example of deterministic chaos, let's take the simple recursive 5 equation 6
xi+ 1

-

-

2x 2 - 1

where we are iterating on x i . That is, we take the value just calculated for x~ and put
it into the equation to make the next calculation and determine a value for Xi+l. For
example, if our first value of x were 0.75, then our new value for x would be
X2

--

2x 2 - 1

= 2 * (0.75) 2 - 1
=0.125
and

x3

would be calculated from

x2,

and so on.

That seems easy enough. Now, program your computer 7 to calculate another 23
values of xi so that you have a total of 25 values of x.
These repeated calculations may seem tedious to you, but repetition and iteration of
calculation is the stuff of chaos, and computers don't get bored. You don't see the nature
of the extreme sensitivity to initial conditions until you've gone through a few steps.
After you list those 25 values of x, repeat the process after changing your initial
condition. That is, change your value of Xl by 1%. You would expect a small change
in your calculations, and sure enough, x2 is in error by 18%. If that seems like a large
error for a 1% change in initial conditions, look at x8. It's off by 500%. OK, a 500%
error after just seven iterations is not acceptable. That's analogous to the meteorolo5 In a recursive equation, each new term is determined by the application of an equation
that u s e s p r e c e d i n g r e s u l t s a s t h e v a r i a b l e .
This is close to a Mandelbrot or Julia set. The general form for these sets is xi+~= x n2 + C ,
(C=constant and x is complex). The difference in these two sets is determined by the
constant and the initial conditions.
7 A spreadsheet works just fine for this problem.
6
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gists being off by 500% after just seven steps in calculating weather patterns. So you
refine your measurements so that your initial measurement is accurate to 0.1%, and
you repeat your calculations. Everything starts out looking m u c h better. Well, it looks
better for the first few iterations. As the error of the initial condition decreases by a
factor of ten, the error in the results also drops by approximately the same factor for
the first seven iterations. By step eleven, however, the error is greater with the more
precise initial condition. Well, it seems that we're getting better. We determined more
precise initial conditions, and we got better results (at least for a while). Can we do
better? Yes, but only for a little while.
We want to use super-precise measuring instruments. We buy the best equipment
available, and build what we can't buy. We measure our initial condition to one part
in a million. That's a precision of one second in eleven and a half days. That precision is possible with time measurement but not with much else, but we do it. And
look at the chart: the first fifteen steps are accurate to within 5%. Then it blows up.
We w o n ' t waste the paper here, but in 100 steps the average error was 110% for the
1% measurement, 111% for the 0.01% measurement, and 171% for the one part in a
million initial measurement.

Table 11-1. Demonstration on initial condition sensitivity
Step

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Value
of
Xi
0.750
0.125
-0.969
0.877
0.538
-0.421
-0.646
-0.166
-0.945
0.785
0.233
-0.892
0.590
-0.303
-0.817
0.334
-0.777
0.208
-0.914
0.670
-0.103
-0.979
0.916
0.678
-0.080

% error for
1% change
in initial x
1.00%
18.09%
- 1.27%
-5.41%
-30.11%
70.37%
-104.42%
500.62%
-205.16%
24.07%
285.81%
-168.55%
-142.80%
188.09%
-163.89%
-236.46%
-24.73 %
-252.04%
-12.39%
-57.95 %
716.74%
-142.48%
-171.42%
-121.24%
1093.71%
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% error for
0.1% change
in initial x
0.10%
1.80%
-0.12%
-0.50%
-2.86%
7.76%
-8.84%
84.80%
-14.13 %
-59.70%
-443.80%
-131.35%
-242.90%
-239.94%
-21.52%
-153.44%
20.49%
262.71%
-114.81%
-243.85 %
-931.11%
-147.62%
-161.75%
-153.12%
822.21%

% error for
0.0001%change
in initial x
0.0001%
0.00%
-0.00%
-0.00%
-0.00%
0.01%
-0.01%
0.09%
-0.01%
-0.05%
-0.49%
0.12%
0.63%
-2.93%
1.30%
10.42%
-6.29%
-70.83 %
8.64%
44.95 %
-958.77%
-157.75%
-139.40%
-209.04%
-216.46%

Chaos
As you can see from the table of results, the more precise initial measurement
sometimes gives the greater error. Are we dealing with an erratic computer? Does
math no longer work? Is this simple equation not deterministic? The answer is an
emphatic "No !" to all three questions. You have just seen an example of m a t h e m a t i cal chaos. If you repeat the calculations with the same initial conditions, you'll get
the same answers. The equation is quite deterministic. It is just extremely sensitive to
the initial 8 conditions.
The idea that such small perturbations in initial conditions can have such large
effects later on is sometimes called the Butterfly Effect. Some folks say, and not
totally in jest, that whether or not a butterfly flaps its wings in a certain part of the
world can make the difference in whether or not a storm arises later in another part of
the world. No, we don't really believe the literal Butterfly Effect, but you can see the
reason that weather forecasts can be accurate only in the short-term, and that longterm forecasts, even using the best computer methods available, are no better than the
Farmer's Almanac.
Does chaos only apply to the weather and simple equations as shown? No, it
applies to any nonlinear, coupled system. Our simple equation
xi+1

-

-

2x2i - 1

applies to no physical system that we know of. It is just a demonstration tool that is
nonlinear (the xi2 term makes it nonlinear), and is coupled with itself (as the previous
value is used to calculate the current value).
Complex fluid flow systems (which include weather calculations) include an
equation for the conservation of momentum, another one for the conservation of
energy, and a third for the conservation of material in the flow. These equations are
nonlinear except in their simplest compilations, and they are often coupled since each
equation contains terms determined by the other equations. These equations 9 are
studied in advanced fluid dynamics courses, and we mentioned one of them in our
differential equations chapter. Just remember that you first heard it here.
Another example of sensitive initial conditions and wide ranging results is the
predator-prey model. Here we are dealing with a predator, such as a bird, and its only
prey, a special butterfly. The birds must have butterflies (BF in the equation) to
survive, but too many birds deplete the butterfly supply and birds s t a r v e ~ i t ' s a tough
world out there. We formulate the model 1~as follows:

8 It's not just the first stated initial conditions that drive chaos. Should you truncate one of
your values anywhere down the line, subsequent values will go chaotic the same as if the
first (initial) value were in error. With iterative equations, any value, anywhere down the
line, is the initial value for all following calculations.
9 Navier-Stokes equations.
10 The biologists in the audience may scream at the simplicity of this model - sorry.
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BF this year = BF last year. (1+ BF growth r a t e - Bird kill rate 9 BF last year)
Birds this year = Birds last year. (1 + Bird growth rate. BF last y e a r - Bird death rate)
where we abbreviate butterflies as B F and assume that butterflies die only as they
provide lunch for hungry birds.
We could graph a few examples for you, but this is an easy one for you to do yourself
with a spreadsheet.
Start with these values
Birds for the first year = 50 (i.e., "Birds last year" in the first iteration)
Butterflies for the first year = 200 (i.e., "Butterflies last year" in the first iteration)
Butterfly growth rate = 0.05
Bird kill rate = 0.001
Bird growth rate - 0.0002
Bird death rate = 0.03,
Iterate a few hundred times, and graph the results of the number of birds and
butterflies as a function of the iteration step. Change the input conditions by what
you consider to be a small amount. Notice how the graph radically changes.
Now plot your graph a little differently. The number of birds and the number of
butterflies for each period make a set of numbers (x,y); either birds or butterflies can
be x. Plot these values as x vs. y. Notice that you get spirals of the growing and
diminishing populations. But regardless how the populations vs. time period curve
changes as you change input parameters, the bird population vs. butterfly population
graph shows only small changes. You are now playing with a fractalpattern.
A fractal has two primary properties.

11

1.

It is a geometric object that is similar to itself on all scales.

2.

It has a fractional dimension. The fact that a fractal has the same shape at
different dimensions 11 is seen in the birds vs. butterflies graphs. Regardless
how many times you iterate on their population variations, the curve looks
basically the same. We will go to another example to talk about the fractional
dimension.

These plots are often called phase diagrams, which comes from mechanical systems
where position of the subject (the function) is plotted against the velocity of the subject
(the first derivative of position). You saw a phase diagram in differential equations.
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You have all seen pictures of snowflakes. The single crystal of a snowflake is
formed by sides growing upon sides ~2 such that all sides look similar, but each one
may seem a bit different. We won't use a real snowflake, but we'll use a model, the
Koch snowflake, ~3to explain the concept of fractional dimension. You, too, can draw
a Koch snowflake. First draw a line one unit long as shown in Figure 11-1. Then
replace that line with four lines, also shown, where each of the four lines are onethird the length of the original line. The total length of the new line is four-thirds
longer than the original line, but the horizontal dimension has not changed. Repeat
the process on each of the four new segments, and continue on and on.

Figure 11-1. A Koch snowflake.

A

__A> (A
Had you started with three segments arranged in a triangle instead of the single
line, your Koch snowflake would take on the shapes shown in the Figure 11-2. Note
that the basic snowflake looks the same regardless of how you zoom in on it. That is,
it continues to look like the original shape. As an aside, notice how the length of the
perimeter grows without bound as the enclosed area changes very little.

v{
Figure 11-2. Koch snowflake starting with a triangle.
Before we determine the dimension of the Koch snowflake, let's define dimension. We know that a line is one-dimensional, and a square is two-dimensional. Let's
further quantify that concept.

12 Materials scientists call this dendritic growth.
~3First drawn by Helge von Koch in 1904.
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If we take a line and increase its length by a factor N, the ratio, r, of each new
segment to the original length will be

r=N
If we increase the area of the square by the factor N , the length of each new side
will increase by
r - N

.

That is, if you increase the area of a square by four times its original area, each
new side will be twice the length of the sides of the original square.
Nothing new so far. Let's write dimension in a different way. The ratio of new
side length to the original side length can be written as

r-N %
or

D - log N
log r
where D is the dimension of your object. (Log to any base works.)
Now, let's apply our new formulation of "dimension" to the snowflake. Notice
that each time you expanded the snowflake you made a length of three units into a
length of four units. Hence, the dimension of the Koch snowflake is
D - log 4
log 3
D = 1.26...
The dimension of this design is a fraction, which makes the design a fractal~4.
We will work one more set of recursive equations that generate an unexpected
fractal pattern. We'll play with Sierpinski's triangle. Sierpinski's triangle generates an
endless number of x-y values which we'll plot as x vs. y. But Sierpinski's triangle,
though recursive, uses three different sets of equations where the choice of equation
is determined by random numbers. Sounds confusing? It isn't. Just follow the rules:
14

Fractals have also been used to examine surface erosion (Furhrmann, John, "The Fractal
Nature of Erosion: Mathematics, Chaos, and the Real World", Erosion Control, June
2002). Researchers have shown that the cyclical erosion and deposition process which
occurs on beaches through tide cycles or in stream and rivers responding to seasonal
variations in flow can be assessed with cyclical fractal growth techniques (Shapir, Y. S.
Raychaudhuru, D. G. Foster, and J. Jorns. "Scaling Behavior of Cyclical Surface Growth"
Physical Review Letters, 84( 14): 3029-32, 2000). While much of this type of analysis is
in its infancy, it holds promise for better understanding the physical world in the future.
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1.

Choose a random number.

2.

If the random number is less than 1/3, use the following equations to determine x and y.
Xn+ ~ =

0.5(Xn + 1) and

Yn+l "- 0"5Yn

3.

2
If the random number is between 31 and 7,
use these equations to determine
x and y.

Xn+l - - 0 . 5 X n

and

Yn+l "- 0"5Yn

4.

2
If the random number is greater than 3-,
then
Xn+ 1 =

0.5(X n "~- 0.5) and

Yn+l = 0"5(Yn + 1).

Program your computer to run out a few hundred values of x i, Yi and plot
Plot only the computed points. Do not plot any connecting lines. You'll see
fascinating, nested sets of triangles developing. Figure 11-3 is a Sierpinski's triangle
with 4000 data pairs generated with a spreadsheet. Do it yourself. It's fun!
X i VS. Yi"

Y

0.5

X
0

0.5

1

Figure 11-3. Sierpinski's triangle with 4000 data pairs.
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Does Sierpinski's triangle look like modem art? Maybe. Jackson Pollock's
"paint-drip" modem art paintings have been scientifically examined 15 and found to
have fractal dimensions. The majority of his paintings have a fractal dimension of
approximately 1.6.
Let us leave this chapter with a thought and a hope. We have briefly discussed the
scientific philosophy of determinism. Now let's dabble into the philosophy of life. If
small perturbations and uncertainties in starting points can have tremendous effects
later on physical systems, does it seem reasonable that the apparently insignificant
events in a person's life can produce important consequences much later? How did
you meet the significant other in your life? Did you have a plan? Did your parents
hire a matchmaker? Not likely. You probably met only because the two of you
happened to coincidentally be at the same place at the same time 16. Had you taken a
different path that day, think how different your life would be.
Consider another possible example of the chaos of life. Assume that one morning
on your way out the door, you were asked to drop the trash into the receptacle by the
curve. This simple act (initial condition) took 30 seconds. Because of that brief lag in
the start of your day, you missed the green light at the comer and had to stop. While
waiting for the light to change, a preoccupied stockbroker rammed into the back of
your car. Contrite at causing the accident, the stockbroker told you about the cause of
the mind-slip" a tip on a great stock 17to purchase. You buy the stock, become a
multimillionaire, and now grow orchids on your ranch in Hawaii. All that started
because of a 30-second trip to the trash can. And if you're not a millionaire, perhaps
it's because of a small change in another initial condition~you did not take out the
trash one day when you should have.
Please remember: Newton's laws are still valid. There is no randomness in the
equations of motion. They are completely deterministic. C h a o s ~ t h a t appearance of
the vague outcome---comes only from the lack of absolute accuracy in the knowledge
of the initial conditions.
We only want to introduce the subject of chaos to let you know that there's a lot
more out there TM in the fascinating world of engineering mathematics. We leave this
chapter with the hope that all of the chaos of your life dissolves into beautiful fractal
patterns.

15 R. E Taylor, Scientific American, December, 2002, pp. 116-121.
16 One of the authors met his future wife because each one went to the wrong chemistry
class, but that's another story.
17 Some folks argue that the stock market is truly chaotic. We'll leave that for the business
majors to ponder.
18 For further reading see: Gleick; Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos, Steve Strogatz, 1994,
Westover, Perseus Books, Cambridge, MA; and Chaotic and Fractal Dynamics, Francis
Moon, 1992, John Wiley & Sons, NY, NY.
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APPENDIX

Some Useful Mathematical Tables
Table A-1. Most frequently used derivatives
(where c = a constant and u and v are functions of x).

dc
~-=0

~lnu

dx
~-=0

d

d

du
dx

d,x

n

du

_•( UV) = I Pdx~ + U dx
du

dx

du

(cu)=c--

du

dv
dx

= d x v_+
-d Ulvl
I12

ay=ay.au
du dx

d
1
-~- log a u = -u l ~

dv

~ds i n u
dx

= c o s u ~ du
dx

du

tan u = see 2 ~
dx

d
~cotu
dx
d

dv

dx

dx

d

dx

-.-~ ( u ) = n u n - l --dx

__ (u + v) =

d

1 du

u dx

-csc 2
=

du
--dx

sec u = sec u tan u

dx
d

du
dx

csc u = - c s c u cot u

dx

du
dx

d au = aUlna du
dx
dx
~d eU =eU du
dx
dx

du
e m

dr

d

du
cos

U v = vuV_ 1 -d-u + uVlnu dv

u = - sin u

dx

dr
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dx
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Table A-2. Most frequently used integrals
(where c and a are constants and u and v are functions of x).

[au=u+c

j'.-la. = j'-~ = lnl.l+ ~

I s i n u du = - c o s

u+ c

I sec u t a n u du = sec u + c

I c s c u c o t u du = - c s c

=U+V+C
I c o s u du = sin u + c

I

~

w

a " d " = ~n a + C

Iadu =aldu =au+c
I sec 2 u du = t a n u + c

S e"du = e u + c

un+l

I undu = ~ + c
n+l

~csc u du
2

= -cot
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u + c

u + c

Some Useful Mathematical Tables
Table A-3. Useful Conversion Factors.
acre

=

0 . 0 0 1 6 m i l e 2 - 4 . 3 5 6 0 x 10 4 f t 2

centimeter

=

0.0328 ft-

cubic foot

=

7.4805 gal-

degree

=

0 . 0 1 7 5 rad

foot

=

0.3048 m

gallon

=

0 . 1 3 3 7 ft 3 - 3 . 7 8 5 3 liters

inch

=

2.5400 cm

kilogram

=

2 . 2 0 4 6 lb (avdp)

kilometer

=

0.6214 mile

liter

=

0.2642 gal-

0 . 0 3 5 3 2 ft 3

meter

=

1.9036 y d -

3.2808 f t -

mile

=

1.6093 k m

ounce

=

1.8047 in 3

p o u n d (avdp)

=

0.4536 kg - 453.5924 g m

pound force

=

4.4482 newtons

quart

=

0 . 9 4 6 3 liter

radian

=

57.2958 degrees

yard

=

0.9144 m
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0.0283 m 3
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Table A-4. Some Numerical Constants.
e

=

2 . 7 1 8 2 8 18285

1/e

=

0.36787 94412

e2

=

7.38905 60989

e 1/2

=

1.64872 12707

e -1/2

--

0.60653 06597

p

=

3.14159 26536

l/p

=

0.31830 98862

p2

=

9.86960 44011

pl/2

=

1.77245 3850

lOge p

=

1.14472 98858

lOglo e

=

0.43429 44819

21/2

=

1.41421 3 5 6 2 4

31/2

=

1.73205 08076

101/2

=

3.16227 76602

(2p) 1/2

=

2.50662 82746

(p/2) 1/2

=

1.25331 4 1 3 7 3
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Some Useful Mathematical Tables
Table A-5. Greek alphabet.
English
Name

Case
U p p e r Lower
A

t~

alpha

B

13

beta

F

y

gamma

A

8

delta

E

e

epsilon

Z

~

zeta

H

rl

eta

0

0

theta

I

t

iota

K

~

kappa

A

~

lambda

M

g

mu

N

v

nu

-

~

Xi

0

o

omicron

H

~

pi

P

p

rho

]~

~

sigma

T

x

tau

Y

a9

upsilon

~)

phi

X

~

chi

W

~

psi

f~

co

omega
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associative law
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multiplication, 5
axes, 23
B

base 2, 15-16
base, 10, 15
bell curve, 202
Bernoulli, 198
binary number system, 16
binomial distribution, 196-199
boundary value problems, 250-252
butterfly effect, 329

C
calculus, 125-176
applications of, 168-176
differential, 126-137
integral, 148-151
cancellation rule, 8
Cartesian coordinate system, 23
center of mass, 203
Chain Rule, 137
chaos, 325-334
characteristic equation, 235
chi-square test, 219-220
coefficient of friction, 118
combinations, 189
commutative law
complementary angle, 83, 88
complementary function, 234
completing the square, 48
complex conjugate, 50
complex numbers, 7-8, 50
compound function, 137-143
computer mathematics, 311-323
confidence interval, 220-221
contingency table, 195
continuity equation, 287-288
continuous function, 144
convergence, 145
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transformation of, 293
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factorial, 186
factoring, 40, 51
finite difference technique, 312, 320
finite element techniques, 318
first derivative, 141
first moment, 204-206
first-degree polynomials, 43
flux lines, 288
Fourier analysis, 159-162
Fourier series, 146
fractal pattern, 330
fractions, 4
free-body diagram, 114, 319
frequency, 105
function, 183
shift, 110
friction, 118-120
functions, 19-35, 125
graphing, 20, 23-24
periodic, 103
trigonometric, 90-91
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus,
151-156
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G
Gauss's Law, 301
Gaussian distribution, 207-210, 224-226
general solution to differential equation,
232
gradient descent optimization, 317
gradient, 282
graphing
two linear equations, 59-61
functions, 20, 23-24
gravity, 227
Greek alphabet, 339
H

homogeneous equations, 74, 234
hypotenuse, 90
I

identities, trigonometric, 98
imaginary numbers, 7, 50
inconsistent system, 63
indefinite integral, 153
independent functions, 236
independent variable, 20-22
inequality symbols, 8-9
inflection point, 142-143, 212
inner product, 270
integers, 2
integral calculus, 126, 148-151
integrals
line, 288
table of common, 336
integration, 153
by parts, 154-156
interior angles, 99-101
interval of existence, 145
isosceles triangle, 99
J

j in electrical engineering, 7, 50

K

Kronecker delta, 271
Koch snowflake, 331
L
L' Hopital's Rule, 147
Law of Sines, Cosines, 101-103, 115
least squares, method of, 217
limits, 144
line integrals, 288-290
linear differential equations, 234
with constant coefficients, 235
linear differential operator, 234
linear equations and functions, 28, 44
log functions, 33-36
log plots, 35-36
log tables, 14
logarithms, 13-15
Lorentz Force, 301-302
M

Maclaurin's expansion, 146
Matlab, 321-322
matrix, 59-81, 319
maxima, 104, 140, 212
measurement, 211
method of least squares, 217
minima, 104, 140, 316
moment, 202
Monte Carlo simulation, 317
multiplication, 3
N
natural logarithm, 134
Navier-Stokes equations, 261-263
net circulation integral, 288
nonhomogeneous differential equation,
244-248
nonlinear differential equation, 234
nonlinear functions, 32
normalized data, 215
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numbers, 2-4, 6-7
bases, 15
complex, 7-8
imaginary, 7
irrational, 6
negative, 2
rational, 6
numerical constants, table, 338
O
optics, 120
optimization techniques, 316-318
ordered sets, 26, 44
ordinate, 24
origin, 23
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates,
292-297
orthogonal unit vectors, 269, 281,283
oscillating force on spring-mass-damper
system, 244
outcome, 178

probability, 177-195
projectile motion, 305-309
Pythagorean theorem, 25, 87, 102

Q
quadrangle, 99
quadrant, 84
quadratic equations, 46, 51
quadratic formula, 49
R

radian, 86, 88-89
reciprocal, 8
recursion formula, 199
reflection, 120-121
refraction, 120-121
regression analysis, 217-219
regression line, 218
fight triangle, 25, 90
fight-hand rule, 268
root mean square, 156, 167
roots, 12, 51

P

partial derivative, 254
Pascal's triangle, 199-202
periodic function, 103
periodicity, 103
permutation, 186
phase difference, 107-110
phase shift, 107
phase, 107, 109
plane, 278
plotting functions, 23-24
Poisson distribution, 209-213
poles, 51
polynomials, 39-40
degree of, 40
dividing, 41
multiplying, 41
second-degree, 46-54
pressure, 171
probability distribution, 204

S

scalar matrix, 69
scalar product, 270
scalar, 266, 268
solving for values, 269-270
second derivative, 141-143
second moment, 204
second-degree polynomials, 46-50
sequence, 145
series, 144
shotgun approach to finding minima, 317
Sierpinski's triangle, 332-333
signal noise, 316
sine, 90
law of, 101
wave, 104
slope, 26-28
smooth function, 144
Snell's Law, 122
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Index
solving for x, 39
solving systems of equations, 62-70
graphing method, 59-66
matrix method, 68-74
substitution method, 66-68
spherical coordinates, 294
spring constant, 228
spring-mass-damper system, 319
square matrix, 69
square root, 50
standard deviation, 211
statics, 113-117
subtraction, 2
superposition, 232
supplementary angle, 84, 88
T
tangent, 90
Taylor's expansion, 146
term, 41
transformation of coordinates, 193
translation of coordinates, 31
triangle
isosceles, 99
fight, 25, 90
triangular form, 69
trigonometric distance equation, 93
trigonometric identities, 98
trigonometry, 83-123
triple scalar product, 276
triple vector product, 277

U
units, 3, 63, 129
unit vector, 268-269
V
vector calculus, 265-309, 280-282
vectors, 113, 266
magnitude, 267
resultant, 267
products, 270-275
velocity, 127-130
vibration, 318
W

wave, sine, 104
wavelength, 104
Wronskian, 237
X

x-axis, 24
x-ray diffraction, 108
Y
y-axis, 24
y-intercept, 6, 28-29
Z
zero, 2, 6
of an equation, 51
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